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PREFACE 

The idea of a Concert of Europe, which had been suggested 

by Kaunitz in 1791, found expression in the Treaty of 

^ 'haiiinont which was made in March 1814 by Great Britain, 

ivussiiR Prussia and Austria. The same four Powers tried, 

at the Congress of Vienna, to effect “ a regeneration of the 

political system of Eurhpe/’ 

Tlie settlement made at Vienna ^ disregarded the principles 

f>f nationality, broke the ties of religion, and defied historical 

tradition. It was the work of riders not of nations. Although 

the Congress was not oj)posed to constitutional government, 

the “ legit in late '' princes whom it restored generally re¬ 

established absolute monarchy. The Congress thus weakened 

the doctrines of the sovereignty of the people, political liberty 

and equality, which the French Revolution had taught. 

The need of a common tribunal to deal with inteniaiional 

interests led to the Congresses which met from 1818 to 1822. 

Their main object was to maintain the settlement of Vienna 

and to ensure peace by securing agreement between the 

Powers. The congressional movement proved a failure partly 

because the jealousy of the Powers made united action diffi¬ 

cult, partly because Great Britain strongly objected to the 

* For details, tee Notes on European HiatoTy, Vol. Ill, p. 540. 
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intervention of the Powers in the internal affairs of anv 

individual country. The union of the Powers was broken; 

the Western Power?, which were Liberal, brok(' away from 

the Eastern which, by the Convention of Miinchengratz in 

1833, agreed to support autocracy. 

The attempt to enforce the settlement of 1815 by the inter¬ 

national action of tlie Powers proved unsuccessful. The 

history of Europe in the Nineteenth Century is largely con¬ 

cerned w’ith the develoi)nicnt of Nationality, which by a pro¬ 

cess of unification and transfer nullified the territorial arrange¬ 

ments of the Congress of Vienna, and of Liberalism, which 

substituted constitutional government for the aiitcK’ratic rule 

of legitimate princes. 

The idea of Nationality was strengthened by th(‘ French 

Revolution, which made community of blood, languages, 

traditions and aspirations, and not common subjection to a 

single ruler, the bond of the State. Napoleon 1 both intensi¬ 

fied the feeling of Nationality in France and, })y his aggressive 

policy, stimulated its grow^th in Spain, Portugal. Russia 

and Prussia. The ‘‘ insularity of Canning’s policy may be 

regarded as an expression of British nationality. 

The development of Nationality was hampered by historic 

tradition, particularly in Gorniany, where the memory of the 

Holy Roman Empire still persisted. Religious difficulties 

tended to strengthen the old order; the differences betw^een 

the Catholics of Southern Germany and the Protestants of 

the North made Bismarck's great task still more difficult; 

the problem of the temporal power of the Pope retarded the 

.unification of Italy. 

But by 1871 the cause of Nationality had secured a large 
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measure of success. The successful vindication of Nation¬ 

ality had led to the expulsion of the Austrians from Lombardy 

and Venetia and the formation of the Kingdom of Italy, to 

the establishment of the German Empire and of the King¬ 

dom of Greece, to the sej)aration of Schleswig-Holstein from 

Denmark and of Belgium from Holland. But the principle 

had not been completely asserted. Poland had failed to win 

national independence, Norway was still dependent on 

Sweden, German Austria lay outside the German Empire, 

and Austria retained the Tyrol. Austria had become a Dual 

Kingdom, united only by the personal bond of obedience to 

the Hapsburgs, and, altliough Hungary had secured her inde- 

])endence, the attempts of the Slavs to break away from 

Austrian or Hungarian rule were sternly repressed. 

Other forces helped the growth of national feeling. In 

some cases economic problems played an important part : 

the ZoUveretn proved a powerful factor in the establishnient 

of the German Empire ; the desire to free the trade of Northern 

Italy from the restrictions which Austria imposed upon ir 

strengthened the cause of Sardinia . Napoleon III did much 

for Nationality ; the formation of Roumania was due largely 

to him, without his aid Italy would not have become a United 

Kingdom. But his policy was inconsistent. The pressure of 

the Clerical Party, the fear that a United Italy might prove 

a dangerous neighbour to France, and the hope that Austria 

might be used to check the growing power of Prussia, led him 

at times to resist the designs of Cavour. He favoured the 

formation of the North German Confederation in the hope 

that the separation of the North from the South would pre¬ 

vent the union of Germany. The defeat of Napoleon at 
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Sedan ensured the triumph of Nationality in Germany and 

Italy, 

The internal development of the countries of Europe was 

due to the growth of Liberalism, which owed much to the 

example and support of Great Britain and France. Liberalism 

was the assertion of the principles of constitutional govern¬ 

ment and the rights of the individual citizen. It endeavoured 

to make the constitutions it had won still more democratic 

by strengthening the position of the representative element 

at the expense of the executive. In several countries Liberal¬ 

ism became revolutionary, and, in some cases, socialistic. 

From 1815 to 1830 Liberalism met with little success 

except in Portugal, where constitutional monarchy was 

established in 1826. It gained its first great success in the 

July Revolution of 1830, and the Swiss constitution of 1848 

was a triumph for democracy. The February Revolution 

of 1848 partly inspired the revolutions in Berlin and Vienna, 

which secured constitutions for Prussia and Austria. But in 

the nine years that followed Liberalism lost ground. Tlie 

Second Empire in France, the policy of Narvaez in Spain, the 

revival of autocracy in Austria and Italy were among the 

most conspicuous examples of reaction. From 1859 to 1871 

Liberalism made further progress. In France Napoleon III 

was compelled to accept the Parliamentary Empire; the 

Ausgkich of 1867 established parliamentary government in 

Hungary and constitutional monarchy in Austria; consti¬ 

tutions were revised or established in Scandinavia, Greece,. 

Spain and Roumania, and at one time the policy of Alex¬ 

ander II seemed likely to promote Liberal principles in 

Russia. 
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Grftat Britain, Russia and Turkey, while affected by the 

prevailing tendency, pursued a line of policy which was due 

to their special interests. Great Britain took no part in the 

wars of the period except the Crimean War. She strongly 

resisted any attempt made by France to secure influence in 

Belgium, but her main interest in Europe centred in the Medi¬ 

terranean, the routti to India, and her policy in Eastern Europe 

was dictated largely by the fear that if Russia strengthened 

her ])osition in Europe she would prove a dangerous rival to 

British possessions in Asia. Russia was anxious to extend 

her territory to the South and to secure control of the Lower 

Danube, but she took full advantage of the opportunities her 

situation afforded of t(irritorial expansion in Asia. Turkey 

was engaged in a struggle for existence ; she lost much terri¬ 

tory in the Balkans but succeeded in maintaining her hold 

on Constantinople, largely because the Western Powers felt 

that they must maintain the integrity of the Turkish Empire 

as a check on the growing power of Russia. 

Each subject is treated as fully as space permits, and this 

has occasionally led to the repetition of material common to 

two or more sections. The number of details is necessarily 

large, but wherever possible details have been related to the 

historical principles they illustrate. Full accounts have been 

given of the leading characters of the period, and an effort 

has been made to show the relations between great men and 

great movements. 

This book is designed to help students who are preparing 

for the Higher Local or Higher Certificate Examinations, for 

scholarships in Modem History or for the history papers set 

in connection with the various University Examinations. 
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But the author hopes that the book will prove useful also to 

students of history who are not taking the subject in prepara¬ 

tion for some examination. He will be very grateful to any 

readers who care to make suggestions for the correction and 

improvement of this book. 

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

Tula author is indebted to Mr. C. Clement Thomas, M.A., for 
pointing out a few errors, which ha^’^e been corrected in thin 
Edition. 
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EUROPE AFTER VVATF:EL00 

I. General Conditions. 

A. The Desire for Peace. 
The struggle with Napoleon I had been so severe thai; 

Europe longed for peace which would afford an oppor¬ 
tunity of recovering from heavy losses and of con¬ 
solidating the territorial changes made by the Congress 
of Vienna. 

B. Liberalism. 

The influence of the French Revolution was apparent 
in the risings that took place in most of the countries 
of Europe, but the revolutionary doctrines, based largely 
on sentiment, were replaced by the new Liberalism, of 
which Bentham was the prophet. It was founded on 
inductive reasoning; it aimed at promoting ‘'the 
greatest good of the greatest number ”; it investigated 
actual conditions; it tried to form a social and political 
system on the secure basis of observed facts. 

Liberalism asserted the sovereignty of the people and 
strove to secure constitutional government. But the 
people now meant the middle classes, not, as in the 
French Revolution, the whole body of citizens, and 
Lord John Bussell declared that the !]^form Bill of 1832 
was a final settlement. The extension of .political 
privilege to the working classes was the result of economic 
changes, which compelled the liberals to adopt a more 
liberal policy, and led to the formation of Labour parties 
at the end of the nineteenth century. 
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C. Ronianticisni. 

Romanticism was a reaction against the iconoclasm 
of the Revolution and sought to find in the past the help 
necessary for solving present problems. 

(]) Legitimacy. 

Legitimacy represented the political side of Roman¬ 
ticism. It held that prescription gave the monarch 
aleizitimate title to his throne, the subject a legitimate 
rigist to his private pro}>orty. It. strengthened 
monarchy by reviving the old doctrine of the divine 
right of kings. The Hoh* Alliance may be n garded 
as the expression of Legitimacy. 

(2) The ITltrnmontanes. 

The disasteis of recent years were regarded by many 
as the nece.ssary results of the reign of Reason which 
had been proclaimed during the Revolution. Some 
thought that a revival of religion was the only means 
of solving the difficulties of the time. De Maistre, in 
Du PajH!, published in 1819, advocated the restora¬ 
tion of the authority vrhich the Papacy had exercised 
in the [Middle Ages, and claimed that the Pope should 
be recognised as the spiritual and temporal head of 
Christendom. The Ultramontane movement repre¬ 
sented the religious side of Romanticism, of which the 
re-establishment of the Jesuit Order by Pius VII in 
1814 was one of the earliest signs. 

D. Nationalism. 

The Revolution, an international movement, was 
overthrown by Nationality. Nationality in the nine¬ 
teenth century was the recognition of the common 
interests of the people forming the nation and the right 
of such a nation to control its own destinies, not, as in 
the eighteenth, the assertion of common subjection to 
a monarch. Nationality had been aroused in Spain» 
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Russia ami OtTuiany by Napoleon’s oj)pression, and soon 
found oxpros.sini) in revolution against foreign or auto¬ 
cratic.* rulers. 

Nationalism, like Liberalism, was affected by economic 
considerations ; the growth of Nationality was pro¬ 

moted in Gernuijiv and Italy by attempts to modify 

tariffs, in Bohemia by strife between Czech labourers 
and German capitalists. 

Nationality as a factor in material prosperity was 
apprec'iated by Great Britain alone in 1815, and largely 
accounts for her failure to work in concert with Russia 

and Austria in the Congresses. 

E, General. 

In her desire to secure a sure foundation of political 
and social policy Euroj)c had sought the support of 
Authority. The Liberals, relying on science, aimed 

iit constitutional progress. Romanticism, whether as 
Legitimacy or Ultramontanism, aimed rather at the 

maintenance of order sanetioned by historical precedent, 
and tended to become reactionary. 

But all sought to find security against revolution and 

to maintain the established order. An attempt, due 
mainly to Alexander I, was made to secure these ends 

by setting up an International Confederacy of Europe 
to act “ as an international court of sovereign judges 

which, by placing the territorial arrangements fixed at 

Vienna on the basis of international law, was to prevent 
all j)ossibility of wars of aggression, and to guarantee 

the permanency of the established order.'* ^ The under¬ 
lying idea had found expression during the Middle 
Ages in the Holy Roman Empire ; in 1791 Kaunitz had 

suggested such a union. 

The new movement was destined to fail owing to 
the growth of Nationality, of which Great Britain, in 
the persons of Castlereagh and Canning, became tho 
champion. 

^ Alison PhUlips. 
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II. The Holy AUiance. 
A. The Four Powers. 

The defeat of Napoleon and the treaties of the “ legiti¬ 
mate ’* monarchies of 1815 made Russia, Austria, 

Prussia and Great Britain the masters of Europe. The 
first three were absolute. Great Britain a constitutional 
monarchy, and the fate of Euroi)e depended on a few 
individuals. Frederick William III was too weak to 
give a strong lead; the Tory government in England 
supported the status quo, but was hampered by serioun 

domestic difficulties and by the necessity of securing 

Parliamentary sanction for its policy. Austria was 
exhausted and almost bankrupt, and her internal condi> 
tion was such ^ that any change nought prove dangerous. 

Alexander I became the leading member of the Holy 
Alliance and, to a considerable extent, the arbiter 

Euroj)e. 

B. Alexander I and Metternich, 1815-1818, 
(1) Alexander I. 

a. Liberalism. 

Alexander I had learned from his Jacobin 
tutor, La Harpe, the hurnanitarianisni of 

Rousseau, and up to 1818 showed distinct 

sympathy with Lil)eral constitutionalism, 

although he declared himself strongly opposed 

to revolution. He became the champion of 
the southern states of Germany, and granted 

a constitution to Poland in 1816; in Spain his 
ambassador in 1817 supported the reforming 

measures of Garay; in France he supported 

Richelieu against the Ultra - Royalists and 
urged the King to dissolve the Chantbre In- 
tirmvabk; * in Italy his representatives 

showed active sympathy with the Liberal and 
National movement against Austria. 

» Page 34S. • Page 31, 
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h. Autocracy. 

But from his military governor Soltikoff he 
had learned the iinpoi*tance of autocracy based 
on militarism, and although soon after his 
accession a plan of establishing constitutional 
government in Russia was considered it was 
never put into execution. In Russia the 
Emperor’s Liberalism was a benevolent theoiy", 
his government was rigidly autocratic. 

€, Pietism. 

His conscience was troubled because of his 
moral responsibility for the murder of his 
father Paul, and tried to find peace in evan¬ 
gelical religion and the study of the Scriptures. 
After 1813 his tendency to mystic pietism was 
increased owing to the influence of Baroness 
von Kriidener, and he came to regard himself 
as an instrument chosen by God to settle the 
affairs of Europe. 

(2) Metternich. 

Metternich’s policy was the maintenance of th^ 
sUjtU9 quo and invincible hostility to revolution. 

For Austria the maintenance of the status quo 
seemed essential. The Empire was so loosely united 

that free popular opinion would arouse national 

differences; an alteration of the Treaties of 1815 
might deprive Austria of her Italian territor/ and 
make Germany a powerful rival. 

Metternich asserted that **the basis of modern 
policy is and must be repose ”; he hoped by avoiding 
change to secure stability. He considered that 

aristocratic, absolute monarchy was the best form of 
government, and resisted the efforts of the liberals 

to establish constitutio&al government, which he 

regarded as an instrument of revolui^n. . He was 
wiiiing t6 most nationality in order to preserve 
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autocracy, a,u(l advocated armed interveution to sup¬ 
press any subjects who rose against their nders. 

Both Metternich and (.’astleicagh recognised the 
bond of the Quadruple Alliance. The latter thought 
that Great Britain was bouiul to defend the Treaties 
of 1816 and to meet the otlier Powers in Congresses 

to consider the common interests of Europe ; but he 
rcvsolutely denied that the Quadruple Alliance com¬ 
mitted its Jiiembers to armed intervention to suppress 

internal revolution. 
Mettornich's support of intervention led to differ¬ 

ences with Great Britain. His opposition to Liberal¬ 

ism led to a struggle with Alexander I, who,he thought, 
was tending to revolution in politics and religion, and 

whom he suspected of using Liberalism and Evan¬ 

gelical teacliing as a cloak to hide his purpose of 
making Russia the mistress of Europe. Metternich 

supported reaction in Germany andNaples,and d(*sin*d 

to intervene on behalf of Ferdinand VIl in Sj)ain. 
He was a most skilful tactician; his policy was 

opportunist, and Napoleon said that he mistook 

intrigue for statesmanship; but “ for a tired and 
timid generation he was the necessary man.” ^ 

C. The Holy Alliance, 1815. 

(1) Terms. 

September 26th, 1816. The Holy Alliance was an 
attempt of Alexander I to supplement by a religious 

union the Political Alliance of the Powers which had 

been established by the treaties of 1815. Francis I, 
Frederick William III and Alexander were the 

original members. The Treaty declared that “The 

eternal religion of God the Preserver of mankind . . . 

far from being applicable only to private life, should, 

on the contrary, influence the resolutions of princes 

and guide all their steps.” “ The three contracting 

* Ali5ion Phillips. 
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raonarchs will live united by the bonds of a true and 
indissoluble fraternity ... to proUxt religion, poai e 

and justice.” The people of Europe must “ consider 
themselves all as members of a single (nristian 

nation,” and the three monarchs confess that their 
countriOvS have no other sovereign but God.” 

Louis XVIII and other monarchs joined the Alliance. 
Great Britain refused to sign on technical grounds, but 
the Prince Regent signified his personal apj>roval. 
The Pope ilisapproved of the Treaty, which Catlioiics 
regarded as an example of religiousness *' as 0]>|'0.*ied 

to religion, and as the work of a heretic, and a Liberal. 
The Sultan was not invited to sign the Treaty. 

(2) Criticism. 

The Holy Alliance had little practical result, and 

Mettei nich declared that it was a “ sonoroxis nothing.” 
But it involved the principle of the Concert of Europe, 

and gave rise to the belief that such a Concert would 
be reactionary and opposed to France and Liberalism. 

THE CONGRESS OF AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, 
1818 

[The meeting was strictly a Conference rather than a Congress.] 

I. The Treaty of Alliance of November* 1815. 

A. Terms of the Treaty. 

November 20th, 1815. Prussia, Russia, Austria and 
Great Britain renewed the Treaties of Chaumont ^ (made 

March 1st, 1814) and Vienna (March 25th, 1815), 

and determined to hold at fixed intervals meetings of 

the sovereigns concerned, or their ministers, for the 

consideration of such measures as at each one of tliese 

epochs shall be judged most salutary for the peace and- 

* JVofea on Miropean Huiorp^ VoL 111, page 52$. 
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prosperity of the nations and for the maintenance of 

the peace of Europe.” 
This was an attempt to establish an International 

Confederation of Europe, intended, in the first instance, 
to regulate the internal afiairs of France, which, it was 

feared, might again become revolutionary. 

B. Attitude of Great Britain. 

Great Britain was strongly Nationalist, and Castle- 
reagh, while ojiposed to the renewal of revolution, 

deprecated undue interferentje in the internal afiairs of 

France; he maintained that no general principles of 
intervention should be laid down by the Four Powers, 

but that any common action tliey might take should be 

decided by the merits of individual cases. 

C. Problems. 

The Allies had to decide : 

(1) Whether France was to be admitted to the Alliance and 
on what terms. 

(2) Whether the Allies should intervene to maintain 
absolute monarchy against subjects who demanded 

a constitution. 

(3) Whether the principlcvS of the Alliance applied to 

Turkey and the Spanish colonies in America, which 

had not been considered at the Congress of Vienna. 

II. Conditions leading to the Congress. 

A. France. 

The occupation of France by the Allied forces gravely 
hindered the government of the country, and Richelieu,* 

anxious to ‘'royalise France and to nationalise the 

monarchy,” * begged Alexander to hasten evacuation. 

The success of Richelieu in maintaining the Bourbon 
monarchy and the dissolution of the extreme Chambrt 

* Page 32. * Deca/es. 
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IntfoufHible ^ conciliated the Allies. Richelieu also asked 
that the Quadruple Alliance should be enlarged into 
a Quintuple by the addition of France. 

B. Alexander. 

Alexander's representatives aroused Metternich’s 
wrath by intriguing with the Constitutionalists in Spain 
and Italy; strong fears were felt that “ he was covering 
with the language of evangelical abnegation the prepara¬ 
tion of a great military force.” But Alexander, who 
was much perturbed by the growth of Liberalism in 
France, gave assurances of his fidelity to the Alliance 
and urged that a Congress of Europe, to which all states 
should be invited, should be called to maintain the 
status quo, and that the Quadruple Alliance should be 
maintained as a defence against France. 

C. Castlereagh. 

Castlereagh continued his objection to general 
declarations on the subject of intervention made by a 
Confederation of Europe, partly because it was necessary 
to secure the assent of the British Parliament for action 
abroad, partly because he feared that the interests of 
the minor states would sufier if a Confederation was 
established, and that France if isolated might become 
the centre of a new Alliance. Castlereagh and Welling¬ 
ton were forbidden to make Great Britain a party to 
any abstract union of Governments. 

D. Metternich. 

Metternich, fearing revolution more than Alexander, 
suggested that the Quadruple Alliance should be 
maintained to assert anti-revolutionaiy ideas against 
France, but that a general Declaration should be issued 
to which France might be a party and which should 
afSim the principles of the Holy Alliance. 

> Page 31. 
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HI. The Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, 1818. 
The Congress was a confereiioe of the Four Powers. 

Alexander F, Francis I and Frederick William III at¬ 
tended in person, Castlereagh and Wellington repre¬ 
sented Great Britain. Metteniieh, Capodistrias and 
Hardenberg were present. Richelieu, by favour of tlie 
Allies, was allowed to attend to represent the interests 

of France. 

A. France. 

(1) Evacuation. 

October 9th, 1818. The Congress ordered that 

foreign troops should evacuate France by November 

30th. 

(2) The Quadruple Alliance. 

November 15th, 1818. A treaty, which was kept 

secret in order not to make Richelieu’s difficulties 

greater, renewed the Quadruple Alliance as a means 
of checking possible revolution in France. Arrange¬ 
ments were made for any military operations which 

might become necessary against France, and the Czar 
actually drew up a plan of campaign. 

(3) The Declaration. 

November 15th, 1818. A Declaration, to which 
France was invited to adhere, asserted that the 
Powers were determined to maintain the close union, 
strengthened by the ties of Christian brotherhood, 

established by the sovereigns; stated that the aim of 

the union was to preserve peace on the basis of respect 
for treaties; provided that no “ partial unions ” 
should be held to deal with the affairs of other states 

except on the invitation and, if necessary, with the 

presence of representatives of the states concerned. 

(4;) General. 

This compromise was the most serious effort ever 
made to “ provide the transparent soul of the Holy 
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Alliance with a body.’* Great Britain had insisted 
on the importance of maintaining treaties, and pro¬ 
tecting the interests of the smaller states ; slie refused 
to accept a suggestion of Prussia that Allied troops, 

commanded by Wellington, should remain at Brussels 
to act as European police, i.e. to intervene in any 
state if necessary. Alexander was conciliated by the 
attempt to make the Holy Alliance effective. The 
danger of the spread of revolution had been checked, 
and Mettemich stated that the happiest result will 
be that there is to be no change in the existing order 
of things.” 

B. The Dictatorship of Europe. 

The Congress succeeded to some extent in asserting 
its authority as a court of appeal for Europe. 

In response to the appeal of Denmark it compelled 

Charles XIV* of Sweden to carry out the Treaty of 
Kiel.2 It refused to grant the title of King to the 
Elector of Hesse. It warned the rulers of Germany to 

treat the mediatised Princes better. It considered 
disputes between Austria and Bavaria and the question 
of the Baden Succession. But, owing to the resistance 

of Spain and Great Britain, the Congress failed to 
establish its authority over the Spanish colonies. 

C. The Slave Trade and Piracy. 

(1) The Slave Trade. 

The Slave Trade had been condemned by the 
Congress of Vienna, but only Great Britain had made 

serious efforts to suppress it. Her suggestion that 

special warships should be allowed to exercise a 
general right of searching vessels for slaves was re¬ 
jected because the superiority of the British na\7' 

would give her a great opportunity of interrupting 

foreign cbmmerce. . 

^ Beraadotte. * Ndea on EuropHsan Ifistory, Vol. HI, page «526, 
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(2) Piracy. 

The Barbary Pirates infested the Mediterranean, 
but the Czar’s proposal that an international fleet 
should be formed to put down piracy was rejected, 
largely because Great Britain refused to give Russian 
warships the right of entering the Mediterranean. 

D. General. 

(1) Metternich. 

The Congreas was a great triumph for Metternich 
and marks the beginning of his supremacy in Europe. 
He had succeeded in maintaining the Alliance against 
revolution, and Alexander had sufiered a moral 
defeat. 

(2) Weakness of the Congress. 

The Powers had shown a friendly and conciliatory 
spirit, and the Conference had asserted some measure 
of authority over Europe. But radical diflc^rences 
had been merely glossed over and not finally settled, 
and the, Congress had shown “that no Government 
woijld or could subordinate the particular interest of 
its own countiy to the general interest of Europe.” 

THE CONFERENCES OF TROPPAU, 1820, 
AND LAIBACH, 1821 

1. Events from the Congress of Aix-la-ChapeUe to the 
Spanish Rising. 

A. Germany. 

Metternich wished to make the German Confederacy 
a barrier of absolute rule against revolution. Alex¬ 

ander, who strongly opposed the extension of Austrian 
influence in Germany, had posed as the protector of the 
smaller German states. 
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Metternich gained a victory for absolutism by the 

Carlsbad Decrees ^ in September, 1819, and the Yienha 
Final Act * 

But Metternich was doubtful as to the part Alexander 

would play in Germany, and Castlereagh protested 
against the Decrees as an unjustifiable interference with 
the liberty of sovereign and independent states. 

B. Alexander becomes less Liberal. 

(1) Metternich’s suspicion of Alexander. 

Metternich thought that Russian sympathy was 
one of the causes of the growing strength of Liberalism 
which, he considered, would result in revolution in 
France ; in Spain the Russian Tatishefi tried to stir 
up trouble between Spain and Great Britain about 
the Spanish colonies in the hope that Alexander 
would be called in to mediate; La Harpe openly 
supported the Carbonari in Italy. 

(2) Alexander changes his views. 

But Alexander was infuriated by the murder of 
Kotzebue * in March, 1819, and by that of the Due de 
Berri* in February, 1880. When military revolt 

broke out in Spain in January, 1880, Alexander 
offered to send an army in the name of Europe to 
put down the rebels. Metternich objected because 

he thought a Russian army marching through Pied- 
mont would be dangerous to Austrian influence in 
Italy, and because he thought that the Powers could 

effect a settlement by independent action. This 
argument was obviously contrary to the general prin¬ 
ciples of the Alliance. Castlereagh objected partly 

because such intervention would be contrary to 
British policy, partly because the British commercial 

interests in the Spanish colonies would be prejudiced 
if the restored Spanish monarchy proved strong 
enough to reconquer the colonies. 

‘ Page no. * Page HI. • Pafje 110. « PagaiO. 
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Alexander also suggested that a Committee of the 
Allies should be established in Paris to watch over 
the affairs of France. Castlereagh objected to the 
principle of “precautionary diplomacy/' and again 
asserted that Great Britain, while willing’ to join a 
Conference called for a specific object, was not favour- 
able to the (istablishment of general j)rin(‘i}>h‘S of 

European polity. 

C. The Bevolt in Naples,! 1820. 

A secret treaty made between Austria and Naples on 
June 12tl), 1815, prevented the latter from setting u]‘ 
any constitution which was not accepted in the Austrian 

territory in Italy. Austria feared that the establish¬ 
ment in Naples of the Spanish Constitution would lead 
to revolt in Lombardy and Venetia, and claimed llie 

right of intervening as “ natural guardian and protector 

of public tranquillity in Italy.*' Castlereagh admitted 
the right of Austria to intervene in Naples. 

(1) Alexander's desire for a Conference. 

But Alexander felt that revolutionary doctrines 
were sjtreading so widely in Europe that a general 

conference alone could deal with the problem. France 
supported Alexander, but Prussia, Great Britain 
and Austria objected to his views. 

(2) Metternich’s Plan. 

Metternich was most anxious to separak* the 

questions of Spain and Italy and to intervene separ¬ 
ately in Naples, but he wished to conciliate Alexander. 

He suggested that the Allied Powers through their 
ininistei’s should support any action which Austria 

might take. Castlereagh asserted that such action 

would mean the formation of a league against 

Naples, and would compel Great Britain as a memlwr 

of the league to take part in any war that might iv.sult.. 

* Page 61. * Page 56. 
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D. The Conference of Troppau, 1820. 

October 20th, 1820. Meeting of the Conference of 
Troppau, which was attended by Alexander 1, Francis ] 
and the Crown Prince of Prussia, Metternich, CapodLs- 
trias and Hardenberg. But neither Great Britain nor 
France sent plenij-otontiarie.s. The opposition he had 
encountered from the Polish Diet ^ had further weak¬ 
ened Alexander’s Liberalism and made him a changed 
man ” ; the revolt of the Semonowsky regiment - iir/)de 
him still more opposed to revolution. He had resented 
Mottornich’s attempt to secure the supremacy of Austria 
over tiie lesser G<;rnmn states and was jealous of the 
])o\vor Austria had secured in Italy. But Mottornich, 
'\in a confidential chat over a cup of tea,” persuaded 
-Alexander tliat united action was essential to check the 
dangvr oi gcmcral revolution. 

Novimiber Pdtb, 1820. Austria, Prussia and Rii.^-sia 
signed a preliminary Protocol which was publi.dieu 
on December 8th, and bound these Powers to united 
intervention if revolutionary changes in any state 
threatened any other state. The three Powers thus 
“constituted themselves a political supreme court, in 
Europe, directing an international police against revo¬ 
lution.” 

France, with some reservations, accepted the Protocol 
but Casth'reagh protested against it on the ground that 
it wa.s “ destructive of all correct notions of internal 
sovereign a\ithority.” 

Thus the opposing principles of intervention and 
non-intervention were fomially asserted. But there, 
was as yet no formal breach in the Grand Alliance. 

The Conference of Laibach, 1821. 

The Conference of Troppau was adjourned and met 
again at Laibach in January, 1821. 

^ Pago 167. • lot 

IV—n 
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(1) Intervention in Naples. 

Ferdinand I of Naples, who, on his departure from 
Naples, had sworn to maintain the Constitution of 
1812, came to Laibach and requested the Allies to 
help him to restore absolutism in Naples. The 
Allies decided that an Austrian army should be sent 

to restore Ferdinand, but Metternich wished that the 
armed intervention of Austria should be backed b\ 
the apparent moral support of all the Allied Powers; 
Alexander was anxious to establish a permanent 
Union of the Powers, and offered the aid of his armit^a 
to the Allies if necessary. 

^2) Threatened Breach of the Alliance. 

But the reissue of the Troppau Protocol led the 
British ambassador, Lord Stewart, to make a fornjal 
protest which he insisted should be included in the 
minutes of the Conference. Stewart reported that 

Russia, Austria and Prussia had formed a Triple 

Alliance which would enforce their principles in sj)ite 
of the opposition of Great Britain and Prance. 

^3) The Breach averted. 

A formal breach between the two parties seemed 

certain, but was averted for a time by the outbreak 

of the Greek revolt ^ in March, 1821, which led to the 
closer union of Austria and Great Britain, who feared 

that Russia would act alone and to her own ad¬ 
vantage. As the protector of the Orthodox Greek 

Church Alexander was most anxious, in June, 1821, 
to protect the defeated Greeks from the vengeance of 
the Sultan, but the resistance of Austria and Great 
Britain led him to accept their mediation. 

The Ultra-Royalist party, now in power in France, 
was anxious that France should intervene in Spain, 

but Great Britain was so strongly opposed to this 

course that France decided to secure the approval of 
the Allies before taking action. 

* Page 88. 
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THE CONGRESS OF VERONA, 1822, 
AND THE BREAK-UP OF THE 
CONFEDERATION OF EUROPE 

1. The Questions at Issue. 

A. Greece. 

Metternich and Castlereagh were determined to pre¬ 
vent Russia from using the Greek revolt to strengthen 
her influence in Eastern Europe and threatening the 

interests of Great Britain in India. 
Castlereagh regarded the problem of Greece as a 

practical consideration of the greatest moment ’’; he 
felt that if Russia intervened alone a European war 
might follow, and was determined to maintain peace in 
Europe by preventing Alexander from attacking the 

Sultan. 
Metternich maintained that the Grand Alliance had 

been formed to keep peace on the basis of existing 

treaties, which includied treaties made with Turkey. 
Alexander yielded to Castlereagh^s plea of non¬ 

intervention and Mettemich’s argument of the Grand 
Alliance; he ** sacrificed the prestige of Russia in the 
East to his dreams of a federated Europe.” 

B. Spain. 

Castlereagh insisted on ** rigid abstinence from any 

interference in the internal afiairs ” of Spain; pointed 
out that Great Britain had already recognised the de 

facto existence of the American Republics, and asserted 
that Great Britain must retain her right of independent 

action in regard to them. 

0. Italy. 

The revolt in Naples clearly threatened the authority 
exeroiBed in Italy by Austria in acooidanoe with tha 
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Treaties of 1815 ; Metternich had skilfully induced the 
Powers to allow Austria to re-establish her admitt^'d 
rights; Austria had shown herself strong enough 
assert those rights without active assistance from the 
Powers. 

Great Britain had acquiesced in the maintenance of 

Austrian rule and was concerned only that the “ Euro¬ 
pean system and the Treaties ” should be maintained. 

II. The Congress of Verona, October to December, 1822. 

October 20t}i, 1822. The European Congress met at 
Verona and followed a preliminary meeting held at 
Vienna in September. In view of the importance of 

the questions involved Wellington attended the Congress 

as Britisli plenipotentiary. Canning instructed him to 

insist on non-intervention as between Turkey and 
Greece, and the strict observance of the Treaties as be¬ 

tween Turkey and Russia. But the question of Spain 
was the only one raised when the Congress opened. 

A. Spain and Alexander I. 

Alexander favoured European xtervention and 
desired to use 150,000 Russian troops on behalf of the 
Alliance to put down the revolt in Spain. He was 

anxious to use his soldiers, who were disappointed that 
an expected expedition into Galicia had not taken place 

and that they had been prevented from fighting against 
Turkey. Alexander objected to intervention by France 
alone because he said that the French troops were un¬ 

trustworthy and war might lead to the overthrow of the 

Bourbon monarchy. 

The opposition of the French, who objected to the 
passage of Russian troops through France even as the 

agents of the Congress, of Metternich and of Wellington, 

who had been instructed that intervention in Spain was 

objectionable in principle and utterly impracticable in 

•execution,” compelled Alexander to give up his plan. 
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B, France. 

The French Ultra-Royalists favoured French inter¬ 
vention, as a legitimate demonstration, in Spain. Villele 
wished for France to act independently if possible, but 
asked if the other Allies would withdraw their ministers 

from Madrid if France withdrew hers, and what moral 
and material help the Allies would give France if slie 
intervened alone. 

Russia, Prussia and Austria agreed to withdraw their 

ministers if necessary and to give France moral and 
material help. Wellington refused to suj)port inter¬ 
vention in any form and withdrew from further discus¬ 

sion. France rejected an offer of mediation by Great 
Britain, and on April 7th, 1823, the Due d’Angouleme 

led the French army into Spain. 
The Confederation of Europe had been broken by the 

withdrawal of Great Britain, who had refused to inter¬ 
vene with the other Powers although she had not 

intervened against them. Both France and Great 
Britain were now following a national, not a European 
policy, while Prussia, Russia and Austria continued to 
act on the basis of internationality. 

III. Canning. 

A. Tlic Successor of Castlereagh. 

(1) Non-intervention. 

Canning had been a member of the Cabinet from 

1816 to IS^, a nd although he might not have acknow¬ 
ledged the right of Austria to intervene in Naples he 
fully accepted Castlereagh’s doctrine of non-interven¬ 

tion. He asserted that Great Britain is under no 

obligation to interfere, or to assist in interfering, in 
the internal concerns of independent nations. The 
specific engagement to interfere in France is an 

exception so studiously particularised as to prove the 

rule.*’ Great Britain withdrew from the Confedera- 
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tion of Europe owing to this doctrine, but Canning 
must not be regarded as solely respozisible for the 

break-up of the Confederation. 

(2) Nationality. 

He strongly supported the cause of nationality; 
aimed at preserving “the peace of the world and 
therefore of the independence of the several nations 
that compose it ” ; he declared in favour of the policy 
of “ every nation for itself and God for us all.’* 

(3) Great Britain. 

But the main object of his foreign policy was to 
maintain the interests of Great Britain. His power 
rested ultimately on his “ sources of strength at home 

. . . sympathy between the people and the Govern¬ 

ment ; the union of the public sentiment with the 
public counsels.** He took advantage of the revolu¬ 
tionary movements on the continent of America to 

promote British interests. 

(4) Canning and Mettemich. 

Metternich had maintained the doctrine of inter¬ 
nationality, partly as a means of keeping together the 

Austrian Empire, which would have broken up if the 
principle of Nationality had been generally applied 
and in which “ sympathy between the people and the 
Government ’* was impossible. Mettemich naturally 

denounced Canning’s policy as “ insular.” 

B. Canning and Greece. 

March 25th, 1828. In order to protect the interests 
of Great Britain Canning recognised the Greeks as 
belligerents. 

Canning’s action was a defiance of the Eastern Powers 

and greatly perturbed Alexander, who called a Con* 

ference at St. Petersburg to consider the new conditions 
'resulting from the recognition of the Greeks. 
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January, 1824. The British representative with* 
drew from the Conference. 

C. Canning and Nicholas I. 

April, 1826. Great Britain and Russia agreed jointly 
to offer mediation in Greece, and in August, 1827, 
threatened to make war on the Sultan unless he granted 
the Greeks an armistice. 

July, 1827. The autonomy of Greece was guaranteed 
not by the Confederation of Europe but by Russia, 
Britain and France. 

August 8th, 1887. Death of Canning. His successors 
wished to avoid all complications, but the battle of 
Navarino on October 20th forced their hand and led 
Great Britain, France and Russia to break oft* negotia¬ 
tions with Turkey. 

April, 1828. Russia, but no other Power, declared 
war on Turkey.^ 

D. The Monroe Doctrine. 

December 2nd, 1823. President James Monroe in a 
message to Congress refused to allow any European 
Power to interfere in North or South America. 

The Spanish Colonies. 

After the successful campaign of the French in Spain 
France suggested that the question of the Spanish 
colonies should be referred to a new Congress of the 
Powers. Canning refused, and in order to protect 

British commerce with Spanish America and to obviate 
the dangerous extension of the power of France, he 
resolved that if France had Spain it should be '' Spain 
without the Indies.” 

‘ Page n. 
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December, 1834. Canning officially recognised the 
Spanish colonies as independent states. 

i. Portugal. 

France was endeavouring to make use of her success 
in Si)ain to weaken British influence in Portugal. 

December, 1836. Canning sent British troops to 
Lisbon to help Maria de la Gloria against deserters who 
were helped by Spain. This was the fulfilment of a 
treaty by which Great Britain had undertaken to 
defend Portugal from foreign attack, 

IV. Break-up of the European Alliance. 

The Metternich system had been greatly weakened by 
Canning’s policy, by differences between the Powers as 
to n lations with Spain and Greece, and by the Czar's 
s(*).arate intervention in Greece. The revolutions of 

JB30 broke up the Alliance by altering the Treatie s 
which the Alliance had undertaken to maintain. 

The July Revolution overt.brew the Bourbon monarchy 
which the Allies had supported, and establisheil the 
Orleanist monarchy which was the result of revolution, 

was founded on the revolutionary idea of the scA'e* 
reignty of the people, and took the tricolor as its 
emblem. 

Tlie Belgian Revolution divided the Netherlands, 
' /ivliicii the Congress of Vienna had united. 

November, 1830. The Whigs, the allies of the Liberal 
party in Europe, replaced the Tories, who had tended to 

alliance with Absolute Monarchies. 
Although the Powers recognised the revolutions in 

France and Belgium, the result of these movements was 

to split the Alliance in two. Tlie division was con¬ 
summated by the Convention of Berlin, October 15th, 
1833, when Russia, Austria and Prussia reaffirmed the 

Protocol of Troppau and constituted themselves the 
champions of autocracy against revolution. 
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V. General. 
The Confederation of Europe was an attempt to put 

into practice the ideas of the Holy Aliianr**, it 
tended to become an instrument for the defence of 
Absolutism. 

It was a dictatorship founded on Internationalism, and 
protests against its autocratic' methods were made by 

the King of Sweden at Aix-la-('hapellc and, in January, 
1823, by the King of Wiirtemberg, who declared tiiat it 
had “inherited the influence arrogated by Napoleon in 
Europe.” 

The action of Great Britain, wdiich, under Castlereaglj, 
had objected to intervention, and under Canning sought 
her own interests, was a vindication of the ])rinciple of 
nationality which was soon to play a great part in the 

history of Central Europe. 
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SECTION II 

REACTION AND REVOLUTION 



FRAXCE. 1815-1830 

I. LOUIS XVIII, 1814-1824 

I. France at the Second Restoration. 

The proposal of Prussia that France should be dis¬ 

membered had been rejected by Great Britain, Austria 

and Russia. By the Secx)nd Treaty of Paris,' November 

20th, li .5, France had lost little territory, but an Allied 

army of 150,000 men under Welliu'i^toii occupied 

Northern France, partly to maintain Louis XVTII on 

the throne and to check any revolutionary outbn^aks, 

partly to guarantee the payment to the Allies of an 

indemnity of £28,000,000. 

To recover from her recent losses, to pay the in¬ 

demnity, and to secure the withdrawal of the army of 

occupation France needed |K*ace and orderly govern¬ 

ment. But party violence had been aggravated by the 

events of the Hundred Days, and while the Royalists 

welcomed Louis as the l^^gitimist sovereign, and wished 

to maintain, and in some cases to stnmgthen, the 

monarchy, the Liberals refused to accept the principle 

of legitimacy. 

A. Louis XV] 11. 

The King had accepted both the administration of the 

Empire and the Charter which was largely based on 

the princijJes of the Revolution. Louis was the heii f f 

the Revolution: he made no attempt to weaken tiic 

Concordat with the Pope, to interfere with religious 

toleration, or to limit the equality before the law and 

the freedom of contract which had been esteblished by 

the Code Napoleon. He owed to the Consulate his 

Bupremacy over the army, his right to declare war,. 

* Sotes on European Hv<tory, VoL IIT, pjige 540. 
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make treaties and sanction laws. His acceptance of the 
Charter conciliated the Liberals. 

By the advice of Wellington, he made Talleyrand 
his Minister for Foreign Affairs, and Fouche, Chief of 
Police, although both had been active supporters of 

Napoleon, 
He wished by a policy of mercy and moderation to 

win for the monarchy the support of all his subjects, and 
relied upon the support of the middle classes. But 
French national pride was hurt by the return of Louis 
“ in the baggage of the Allies ’’; the commercial class 
was small; the Doctrinaires lacked practical ability; 
the monarchy failed to conciliate the landed gentr}\ 
The position of the revived Bourbon monarchy was 

precarious. 

B. The Ultra-Royalists. 

The reactionary Ultra-Royalists were “ more royalist 

than the King/’ They included many returned emigres 
who had been embittered by persecution. They wished 
to take vengeance on all who had supported the Revolu¬ 
tion, to restore the former authority of the monarchy 

and the old privileges of nobles and clergy. Their 
leader was the King’s brother, the Comte d’Artois,^ 

whose quarters in the Tuileries, the Pavilion Marsan, 
became the centre of reaction. 

C. The White Terror. 

June-August, 1815. Outbreak of the White Terror at 
Harseilles, Avignon (whereMarshal Brune was murdered), 

Toulouse (where General Ramel was murdered), Nismes 

(whem the bands raised in the Hundred Days by Angou- 
14me to oppose Napoleon took an active part) and 

Murder of Revolutionists, Bonapartists and Protestants. 
Local officials were unable to restore order and the rising 
was quelled by Austrian troops. 

The White Tenor was the first stage of the reaction. 

1 CharlM X, 1824-1830. 
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SU. **LaC3iambre IntroavaUe>’* October, 1816» 
to September, 1816. 

A. The Chambers in 1815. 

(1) The Peers. 

Louis kept the House of Peers,ivhich was nominated 
by the Crown and showed a tendency towards 
moderate Liberalism. 

(2) The Deputies. 

August, 1815. Election of the Chamber of Deputies. 
Owing to the efforts of Artois and the fact that the 
royal ministers abstained from interference, the Ultra- 
Royalists gained a large majority of ignorant and 
bigoted reactionaries. The King called the Second 
Chamber £a Chawbre Inlrouvable because it surpassed 
the highest hopes of the Royalists. 

The election of La Chambre Introuvabk represents 
the second stage of the reaction. 

(3) , Constitutional Problems. 

The Charter was indefinite on certain points, and 
the Ultra-Royalists took advantage of the facts that 
the Electoral Law lay outside the accepted constitu- 
tion, that the Charter made no regulations for the 
censorship of the Press and did not obviate the 
possibility of altering the Concordat in the interests 
of the Church. 

The King undoubtedly had the right to select his 
ministers, but it was uncertain whether they had to 
be selected in accordance with the views of the 
majority of the Deputies or whether the King had 
absolute liberty of choice. The Deputies took the 
view that the government must be parliamentary, the 
King insisted that the constitution gave him freedom 
to choose, and friction between the Ifinisters, generally 
supported by the Peers, and the Deputies added to 
the difficultieaof th^4ime. 
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(4) Richelieu becomes Chief Minister. 

The hostility of Artois and the result of the elections 

led to the fall of Talleyrand and Fouche. 
September, 1815. The Due de Richelieu, an cmig^ri 

who had served as Governor of Odessa, was made 
Chief Minister on the advice of Alexander I. He was 

a man of the highest character; in politics he was a 
moderate Royalist who accepted the Revolution 
settlement. Owing to his long absence from France 

he did not fully appreciate existing conditions and 
selected colleagues of dillereut opinions; Decazes, 

the Minister of Police, strongly supported Richelieu, 
but Vaublano, the Minister of the Interior, although 

once a servant of Napoleon, now supported Artois. 
As Decazes said, the object of the ministry was “ to 

royalis(' France and nationalise the ministry,'’ and 

this object could not be secured until the Allies 

evacuated France. 
October 7tb, 1815. First meeting ol the new 

Chambers. 

£, The Vengeance of the Ultra'Royalists. 

The Ultra-Royalists, and e.specially Chateaubriand, 
demanded stern measures against traitors. 

(1) Special Legislation. 

Special legislation to meet the disorders of the 

time gave tlie Government authority to imprison 

without trial all persons suspected of Sedition. De- 
cazes pi-oposed to punish with fines or imprisonment 

inFrance, those who incited others to commit seditious 
Acts; the Ultras failed to compel him to impose the 

penalty of death, but secured transportation to 
Cayenne as a possible punishment. 

r(2) Execution of Ney. 

July 24th, 1815. Nineteen persons, including Ney, 

Lavalette and Lab4doyere, were to be tried by court- 

martial, thirty-eight by the Chamber. The Govern- 
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meat, wishing to show mercy, gave to Ney and others 
opportanities to escape of which they did not take 
advantage. But the Ultra - Royalists demanded 
vengeance on the murderers of our Kings, the ass¬ 
assins of our families, the oppressors of our liberties,” 

Execution of Labedoyere and, on December 7th, 
1315, of Noy. Escape from prison of Lavalette, 
possibly with the connivance of Dccazes. ‘‘ No crime 
committed in the Reign of Terror attached a deeper 
popular opprobrium to its authors tliaii the execution 
of Ney did to the Bourbon family.” ^ 

(3) The Amnesty Bill. 

December 8th, 1815. The King wished to proclaim 
a general amnestj', and the Government introdu( t d 
an Amnesty Bill which exempted from trial all not 
already proscribed. 

La Bourdonnaye demanded that all civil and 
military ofticers who had supported Napoleon in the 
Hundred Days and all who had voted for the execu¬ 
tion of Louis XVI should be brought to trial; although 
the Charter had abolished confiscation an attempt was 
made to confiscate the property of the accused to pay 
for all damage caused to France owing to Napoleon’s 
return. 

To support their demand, and in opposition to their 
own political theories, the Ultra-Royalists maintained 
that the Chambers could override the King’s pre¬ 
rogative of mercy. 

Richelieu strongly opposed the proj^osals; he 
succeeded in greatly reducing the number of proscrip¬ 
tions and in defeating the proposal for confiscation ; 
but was compelled to agree to the exile of the regi¬ 
cides, including Carnot and Fouche. 

C. The Second Peace of Paris, November, 1815. 

November 20th, 1815. Richelieu vras compelled to 
agree to the Second Peace of Paris, which reduced Fiance 

‘ Fyflfe. 
tv—c 
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to the limits of 1789, compelled her to c^de Chambery 
and Savoy to Sardinia, to restore to Switzerland territory 
near Geneva; to pay a war indemnity of £28,000,000 
and to maintain an Allied army of occupation numbering 

150,000 men. 

D. Catholic Reaction. 
The Ultra-Royalists wished to make the Church an 

independent corporation of landholders with authority 
over the mind and morals of France, and to restore land?? 
and privileges it had lost. They proposed that Church 
lands which had been confiscated should be restored and 
that the Church should be allowed to acquire property ; 
that the clergy should keep the registers of births and 
marriages; that the revenue received by the Churc li 

from the State should be 42,000,000 francs—double the 
former amount; that the University of Paris should be 

abolished and that all education should be controlled 
by the Church. 

The Ministry refused to restore the Church to its old 
position, to renounce the Concordat of 1802^ or to 
restore the Church lands held by the State. But it 

strengthened the power of the Church in education; 

abolished divorce; allowed the Church to accept gifts 

of money or land; and made some increase in the 

revenue given by the State to the Church. 

E. The Budget of 1816. 

France was heavily in debt, and the Government 
proposed to meet its obligations by selling the forests 

which had once belonged to the Church. The Ultra- 
Royalists successfully resisted the proposed sale of the 

Church forests and proposed to repudiate one-third of 
the unfunded debt. 

The Government dropped its proposal for the sale of 

the Church forests and deferred the settlement of the 
Public Debt. The majority had rejected the budget 

and defied the Crown and the Powers. 

* Notes on Ewropean History^ Vol. Ill, page 466. 
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F. The Dissolution of the Chavihre Inirwvahle, Se|)tember, 

1816. 

April 29th, 1818. The Chambre Introuvahle was 
prorogued. 

The disregard shown by the majority for the Charter, 
their violent opposition to the budget and to the general 
amnesty, led the Ambassadors to protest to the King 
against the policy of the Comte d’Artois, which greatly 
weakened the Government and seemed likely to provoke* 
the Revolutionaries to rise in self-defence. 

May 6th, 1816. A rising of peasants at Grenoble. 

Gen(>ral Donnadieii’s exaggerated report of the rising 
led Decazes to sanction unnecessarily severe measures 
of repression. 

The protest of the Allies, the resentment Decazes felt 

at the action of Donnadieu, the belief that the Ultra- 
Royalists were far weaker in the country than their 
majority in the Chamber suggested, the \dolent opposi¬ 

tion they offered to the Ministry and the danger caused 
by their reactionary policy, led Louis XVIII, on tin* 

advice of Decazes, to dissolve the Ckamhre Introuvahle on 
September 5th, 1816, before the end of the prorogation. 

Ill. Bictaelieu^s Ministry, October, 1816, to December, 1818. 

In the elections of October, 1816, the Ministry gained 

a majority of about forty. Richelieu, now relieved of 
the difficulties hitherto caused by an Ultra-Royalist 

majority in the Chamber, was able to undertake with 
success important measures of reform. 

A. The Electoral Law of 1817. 

The Charter of June 4th, 1814,^ had not fixed the 

method of election to the Chambers. 

(1) Terms. 

February 6th, 1817. The Ministers carried an 

Electoral Law which restricted the right of election 

^ NQte9 on European Hietorp, Vol. HI, page 532, 
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to voters paying at least three hundred francs in 
taxation, required candidates to pay at least a 
thousand francs and to be forty years of age, made 
elections direct. 

(2) Criticism. 

«. A Middle Class Triumph. 

The new law restricted the number of 

electors to 100,000 and greatly increased the 
political importance of the Middle Class. It 
was a triumph for Liberalism and anticipated 

the English Reform Bill by fifteen years. 

b. The Left. 

The Republican Left was, as yet, too weak 

to offer effective opposition to the limited 

franchise. 

c. The Right. 

The Ultra-Royalist Right, although the 
party of reaction, demanded a wider franchise 
because they thought that their position 

would be improved if a vote was given to the 
peasantry whom Villele had unsuccessfully 

tried to enfranchise in 1815. 

d. The Doctrinaires. 

The Law received the support of the small 
but important section of the Doclrinai/reSy 
among whom Guizot, Barante and De Serre 

were conspicuous. They were Constitutional 
Royalists who supported the Monarchy, 
strongly opposed reaction and asserted the 

importance of ethics as a guide to politics. 

Their uncompromising attitude prevented them 

from securing the influence that their ability 

deserved, and they never became a strong 
political party. 
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B. The Reorganisation of the Anny, December, 1817. 

Gouvion Saint-Cyr did not re-establish conscription 

but introduced recruiting by ballot and made seven 

years the period of service. These measures were un¬ 
popular, but promotion by seniority and the enlistment 

of Napoleon’s veterans in a Reserve led the army to 

accept the new arrangement. 

The Right strongly objected to Saint-Cyr’s scheme, 
which made it more difficult for emigres and nobles to 

secure commissions. The Doctrinaires strongly sup¬ 

ported Saint-Cyr, whose proposals became law. 

C. Finance. 

Richelieu com})onsated the Church for the Church 

forests which were made the security for the national 

debt; rentes sur V^tat were issued to pay foreign 

creditors and meet the war indemnity ; unfunded debt 

was consolidated on equitable terms. The financial 

credit of France was re-established and she obtained a 
large foreign loan on easy conditions. 

D. Richelieu and the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle. 

(1) The Evacuation of France. 

Fel)niary, 1817. The Allies had reduced the Army 
of Occupation by 30,000 men. 

October 9th, 1818. The Allies, influenced partly 
by the improvement in the financial position of France, 

decided that the remainder of the Army of Occupation 
should evacuate France by November 30th. 

(2) The Indemnity. 

The Allies reduced the indemnity payable by 

France from 700,000,000 francs to 266,000,000 francs. 

(3) The Quadruple Alliance. 

Richelieu asked that France should be admitted 

to the Alliance of the Great Powers and that the 
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Quadruple Alliance should be changedinto a Quintuple. 
But Canning strongly objected, the growth of liberal¬ 
ism in France alarmed Alexander, and on November 
15th, 1818, the Quadruple Alliance was renewed and 
arrangements were made for joint intervention if 
revolutionary outbreaks broke out in France. 

(4) (xeneral. 

Richelieu, by securing the evacuation of France, 

had rendered great service to his country. Hi.s 
success was partly due to the generous assistance of 

Wellington. 

E. The Resignation of Richelieu, December, 1818. 

Richelieu had disapproved of Baint-Cvr’s army policy 
and resented the strong support it had received froiii 

the Doctrimires, He feared that the Electoral Law of 
1817 might favour the spread of revolutionary 
ciples. At Aix-la-Chapelle Alexander I and Metternich 
had urged him to unite with the tdtra-Royalists to check 

the growth of Liberalism in France. On his return h(' 
found that the elections of October, 1818, had increased 

the strength of the Left, and that Lafayette, the c»ld 
opponent of the monarchy, was one of the new members. 
“ We have defeated the Right wing,” he said, let us 
now^ fall on the Left, which is much more dangerous.” 

Richelieu proposed to replace Decazes and Saint-Cyr 
by the Ultra-RoyalLsI s Villele and Corbiere, but failed tc 

carry out his plan and resigned on December 21st, 1818. 

IV. The Liberals in Power. 

General Dessoles was nominally the leader but 
Decazes was the real head of the new Constitutionalist 

Ministry, and succeeded Dessoles as Prime Minister 

in November, 1819. 
The new ministry was Liberal and received the 

support of the Doctrimires; Decazes won the 

favour of Louis XVIII. But the fear of the spread of 
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Liberalism made the Right Centre incline to the extreme 
Right, while Alexander I and Mettemich feared that 
Liberalism might become Republicanism and endanger 
the peace of Europe. 

A. The Liberty of the Press. 

May 1st, 1819. New Press Laws provided that all 
oflences of the press were to be tried by ordinary law 
and before a jury, and abolished the censorship. These 
laws were the work of the Doctrimires, 

B. The Electoral Laws. 

(1) Bartheleray’s proposal. 

The Peers carried Barthelemy’s proposal that 

measures should be taken to alter the Electoral Law 
of 1817. To overthrow the anti-liberal majority in 
the Upper House the King created sixty new Peers on 

March 6th, 1819. 

(2) The Elections of 1819. 

The Lower Chamber, which favoured direct election, 
rejected Barthelemy’s proposal. 

September, 1819. In the elections twenty-nine 
members of the Left and only five Ultra-Royalists were 
returned. The Abbe Gregoire, who had declared 
that kings were monsters and had been the main 

support of the Constitutional Church during the 

Revolution, was elected member for the department 
of Isere. 

(3) Reaction. 

The growth of Liberalism in France, the election of 
Gregoire, the expansion of revolutionary movements 

in Spain,^ Italy * and Germany alarmed the King and 
the Ministry. 

November, 1819. The election of Gregoire was 
annulled. 

* Page 64. • Pag« 57. 
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November, 1819. Dessoles, Saint-Cyr and Baron 
Louis resigned because the Ministry proposed to 
introduce a reactionary Electoral Law which would 
have strengthened the influence of the great land- 
owners over the elections, and which, by suspending 

for five years the annual election of one-fifth of the 
deputies, would hav'e greatly strengthened the 

position of the Minist - v. 

C. The Murder of the Due de ri. 

February 13th, 1820. Tlie Due de Berri, younger 
son of the Comte d’Artoi^^, who, as his elder brotlier the 
Due d’Aiigoulenie was rhildless, was the sole hope of 

maintaining the Bourbon succession, was stabb(‘d at 

tlie Opera House by Lt)iivei. 
Although the murder was the work of a fanatic win* 

had no couriectiou with the Liberals it led to the fall 
of Decazes, who said ‘‘we have all been killed with the 
Duke.^’ The Ultra-Royalists most unjustly blamed 
Decazes forthe murder, and although he at once brought 
in his reactionary Electoral Law, reimposed the censor¬ 

ship of the press, and limited personal liberty by stringent 
police regulations, he failed to conciliate them ; in spite 
of Louis XVII Us affection for his “ dear son,” Decazes 

was compelled to resign in February, 1820. 

V. Reaction. 

Even Decazes had been compelled to resist the 

extreme Liberals; the circumstances of his fall, the 
growing infirmity of the King, the violence of the Ultra- 

Royalists and the influence of the Comte d^Artois com¬ 

pelled Richelieu, who succeeded Decazes, to adopt a 
^ reactionary policy. 

A. Richelieu. 

Richelieu retained the Doctrimifes in the Council of 
State and relied mainly upon the support of the Bight 
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Centre, or moderate Royalists. He was attacked both 
by the Left, who were encouraged by the success of the 
revolution in Spain, and by the Ultra-Royabsts, who 
regarded him as too jnodcrate. 

(1) Reactionary measures. 

o. June 12th, 1820. A new Electoral Bill was 
passed which gave a double vote to wealthy 

men. The Leftdeclared that as it enfranchised 
only ^^0,0(X) voters and disfranchised 27,900,000 
men, the Bill was a violation of the Charter, 

whicli liad })romiscd political equality to alL 

Gui;:ot, Jordan and Royer-Collard were dis¬ 

missed from the Council of State for opposing 
the Bill. 

h. Further restrictions were placed on the press. 

(2) Growing opposition. 

Tlie Left secured the support of the Charbonnerie^ 

a secret society which aimed at restoring “ to the 

French nation tike free exercise of the right to choose 

its sovereign ; Lafayette becume the leader of 
the Charhonverie of Paris (so called after the Italian 

Carbonari). Riots in support of the Left broke out 

in Paris in May, 1820; a military plot against the 

Bourbons was suppressed in August, 1820. 

(3) , The Royalists gain strength. 

a. The Due de Bordeaux. 

September 29th, 1820. The Duchesse de 

Berri bore a son, the Due de Bordeaux. 

b. Death of Napoleon I. 

l^lay 5th, 1821. The death of Napoleon I 
relieved the Royalists of the fear of his possible 
return. 
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c. The Elections of October, 1821. 

The elections strengthened the reactionary 

party. The Right gained more than fifty 
votes, the Right Centre was weakened. 

(4) The Fall of Richelieu, December, 1821. 

The support given at the Congress of Laibach by 
the French representatives to the intervention of 
Austria in Naples offended both the Left and Right. 
The King, influenced by Madame de Cayla, gave little 
support to Richelieu, whose power in the Chamber had 
been greatly weakened by the recent elections. Tlu‘ 
Comte d’Artois broke liis promise to help Richelieu. 

The two extreme parties combined to protest against 
his foreign policy, which they asserted dishonoured the 
country, and to demand the fulfilment of the CharttT. 

December 12th, 1821. Resignation of Richelieu. 

B. Villele. 

The Ministry of Villele was Ultra‘Royalist. It was 
practically nominated and strongly supported by the 

Comte d’Artois; it was aristocratic and clerical; it 
aimed at destroying the results of the Revolution, 
restoring the Ancien Regime and establishing the 

“ Union of Throne and Altar.Its power in the 
Chamber was further strengthened by the elections of 
IVIay, 1822, and March, 1824. It secured the help of 
the Congregation, the most powerful element in the 
Parti Pretre, 

Villele, “ a statesman among fanatics,” ^ whose main 
object was to strengthen the monarchy by internal 
reform rather than foreign interference, succeeded in 
mitigating the action of the extremists of his own party, 

(1) Military risings. 

1822. A certain amount of disaffection in the 

army at Samur, Belfort and Rochelle^ which was 

‘ Fyffe. 
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magnified into a ""vast conspiracy against social 
order,” was repressed by tbe Government, which 

seized the occasion to pose as the saviour of France 
and to establish despotic rule. 

(2) Press Law. 
March 13th, 1822. A reactionary Press Law pro¬ 

hibited the publication of any newspaper without 
royal authority, and abolished trial by jury in the 
case of press cases, which were to be tried by judges 
of the Koyal Courts. 

(3) The Church. 

а. The Schools. 

A strong attempt was made to use the 
schools and colleges to advocate “ religious and 
monarchical principles.” Bishop Frayssinous, 

President of the Council of the University, was 
given control over schools and colleges. 

1822. Guizot, a Protestant professor at the 
Sorbonne, was compelled to resign and the 

S(*h()oI of Medicine was closed. 
1824. All teachers were placed under the 

authority of Bishops. The Jesuits were en¬ 
couraged to open free schools, which attracted 
many pupils from secular institutions. 

б. Convents. 

Villele feared to restore the monasterfes, 

in June, 1824, attempted to persuade the 
Chambers to permit the establishment of 

convents. The Royalist Lower Chamber 

assented, but the liberal Chamber of Peers 
rejected Vill^e’s proposals. 

(4) Intervention in Spain.^ 

Villele was anxious to avoid war, but the Ultra- 

Royalists, who had resented what they regarded as 

Ri^elieu’s surrender to Austria at the Conference of 

* Page C7. 
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Laibach, strongly favoured J^'rench intervention on 
behalf of the Spanish monarchy. Ch&teaubriand, 
who became Foreign Minister, favoured war as a 
means of strengthening French influence abroad, and 
at the Congress of Verona, in spite of Wellington’s 
opposition, Montmorency secured the promise of 

moral and material help from Austria, Prussia and 
Russia for France if she intervened in Spain, and 
undertook that if Spain refused to make concessions 

the French ambiissador should be withdrawn from 
Madrid. 

VillMe wished to avoid war if possible and, if war 

could not be avoided, desired France to undertake it 
independently without reference to the other Powers. 

On December 25th, 1822, he compelled Montmorency 

to resign and made Chateaubriand Foreign Minister, 
But Chateaubriand favoured war as a means of 
strengthening French influence in Europe; the 

mediation of Great Britain was rejected. 
January 27th, 1^3. Louis XVIII declared war 

on the Spanish rebels. 

April 7th to December 2nd, 1823. The successful 
campaign of the Due d’AngoulOme in Spain ^ greatly 
strengthened the French monarchy. But Canning, 

in March 1823, informed the French that Great 
Britain would not tolerate any attempt of France to 
secure any of the S])anish colonies. 

(5) Compensation to Emigres. 

The Comte d’Artois advocated the payment to 

emigres of compensation for their confis<;ated estates. 
VillMe by reducing the interest on the National 

Debt from 5 per cent, to 4 per cent, effected a saving 

of 28,000,000 francs a year, which he proposed to use 

to pay the interest on a loan of 1,000,000,000 francs 

which would be used to compensate the emigris. The 
proposal was rejected by the Peers. 

1 Page 67. 
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(6) The Elections of 1824. 

February and March, 18S4. VillMe persuaded the 
Chambers to accept a new arrangement whereby all 
the deputies instead of only one-fifth were elected 
at once, and to extend the duration of the new 
Chamber to seven years. As the Left secured only 
seventeen representatives out of 434 elected iu 
rebruary and March, 1824, the position of the Govern- 
nient was assured. 

September 16th, 1824. Death of Louis XVIII. 

VI. General. 

A. The Government from 1816 to 1820. 

The French generally supported the monarchy, were 

tired of the constant wars of the Revolution and the 
Empire, and longed for peace. The policy of Richelieu 
from 1816 to 1818, and of the Liberals from 1818 to 1820, 
kept the Ultra-Royalists in check, prevented revolution, 
reorganised the army, established the finances on a 

sound basis, and by its Electoral Law promoted the 
development of constitutional government. “France 

has seldom had a better government than it possessed 

between 1816 and 1820.” 

E. Reaction. 

“ The fall of Decazes in 1820 was the beginning of the 

reactionary regime which lasted until it produced its 
inevitable result in the revolution of 1830.” ^ 

The second Ministry of Richelieu, although to some 
extent reactionary, fell because of the combined opposi¬ 

tion of the Left and the Ultra-Royalists, and Villele’s 
policy, although cautious, was reactionary. Under his 

government "‘there no longer existed either public 
opinion, or a free Press or free elections.” 

The elections of 1824 gave VillMe an overwhelming 

majority in the Lower Chamber, and the steady rise in 

^ Alison Phillips. 
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i?icnch Grovernment Stock, which touched 105 in March 
18S4, proved that the public finances were in a sound 
condition. But the majority of the House of Peers waj? 
Liberal; the nation, in spite of the material prosperity 
it enjoyed, viewed with alarm the growing strength of 
the jHirti fritre, the censorship of the press and the 

limitation of the franchise. 

II. CHARLES X, SEPTEMBER 16th, 1824- 
DECEMBER 1st, 1830 

The accession of Charles X, “ a true emigre and a submissive 
bigot,” meant the continuation of reaction and the supremacy oi 
the forti prUre, “ His sovereignty claimed to be a government by 

JKvine right, supporting and supported by the Church in an 
attempt to wean men’s minds from the recollection of the Revolu¬ 
tion and the Empire.” Villele was compelled to support measures 

which he knew to be unwise. Although some concessions, in¬ 
cluding the repeal of the censorship, were made, a policy ot 
further reaction was soon adopted, and the subservience of the 
majority in the Lower House and the weakness of the Liberals 

facilitated reaction. 

1. VilUle to January 1828. 

A. The Emigres, 

April, 1825. The Chambers agreed that the 28,000,CXH> 

francs saved by the recent conversion of Government 
stock 'ihould be used to pay the interest on a loan of 

1,000,000,000 francs which was to be paid to the ermgrh 

as compensation for the estates which had been con¬ 
fiscated during the Revolution. 

The compensation of the emigtis was defended by 
VilUle as an act of justice and as meaiis of giving security 

to the holders of confiscated lands. It was resented by 
the stockholders, whose dividends were reduced, and was 

really a defiance of the people, who otjected to the 
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compensation of men who, after voluntarily leaving 
their estates, had conspired with the enemies of France 
and supported invasion. 

B. The Church. 

The union of the Bourbon monarchy and the parfi 
prStre roused the nation and promoted the revival of 
Liberalism. 

January 4th, 1825. The Chambers allowed convents 
of nuns to be established. 

April 15th, 1825. The Law of Sacrilege was passed 
to check discussion of religious questions. Although it 

was not enforced, the attempt to check freedom of speedi 
and to make mutilation a legal punishment caused 
much discontent. 

May 29th, 1825. The consecration of Charles X at 
Rheims, where he undertook “to protect and repair the 

churches,’’ strengthened the position of the clergy, many 
of whom were Ultramontane. 

August, 1826. The Jesuits were permitted to return 

to France and to teach in State schools. 

C. The Censorship. 

(1) The Peers oppose Censorship. 

April 17th, 1827. The Peers threw out a bill requir¬ 
ing all newspapers, pamphlets and books to be sub¬ 

mitted for royal approval five days before publication. 
Their action caused great rejoicing in Paris, and on 
April 29th, 1827, at a review of the National Guard 
by the King, the men shouted, “A bas les ministres I 

•d has hs Jesuites ! ” 
April 29th, 1827. The National Guard was dis¬ 

banded. 

<2) Censorship by Ordinance. 

, June 24th, 1827. VilRle established the censorship 
by royal ordinance. 
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D. The Overthrow of Villelc, 1827. 

The Ultra-Royalists, as in 1821, combined with the 
Liberals to attack VillMe, the former because they 
believed that he had failed to maintain French prestige 
abroad, the latter because they resented his reactionary 
policy a t homo. Lihaunlism was growl n,L" much stronger; 

rlie Liberal reei*s had thrown out the Censorship Bill; 
the writings of young Libt^rals like Thiers and Mignet 

were altno ricir popular attention. 
November, 1827. To strengthen his position Villelc 

resolved to secure a new Lovrer Chamber. The King 
dissolved the sitting Oliamber, although it had fc»ur 
more years to nm, and created seventy-six new Peers 

to overcome the Liberal opposition of the Upper House. 
In the new elections, which were attended with serious 

riots in Paris, 428 Liberals and only 125 Ministerialists 
were returned. 

December 5th, 1827. Villele resigned. His re¬ 

actionary policy had caused a revival of Liberalism and 
provoked great discontent, particularly in Paris. 

II. Martignac, January, 1828, to July, 1829. 

Martignac wished to maintain the authority of the 
King, and, although in the past he had adopted a re¬ 
actionary policy, he now tried to win over the Liberal 
majority by conciliatory measures. A Liberal, Royer- 

Gollard, became President of the Chamber; Guizot and 
other liberal professors were restored to their posts. 

April, 1828. Martignac suppressed the censorship of 
the prees, but did not restore trial by jury in press 
cases as the Liberals desired. 

June, 1828. Martignac forbade any unauthorised 

body to teach in schools (and thus checked the activity 
of the Jesuits) and restricted the number of scholars 

attending the religious seminaries. He thus displeased 
the farti prUre. 
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Februar3% 1829. Martignac refused to revise the 
laws determinii);i. the election to the Chamber, but 
broadened the conditions of election to the Councils of 
Communes, Cantons and Departments. The Liberals 
were disappointed because he had not given more, the 
Ultra-Royalists were angry because he had given so 
much, and both combined against Martignac as they 
had combined against Villele. 

Charles X had regarded Martignac’s conciliatory 
policy as cowardice; he resented any attempt to 
establish constitutional monarchy, and declared, “ I 
would rather hew wood than be a King on the conditions 
of the King of England.” 

July, 1829. Charles X dissolved the Chambers and 

dismissed Martignac. 

III. Polignac, August, 1829, to December, 1830. 

A. A purely reactionary Ministry. 

August 9th, 1829. Prince Jules de Polignac, a bigoted 
supporter of clericalism and the Old Regime, became 
Chief Minister. He hoped by a spirited foreign policy 
to induce France to consent to reactionary measures. 
Bourmont, who had deserted Napoleon at Waterloo, 
became Minister for War; La Bourdonnaye, who had 
taken a prominent part in the White Terror, was made 
Minister of the Interior. 

(I) Opposition. 

The Liberals strongly objected to the constitution 
of the new Ministry, which was purely reactionary, and 
which was likely to weaken the Charter in spite of the 
fact that the Charter had been guaranteed by the 
Powers. Thiers, Mignet and Guizot attacked the 
Ministry in the National and the Globe; the Bretons 
threatened that they would pay no taxes; secret 
societies were formed to protect the CSiarter 
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Lafayette toured the country and aroused strong feel¬ 
ing against the Ministry, especially at Lyons. 

March 18th, 1830. The Liberal deputies protested 
against the King’s selection of Ministers. The King 

therefore dissolved the Chamber. 

(2) The aims of different parties. 

The Liberals generally desired to secure constitu¬ 
tional government but not to depose Charles X; 

Lafayette favoured a republic; Talleyrand, em¬ 
bittered by the neglect of the Court, Baron Louis, 
Mignet and Thiers formed an Orleanist party to 

replace Charles by Louis Philippe the son of Philippe 

Egalite.^ 

(3) The Algerian Expedition, May-July, 1830. 

May 16th, 1830. Polignac sent Bourmont to con¬ 
duct a campaign against the Dev of Algiers, hoping 
that a successful expedition would strengthen his 

position at home. 

July 5th, 1830. Bourmont captured Algiers. 

D. The Ordinances, July, 1830. 

At the elections of July, 1830, only 100 supporters of 

Polignac were returned to face an Opposition of 274 
Liberals. 

Polignac, unable to secure the support of Parliament, 
resolved to use the royal prerogative in accordance 

with Article XIV of the Charter, which provided that 
the King might publish ordinances to enforce the law 
and secure the safety of the State. 

<1) The Ordinances of St. Cloud. 

July 25th, 1830. The King issued the Ordinances 
of St. Cloud, which provided : 

a. That the newly elected Chamber should be 
dissolved before it met. 

Notes on Eurofpea/n Histcry^ Vol. Ill, pages 316, 322, 352. 
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6. That the property qualification of voters should 
be raised, that a system of double-election 
should be established, and that a new Chamber 

should be elected in accordance with the 
ordinance. 

t\ That no journal should be published without 
royal sanction. 

d. That a number of reactionaries should be added 
to the Council of State. 

(2) Criticism. 

The Ordinances practically overthrew the Con¬ 

stitutional and Parliamentary System. 

(u) Weakness of Polignac. 

Polignac foolishly failed to occupy Paris with a 

large army. Only about 14,000 troops under Mar- 
mont were quartered in the city. 

C. The “ July Revolution of 1880. 

The Liberals, and particularly Thiers, the editor of 
Le National^ strongly protested against the Ordinances 

and declared illegal the impending elections. The 

Deputies elected in March also protested. The Revolu¬ 
tion was actually due to the Republican party, led by 
Cavaignac, which had gained great influence among the 

secret societies and the students, and which, unlike the 
liberals, desired to overthrow the Monarchy. 

(1) The “ Three Days,” July 27th, 28th, 29th, 1830. 

a. July 27th, 1830. Rising of the Paris mob, 

among whom printers played a conspicuous 

part. Lafayette arrived in Paris and became 

the real leader of the rebels. 

5. July 28th, 1880. The rebels took the Hotel 

de Ville and hoisted the Tricolor. The King,, 
who had gone to Rambouillet to hunt, refiisi?d 
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Marinont’s advice to adopt conciliatory mea¬ 
sures. The rebels secured all eastern Paris. 

e. July 29th, 1830. The rebels occupied the 
Louvre and the Tuileries, where the Swiss 
Guards offered brave but ineffective resist¬ 
ance. Many of the troops fraternised 
with the mob and Mannont evacuated Paris. 
A Municipal Commission, including Lafayette, 

Casimir-Perier and Laffitte, was installed at the 

Hotel de Ville. It re-established the National 
Guard and put Lafayette in command. 

The withdrawal of the Ordinances and the 

diplomacy of the Due de Mortemart, who had 
succeeded Polignac, failed to reconcile the rebels 

and the King. 

(2) Louis Philippe. 

Charles X was no longer a possible king,the European 

Powers would not countenance a Eepublic. Thiers 
urged the people to accept as a “ Citizen King ’’ Louis 
Philippe, who had fought for the Republic at Jeinappes. 

July 30th, 1830. Louis Philippe returned to Paris, 
greeted Lafayette at the Hotel de Ville as ‘‘an old 

National Guard who is come to visit his former 

general,accepted the principle of “ a popular throne 

with republican institutions.’' The Commission ap¬ 

pointed Louis Philippe Lieutenant-General of the 
Kingdom. 

(3) Abdication of Charles X. 

Charles X confirmed the appointment of Louis 

Philippe, to whom he had restored the vast estates 
of the Orleans family; he rejected the advice of 

Marmont to carry on war from the South against the 

rebels; authorised Louis Philippe to act as Regent 

on behalf of the young Due de Bordeaux, in whose 

fa^ur the King and Dauphin abdicated on August 

Isl, 1830. Charles X fled to England. 
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(4) Election of Louis Philippe, August, 1830. 

August 7th, 1830. Louis Philippe, who had an¬ 

nounced the abdication of Charles X but suppressed 

the nomination of the Due de Bordeaux as his 
successor, was elected by the Chamber of Deputies 

as King of the French. 

(5) Ceneral. 

The July Revolution was a triumph for the middle 

class. It finally ruined the cause of Legitimism and 

rendered impossible the restoration of the Old Regime. 

It put an end to the political influence of the farti 
'prkre, and education and other departments of state 

became secular. It made the Charter a National 

Constitution based on the rights of the sovereign 

people, instead of an act of royal favour. 
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ITALY, 1814-1832 

I. The Condition of Italy alter the Congress of Vienna. 

A. Austria and Italy. 

The Congress of Vienna had given Lombardy and 

Venetia to Austria; Tuscany and Modena to Austrian 
princes, the Grand Duke Ferdinand and Archduke 

Fran9ois d’Este respectively; Parma and Piacenza to 

the Empress Marie Louise, an Austrian Archduchess. 

Mettemich, who had given up the idea of strengthening 

Austrian influence on the Rhine, determined to make 

Austria absolute ruler of Italy. His attempt was made 

more difficult by the results of the French occupation. 
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which had started the idea of Italian unity, independence 
and self-government at the Congress of Modena^ in 1796» 
and had taught the Italians the value of equality before 

the law, and freedom of speech and of the press. 

The common use of the German language gave some 
slight measure of union to the other Austrian lands, but 

no such bond existed in Italy. A deliberate attempt 
was made to “ Germanise ” Italy, and Metternich 
adopted a policy of dei^otism to crush the newly- 
born desire for self-government, and by means of 
secret police and an elaborate system of espionage 

succeeded in checking revolution, particularly in 

Lombardy. 
Austria had become the dominant Power in Italy 

and the one great obstacle to the realisation of the 

national hopes.” * 

(1) Lombardy and Venetia. 

At Milan and Venice Austrian Governors who took 
their orders from Vienna ruled over the two states of 

Lombardy and Venetia. The Government was the 

best in Italy, but it was anti-national and worked 

solely in the interests of Austria. Heavy taxation 

was imposed for the advantage of Austria; education 
was used as a means of commending the Austrian 

supremacy to the scholars; the press was rigidly 
censored. Undue centralisation hampered local 

developments; Austrian officials were often harsh 

and aggressive. 

(2) Parma. 

The mild rule of Marie Louise at first promoted the 
prosperity of Parma, but the cruelty of the police 

and the rapacity of officials soon caused hardship 
and discontent. 

^ Notes on European History^ Vol. HI, page 401. 
• Cambridge Modem History. 
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^3) Modena. 

The despotic government anrl rapacity of the Arch¬ 
duke Francis IV, the favour lie showed to the nobles 

and clergy, aroused great discontent. 

(4) Tuscany. 

The rule of Grand Duke Ferdinand was mild but 
ineffective, 

B. Sardinia. 

May, 1814. Victor Emmanuel I returned to Turin. 

His policy was reactionary. He abolished the reforms 

which had resulted from the French occupation, gave 
appointments only to the “ pure who had held no 

posts under the French rule, and was strongly influenced 

by the nobles and clergy. But the Sardinians, although 

disappointed, remained faithful to their King. 

C. The Papal States. 

Ma}% 1814. The return of Pius VII to Home was 

followed by reaction. The Inquisition was restored, 
the Jesuits were allowed to return; secret societies, and 
especially the Freemasons and Carbonari, were con¬ 

demned ; Gonsalvi, who, like Metternich, was a strong 
opponent of Revolutionary doctrines, established a 

centralised bureaucracy dependent upon the clergy. 

The courts, which proved ineffective owing to lack of 
good officials, and the police were corrupt; brigandage 

was common. 
The government of the Pope was harsher than that 

of the Emperor of Austria. 

D. Naples. 

(1) Ferdinand I. 

Murat, who had been King of Naples from 1808 to 

ICll was shot on October 15th, 1815, for attempting 
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to regain his kingdom, and Ferdinand I was restored 

by the Congress of Vienna. He had promised to give 
his subjects personal freedom and security of property, 

and, partly owing to the influence of Great Britain, 

had abstained from vengeance on bis former oppon¬ 

ents. He had agreed with the Emperor Francis I to 

apply to the government of Naples the principles 

adopted by Austria in the North of Italy, but had 

generally preserved the laws and administrative 

system of Murat. 

But Ferdinand’s government proved utterly cor¬ 

rupt ; the favour he showed to officers who had been 

with him in Sicily hindered the promotion of those 

who had remained in Naples. The Jesuits were 

recalled, an agreement was made with the Papacy— 

Church lands which had not been sold wei’e restored, 

and the King hoped to use the clergy to support his 

absolute power—^justice was perverted, those who 

held Liberal opinions were persecuted, and thousands 
joined the secret societies in the hope that they would 

check Ferdinand’s despotic rule. 

(2) The Carbonari. 

The Carbonari, or charcoal-burners, numbered 

perhaps half a million persons, including many of the 

middle class, some nobles, a few clergy and many 

soldiers. It became the centre of military discontent 

and Liberal aspirations. 

The secret society of the Calderari, or braziers, 

established by the Government to counteract the 

influence of the Carbonari, proved weaker than ita 
rival. 
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II. The Bevolation in Naples* 1820. 

A. Ferdinand I grants a Constitution. 

The Spanish Revolution ^ in February, 1820, led to 
a Revolution in Naples, the immediate object of which 

was to secure a constitution similar to that granted in 
Spain in 1812. 

July 2nd, 1820. Lieutenants Morelli and Salvati led 

a small cavalry force from Nola towards Avellino ; they 

carried the Carbonari flag and demanded the Constitu¬ 
tion. 

July 5th, 1820. General Pepe, Commandant of Naples 
and a leading Carbomro^ took command of the rebels. 

July 6th, 1820. Ferdinand, under pressure from the 

Carbonariy promised to grant a constitution iinmedi- 

atelv. 
July 13th, 1820. Ferdinand took an oath to supjK»rt 

the Spanish Constitution, and prayed that if he broke 

it the vengeance of God might fall upon him. He 

immediately wrote to the Emperor Francis I that he 

was resolved “ to resume absolute power with the help 

of the Austrian army."’ 

B. Austria suppresses the Revolution, 1821. 

The Neapolitans allowed Ferdinand to leave for 

Laibach * on his assurance that he was going to induce 

the Powers to recognise the constitution he had granted. 
At Laibach, in January, he repudiated this assurance 
and secured the active help of Austria. 

February 6th, 1821. The Austrian army commenced 

its march against the Neapolitans, who were weakened 

by lack of discipline in their army and by the absence 

of many soldiers who had been sent to Sicily to suppress 

an attempt to make Sicily independent of Naples. 

March 7th, 1821. The Austrians easily routed Pepe’s 

undisciplined army at Bieti. 

^ Page 64 • Page IS. 
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March 24th, 1821. The Austrians entered Naples. 
Ferdinand soon returned and took cruel vengeance on 

the rebels,particularly on the Sacn*d Band” who had 
started the revolution at Nola. Mor(‘]]i was one oi many 
rebels wlio were executed. 

III. Insurrection in Piedmont, 1821. 

The Sardinians strongly resented the establishment 
of Austrian authority in Italy, and felt that by revolt 

alone they could secure the reforms their country needed. 

March 10th, 1821. The garrison of Alessandria rose, 

demanded the Spanisli Constitution of 1812 and war 
'with Austria, and proclaimed Victor Kinmanuel I 

King of Italy. 

March 12th, 1821. The garrison of Turin joined the 

rising. 
King Victor Emmanuel I, who felt bound by his 

promises to Austria and shrank from civil war, refused 
either to support or to suppress the rising, and abdicated 

on March 13th, 1821, in favour of his brother Charles 
Felix, Duke of Genoa. The rebels invited Charles 
Albert,^ Prince of Carignano, to lead them. His sym¬ 

pathies were strongly Liberal; he accepted the invitation 
but withdrew his acceptance the next day, and his 

vacillation greatly weakened the prospects of the rebels. 
He acted as Regent for Charles Felix and was com}wiled 

by the rebels to grant the Spanish Constitution. Charles 

Felix promptly annulled the grant, and by his orders 

Charles Albert left Turin and deserted the rebels. 

April 8th, 1821. The rebels were routed at Novara 
by the troops w^ho had remained faithful to Charles Felix, 

supported by an Austrian army of 80,000 men under 

General Bubna. The Austrians occupied Alessandria, 
to secure control of Piedmont. 

* King Charl«f Albert, 1831-1849. 
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IV. Lombardy. 

fSecret societies conspired against the Austrian rule in 

Lombardy, but the activity of the police prevented a 

rising. 
December, 1821. Arrest of Confalonieri and Pellico, 

the leaders of the Liberals in Lombardy. They were 

imprisoned in the Castle of Spielberg in Moravia. 

V. The Risings of 1831 and 1832. 
In spite of the repressive policy of Austria the Carbonari 

and other secret societies had continued their activities. 

The French Revolution of 1830 encouraged the 

Italian Liberals, and the declaration of Sebastiani, the 

French Foreign Minister, that France accepted the 

principle of the national independence of small states, 

led them to hope for support from France. 

Tlie death of Pius VIII, on November 30th, 1830. 

disorganised the government of the Papal States and 

seemed to preseid a favourable opportunity for revolt. 

A. Modena. 

February, 1831. Failure of the rking of Ciro 

Menotti at Modena. 

B. Bologna, 1831. 

February, 1831. On the election of Pope Gregory 

XVI, the firm sii[)purter of Papal sovereignty and in¬ 

fallibility, a revolt broke out in Bologna and extended 

over the whole of Romagna, Emilia, the Marches and 

part of Umbria. Duke Francis fled from Modena, the 
Empress Marie Louise from Parma. The rebels pro¬ 

claimed the abolition of the temporal j)Ower of the Pope. 

February 26th, 1831. An Italian National Congress 

met at Bologna to establish the union of Italy. 

Gregory XVI appealed for help to Austria. Although 

France disliked Austrian intervention in support of the 

Hapsburg rulers of Parma and Modena and threatened 

war if the Austrians intervened in the Papal States, 
Metternich resolved to support the Pope: he knew 
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Russia would support him. The presence of two sons 
of Louis Bonaparte in the rebel army and the possibility 

that Napoleon’s son, the Duke of Reichstadt, who was 

living at Vienna, might attempt to regain the throne of 
France, alarmed Louis Philippe; Casimir-Perier was 

anxious to avoid war with Austria. 
March 21 st, 1831. The Austrians took Bologna and, on 

March 30tli, Spoleto,and the insurrection came to an end. 

C. Bologna, 1832. 

The reforms which Pope Gregory XVI had promised 

the French to carry out in the Papal States were not 

made; the amnesty promised to the rebels had been 

broken; the Austrians, owing to fear of French interven¬ 

tion, had evacuated most of the places they had recently 

occupied. The Bolognese again rose against the Pope. 

January 20th, 1832. The Bolognese were defeated by 
the Papal troops at Cesena. The Austrians again entered 

Bologna, and in consequence the French occupied Ancona. 

VI. Patriotic Literature. 

The Romantic School which flourished in Italy at 

the beginning of the nineteenth century w^as Liberal in 

its sympathies, and literature became “aw^eapon against 
despotism and a means of spreading patriotic ideas ” 

in spite of the censorship. The national cause was 
advocated in the dramas of Pellico and Manzoni; in 

his Cola di Rienzo, 1821, Benedetti advocated revolt 
against the authority of the Pope; in Arnaldo da 

Brescia Niccolini attacked the Austrian supremacy. 

The lyric poems of Ravina, Leopardi and Berchet were 

strongly patriotic. Pellico’s Mie Prigiom^ 1832, gave 

an account of his sufferings in the cause of freedom 

which exercised a profound influence on hi^ ^ellow- 

countrymen, and, in spite of the censorship, the Liberal 

paper, 11 Precursore^ preached the doctrine of rebellion 

against the foreigner as a means of securing national 
freedom. 
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XU. General. 

Tltose early risings failed partly because they were 

local and not national. There was no combination of 

Italian forces, e.g.inl821, between Sardinia and Naples. 
The lack of united, national resistance enabled the 

Austrians and the Pope the mure easily to maintain 

their authority. 
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THE SPANISH INSURRECTION 

I. The Constitution of 1812. 

The Constitution drawn ii]> by the Spanish Cortes in 

1812 show’s the influence of tlie French Revolution in 

its general principles and of the English Constitution in 
the separation of the powers of government. 

It represents the view’s of the advanced Liberals, who- 
regarded the crowm as the antagonist of the people and 

detennined to limit its powers. 

A. Revolutionary principles. 

It accepted the doctrines of the Rights of Man and 

the Sovereignty of the People. 

B. The Assembly. 

The Constitution established one Assembly which 

was to exercise legislative power limited by the King’s 
right of veto, to determine the size of the army and 

navy, to confirm all treaties, to nominate persons from 

whom the King was to select his Counci\of State. 

Members of the Assembly w’ere to hold no executive 

office, to sit for two years, and to be ineligible for re** 

election. 
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C. Befonns. 

The Constitution abolished the Inquisition, clasm 
privileges and feudal rights; it limited the number of 

religious houses 

D. Criticism. 

The Constitution was an attempt to establish con* 
stitutional monarchy, but the weakness of the executive 

was a serious fault. 
It was strongly resented by the King, by many of the 

nobles and clergy, and had to face the opposition to 
revolutionary doctrines that arose in Western Europe 

after the overthrow of Napoleon. 

II. Ferdinand Vn to 1820. 

A. The re-establishmcnt of Absolutism. 

(1) The Constitution abolished. 

May 11th, 1814. Ferdinand VII, encouraged by 
the great enthusiasm with which his return had been 
welcomed by the Spanish people, abolished at Valencia 

the Constitution of 1812, which he said was “ anarchi¬ 
cal and seditious.” 

(2) The Camarilla. 

The King re-established the old Royal Councils and 
nominated the members; the real power was exer¬ 

cised by a small Camarilla of the King’s favourites. 

{3) The Inquisition and the Jesuits. 

July 21st,1814. The Inquisition was re-established, 
and the Orand Inquisitor, the Bishop of Almeira, 

is said to have imprisoned 50,000 people. The 
Jesuits were restored and put in control of education. 
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(4) Persecution. 

Those who had supported the Constitution of 1812 
were imprisoned; the influence of Wellington pre¬ 
vented the execution of any. Those who had sup¬ 
ported Ejng Joseph were exiled. Many fled to France 
or England. 

(5) The condition of Spain. 

The oppressive and corrupt government of Ferdi* 
nand VII nearly ruined Spain. Agriculture and 
industry were depressed, the soldiers and sailors did 
not receive their pay, the annual deficit amounted to 
about £5,000,000. 

B. Risings, 1814 -1817. 

Attempts were made to secure constitutional 
government by militar}' risings, but all proved un¬ 

successful because the general mass of the people, 
who had no sympathy with Liberalism, gave no 

support. 

Ill. The Rising of 1820. 

A. The Revolt of the Colonies. 

The Spanish Colonies in America had revolted on the 

accession of King Joseph ^ and refused to acknowledge 
Spanish Juntas. Having secured some measure of 

independence they refused to submit to Ferdinand VIL 
Ferdinand determined to conquer the colonies, but 

Great Britain refused to help because she feared that 
British trade might be hampered if Spain re-established 
her authority over the colonies. Russia was sym¬ 

pathetic, and Alexander I sold to Ferdinand eight war 
vessels, which cost about £2,000,000 and so added to 

the financial difficulties of the King, and proved quite 

unseaw^orthy. 

* yotts an Euraptan HiMary^ Vol. Ill, p. 499. 
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1819. An army of 19,000 men was gathered at 
Cadiz for service in America. An outbreak of yellow 
fever hindered their departure and gave them time to 
learn more of the appalling conditions of the service to 

which they were destined. 

B. Growing disaffection. 

Discontent with the corrupt and incapable Govern¬ 
ment led to a growth of Liberalism. The professional 
classes, who had formed the most active of the op})onentwS 
of Ferdinand, gained supporters from the merchants 

and middle class generally, especially in Cadiz. The 
Freemasons, and j)articularly those of Cadiz and Seville, 

took a very active part in tlie movement, which was 

advocated in the English Liberal newspapers which 
were smuggled into Spain. The National Guard, a 
volunteer force formed in 1812, took the same side. 

C. The Rising. 

(1) Cadiz, 1819. 

Reluctance to serve in America led to plots among 
the soldiers at Cadiz. The leaders were arrested 

in Jtily, 1819, by Abispal, the Commandant of Cadiz, 
although he had encouraged the plots. 

(2) Eiego and Quiroga. 

January, 1820. Colonel Riego induced his men to 
revolt, captured a number of generals at Arcos and 

proclaimed the Constitution of ll .2, but "lolonel 

Quiroga failed to secure Cadiz, and a Royalist army 

threatened the combined forces of Riego and Quiroga. 

February 9th, 1^. Riego was defeated at Malaga, 

and a month later disbanded at Badajoz the three 
hundred men he had left. 
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^3) General Kitting. 

But Ricgo's attempt, although unsuccessful, led to 
a general rising in Galicia and Murcia, and General 
Mina raised Navarre and Catalonia. Ferdinand VII 
refused to avert the danger by conciliatory measures, 
but Abispal, the Royalist commander at Madrid, 
again changed sides and proclaimed the Constitution 
at Orcana on March 4th, 1820. wliilc the Royalist 
General Freyre did the same at Seville. 

D. The Constitution re-established. 

March 9th, 1820. Ferdinand VII, alarmed by riots 
against the government at Madrid, swore to accept the 
Constitution, suppressed the Inquisition and summoned 
new Cortes to meet on July 9th. Quiroga was made a 
General, Riego declined the offer of similar promotion. 

E. The Cortes, July, 1820“1822. 

(1) The First Session. 

During its first session the Cortes abolished the 
Inquisition, restored the freedom of the press and 
the right to form political clubs ; dissolved a number 
of monasteries and sold their estates: replaced 
ecclesiastical and feudal dues by a civil tax, enforced 
the payment of customs dues. 

The majority of the Cortes were moderate Liberals, 
and they replaced Royalist ministers and officials by 
Liberals but abstained from vindictive action against 
the former advisers of the King, 

(2) Difficulties of the Cortes. 

The policy of the Cortes was Liberal, but they found 

it difficult to carry out reforms. They satisfied 
nobody. 

a. The Clergy. 

Their anti-clerical policy aroused the bitter 
hostility of the Church. 
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6. Finance. 

The customs regulations were unpopular in 
a country where smuggling was rife, and the 

substitution of a government tax for the feudal 
dues did not relieve the people from making 

payments which they resented. 

e. The King. 

Ferdinand was determined to overthrow me 

constitutionalpower of the Cortes, which he had 
deluded with a hypocritical pretence of friend¬ 

ship. He vetoed, in October, 1820, the law 

suppressing the monasteries, unsuccessfully 
tried to make one of his own supporters com- 

manderof the army, and showed liimself to be 

the enemy of the Revolution. A new party, 
the ServileSy was formed to restore the absolute 
power of the King, and the “Army of the Faith,” 

organised in 1821, supported the cause of 
Church and King by force of arms. 

d. The Liberal Split. 

The Liberals were weakened by divisions. 

The moderate Liberals, ModeradoSy had a 

majority in the Cortes of 1820, but the measures 

they passed seemed inadequate to the ExaUado» 
or Extreme Liberals, of whom Riego became 
the leader. In 1821 the moderate Liberals 

formed a secret society to support the Con¬ 

stitution, the members of which were called 

Anilleros from the gold rings they wore. The 

CommuneroSy a secret society formed to oppose 

the Freemasons although organised on similar 
lines, became ultra - Liberal and supported 

Biego. The danger of internal strife was 

aggravated by the formation of societies of 

Carbonari and by the intrigues of French 
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adventuteis such as Bessi^res, who tried to 
start a republican revolt in Barcelona. 

Riego was elected President of the new 

Cortes, in which the ExaUadoa had obtained a 

majority. 
July 7th, 1822. A military couf d'etat in 

favour of Ferdinand was crushed at Madrid by 
the National Guard. 

August, 1822. The Serviles established a 

Regency on behalf of Ferdinand at Urgel, and 
asked Metternich to help them to deliver him 
from the Liberals. Civil war broke out in the 

North of Spain. 

P. French Intervention. 

The French sympathised with the Serviles, to whom 
they sent financial help. 

January, 1823. France, Russia, Austria and Prussia 
presented notes to the Cortes demanding the abolition 

of the Constitution of 1812, the “ liberation of Ferdi¬ 
nand, and the termination of the disorder in Spain. The 

Cortes refused the demands and protested against 
foreign interference. The four Powers withdrew their 

ambassadors. The attempt of Wellington, as Duke of 

Ciudad Rodrigo, to induce the Cortes to make con¬ 
cessions to the Royalists failed. 

March 20th, 1823. The Cortes, alarmed by an attempt 
of Bessieres to seize Madrid for the King, retreated with 
Ferdinand to Seville. 

April 7th, 1823. In spite of the protests of Canning, 

the Due d’Angoul^me led an army of 95,000 French 
troops into Spain. He was welcomed by the clergy and 

the peasantry. He pushed on to Madrid, thus avoiding 

the danger of guerilla warfare. 

May 23rd, 1828. Angoultoe entered Madrid. 

June 13th, 1883. The Cortes retired from Seville to 

Cadiz. 
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June 24th, 1883. The French started the siege oi 

Cadiz. 
June-September. Capitulation of the Spanish generah 

jMurillo, Ballesteros, Quiroga. 
September 30th, 1883. Forts Trocadero and St. 

Peter having been captured, Cadiz capitulated to Angou- 
leme. Ferdinand went to the French camp, having 
promised to pardon his opponents and to fonn a 

moderate government. 
November 2nd, 1883. Surrender of Mina, who had 

held out in Catalonia, and capture of Eiego. 

G. General. 

The rising of 1820 failed because the Spanish people 
as a whole had no sympathy with Liberal opinions and 

because of the French intervention which was the out¬ 
come of the reactionary policy of the Powers. But it 

promoted the intellectual development of Spain and 
“laid the foundation of institutions vrhich for more than 
a century were to be the basis of Spanish juridical life.*' 

IV. Absolutist Reaction. 

Violent reaction followed the success of the French 
on October 1st, 1823. Ferdinand repudiated the 
promises he had made the day before, invalidated 

all the work done by the Cortes since July 1820. 

on the plea that his sanction had been obtained by 
constraint, and sentenced to death many Liberals. 

The “ Army of the Faith " superseded the regular army ; 

Saez, the King's confessor, became chief minister and 
the camarilla was re-established. Special tribunals, 

called jufUas de la /e, were set up to carry on the work 

of the Inquisition, although the Holy OflSce was not 

formally re-established; political prisoners were tried 
by military courts. A reign of terror ensued; Angou- 

Itoe and the British ambassador protested in vain; 
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Austria, Prussia and Russia favoured reaction, and by 
the end of 1825 about 40,000 had been imprisozM>,d. 

November 7th, 1823. Riego was hanged. 

V. The Colonies. 
Ancoul^me returned to France in December, 1823, 

but a French army remained in Spain. 
December 2nd, 1823. The declaration of President 

Monroe repudiated the right of European Powers to 
intervene in America. 

July-December. Canning ‘ ‘ determined that if France 
held Spain, it should not be Spain with the Indies,’’ and 
made treaties with Brazil, Mexico and Columbia, which 

had secured their independence by successful resistance 

to Spain. 

VT. Queen Christina. 

A. Don Carlos. 

The extreme Royalists, now called Agf^raviados or 
Apost4)lico8f resented the policy adopted bv Ferdinand, 
which they regarded as too mild, objected to the Liberal 

Ministry of Bermudez, and demanded the restoration of 
the Inquisition. Ferdinand’s brother, Don Carlos, who 

had jnarried Maria Francisca of Portugal, became their 
leader. They tried to force the King’s hand by support¬ 

ing Bessieres’ rising in Madrid against the Moderate 

Liberal Ministry in 1825 and by supporting a rising in 

Catalonia in 1^7. They proposed to make Don Carlos 

king instead of Ferdinand, and were therefore called 
Carlists, 

B. The Pragtnatic Sanction. 

(1) The fourth marriage of Ferdinand VII. 

December, 1829. Ferdinand, who was childless, 

married as his fourth wife Maria Christina of Naples, 
whose sister, Maria Carlotta, the wife of Ferdinand^ 
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younger brother Francisco, relented the superior 
position Maria Francisca, the wife of Don Carlos, 
enjoyed at Court. The Carlists strongly opposed a 
marriage which weakened their influence, and the 
Liberals welcomed a Queen who was assumed to be 
Liberal because she was anti-Carlist. 

(2) The Pragmatic Sanction, 

The Spanish Salic Law, which excluded women 
from succession to the throne, had been published bv 

Philip V in 1713 and annulled by Charles IV in 1789. 
May 19th, 1830. Queen Christina, anxious to 

secure the succession of her expected child, induced 
Ferdinand to publish a Pragynatic Sanction authorising 
the succession of a woman. The King’s brothers, 

Carlos and Francisco, strongly protested. 

October 10th, 1830. Birth of Maria Isabella, who 

was proclaimed Princess of the Asturias—^the title of 
the heiress to the throne. 

The Spaniards were now divided into two parties, 
the Christinos who supported Isabella and the Carlists 
who supported Don Carlos’ claims. 

Christina was appointed Regent during the King s 
illness, and the reopening of the universities and the 

publication on October 15th, 1832, of a decree of 
amnesty for political offences won for the Queen the 
strong support of the Liberals. In May, 1833, Don 
Carlos was banished to Portugal. 

September 29th, 1833. Death of Ferdinand VII. 
Isabella II was proclaimed Queen of Spain and Chris¬ 
tina was appointed Regent. 

C. The Regency of Queen Christina, 1833-1840. 

(1) The Cortes. 

a. The Estatuto Real, 

The Moderate Ministry of Martinez de La 
Rosa in April, 1834, published the Estatuto 
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Real, which divided the Cortes into two 
Chambers and gave it the power to vote taxes 
and laws. But the Crown alone had the right 
to propose bills ; it could summon and dismiss 
the Cortes, and appoint ministers who were 
responsible to the Crown. 

The Estatuto Real denied the national sove¬ 

reignty which had been acknowledged in 1812. 
It did good by replacing the camarilla by a 

ministry, but although it established constitu¬ 
tional government it displeased the extreme 
Liberals, or Progressist as, by making the 

ministers dependent on the Crown and not on 
the Cortes. It led to a split of the Liberals 
into the ModeracJos, who supported the control 

of the Cortes by the Crown, and the Progress- 
istas, who wished to make the Cortes superior 

to the Crown and who strongly opposed the 

aristocracy and the clergy, particularly the 
monks. 

Mendizabal, 1835. 

A number of monks had been murdered in 
riots for which the Progressistas were largely 
responsible, particularly in Madrid in June> 

1834, where the monks were accused of causing 
cholera by poisoning the water. The move¬ 

ment seemed likely to become an insurrection 

against the moderate policy of the govern¬ 
ment ; Christina therefore took as her chief 

minister Mendizabal, a Jewrish banker and a 
Progressista, 

1836-1836. To relieve the finances and 

gratify the feeling against the Church, Mendi¬ 
zabal suppressed most of the monasteries and 
sold iheir estates. The money obtained was 

partly used to equip Christina’s army; the 
sale of the ecclesiastical lands, which Don 
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Carlos would repudiate, secured for the Govern- 
ment the support of the purchasers. 

c. The Constitution of 1887. 

The dismissal of Mendizabal and the appoint- 

ment of a Moderate ministry in 1836 led to 
Progressist revolts in Andalusia, Aragon, 
Catalonia and Madrid which compelled Chris¬ 
tina to form a Progressist ministry in 1837. 

This passed the Constitution of 1837, which was 
a compromise between those of 1812 and 1834. 
It asserted the national sovereignty, gave the 

Cortes the right of initiating laws and the 

Crown the right of veto, divided the Cortes into 
the Senate, which was appointed for life by the 

Crown from candidates chosen by the electors, 

and the Congress, elected by direct vote 

for three years and eligible for re-election. 

The ministers might be selected from the 
Cortes. 

Thus the constitutional principle was assured, 

but Christina’s failure to realise that Liberal 
views had made great advances among the 

people generally led to division among her 

supporters and rendered more difficult the task 

of suppressing the Carlists. 

(2) The Carlists. 

a. The Basques. 

The cause of Don Carlos was supported by 

the clerical party and the advocates of 
absolute monarchy. Its real strength lay in 

Navarre and the Basque provinces, which had 

retained a considerable measure of independ¬ 

ence, were exempt from royal taxation and 

military service, and derived great benefit from 

the fact that the line of Spanish customs duties 
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lay to the south of their country. They were 
devoted Roman Catholics. They strongly 
objected to the centralising policy of the 
Liberals which would have destroyed the local 
liberties known as fueros, and resented the 
attitude adopted by the Liberals towards the 

Church. 

fe. Don Carlos and his Grenerals. 

Don Carlos w^as incapable. His personal 
courage was doubtful. He was no general; 

he refused to make any concessions, although 

in 1836 concessions might have won over the 
Moderados, and insisted on his right to absolute 

sovereignty. He was strongly influenced by 
priests who, particularly in the case of Maroto, 

sometimes led him to oppose his own generals. 
The early successes of the Carlists were due 

to the great ability of the Basque general 

Zumalacarregui, who organised an army of 

25,000 men and by guerilla tactics gained 
many successes over the Christinos. Cabrera 

succeeded Zumalacarregui. 
Both sides displayed the greatest cruelty. 

The Carlists shot all prisoners ; the Christinos 

shot Cabrera’s mother in revenge for the 

brutality with which Cabrera had treated his 

prisoners. 

e. Foreign Intervention. 

Prussia, Russia and Austria, who in 1833 had 
formed the League of Miinchengratz in opposi¬ 
tion to the Liberal policy of Great Britain and 

France, favoured Don Carlos and sent him 

financial assistance. 

April, 1834. The Quadruple Alliance be¬ 

tween Great Britain, France, Queen Christina 

of Spain and Queen Maria Gloria of Portugal* 
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Thus the Carlists were cut off from foreign aid 
by sea or land. 

1835. The Christinos begged Louis Philippe 
to occupy the Basque provinces, but the re¬ 
membrance of Napoleon’s failure and of the 
excesses that had followed Angouleme’s suc¬ 

cessful expedition made him decline. Palmer¬ 
ston refused to agree to joint intervention, 
Louis Philippe was deterred from intervention 

by France alone owing to the attitude of the 
Eastern Powers. But British volunteers under 
Colonel Evans and the French Foreign Legion 

fought for Christina, to whom the British 
Government lent £540,000. 

(3) The War, 1835-1839. 

Don Carlos returned to Spain from England. 

June 24th, 1835. Zumalacarregui, who had de¬ 
feated the Christino leaders Mina and Valdez, was 

killed at Bilbao, which he was besieging in order to 
give Don Carlos a fortified town, the possession of 
which was made a condition of recognition by the 

Eastern Powers and of financial aid by European 
bankers. Bilbao was relieved by Espartero in July. 

1836. Ramon Cabrera maintained the Carlist cause 
in Valencia and Aragon. 

December, 1836. Espartero again relieved Bilbao. 
August-September, 1837. Don Carlos invaded 

Castile and seemed likely to capture Madrid. He 

suddenly retreated and ordered Cabrera, who was 
advancing in support, to return. Espartero pursued 

the retreating Carlists and ravaged the Basque 
provinces. 

1838. The Carlists were weakened by dissensions 
between Don Carlos and General Maioto, who, in 

February, shot some of Don Carlos’ couitierB for 
opposing his plans. 
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August 31st, 1839. Esparteio and Maroto made 
the Treaty of Vergara which guaranteed the Basque 

ftieros. 
September 14th, 1839. Don Carlos, whose army 

had been utterly routed by Espartero, fled to France. 
July, 1840. Submission of Cabrera in Catalonia. 

VIT. The Accession of Queen Isabella, 1843. 

A, The Resignation of Christina, 1840. 

Christina, whose insincerity and scandalous life had 

aroused great indignation, now supported the Moderados 
and sanctioned a Municipal Law which limited the 

powers granted to towns by the Constitution of 1837. 
The Progressistas rose in Barcelona and Madrid. 
Espartero supported them against the Queen. 

October 12th, 1840. Christina resigned the Regency 

and went to France. 

B. Espartero, October, 1840-June, 1843. 

Espartero, created Duke of Vittoria, became military 

dictator, but the opposition of the Moderados and 

of advanced Liberals weakened his position, while 

Christina encouraged conspiracies against him. He 
put down a republican rising in Barcelona, but in July, 

1843, was defeated by Narvaez and fled to England. 

C. Queen Isabella. 

November 10th, 1843. Queen Isabella was declared 
of age and took an oath to observe the constitution. 

Narvaez, a Moderadoy became supreme; Christina re¬ 

turned to Spain and a reactionary policy was adopted 

which limited the authority of the Cortes, strengthened 

that of the Crown, and favoured the interests of the 
Church* 
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Befecences: 
Modern Europe (Alison Phillips), Ki\dngtons, pp. 86-92, 

127-130. 
Canifmdge Modern History, Vol. X, chap. vii. and viii. 

A Political History of Contemporary Europe (Seignobos), 

Heinemann, chap. x. 
The Stcrry of the Nations: Modern Spain (Hume), chaps, 

v.-viii. 

PORTUGAL, 1809-1847 

1. Portugal from 1809 to 1826. 

A. Brazil. 

(1) Flight of the Royal Family. 

November 29th, 1807. Don John, the Regent for 
his insane mother, with his family and courtiers sailed 

to Brazil to escape the French, who entered Lisbon 

the next day. A Regency was appointed to govern 

Portugal. 

(2) Changed relations between Portugal and Brazil. 

Up to 1807 Brazil had been treated a.s a dependent 

colony; her commerce had been restricted by the 
prohibition of foreign trade, no manufactures except 

sugar were allowed, large payments were made to 
Portugal. 

The residence of the royal family in Brazil, the 
declaration on January 16th, 1816, that Brazil 

was a kingdom, and the accession of Don John as 

John VI with the title of King of Portugal, Brazil 

and the Algarves, made Brazil a more important part 

of the Portuguese kingdom than Portugal itself. The 

Portuguese resented the payments they had to make 

to the Court at Bio de Janeiro, and their trade had 

been seriously injured by a royal decree of January 

1806, which allowed foreigners to trade freely with 

Brazil. 
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B. The Regency. 

In the Regency British influence was strong, and 
Beresford, the commander-in-chief, practically governed 

the country. The decline of trade, heavy taxation, 
the poverty that resulted from the Peninsular War, the 
authority exercised by Beresford aroused great dis¬ 

content, especially among Freemasons and in the army, 
which received no pay and objected to its foreign officers. 

1817. A plot to drive out the British was crushed 

with great severity, but in 1819 Beresford, realising the 
danger of rebellion, went to Brazil to urge King John to 

pay the Portuguese army. 

C. The Rising of 1820. 

August, 1820. Partly owing to the Spanish rising, 
rebellion broke out in Oporto and Lisbon. Revolu¬ 

tionary Juntas were formed in both places, British 

officers were deprived of their posts in the army, Beres¬ 

ford was not allowed to return to Portugal. The Cortes, 

which met for the first time in the last hundred years, 
drew up a new constitution which abolished feudalism 

and the Inquisition, made all citizens equal before the 

law, assured the liberty of the press, gave to one elected 

chamber all legislative and administrative authority, 

allowed the King only the right of suspending laws. 

July, 1821. John Yl, having appointed his eldest 

son, Dom Pedro, Regent of Brazil, returned to Portugal 

and accepted the new constitution in 1822; Queen 
Curlotta, a sister of Ferdinand VII, refused to accept it. 

D. Reaction. 

(1) The Rising of 1888. The Portuguese were now divided 

into the Constitutionalists and Absolutists. 

June 5th, 1828. A military revolt, favoured by 

the Queen, actively supported by Dom Miguel her 

younger son, and by Sepulveda, who had led the rising 
in Oporto in 1820, compelled the King to suppress the 
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Cortes and abolish the constitution. John promised 
to give a new constitution. 

(2) Dom Miguel. 

The Absolutists had been encouraged by the French 
intervention in favour of absolute monarchy in Spain^ 
and feared that the King might grant a Liberal Con¬ 
stitution. With the approval of the Queen they now 

aimed at making Dom Miguel King of Portugal. 

May, 1824. Miguel arrested all leading Liberals 
and surrounded the palace with troops. John took 
refuge with the British fleet, which had been sent to 
Portugal to give him “ moral support."’ Miguel sub- 
mitted and was banished to Vienna. 

August 29th, 1825. John, owing to British in¬ 

fluence, recognised the independence of Brazil, of 
which Dom Pedro became the first Emperor. 

March 10th, 1826. Death of John VI, who had not 
fulfilled his promise to grant a new constitution. 

II. Dom Migael and Donna Maria Gloria. The first straggle. 

A. The Accession of Maria. 

March, 1826. The Regency recognised Pedro as 
King of Portugal, and he granted a Liberal Charter. 

May 2nd, 1826. Pedro, who could not combine the 
offices of Emperor of Brazil and King of Portugal, 

abdicated in favour of his daughter Donna Maria Gloria, 
aged seven, who was to accept the Charter. General 
Saldanha compelled Oporto and Lisbon to accept the 

Charter, and became head of a Liberal ministry in 
August, 1826. The soldiers who had supported Miguel 

in 1823 now proclaimed him King, They withdrew to 

Spain, where they were helped by the Carlists. They 

proved so dangerous that the Regency asked for British 
aid. A British force of 5000 men was sent to repress 

the anarchy which had broken out and to enforce the 

Charter, which was generally accepted by March, 1827. 
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B. Dom Miguel's usurpation, 1828. 

(Ij Miguel becomes Regent. 

Dom Miguel’s right to the throne as the legitimate 
male heir was asserted by the Absolutists and was 
supported by the clericals, peasantry and a portion 
of the army. The Eastern Powers favoured his 
claim and, largely owing to Metternich’s efforts, he 

undertook on October 29th, 1827, to marry Maria 

Gloria. 
February 22nd, 1828. Miguel, who had sworn to 

observe the Charter, returned to Portugal as Regent. 

^2) Miguel usurps the Throne. 

The people acclaimed Miguel as King: Queen Car* 
lotta had used her vast wealth to secure support for 

her son. 
March, 1828. Miguel acted as King, dissolved the 

Chambers and summoned the old Cortes of the Three 

Estates. 
April, 1828. The withdrawal of the British troops 

greatly strengthened the Absolutists. 

June 7th, 1828. Miguel seized the throne. 

June 26th, 1828. The Cortes recognised Miguel as 

King of Spain. Strong opposition, led by Saldanha, 

was offered to Miguel at Oporto, but Saldanha was 

compelled to flee to England, whither a considerable 
number of his soldiers followed him. Maria fled to 

London. Miguel, who was supported by the clergy 
and army, persecuted the Liberals, of whom about 

17,000 wei*e executed in six years. 

Great Britain, Austria and France refused to 

intervene in the struggle and recognised Miguel. 
Great Britain and France failed to induce Miguel to 
marry his niece. 

August, 1829. Maria returned to Brazil 
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III. Maria Gloria obtains the Throne. 

A. Dom Pedro returned to Portugal. 

The island of Terceira in the Azores refused to ac¬ 
knowledge Miguel and supported the claim of Maria 

Gloria to the throne. 

August, 1829. An expedition sent by Miguel to 
reduce Terceira proved a failure, and Palmella estab¬ 
lished a regency on behalf of Maria in Terceira. 

B. Great Britain and France change their policy. 

The Revolution of 1880 in France and the accession ot 
a Whig Ministry in Great Britain led both countries to 
support the cause of Maria Gloria and the Charter. 

Miguel had treated British and French subjects with 
harshness, and a French fleet, with the approval of Great 
Britain, had entered the Tagus and taken the Portuguese 

fleet. 

C. Dom Pedro. 

Dom Pedro was compelled to abdicate, and left Brazil 
with his daughter Maria Gloria in April, 1831. 

February, 1832. Pedro went to Terceira, where he 
was reinforced by British and French troops. 

(1) The siege of Oporto, July, 1832-'July, 1833. 

He invaded Portugal and was welcomed at Oporto 
on July 9th, 1832. But, contrary to Pedro’s expecta¬ 
tion, the Portuguese strongly supported Miguel and 

besieged Oporto, which Pedro energetically defended. 

July 28th, 1893. The final attack of the Miguelists 
was repulsed. 

(2) July 5th, 1883. Napier annihilated MigueTs fleet off 
Cape St. Vincent. 

(3) July 25th, 1833. Villa Flor, Duke of Terceira, routed 
MiguePs army at Piedade. 
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(4) July 25th, 1833. Napier occupied Lisbon, which 
Mif^uel had abandoned on the previous day. Pedro 
entered Lisbon on July 28th, and an attempt of the 
Miguelists to recapture the city was finally repulsed 
in October. 

I>. SuiTcndcr of Miguel. 

The policy of reprisals adopted by Pedro, who had 
expelled the Jesuits and persecuted the Absolutists, 
aroused great discontent. Pedro held only Lisbon and 
Oporto, and if Miguel had shown any ability as a soldier 
or a statesman he might have regained the throne in 

1833. 
April, 1834. The Quadruple Alliance between Great 

Britain, France, Queen Christina and Maria Gloria 

strengthened Pedro’s position. 
May 16tb, 1834. The Miguelists were finally routed 

at Asseiceira. 
May 24th, 1834. The Treaty of Evoramonte. 

Miguel surrendered and left Portugal. 
September 24th, 1834. Death of Dom Pedro. 

TV. The Reign of Queen Maria n, 1834-1853. 

A. The Marriages of Queen Maria 11. 

Maria Gloria was now established as Queen Maria II 
of Portugal. The government became Liberal and the 
Constitution of 1826 was restored. 

March, 1835. Death of the Prince of Leuchtenberg, 
Maria’s first husband. 

April 9th, 1836. Maria married Ferdinand of Saxe* 
Coburg, a nephew of King Leopold 1 of Belgium. 

B. Party Strife. 

Portugal was torn by party strife. The departure of 
Miguel had greatly weakened the Absolutists^ but they 
continued to advocate the cause of the clergy. The 

Liberals were divided into the Chartists^ who supported 

IV—F 
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the Charter of 1828, and the more democratic Sep- 
tembrists, who supported the Charter of 1822. 

1838. The Septembrists owed their name to a suc¬ 

cessful rising in September, 1836, by which they com¬ 
pelled Queen Maria to restore the Constitution of 1822. 

1842. A military revolution under Costa Cabral 
restored to power the Chartists, who now tended towards 
moderate absolutism. They maintained tlieir position 
in spite of frequent risings, although in 1847 they over¬ 

threw the Septembrists only owing to British help. 

Reference: 

Cambridge Modern History^ Vol. X, chap. x. 

GREECE, TURKEY AND THE POWERS, 
1812-1830 

1. Turkey. 

A. Turkey and the Powers. 

(1) Russia. 

a. The Treaty of Bucharest. 

May 28th, 1812. The Treaty of Bucharest. 
Partly owing to his fear of an impending 

invasion of Russia by Napoleon, Alexander I 

made with Turkey the Treaty of Bucharest, 
by which Russia secured Bessarabia, Moldavia 

and Wallachia became Russian dependencies, 
and the right of the Czar to intervene on 

behalf of the Christian subjects of the Sultan 
was implicitly sanctioned. 

i. The Congress of Vienna. 

The Sultan had not been invited to the 

Congress of Vienna because Russia regarded 

the Turks as Asiatics to whom the conditions 

of European diplomacy were not applicable. 
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, and who could be made to observe treaties 
only by fear. Alexander I regarded his 

relations with Turkey as “ domestic concerns/* 
and denied the right of any European Power 
to intervene. 

There seemed a real danger that Russia 
would further extend her power over Turkey, 

which, owing to internal discord, seemed 
likely to break up. 

(2) Great Britain. 

Great Britain feared that the extension of the power 
of Russia would threaten the trade route to India and 
weaken British influence in the Mediterranean. 

(3) Austria. 

Austria feared that Russia, profiting by her recent 
acquisitions, would extend her power to the Bos* 

phorus and weaken Austria by absorbing the Slav 
population on her eastern frontiers. 

Both Great Britain and Austria therefore wished 
to maintain the integrity of Turkey as a check on 
Russian aggression. 

(4) France. 

France had maintained friendly relations with 

Turkey since the time of Francis I.^ 

B. Internal Organisation. 

(1) Turks and Greeks. 

The Turks remained Asiatics; they did not 
amalgamate with their numerous Greek subjects, from 

whom they were separated by the barrier of religion. 

“ No law existed but the Koran, and no Turkish 
court of justice but that of the Kadi, where the com¬ 

plaint of the Christians passed for nothing.*’ The 
condition of the ray as ^ or Greek peasantry, was far 

* Notts on European History^ Vol. II, page 145. 
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better than that of similar classes in Western Europe; 
they could exercise their own religion, hold the free¬ 

hold of tlieir land, and accumulate wealth. But local 
government was utterly corrupt, and the rapacity 
of tax-collectors often ruined those who did noc 

bribe them. 
The Christians were a separate nation, 

(2) Weakness of the central government. 

The Sultans were too feeble to makf‘ a good use of 

tJie fighting qualities of the Turks. The Janissaries, 
who had murdered 8oiiin 111 in 1807, became all- 

powerful in the capital. 

But even if the Sultans had been energetic, (>)ri- 
stantinople was too far away to control local gover¬ 

nors effectively; Kara George, a pig-dealer, secured 
autonomy for Serbia in 1817, and Ali Pasha seemed 

likely to establish an independent principality in 

Albania. Brigandage was rife, and the Klephts, as 
opponents of Mussulman rule, became national 

heroes. A powerful brigand chief was often taken into 

goveniment employ and became captain of the 
Armaioli or militia who policed the mountain districts. 

II. The Greeks. 

A. Distribution. 

The Greeks were scattered over the Turkish Empire, 

particularly on the coasts and in large cities. But 

certain parts of the Empire were essentially Greek. 

(1) The Morea. 

The Turks, in order to facilitate the collection of 
taxes, had continued the Greek local government in 

the Morea. The ruler of the Morea was a Turkish 

Pasha, and Turkish Beys governed the twenty-three 

provinces of the Pashalik. But the incidence^and 

collection of taxes were determined in each village by 
elected Demogeronts, while Greek Primates repze* 

seated their districts in the Pasha’s Council which met 
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at Tripolitza. The Primates and priests became the 

local leaders of the Revolution. 
The Mainotes of Laconia, in the South, were 

turbulent mountaineers who acknowledged Turkish 
authority only under military compulsion. 

(2) The JSgean Islands. 

The Nautical Islands ” of Hydra, Spezza and 
Psara paid a tribute of about £100 a year to the Sultan 
and supplied sailors to the Turkish navy, but were 
practically independent. In Chios there was a large 

Mahommedan population in addition to the Greeks, 
but the island was peaceful and maritime trade and 
the development of local industry (particularly dyes 

and embroider}’) made it prosperous. The Ionian 
Isles, which became a dependency of Great Britain 
in 1815,1 were indejicndent of the Sultan. 

Greek trading ships, which were heavily armed 

to resist the Barbary pirates, had sailed under the 
Russian flag since the Treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji 

in 1774. They profited greatly by the extinction 

of the Venetian Republic. They carried the large 
amount of grain exported from Odessa, secured much 
of the trade of the Levant; Greek colonies were estab¬ 

lished in Marseilles, Trieste, Odessa and London. In 

1816 the Greek islanders possessed about 600 vessels, 

many of large size and well armed, and a force of 
some 17,000 skilled and daring sailors. The Greek 

merchant ships proved a most valuable naval force 

in the Revolution. 

<3) The^aly. 

In Thessaly a rough military organisation had 

provided a loose bond of union among the Greeks. 

(4) The Phanariots. 

The Greeks living in Constantinople were called 

Phanariots, from the district of Fhanar where they 

^ Noiu on Ewropta0k MiHory, Vol. Ill, p. 549 
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lived. They included lawyers, merchants, govern¬ 
ment officials, Greeks always held the office of 
Dragoman ^ of the Fleet, Dragoman of the Porte, 
Governors* of Wallachia and of Roumania. The 

Phanariots were highly educated, and rich Phanariot 
merchants founded schools at Bucharest, Corfu and 

Constantinople. 

B. Greek Nationality. 

By the end of the eighteenth century some idea of 
national unity had been aroused, and it found expression 

in the unsuccessful attempt in 1774 to support Catherine 
Il’s plan to establish a Greek kingdom as a means of 
weakening the Turks. The village communities of the 

Morea led to vigorous local union; the Greek Church 
and the Greek language made local into national unity. 

Greece was occupied not only by pure Greeks but by 

Albanians who had settled in the Morea, Central Greece, 

and the Nautical Islands, and community of religion 

and language formed a national bond which overcame 

the tendency to separatism which resulted from differ¬ 

ence of origin. 

(1) The Greek Church. 

The Sultans maintained the organisation of the 
Greek Church as a means of government, and the 

Patriarch was regarded as the secular as well as the 
religious head of the Greeks. The Patriarch was ab¬ 
solutely subject to the Sultan, but the existence of an 

acknowledged head gave unity to the Church. Greek 

bishops were appointed, often after heavy bribery, 

by the Patriarch, and, although the rapacity of some 

aroused great indignation, their ecclesiastical position 

and the fact that they exercised jurisdiction in law¬ 

suits between Christians made them the representa¬ 

tives of Greek nationality in their dioceses. The 

parish priests, who were married and lived in close 

ie. Secretary. * These were called Hospodars. 
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touch with their people, exercised considerable in¬ 
fluence in the villages of the Morea. 

(2) The Greek Language and Literature, 

Classical Greek was studied in the schools now 

founded by wealthy merchants, and Philhellenism was 

an attempt to revive the traditions of the classical 
times. 

The spoken language had been corrupted by the 

addition of Albanian, Slav and other foreign elements. 
Korais (1748-1883) not only popularised the Hellenh* 

authors most likely to appeal to the national feeling of 
his fellow-countrymen, but, by purging the colloquial 

language of its impurities and applying to it where 
possilfle the old classical constructions, formed the 

Modern Greek language. 

The Greeks, who had previously called themselves 

Romaioi, now resumed the old name of Hellenes. 

They aimed not at restoring the old city-states of 
Greece but at re-establishing the Greek Byzantine 

Empire. The work of the Philhellenes, and especially 
of Korais, supplied a language and tradition which 
linked the new Greek State with an inspiring past. 

C. The Hetairia Philike, 

The French Revolution, with its teaching of Liberty 

and Equality, made a strong appeal to the Greek subjects 

of Turkey. The patriotic songs of Rhegas, who was 

executed by the Turks in 1798, stimulated national 

feeling. Secret societies were formed to arouse national 
resistance to the Turks. 

1814. Foundation at Odessa of the Hetairia Philike, 

the best known of these societies. Unchecked by the 

Turks it enrolled recruits, gathered arms and plotted a 
revolution. The members hoped, without justification, 

for the active 6up|x>rt of Russia, but inl820Capodistria8» 

the Greek Foreign Minister of Alexander I, refused their 
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invitation to lead them against the Turks. Prince 
Alexander Hypsilanti accepted the leadership. 

III. The Rising in the Danubian Principalities. 

Hypsilanti was an officer in the Russian army whose 

grandfather had been Hospodar of Wallachia. He may 
have been encouraged by Capodistrias to revolt against 

the Turks, and definitely asserted that “A Great Power ^ 
would help him. 

18S0. Revolt of Ali Pasha of Janina against the 
Turks. The Hetairists thought that their chances of 

success would be increased owing to the despatch of 
considerable Turkish forces to crush Ali. 

Contrary to the advice of the Hetairists, who wished 
the rising to begin in the Morea, Hypsilanti determined 

to commence the rising on the Danube. The decision 
was unwise, because although there wf^re few Turkish 
troops in the Principalities the people had been cruelly 

governed by some of the Hospodars and hated the Greeks. 
Hypsilanti gathered a force of 2000 men at Jassy, but 

he foolishly remained there instead of pressing on to 
Galatz and securing the line of the Danube. His delay 
gave the Turks time to gather their forces; Alexander I 

repudiated the rising, and the Greek Patriarch of 

Constantinople excommunicated Hypsilanti and his 
followers. 

March 6th, 1821. Massacre of Turks at Galatz. 

March 7th, 1821. Hypsilanti entered Jassy. 
June 19th, 1821. Hypsilanti was routed at Dragashan 

and fled to Austria, where he was imprisoned. The last 
of the rebels were annihilated at Skaleni. 

IV. The Rising in the Morea, 1821. 

A. General. 

The rising in the Morea was not, like that in the 

Principalities, the work of a few, but the national move* 

^ i.e. Russia. 
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ment of a whole people ; it received the strong supj)ort 
of the clergy, led by Archbishop Germanos of Patras ; 
it was a war of race and religion, and both sides showed 
appalling cruelty to their opponents. The revolt of 
Ali Pasha prevented the best of the Turkish troops from 
cmshing the revolt at its start; the rising of the Islands 
gave the Greeks the command of the sea. 

B. The Greeks and Europe, 1821-1824. 

The Powers remained officially neutral, but the cause 
of the Greeks was warmly supported in Western Europe 

as the cause of Christianity against Islam ; it was 
supportt^d by Liberals as an assertion of freedom against 

.jtyraun}'', and by those who were influenced by classical 

tradition. So many foreign volunteers helped the 
Greeks that the Turks declared they were fighting 

Europe and not Greece. 

C. The First Period of the War, 1821-1824. 

During this period the Greeks and Turks were the 
only combatants, although the former were assisted by 
volunteers from the West, of whom Colonel Fabvier, an 

old officer of Napoleon, Sir Richard Church and Lord 
Byron were the most famous. The war was a war of 

atrocities.” 
Prince Demetrios Hypsilanti and Prince Mavio- 

cordatos tried to establish a Constitution, but the leader¬ 

ship of the movement fell into the hands of brigand 

chiefs like Kolokotrones and the Primates who con¬ 
trolled l.Mi'al orguiii-ation, 

(1) 1821. 

a. The Outbreak, 

April 2nd, 1821. The revolt began as a 

popular rising. Most of the 25,000 Mahom- 

medans who lived in the Morea were brutally 
murdered : many perished after the surrender 
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of Navarino in August, and 2000were massacred 
after the capture of Tripolitzaon October 5th, 
1821. 

Central Greece rose in revolt, but, fortun¬ 
ately for the Turks, Thessaly, which might 

have attacked the rear of the Turkish forces, 

generally remained quiet. 

h. Turkish Reprisals. 

April 22nd, 1821. Execution by the Turks 
of Gregorios, Patriarch of Constantinople, and 
the Archbishops of Adrianople and Salonika. 

General massacre of the Greeks in Smyrna, 

Adrianople and Constantinople. 

Russia. 

The Russians justly complained that Russian 
vessels had been searched at Constantinople, 

that Turkish Pashas and not Hospodars were 

ruling in the Principalities in defiance of the 
Treaty of Bucharest. The whole nation was 

infuriated by the execution of the Patriarch 

without any trial, and clamoured for war. 
Great Britain refused to join Russia in joint 

action against Turkey; Metternich, who feared 

that war between Turkey and Greece would 
lead to a European conflagration, dissuaded 

Alexander I from declaring war, but on July 

27th, 1821, after a Russian despatch demand¬ 
ing that the massacres of the Christians 

should cease had been ignored by the Sultan, 
the Russian ambassador was withdrawn 

from Constantinople and Russia concentrated 
100,000 troops on the borders of the Princi¬ 
palities. 

(2) The War in 1822. 

0. The Fall of Janina and its results. 

February, 1822. The fall of Janina and the 
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death of Ali Pasha released Turkish troops for 
service in the Morea. 

July 16th, 1822. Omer Brionb, operating 
in the west, was opposed by the Suliots, but 
defeated Mavrocordatos, who had gone to 

their help, at Arta. Omer failed to capture 
Missolonghi (November, 1822~January, 1823). 

August, 1822. Dramali, who had crossed 
the Isthmus of Corinth and had been checked 
by the gallant resistance of Argos under 
Mavrocordatos, was routed by Kolokotrones 
in the Isthmus of C!orinth, the passes of which 
he had foolishly neglected to occupy. 

6. The Islands. 

April, 1822. The Turks massacred the 
whole population of Chios, of whom at least 
30,000 were slain or enslaved. 

June 18th, 1822. Kanaris destroyed a 
Turkish flagship, 3000 Turks perished, 

e. Dissensions among the Greeks. 

The defeat of the Turks was followed by 

disputes between the military party under 
Kolokotrones and the civil authorities, who 
supported the constitution which had been 

proclaimed on January 1st, 1822. Disputes 
arose between difierent districts, and the un¬ 

due favour shown by the Government to the 

Islands caused great discontent on the main¬ 
land. Kolokotrones was defeated and im¬ 
prisoned, but dissension weakened the Greek 
cause. 

y * 1823-1824. Greece and the Powers. 

A. Great Britain recognises the Greeks, 1823. 

Canning, whose policy was insular rather than 

European, desired in the interests of Great Britain to 

make peace and to maintain the integrity of Turkey aa 
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a means of checking Russia. Largely owing to the 
influence of Britain, the Sultan had agreed to evacuate 
the Principalities and recognise the rights of Russian 
ships in the Bosphorus. But the continued resistance of 
the Greeks made a settlement difficult; the maritime 
Greeks, who had driven the Turks from the sea, com¬ 

mitted many acts of piracy. 
March 25th, 1823. Canning, realising the im¬ 

possibility of treating as pirates a population of a 
million souls,'’ recognised the Greeks hr belligerents. 

B. Alexander proposes a Conference. 

Alexander I thought that Britain, w'hich had refused 
his previous offer of joint intervention and refused to 
acknowledge the right of Russia to protect Greek 

Christians, was trying to weaken the influence of Russia 

in the East; by recognising revolutionaries as belli¬ 
gerents Great Britain definitely repudiated the prin¬ 

ciples of the Grand Alliance. 
Russia had fallen into a diplomatic bog ": she 

could not hel}) the Sultan to crush Greek Christians ; if 

she helped the Greeks she would be acting contrary to 

the principles of the Grand Alliance ; the Greeks whom 
Britain had recognised as belligerents could not be 
treated merely as rebels. 

January, 1824. Alexander, feeling that the Powers 
must interv’^enc in the interests f>f Europe, proposed 

that a Conference should l>e held to arrange for united 
intervention by the Powers, and that three independent 
Principalities should be erected in Greece subject to the 

suzerainty of the Sultan and guaranteed by the Powers, 
Metternich, fearing that Russia would secure undue 

influence in such Principalities, proposed instead that 

Greece should be recognised as an independent State. 

C. Great Britain wil^fidraws from the Conference, 1824. 

January, 1824. Canning withdrew from the Con¬ 

ference partly because he objected to acting as a buffer 
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between Russia and Austria, partl}^ because the Turks 
objected to any foreign intervention, and the Greeks 
refused to be bound by the decisions of the Conference. 

[April 19th, 1824. Death at IVIissolonghi of Lord 
Byron.] 

D. MehemctAli, 1824-1827, 

(1) The Pasha of Egy{)t hel])s the Sultan. 

J^he Sultan Mahmoud II, realising that Turkey 
jjcfone could not conquer the Greeks, secured the help 
of Mehemet Ali, the powerful Pasha of Egypt, to 

whom he promised Crete and Syria. 
April, 1824. Mehemet’s son Ibrahim secured Crete 

as a base of operations, partly because dissensions 

among the Greeks w^eakened their opposition. 

(2) Ibrahim conquered the Morea. 

July, 1824. Ibrahim took Psara and exterminated 
the Psariotes. 

October, 1824. The Greeks defeated Ibrahim’s 
fleet off Mitylene. 

February 24th, 1825. Ibrahim landed at Modon in 

the Morea with five thousand disciplined men. Ibra¬ 
him, in spite of gallant resistance by Kolokotrones, 

who was brought from prison to fight, overran the 
Morea and took Sphacteria, Navarino and Tripolitza^ 
He exterminated the people of the Morea, devastated 
the country and, possibly, proposed to introduce a 
new population of Egyptian peasants and negK>e.s. 

April, 1825-April, 1^6. Heroic defence of Misso- 
longhi. 

June 5th, 1827. Ibrahim took the Acropolis of 
Athens. 

E. The Protocol of St. Petersburg. 

The cruelty of Ibrahim and the gallant defence of 
Missolonghi led Russia and Great Britain tc» abandon 
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their former policy of non-intervention. But Britain 
objected to the coercion of Turkey, while Alexander was 
hampered by serious disaffection in the Russian army 

due to his failure to give the constitutional reforms he 
had promised. 

December 1st, 1825. Death of Alexander I. His 
successor, Nicholas I, was inspired with the principle 
of autocracy and the spirit of Holy Russia.” He put 
down the Decabrist conspiracy, determined to end the 
war in Greece, broke away from the Holy Alliance. 

March 17th, 1828. Russia sent an ultimatum to the 
Sultan demanding that the Turks should evacuate the 

Principalities. 
The British Government’s ‘‘ good offices ” had been 

sought by the Greeks, and Canning was unwilling to 

allow Russia a free hand in Turkey. 
April 4th, 1826. By the Protocol of St. Petersburg 

Great Britain and Russia agreed that Greece should be 
made an autonomous state tributary to the Sultan, and 

that all Turks should leave Greece. The Protocol was 
the first step towards the independence of Greece. 

The Sultan, encouraged by Metternich, objected to the 
presentation of new demands before those of March had 
been fully considered, but his military power was weak¬ 

ened by the destruction in June, 1826, of the Janissaries. 
October 7th, 1826. The Sultan accepted the Con¬ 

vention of Ackerman and agreed to evacuate the 
Principalities, to give Russia the free navigation of 

the Dardanelles, and cede some fortresses in Circassia. 

F. The Treaty of London, 1827. 

Austria and Prussia refused to accept the Protocol 
of St. Petersburg. 

Canning, who became Prime Minister in April, 1827, 

wras most anxious to avoid active interference in Greece. 
He feared that Nicholas might make an agreement with 

Mehemet Ali to divide Turkey between them; he 

thought that concerted action with Austria might 
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prevent the undue extension of Russian influence. He 
resisted the attempt of Nicholas to enforce the Protocol 
immediately, and Wellington refused to believe that 
Ibrahim really proposed to depopulate the Morea. But 
the refusal of the Sultan to accept the Protocol led 
Canning to act with Russia. 

France, where both Liberals and Reactionaries 
sympathised with Greece, was anxious, in view of the 

breach between Russia and Austria, to form an alliance 
with Russia. 

July 6th, 18S7. Great Britain, Russia and France 

made the Treaty of London and agreed to use force to 

compel Turkey to accept the Protocol if she refused 
to conclude an armistice. Greece was to be made 

autonomous under the suzerainty of the Sultan, and the 

king was to be selected from one of the ruling houses of 
Europe. But secret articles provided that if necessary 

an armistice should be enforced on both Greeks and 

Turks by means that might suggest themselves to the 

prudence ” of the three Powers. 

G. Navarino, October, 1827. 

(1) Orders to the Admirals* 

The Admirals commanding the British, French and 
Russian fleets in the Mediterranean were ordered to set 

up a pacific ” blockade of Ibrahim’s army, and were 

authorised to use force if necessary to compel the 
combatants to make peace. The Greeks accepted 

the armistice ; the Turks refused, and in consequence 

the pressure of the Allies was directed against them 

alone. 

(2) The Allies waver. 

But the Allies now wavered. Nicholas regretted 

his severance from Austria and Prussia. Canning 

died on August 8th, 18S7, and the new Tory govern¬ 

ment, supported by France, objected to an elective 
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blockade of the Greek coast and were unwilling rigidly 
to enforce the recent Treaty of London. On October 

20th, Mettemich, who in the interests of Europe was 
most anxious to avoid war, attempted in vain to 

secure a peaceful settlement. 

(3) The Battle of Navarino. 

September 23rd, 1827. The Greeks destroyed a 

Turkish fleet off Salona. Ibrahim sailed from 
Navarino to take vengeance on the Greeks, but 
Codrington compelled him to return. Ibrahim 

ravaged the mainland. 
October 20th, 1827. The united British, French 

and Russian fleets under Codrington destroyed the 

Turkish fleet in the Bay of Navarino. 

<4) Effects of Navarino. 

For Europe,” wrote Mettemich, “ the event of 
October 20th began a new era.” 

The British Government would have done best in 

these difficult circumstances to have joined with 
Russia in an aggressive policy, as France advised, but 

Wellington, who became Prime Minister in January, 

1828, was deteraiined to maintain the integrity of 
Turkey, refused to enforce the Treaty of London by 

arms, protested against Nicholas* desire to occupy the 

Principalities, and declared in the King’s Speech on 
January 29th, 1828, that the Battle of Navarino was 
an “ untoward event.” ^ 

The Sultan, who was at peace with Russia, France 
and Britain, was furious at “this revolting out¬ 

rage ” which ended the friendly relations which 
had long existed between Britain and Turkey. On 

December 20th he proclaimed a Holy War against 

the infidel and denounced the Treaty of Ackerman as 

null and void. 

* King William‘IV sent to Codrington a telegram, “ Well done, Ned.” 
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Nicholas I, who regarded the battle as a proof that 
the Allies were willing to compel Turkey by force to 
accept the Treaty of London, proposed to occupy the 
Principalities immediately and urged Great Britain 
and France to force the Dardanelles and threaten 
Constantinople. The suspicions of Great Britain 
were not allayed by a Protocol of December 12th, 
1827, whereby the three Powers renounced all com¬ 
mercial and territorial advantages they might have 
derived from the war. 

VI. The Riisso«Turkish War, 1828-1829. 
A. Nicholas declared War, April, 1828. 

The Sultan’s proclamation of a Holy War, which 
was to be directed specially against Russia, led Nicholas 
to declare war on Turkey on April 26th, 1828. To 
appease the fears of Great Britain he promised to 
recognise the neutrality of the Mediterranean and to 
maintain as far as possible the Treaty of London. 

B. The War. 

Turkey was weakened by the destruction of the 
Janissaries and the Greek war, but the Turks showed 
unexpected powers of resistance. They avoided pitched 
battles and defended with great bravery the towns the 
Russians attacked. 

1828. The Russians took Ibraila in June and Varna 
in October, but Shumla and Silistria held out against 
them. 

[July 19th, 1828. Russia, Great Britain and France 
authorised the armed intervention of France in the 

Morea. 
August 9th, 1828. Mehemet Ali made with Cod* 

rington a convention by which he evacuated the Morea. 

A French army arrived in the Morea to find that iia 
help was no longer required.] 
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1829. Diebitsch, a Prussian commanding the Russian 
army, routed Reschid at Kulewtscha on June 10th, 
captured Silistria and, on August 19th, Adrianople, and 
threatened Constantinople. But his army was small and 
his position precarious. Nicholas I, who was afraid of 
rebellion at home, disappointed by the success of the 

Turks in taking Kars and Erzeroum, anxious to allay 
the suspicion of Great Britain and to avert a possible 
attack by Austria, agreed to the Peace of Adrianople. 

C. The Treaty of Adrianople, 1829. 

September 14th, 1829. By the Treaty of Adrianople— 

a. Moldavia and Wallachia became practically in¬ 

dependent; no Mahommedans were to reside 
in the Principalities. 

b. The treaty rights of Russia in the Bosphorus and 

Dardanelles were confirmed. 

The terms of the Protocol of March 22nd ^ were 

incorporated in the Treaty of Adrianople. 

d. Russia obtained no territory in Europe but 
received Anapi and Poti in Asia Minor. 

Great Britain resented the diminution of the Turkish 

power by the renunciation of the right of search in 

Turkish waters; she feared that Moldavia and Wallachia 
would become dependencies of Russia, and that Greece, 

of which Capodistrias was now President, would look to 
Russia for help against her overlord the Sultan; also 
that the acquisition of Anapi and Poti would lead to the 
extension of Russian influence in the Euphrates Valley 

and so threaten India. The Peace of Adrianople 
^‘marked another halting place in the victorious 
pdyance of Russia in the Bast/* 

‘ See page 99. 
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Vll. The Kingdom of Greece, 1832. 
The success of Russia in the Russo-Turkish War 

made Austria and Great Britain fear that Greece might 
become a vassal of Russia. They therefore wished to 

limit her boundaries. 

A. The Protocol of 1828. 

November 16th, 1828. The Morea and Cyclades were 

placed under the guarantee of the Powers. 

B. The Protocol of 1829. 

During the winter of 1828-1829 Capodistrias took 
Missolonghi and General Church regained the territory 
immediately north of the Gulf of Corinth. 

March 22nd, 1829. The Greek territory was extended 

to Arta-Volo, and thus included Euboea and part of 
""continental Greece. Greece was to be an autonomous 

kingdom under the suzerainty of the Sultan and ruled 
by a king chosen by the Powers. 

Capodistrias refused to accept the Protocol, which he 

thought unduly limited Greek territory. 

C. The Protocol of 1830. 

(1) Austria, Rmssia and Great Britain. 

The relations between Russia and Great Britain 

had become somewhat strained, particularly owing 

to the desire of Nicholas to blockade the Dardanelles^ 
during the Russo-Turkish War. Metternich now re¬ 

established relations with Great Britain and, seeing 

that it was impossible to re-establish the Sultan's 

poy^r over Greece, suggested that Greece should be 

nt'sde an independent kingdom. Wellington favoured 

che plan, which would prevent Russia from securing 
predominant influence in Greece, but, although he saw 

that he could no longer insist on the maintenance of 

the integrity of Turkey, he tried to limit the extent of 
Greek acquisitions. 
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(2) The Protocol. 

February Srd, 1830. A new Protocol provided that 

Greece should become an independent kingdom with 
Leopold of Coburg as Sovereign Prince, but that the 
northern boundary of Greece was to extend from 

Thermopylae to the mouth of the river Achelous. 
Capodistrias indignantly refused these terms, which 

would have deprived Greece of Northern Acarnania 

and part of .^tolia, and were less generous than those 
of the last Protocol which had been incorporated in 
the Treaty of Adrianople. Leopold accepted the 
Greek crown on February 11th, 1830, but resigned it 

in May because the terms of the recent Protocol 
would make his task impossible. 

D. Establishment of the Kingdom of Greece. 

(1) Murder of Capodistrias, 1831. 

Capodistrias had roused opposition by the harsh¬ 

ness of his rule and the belief that he was acting in 
the interests of Russia. Admiral Mioulis blew up the 
Greek fleet to prevent Capodistrias from securing it; 
the Mainotes refused to pay taxes. Capodistrias was 

assassinated on October 9th, 1831, and his murder was 
followed by general anarchy. 

The need of establishing strong government in 
Greece was obvious, and the Powers wished to be free 

from entanglements in the East in order that they 

might be free to deal with any questions that might 
arise owing to the French Revolution of 1830.^ 
Palmerston, who had succeeded Wellington, was 

sympathetic to the Greek cause. 

(2) The Protocol of 1831. 

September 26th, 1881. A new Protocol made 

Arta-Volo the Greek frontier and offered the crown 
of Greece to Otto of Bavaria, a youth of seventeen, 
whose father accepted the offer on condition that Otto 

should be King and not Sovereign Prince. 

^ Page 61. 
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January 28th, 1833. Otto, the first Sang of Greece, 
landed at Nauplia to attempt with Bavarian officials 
and soldiers to make Greek robbers and shepherds 
into a civilised nation. 

Belerences: 
Modern Europe (Alison Phillips), Rivingtons, chap. vn. 
Cambridge Modern History^ Vol. X, chap. vi. 

GERMANY, 18151840 

By the Treaty oi Vienna “ territo rial ism had beaten all its 

enemies, and Particularism had become geographical and 
monarchical.” The internal histon^ of Germany from 1815 to 
1840 was largely concerned with the attempt to substitute 
Nationalism for Particularism and to change Absolute into 

Constitutional Monarchies. 

I. Lack of Political Progress. 
The cause of political reform made little progress in 

Germany from 1815 to 1840. Although some regarded 

the overthrow of Napoleon as a victory for political 
freedom in each state as well as for national independence, 
most Germans cared little for politics; the improve¬ 

ment of agriculture, the development of trade and, in 

the case of statesmen, the organisation of territory 

gained at the Congress of Vienna were their main objects. 

A. Variety of problems. 

Progress was hampered by the variety of problems: 

the final abolition of the last traces of feudalism, the 
relations between Church and State and between the 

executive and legislature, the absorption into old states 
of new territory often different in commercial interest^ 

religion, language and customs. 
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B. Lack of common policy. 

Sharp differences appeared among those who 
advocated political reform, 

fl) The Union of Germany. 

Those who desired to make Germany a united nation 

differed as to the means by which union could be 
effected. Stein favoured the establishment of an 
Empire of Germany with a Hapsburg Emperor; 
some would have made the King of Prussia head of 
Germany; some proposed to exclude both Prussia 

and Austria from the German Confederation because 
of the foreign elements they contained, and to limit 
membership to purely German states ; a few advocated 

a democratic republic. 
Metternich thought that a united Germany would 

be contrary to the interests of Austria and of the 

Concert of Europe. He declared that German unity 

was “ an infamous object.’’ 
The smaller states were anxious to maintain their 

independent sovereignty and feared that this might 

be impaired by the establishment of a close union of 

all under the rulership of a King of Germany. 

(2) The (Jovernment of the States. 

Three views were held as to the most desirable form 
of government. 

a. The Absolutists. 

The Absolutists held that all authority 

rested with the prince ; the country belonged 
to the prince, and the people are only tenants 
and not owners of their property. The 

Absolutists denied the doctrines of social 

contract and the sovereignty of the people, and 

were opposed to freedom of the press and 

university education. Metternich was the 

chief advocate of Absolutism, which became 
the form of government in Austria and Prussia* 
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6, The Party of Historic Rights. 

The party of Historic Rights, the weakest 

party, acknowle<(lged the sovereignty of the 
i^rince as historical; favoured the re-establish¬ 
ment of the old assemblies of estates; objected 

to written constitutions. 

c. The Constitutional Party. 

The Constitutional party were strongly 
influenced by the French Revolution. They 
believed in the natural rights of man and the 
sovereignty of the people, of whom the govern¬ 

ment is only the representative. They de¬ 
manded written constitutions. They included 
a large university element and were strongest 

in the South and West, where French influence 
had been most powerful. 

II. The German Confederation. 
A. The Diet. 

June 18th, 1815. By the Federal Act the sovereign 
princes and free cities of Germany made among them¬ 

selves “ a permanent alliance to be known as the 
German Confederation,’’ which was to ensure “the 

maintenance of external and internal security and the 
independence and integrity of the individual states.” 

The Diet was the organ of the Confederation. The 

advocates of German unity hoped that the Diet would 

become the instrument for efiecting German national 

union. 

(1) Constitution. 

The Diet consisted of an ordinary and a general 
assembly. In the ordinary assembly Austria, Prussia, 

Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, Wiirtemberg, Baden, the 
Electorate of Hesse, the Grand Duchy of Hesse, 

Holstein and Luxemburg had one vote each; one 

vote wa^ allotted to each of the six groups into which 

the remaining twenty-eight states were div^ed. 
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In the plenutn, or general assembly, sixty-nine 
votes could be cast, of which Austria, Prussia, Saxony, 

Bavaria, Hanover, and Wiirtemberg had four votes 
each. 

In the ordinary assembly a bare majority could 
carry a resolution, in the general assembly a majority 
of two-thirds was required. But no change could be 
made in “fundamental laws, organic institutions, 
individual rights or matters of religion except by a 

unanimous vote. The representative of Austria was 
to preside in both assemblies. 

An attempt of the Prussian representative to share 

with Austria the control of (Termany i^larmed the 
smaller states, who were anxious to maintain their 

independence. The decision of the President, Count 
Buol, that the constitution as fixed by the Federal 
Act was unalterable although subject to interpretation 

“ put an end at once to the fears of the German 

princes and to the hopes of the German people.'' 

The Diet became a congress of ambassadors of jealous 
sovereign princes rather than a congress of repre* 
sentatives; it represented only the particularist and 
centrifugal forces of Germany; the Confederation 
became a Confederation of States rather than a 

Federal State. 

(2) The Opening of the Diet. 

A dispute between Austria and Bavaria, which 
resented the appropriation of Salzburg by AustrUi 

delayed the opening of the Diet. The dispute was 
settled by the cession to Bavaria of the Austrian 
Palatinate in April, 1816. 

November 5th, 1816. The Diet met under the 
presidency of Buol at Frankfort. 

(3) The Work of the Diet, 

The Diet was to make arrangements for the foreigni 

domestic, military and commercial affairs of dia 
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Confederation as a whole, but individual states 
decided their own policy. 

The Diet required the arbitrary Elector of Hesse to 
redress the grievances of his subjects. He denied 
the right of the Diet to interfere in bis state and 
was strongly sujiported by Metternich; the Diet 

proved utterly unable to assert its authority. 
The Liberals, who had hoped that the Diet would 

promote Grerman unity and assist the establishment 
of constitutional rule in the difierent states, were 

disappointed to find that it was really under the in¬ 

fluence of Metternich, who determined to use it to 
prevent the introduction of Jacobinism from without 
and to crush Liberalism in Germany. 

(4) The Diet proved a failure. 

The Diet was particularist and centrifugal; it 
failed to promote German unity. Proposals that 

states should submit any disputes to arbitration and 

that citizens of one state might become citizens of 

anv other were rejected owing to the influence of 
Prussia, The plans for organising a German army 

were not carried out; the forces supplied by different 
states were never united into a German army; in 

1815 France had paid the cost of building federal 
fortresses : they were not built in 1825. 

The Diet became little more than a court for 

deciding private claims against the old Empire and 

was most dilatory in its proceedings. A claim for 
salaries due in 1816 was not admitted until 1831; the 

last debts arising out of the Thirty Years’ War were 

' liquidated in 1850. 
“ The Diet became the laughing-stock of Germany 

and of all Europe.” ^ 

B. Constitutional Government. 

The original form of Article Thirteen of the Federal 

Act provided that every member “ of the Federation 
^ Seignoboa 
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shall establish a system of estates within one year.*^ 
The final reading omitted the time limit and substituted 

“ will ” for “ shall.” Thus a definite command became a 
prophecy which guaranteed to the German people only 
“ an unlimited right of expectation.” 

The Liberals, who cared more for constitutional 
liberty than national unity, now saw that the former 
could be obtained only through the action of individual 

states. liberalism became particularist. 

(1) The Universities and intellectual class advocate Con¬ 

stitutional Government. 

The majority of Germans cared little for political 
progress; there was in Germany no steady popular 
demand for constitutional reform. The impulse to re¬ 

form came not from soldiers as in Spain, or merchants 
as in England, but from the intellectual class—pro¬ 

fessors, students and journalists. The students who 

had fought in the War of Liberation ^ hoped that after 
Napoleon was overthrown Germany would become a 
united nation inspired by Liberal principles. Their 

disappointment at the failure of the Diet to fulfil their 
hopes led them to form societies to promote reform. 

а. Gymnastic Clubs. 

The Gymnastic Clubs, owing to the influence 
of Turnvater^ Jahn, adopted old German 

costume, replaced foreign words which were 
in common use by their German equivalents, 
aimed at cultivating national sentiment and 

preached German unity. 

б. The Universities. 

University professors loudly championed the 

cause of unity and constitutionalism; new 

students’ societies, Burschemchaften, which 

were strongly nationalistic, replaced the old 

‘ Notes on European History^ Vol. Ill, page 516. 
^ i.e. Gymnastic Father. 
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Landmannschaften^ which had been provincial 
and particularist. The new movement spread 
even in Prussia, but was strongest at Jena, 
where the Grand Duke of Saxe-Weimar, “ der 
Oherhurschy^ strongly supported it, 

October 18th, 1817. At Wartburg, where 
they were celebrating the second anniversary of 
the Reformation, some students from Jena 
threw into a bonfire Schmalz’s pamphlet in 

favour of absolutism, Kotzebue’s German 
History which had the same tendency, the 

Prussian police code and such symbols of 

mihtary authority as a soldier’s pigtail, a 
corporal’s cane and an Uhlan’s corset. A 

disturbance took place at Breslau; a tumult at 
Gottingen resulted in bloodshed. 

The students’ frolic at Wartburg was grossly 

exaggerated by the Absolutists and its effects 

were out of all proportion to its real importance. 
Metternich assured Frederick William III that 
it was a revolutionary movement, and it was 

one of the reasons why the latter adopted an 

absolute policy in Prussia. Stourdza, a Rou¬ 
manian, asserted that the Universities were 

centres of revolution and atheism, and his 

pamphlet was circulated among the sovereigns 

of Europe by the Czar, Alexander I, who hither¬ 

to had shown considerable sympathy with the 

Liberal cause. The Grand Duke of Saxe- 

Weimar was compelled to limit the freedom of 

the press in his state. 

(2) Territorial differences. 

a. Prussia and Austria. 

Austria, in which Metternich was supreme, 

was strongly absolutist. Frederick William 

III, who had displayed a tendency to Liberalism, 

became an absolute monarch. 
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h. Northern Germany. 

Most of the princes of Northern Germany 
adopted a system of assemblies of Estates, but 

the assemblies were not popular and consisted 
mainly of nobles who failed to secure any 

control over the administration. 

(i) Hanover. 

The King of Hanover, finding that the nobles 
wohld not “ place in one fund the proceeds of 
the domain and the taxes,” ^ ignored the Estates 

and secured his object by royal decree. 

(ii) Mecklenburg. 

In Mecklenburg the Estates used their 
authority to strengthen the power of the nobles 
over the peasants. 

(iii) Saxony. 

The Estates of Saxony failed to secure from 

the Government any information about the 

finances. 

e. Southern Germany. 

Southern Germany was the most Liberal 
part of the country. Napoleon had swept 

away the old system of Estates; the doctrines 
of the Revolution were accepted by many. 

The princes, and especially the Kings of 
Bavaria and Wiirtemberg, were jealous of their 
sovereign rights, and the attempt of Frederick 
William III to make the Diet in its early days 

the guardian of the constitutional rights of the 

people had led to strong opposition from the 

two Kings. But, when Fredericlf William 
became a supporter of Absolutism and united 

with Austria, the co-operation of Prussia and 

Austria seemed to threaten the independenoe 

' Seignobos. 
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A the lesser states, and the lesser sovereigns 
now tried to win the support of their own people 
in their struggle for independence by granting 
constitutional privileges. 

(i) Saxe-Weimar. 

May, 1816. The Grand Duke of Saxe- 
ieimar established a constitution under the 

guarantee of the Confederation; nobles, 
knights, cities and peasants met in one assembly 
to pass laws, authorise taxation and present 
grievances. The press was made free. 

(ii) Wiirtemberg. 

May, 1815. King Frederick granted a con¬ 
stitution, but differences arose between the 

majority of the nobles and clergy in the 
Estates, who wanted only one Chamber, and 

King William, a strong Liberal, who succeeded 
to the throne in 1816. The factious opposition 
of the Estates continued, and the King dissolved 
them in 1817 and established absolute rule. 

(iii) Bavaria. 

King Maximilian Joseph (1799-18S5) had 
established religious toleration and reformed 

education, but did not favour representative 
government. But a Concordat made with 

Pope Pius YII in 1817 roused much discontent, 
«nd the financial condition of the country was 

unsatisfactory. Thedesire to shiftthesedifficult 
problems on to other shoulders and to win the 

support of Alexander I, who had not yet re¬ 

nounced his Liberalism, in a probable dispute 
with Baden led the King to grant a constitution 

on May 26th, 1818. Two Chambers were 
established and representation was given to the 
peasants and towns as well as the nobles, and 
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a considerable measure of self-government was 
given to local authorities. 

(iv) Baden. 

Baden was particularly exposed to attack 
from France and looked to the Confederation 

to defend it. But it was also in danger of an 
attack from Bavaria, who wished to secure 
that part of the Palatinate which had recently 
been allotted to Baden. To gain the support 
of German Liberals and to conciliate Alex¬ 
ander I a constitution was granted in August, 

1818, and provision was made for the meeting 

of nobles, townspeople and peasants. 

(3) The Carlsbad Decrees, 1819. 

a. The Assassination of Kotzebue. 

March 23rd, 1819. Sand, a student of Jena, 
assassinated the dramatist Kotzebue, who was 

Russian agent in Central Germany. 

Nassau. 

1819. A Nassau student tried to assassinate 

the head of the state. 

c. Metternich. 

The Absolutists, quite incorrectly, held that 
these isolated crimes were part of a general 

revolutionary conspiracy which Metternich 

asserted had its centre in Prussia. He com¬ 
pletely won over Frederick William III and, 

knowing that there was now little likelihood 

that Alexander would support Liberalism in 
Germany, he adopted a policy of repression. 

d» The Carlsbad Decrees, 1819. 

The ministers of Austria and Prussia, the 
representatives of German kingdoms and of 

Baden, Mecklenburg and Nassau, drew up the 
Carlsbad Decrees* 
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September 20th, 1819. The Diet accepted 
the Carlsbad Decrees. It thus adopted Mette r- 
nich’s policy and tried to check the activity of 

the Liberals, the press and the Universities, 
which Absolutists regarded as the chief 

enemies of monarchy. The Decrees, which were 

enacted for five years, authorised princes— 

(i) To suppress Burschenschaften and gymnastic 

societies, and to appoint curators to supervise 
university students and professors ; to dismiss 
professors who advocated the limitation of the 

absolute power of rulers. 

(ii) To establish a censorship of all publications. 
Each prince was to be responsible to the Con¬ 

federation for undesirable pamphlets issued in 

his state. 

(iii) To set up at Maintz a Federal committee, 

with power to arrest any German of any state, 
to inquire into “ the origin and ramificationvs 

of revolutionary conspiracies and demagogic 

associations,” and to report to the Diet. 
The Carlsbad Decrees, which marked the 

high-water mark of Austrian influence in 
Germany, were a personal triumph for Metter- 

nich. They postponed constitutional liberty 
in Germany for a generation. 

<4) The Final Act of Vienna, 1820. 

The resistance of Bavaria and Wiirtemberg pre¬ 
vented Metternich from carrying out his desire to 

suppress the constitutions already established in 
Southern Germany. The Diet was not a constituent 

assembly and could not alter the Federal Act. Metter¬ 

nich therefore summoned representatives of the 
cabinets of Germany, who had the necessary power, 

to consider the question of revising the Act, and espe¬ 

cially Article Thirteen.^ 

^ Page 105. 
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May 15th, 1820. The Conference drew up the 
“ Final Act,” which was ratified by the Diet or .Tune 
8th. It declared that— 

а. “ The whole power of the state should remain 
vested in the head of the state,” and the head 

was bound to co-operate with the Estates only 
“ in the exercise of determined rights.” 

б. That the Diet should intervene to restore public 
order in a state if the prince was incapable of 
maintaining order or asked for help against 
rebellious subjects. 

Although Metternich failed to accomplish all he 
desired, he had turned the Confederation from a 
League of States into a League of Sovereigns. Hence¬ 

forth liberty existed in Germany only in Bavaria, 
Wiirtemberg and Baden. Bavaria and Wiirtemberg 

strongly objected to the suppression of the constitu¬ 

tions of German States. 

C. Failure of Liberal efforts, 1820-1828. 

(1) Bavaria and Wiirtemberg. 

King William of Wiirtemberg, who had led the 

opposition to Metternich at Vienna, resented the 
exclusion of the smaller German states from the 

Congresses of Laibach^ and Verona.* He tried to 
form a league of Baden, Bavaria and Wiirtemberg 

against Austria and Prussia. Partly owing to this 
difference attempts to complete the Federal fortifica¬ 

tions and to form a Federal army under one com- 
mander-in-chief proved unsuccessful. 

1824. Metternich compelled King William to 
submit, and secured the establishment of the Carlsbad 

Decrees as permanent enactments, the renewal of the 

Commission of Maintz, the prohibition of publication 

of the proceedings of the Diet. His success was 

» Page 17. * Page 19. 
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marked by a f u rther attack on beralism, during which 
Jahn was imprisoned, Schleiermacher's sermons were 
censored, and a new edition of Fichte was forbidden. 

In 1824 Metternich reached the height of his power. 
The representatives of the Princes look for me as for 
the Messiah/’ 

[January, 1828. Bavaria and Wiirtemberg made 
a Customs Treaty.] 

< 1) Movements following the French Revolution of 1830. 

The German Liberals now aimed at constitutional 
liberty rather than national unity ; they demanded 
legislative chambers exercising some control over 
finances, freedom of the press and trial by jury. They 
sympidhised with the eftbrts of French Liberals and 
strongly condemned the absolutism of Prussia and 
Austria. The French Revolution of 18&0 led to move * 
ments in Gcrniany. 

a The North. 

1830-1833. Abdication of the Duke of 
Brunswick and of the Elector of Hesse-Cassel 
followed by the grant of constitutions. The 
Saxon Estates were reorganised. A constitu¬ 
tion was established in Hanover. 

h. The South. 

In Baden and Bavaria the press obtained 
greater freedom. 

c. The Bavarian Palatinate. 

The French had occupied the Bavarian 
Palatinate for twenty years and sympathy 
with the French and Polish revolutionary 
parties was strong. This movement was 
revolutionary and relied upon the support of 
all classes, not, as in 1818, upon professors and 
journalists. 

TV- TT 
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(3) Reaction. 

a. The Diet, 1832. 

The princes had made concessions partly 
through fear that the Polish insurrection ^ 

might spread into Germany. The fall of 
Warsaw in September, 1831, reheved their 

fears ; Metternich used the demonstration at 

Hambach, May 27th, 1832, as proof of a general 
revolutii)nary plot; Prussia, Austria and 
Russia united to resist the spread of Liberalism 
in Germany. 

June 28th, 1832. The Diet asserted the 

right of any sovereign to annul any action of 
his Estates which would limit his authority; 

allowed the Confederation to intervene in any 
state in which tlie legislature refused to vote 

supplies; prohibited state legislation which 

might weaken the objects of the Confederation ; 
forbade political meetings and associations; 

imposed restrictions on the press and the 
Universities. 

b. The Treaty of Berlin, 1833. 

Following Conferences at Teplitz and Miin- 

chengratz, Austria, Prussia and Russia recog¬ 
nised, by the Treaty of Berlin in 1833, “ the 

right of every independent sovereign to summon 

to his assistance, whether in the internal or 

external difficulties of his country, any other 

independent sovereign,” and denied the right 

of any other Power to intervene. 

(4) The Riot at Frankfort, 1833. 

The action of the Diet led to further revolutionary 

plots on the part of the extremists, who hoped, with 

Polish help, to seize Frankfort, suppress the Diet and 

form a provisional government oi Liberals. 

‘ Page 138. 
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April 3rd, 1833. A riot at Frankfort was suppressed 
by Prussian soldiers, and Metternich, who again 

used a local rising as proof of a national movement 
in favour of revolution, persuaded the Diet in 

June, 1833, to appoint a committee to supervise 
and report on the punishment of revolutionaries in 
individual states. About two thousand people were 
brought to trial; thirty-nine were condemned to 
death in Prussia but their sentences were commuted 
to imprisonment. 

December, 1837. Seven professors of Gottingen 

were deprived of their posts for protesting against the 

action of Ernest, King of Hanover, who had annulled 
the Constitution of 1833 because it prevented him 

from using the state domains to pay his private debts. 

III. Gfeneral* 
Although some of the new constitutions survived and 

Liberalism had gained some measure of success, particu¬ 
larly in the South, the cause of Absolutism still held its 
own. Metternich had succeeded in weakening the 

faction which was seeking to introduce, in the form of 
the representative system, the modern idea of popular 

sovereignty. From 1833 to 1847 Liberal agitation 
practically ceased in Germany. 

References: 
Cambridge Modern History, Vol. X, chap. xi. 

A Political History of Cordemforary Europe (Seignobos), 
Heinemann, chap. xii. 

Gernmny (A. W. Ward), Cambridge University Press, Vol. I, 

chaps, i-v, 

PRUSSIA, 1815-1840 

I. Pnutda after tbe Ckmgiess of Vienna. 
A. Eirtiendon of Territory. 

The Congress of Vienna added to Prussia a portion 
of Pomerania, Westphalia, part of Saxony, the Rhine- 
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Provinces and Posen. Five and a half million people 
were added to Prussia’s population of five million. 

B. The old Prussian Monarchy. 

The old Prussian monarchy, which “ nature did not 
foresee,” had been formed by the Kings and was main¬ 

tained by an excellent civil service and the Prussian 
army, both of which were the creations of the monarchy. 
Largely owing to Stein ^ serfdom and legal easte distinc¬ 
tions had been abolished, and civic patriotism had been 

developed owing to the grant of local self-government. 

■C. The problem of Amalgamation. 

PruvSsia had now to unite her scattered provinces and 

to consider the problem of extending to her new terri¬ 

tories the pri\dleges recently granted to the people of 

the old monarchy. She was faced with serious diffi¬ 
culties. 

(1) Patriotism was local and not national. 

No bond of common national feeling united the 
difEerent provinces in which eight or nine different 

legal systems were administered. The Pomeranians 
and Silesians described themselves as separate nations. 
Four separate nationalities existed in the Rhine 
Provinces. Posen was Polish; the Saxons strongly 

resented their separation from the Kingdom of 
Saxony. 

(2) Differences between East and West. 

The new Prussia was divided by Hanover, and the 

East differed from the West in national feeling, 

established customs, social organisation and method 
of administration. 

a. The East. 

The East was aristocratic and rural. The 
nobles enjoyed a large measure of local au¬ 

thority and the peasants were at their mercy. 

on Ewopom HiHory, Vol. HI, page 492, 
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6. The Went. 

Tlic Rhine Province had been occupied by 
the French, who had ab^ilLslied legal privileges, 
established self-governing communes and in¬ 
troduced the Code Napolemi. The middle* 

class, not the nobles, wTre the chief element in 
the population, and the doctrines of the French 
Revolution found a considerable measure of 
support. 

(3) Rt ligion. 

Silesia and Posen were Catholic and there was a 

large Catholic population in the Rhine Province and 
Westphalia. A strong Ultramontane feeling, which 

was very marked in the Rhine Province, tended t*) 
render national union more difficult. 

Pmssia was Protestant, but difficulties arose rawing 

to differences between strict Lutherans and the 
Reformed Churches which objected to the royal 

supremacy. 

D. Austria. 

Austria strongly resented the additions to the territory 

of Prussia, and feared that Prussia, which had become 

“the bulwark of Germany against France,*' would 
secure the predominant position in Germany. 

In 1816 Prussia was regarded as the champion of 

Liberalism in Germany, and Frederick William III, 
Hardenberg the Chancellor, Niebuhr and Humbolt were 

known to favour the Liberals. Austria, led by 

nich, was a strong supporter of Absolutism. 

II. The Problem of the OonstitatioiL 

A. The promise of Frederick William III. 

Many of the soldiers, and particularly the Landwehr, 
hoped that they had secured constitutional development 

as well as national liberty by defeating Napoleon. 
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Of the liberal leaders some desired a liberal constitu¬ 
tional system, others, and notably Stein, desired a 
system founded on historic rights. 

May 22nd, 1815. Frederick William III promised to 
reorganise existing Provincial Estates, to establish new 
Estates where necessary, and to choose from the Estates 

a Representative Assembly which was to have the 
right of discussing legislation. 

B. Opposition to the proposed Constitution. 

The divisions that existed in the “ patchwork king¬ 

dom ” made the task of forming a constitution very 
diflScult. A Commission was appointed to investigate 
existing conditions, and during the period of investiga¬ 

tion, which did not start operations until 1817, 
opposition grew stronger. 

(1) The Nobles. 

The abolition of serfdom had led to the formation 
of a feudal, aristocratic party which had strongly 
opposed Stein and, during Stein’s tenure of office, 

had opposed the King. The rising tide of Liberalism 
alarmed Frederick William III and led to the union 
of the Crown and the nobles, who, owing to the grow¬ 

ing weakness of Hardenberg, secured control of the 
government. They supported the cause of Absolutism 

and class privilege and resolved to limit as far as 
possible the operation of the Thirteenth Article ^ of 

the Federal Act. 
The Provincial Estates consisted mainly of nobles, 

who were resolved to maintain their old privileges and 

whose interests were local and not national. They 
objected to the establishment of a Representative 

Assembly superior in position to the Estates. Their 

attitude meant the support of Particularism in Prussia. 

Prince Wittgenstein, the leader of the party, was in 

close touch with Mettemich* 

^ Page 105. 
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(2) The King. 

Frederick William’s sympathy with Liberalism 
soon weakened. 

1815. He decorated Schmalz, a Prussian lawyer, 
who, in a pamphlet issued in July, 1815, had violently 
denounced the Tugendhund ^ and accused the Liberals 
of desiring to secure the unity of Germany by murder 
and robbery. 

January, 1816. The Rhenish Mercury, an im¬ 
portant Liberal journal, was suppressed. 

October, 1817. Owing to the Wartburg Festival * 
Frederick William III suppressed university associa¬ 
tions and threatened to close the Universities unless 
they stopped their revolutionary plans. 

Mettemich gradually secured great influence over 
the King and, in 1818, warned him of the danger of 

creating a National Parliament which would involve 

the disintegration of the Prussian monarchy : urged 

him to control the Universities, Gymnastic Clubs and 
the Press; advised him to ‘‘go no further than the 

formation of Provincial Diets.” 
Frederick William was frightened by Stourdzas 

pamphlet,® and the murder of Kotzebue on March 

23rd, 1819 finally ruined the cause of representative 
government in Prussia and made Frederick William 

an Absolutist. 

(3) The People. 

Except among the intellectual class there was no 
general demand for constitutional reform. Many 

who favoured the idea of Provincial Diets opposed 
that of a National Assembly, “ Their consciousness 

was only local and not national.” 

' Nott» on European Hietory^ Vol. Ill, page 481. 
• Page 107. * Page 107. 
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C, The Provincial Diets, 1823. 

The popular risings in Spain and Greece confirmed 

Frederick William in his opposition to representative 
government. 

June, 1823. He established Provincial Diets but 

announced that the creation of representative govern¬ 
ment was to be postponed indefinitely. Lai^ely 
owing to the affection the people felt for the old King 
the question was not again raised during his lifetime. 

III. Internal Adininistration. 

“ It was in administration that Prussia found her 
true vocation after Waterloo; and this task was at 

least as essential as parliamentary government to 

German unity.’’ ^ 

A. Organisation, 

m Central. 

A Council of State, consisting of royal princes, 
ministers, presidents of provinces and generals, was 

established in 1817 to control departments and advise 

the King. But it rarely met after 1827, and the 
reform of the administration was mainly due to the 
King’s ministers. 

(2) Local. 

Prussia was divided for administration into eight 

provinces; these were divided into twenty-five sub¬ 

divisions under which were three hundred Circles. 
This local government was aristocratic. 

B. The Peasants. 

1816. By a new decree those peasants of Eastern 

Prussia who had gained the right of redeeming their 

holdings became peasant proprietors. Oyer the great 
majority the seignorial rights of the land were main¬ 

tained and the peasants became simply day labourers 

^ Ocmhridgt Modem Hitt^ 
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dependent on the landlords, who enlarged their property 
by annexing many peasant holdings. 

But in the West many peasants became landholders 
and rural society became more democratic. 

C. Finances. 

In 1815) largely owing to the recent war, the Prussian 
national debt amounted to 217,000,000 thalers and the 
annual deficit to about two millions. 

A sinking fund was established, the expenses of the 
King and Government were rigidly curtailed, a poll-tax 
was imposed in country districts and a tax on con¬ 
sumption was levied in towns. The customs duties 
were rearranged.^ 

1). The Army. 

(1) The Active Army. 
The Active Army numbered only 115,000 men. 

Service for three years was made universal and com¬ 
pulsory, but two years were remitted in the case of 

“ One Year Volunteers ” of sufficient educational 

qualifications. 

(2) The Reserve. 

Men who had completed service in the Active Army 

passed into the Reserve, where they remained until 

they were twenty-five. 

(3) The Landwchr. 

The Landwehr was reorganised and passed its period 

of service with the Active Army, 

The new system was economical and efiective. 

E. Education. 

The system of education was greatly improved by 

Altenstein, althoiigh he showed a tendency to use the 
Universities and Schools as a means of maintaining 

Absolutist theory. 

^ See page 123. 
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(1) Universities. 

The Saxon University of Wittenberg was incorpor¬ 
ated with the Prussian University of Halle. 

A new secular University was established at Bonn. 

(2) The Polytechnic. 

1824. Opening of the Polytechnic at Berlin. 

(3) Schools. 

School method was revolutionised by the adoption 

of the principles of Pestalozzi. 
Many new gymnasia were founded and realschulen 

were started. 

Primary education was made universal and com¬ 
pulsory ; instruction in religion was compulsory but 
in accordance with the belief of the parent; the 

school area had to meet the expenses of its own 
school. 

P. GfMieral. 

Although reorganisation and administration were so 
slow that regulations for the freedom of serfs were not 

completed until 1850 and the Circles were not organised 

until 1872, the Prussian Civil Service proved generally 
clhcient although unduly bureaucratic. 

The government was absolute but not oppressive, 
except towards the intellectuals, who were regarded as 
revolutionaries. There was practically no religious 
persecution, justice was free from corruption, taxation 
was well applied and not unduly heavy. The country 
prospered greatly under the new system, and the de¬ 
velopment of popular education gave Prussia a great 

advantage over the rest of Germany. 
The interests of the State were often the first concern 

of ministers; the army became a school in which 

Prussian national spirit was fostered, students imbibed 
the Prussian traditions at Bonn and Halle, and the 
schools Were used for the same end. The general result 

was good; the monarchy, though Absolutist, became an 
instrument for the execution of great public ends; and 
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the material prosperity which absolutist administration 
brought to Prussia prevented the revolutionary tenden¬ 
cies of 1830 from seriously affecting the country. 

IV. The ZoUverein. 

A. The position in 1815. 

(1) The Diet and Commerce. 

By the Nineteenth Article of the Federal Act the 
duty of arranging the commercial relations of the 
German States had been imposed on tlie Diet. But 

a national tariff was impossible because of the com¬ 
mercial relations between Hanover and England, 
Schleswig and Denmark, Luxemburg and Holland ; 

because of the importance of indirect taxation as a 
means of revenue in each state; because Austria 
insisted on maintaining her old system of provincial 
dues and customs. 

(2) Prussia. 

Prussia suffered from financial embarrassment and 

economic depression. Each district had its own 
customs; sixty-seven tariff areas existed in Prussia 
and hampered the establishment of Prussian unity; 

internal tariff restrictions prevented Prussia from 
meeting the competition of Great Britain, which 
poured British goods into the country ; the frontiers 

were so long that no system of custom-houses could 
prevent smuggling. 

Tariff reform was essential; the Diet could do 

nothing; Prussia, in self-defence, was obliged to 
take her own measures. 

B. The Law of 1818. 

Maasen abolished all internal customs in Prussia, and 
thus bound the different parts of the monarchy by a 

common commercial policy; he lowered the duties on 

imported manufactured goods to ten per cent, and so 
discouraged smuggling; in order to compel neighbouring 
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states to come to terms with Prussia he imposed heavy 
transport duties on foreign goods passing through 
the country. 

Pruvssia became a Free Trade area and was one of the 
first countries to ado[)t tlie ])riiiciples of Adam Smith. 

Maasen great]y stimulated internal trade, increased the 

revenue of Prussia and did something to check the 
commercial superiority of Great Britain. 

C. The Extension of the Zollverein. 

October 25th, 1819. Tariff treaty between Prussia 
and Schwarzburg-Sondershausen. The smaller state 

accepted the Prussian tariff scheme, allowed Prussian 
officers to collect the dues and received a share of the 

revenue proportionate to its population. 

1828. By 1828 a number of the smaller states of the 
North had concluded commercial treaties with Prussia, 

including Anhalt-Kothen, Saxe-Weimar and Mecklen- 
burg-Schwerin. 

The policy of Prussia was facilitated by the refusal of 

Austria to form a rival Customs Union by lowering her 

prohibitive tariffs. 

D. Opposition. 

(1) The Southern States. 

January, 1828. Bavaria and Wiirtemberg formed, 

with some of their smaller neighbours, a Customs 
Union in the South. 

(2) The Middle States. 

September, 1828. Saxony formed a Customs 
Union of the Middle States (Hesse-Cassel, Hanover, 

Brunswick) and the towns of Hamburg, Bremen and 

Frankfort. The object was “to build a financial 

barrier across the communications of the Prussian 
Zollverein,” but the treaty made between Prussia and 

Hesse>Darmstadt in February, 1828, weakened the 
position of the Mid-German States, 
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E. The Zollverein becomes German. 

Prussia had wisely given favourable terms to Hesse- 
Darmstadt and generous concessions won over her 
opponents. 

August, 1831. Hesse-Cassel joined the Zollverein. 
The break-up of the Central Union. 

January 1st, 1834. Bavaria joined the Zollverein for 
eight years on condition that its meetings were not to 

be confined to Berlin and that Bavarian goods received 
special treatment. The break-up of the Southern 
Uniun. 

May, 1834. Saxony joined the Zollverein. 
By 1836 the greater part of Germany had joined the 

Prussian Zollverein, and w^hen the treaties expired they 

were renewed until 1853. Only Hanover, Oldenburg^ 
Mecklenburg and the Hanse Towns remained outside. 

F. General. 

(1) The Zollverein regarded as a Particularist Movement. 

The other states regarded the Law of 1818 as a 
Particularist move on the part of Prussia, and did 

their best at the Vienna Conference of 1820 to compel 
Prussia to change her policy. 

Austria had refused to form a rival Customs Union 

by lowering her prohibitive tariffs and had tried to 

prevent other states from joining the Zollverein. 

The Zollverein did not involve political union and 
other states were admitted on an equality with 

Prussia. 

(2) Its ultimate results. 

The Zollverein represented a great victory for 

Prussia over Austria. Prussia had succeeded where 

the Diet had failed and had formed a Commercial 

Union, not of the whole of Germany, but of most of 

the chief German States, and of that union Prussia 

waa the leading member. 
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A sharp difierence of interests arose between 
Austria and the rest of Germany; community of 
interest was established between Prussia and the other 
members of the Zollverein. The germs of political 
union were present in the growing community of 
material interests, and the Zollverein ultimately 

proved the foundation of the imperial power of 
Prussia. 

y. Religious Difficulties. 
A. Protestant. 

Frederick William III tried to unite the Calvinistic 

and Lutheran Churches. The majority of both churches 
accepted his proposals in 1817, but the extreme Cahdnists 

refused to acknowledge the royal supremacy, while 
extreme Lutherans insisted on the doctrine of Con- 
substantiation ^ as essential. The extreme Lutherans 

protested against the Rationalism of the Tubingen 

School of Theology and in 1841 founded a separate 

Church. 

JB. Roman Catholics. 

The difficulties of Prussia in dealing with her Catholic 
subjects were increased by the growing tendency to 

Ultramontanism, 

The marriage of Protestant officials with Catholics in 
the Rhine Province and Westphalia caused serious 
difficulty because, by Prussian law, the father was bound 
to control the education of his children, while the Roman 

Catholic Church allowed mixed marriages only on 

condition that the children should become Roman 
Catholics. 

On the extension of the Prussian law to the Rhine 

Province in 1885the bishops appealed to Pope Pius VIII, 

who, in 1830, decided that a priest might give his 

** passive assistance ” but not his blessing to a mixed 
marriage. 

* Notes on Eiuropecm ffistorp, VoL II, page 225. 
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But Pope Gregory XVI (1831-1846) and Droste- 
Vischering, appointed Archbishop of Cologne in 1835, 

rejected the compromise of Pius VIII and insisted that 
all children of mixed marriages should be educated as 
Roman Catholics. 

November, 1837. Arrest and expulsion from his 
diocese of the Archbishop of Cologne and, later, of the 
Archbishop of Posen, who led the strong opposition 
offered by the bishops of the Eastern provinces to the 
X^olicy of the Prussian Government. 

The action of Prussia aroused serious discontent in 

the Rhine Province. 
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AUSTRIA, 1815-1840 

I. The Austrian Empire in 1815. 

A. National Divisions. 

Austria was not a nation but “ a conglomeration of 
peoples’’ united only by subjection to a common 

sovereign. Excluding her newly acquired territory in 

Italy, the Austrian Empire was divided into— 

(1) The hereditary dominions of the Archduchy of Austria. 

(2) The countries of the Crown of Bohemia :—Bohemia, 

Moravia and Austrian Silesia. 

f3) Galicia. 

(4) The countries of the Crown of St. Stephen:—Hungary, 

Transylvania, Croatia and Serbia. 
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Most of these territories were ruled directly from 
Vienna, but Hungary acknowledged the authority of the 

Emperor only as King of Hungary and retained its own 
government. The dualism^ which Maria Theresa had 

recognised, still continued. 

B. Sub-divisions. 

But these divisions were themselves divided owing to 

national differences— 

■(1) The hereditary dominions, though mainly Grerman, had 

a strong Slav element in the South. 

<2) There were many Germans in the countries of the 

Crown of Bohemia of which the great majority of 

the people was Slav. 

(3) The population of Western Galicia was Polish and 

Catholic. Th( Ruthenians of Eastern Galicia 

belonged to the Greek Church. 

(4) Hungary was Magyar, Transylvania Roumanian, 
(-roatia Slav. But there were many Germans in 

Hungary and the North-West was mainly Slav. 

Transylvania contained a considerable number of 
Germans and Magyars ; there was a large popula¬ 

tion of Italians in the seaports of the Adriatic. 

The Germans were the most influential, the Slavs the 

most numerous part of the population. 

II. The Government and Social Conditions of Austria. 

A. General. 

The person of the Emperor was the bond which united 

his disjointed Empire—“Austria was a monarchical 

machine and nothing more.” It had been formed 

largely by politic marriages, the development of nation¬ 
ality among its constituent parts would lead to the 

break-up of the Empire. “ My realm,” said Francis, 

is like a worm-eaten house; if one part is removed, 

one cannot tell how much will fall.” 
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The government of Austria was therefore essentially 
conservative; its great aim was to maintain Absolutism; 
to Metternich and Francis Liberalism, which involved 
the development of constitutional government, was an 
instniinent of disruption. Their policy was absolute, 
anti-national and anti-Liberal. 

B The “ Metternich System.^ 

Ultimate responsibility rested with the i-inperor; 
tlie Council of State, reorganised in 1814 as a bond of 
union between different departments becam(* merely 
a consultative body. Each department was inde¬ 
pendent of every other. Progress was impossible under 
the Metternich system ” of systematic inej^titude. 
There was always a financial deficit; industry and 
commerce languished. The press was subject to rigid 
censorship and political works of a Liberal tendency 
were excluded from the country. Associations were 
prohibited and ubiquitous police spies rendered the 
expression of any but Absolutist views highly dangerous. 

0. The Church. 

The Emperor was supreme over the Church. Catholics 
were compelled to attend mass and confession ; the 
clergy inspected all schools. Toleration was given to 
non-Catholics, but they could not hold public office and 
had to pay fines on buying land, securing citizenship or 
‘oining a guild. 

D. The Nobles. 

The nobles remained a privileged class; they were 
exempt from military service and alone could hold the 
chief offices of state. They had the right of police 
authority and justice over their own peasants. They 
formed the great majority of Provincial Estates, but 
these exercised no influence over the Government. 
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III. Hungary. 

A. The Nobles. 

The nobles of Hungary were a highly privileged 
class and practically monopolised all political rights. 

(1) The Diet. 

The Diet consisted of two parts: the Table of 

Magnates consisting of the great nobles, the elected 
Table of Estates consisting of two nobles elected from 
each Comitatus and two members representing all the 

cities. The Magnates were influenced to some extent 
by European culture and were more submissive to 
the Austrian Court than the members of the Estates. 

The unsuccessful attempt of Joseph II to suppress 
the Diet in 1784^ had roused national spirit for a 
time but led to no sustained effort to weaken the 

influence of Austria. The working of the Diet was 
disorderly; elected members voted according to the 
instructions of the Comitatus; the Diet had little 

administrative power; although the constitution 
required that the Diet should meet every three years 

it was not summoned from 1812 to 1826. 

The Comitatus. 

The local nobles, who numbered about two 
thousand, were poor, ignorant and tenacious of their 
privileges. All were members of the County Sessions 
or Comitatus. The Comitatus had the right of free 
political discussion, elected local officials, directed 
local administration and, in spite of their turbulence, 
were the centres of Magyar freedom. The suppression 

of the Diet made the Comitatus the champion of 
nationalism against Austrian government; each 
Comitatus became a little parliament and a centre 

of resistance to the usurpation of the Crown,” 

* Notts on Buropetm History^ Vol. Ill, page 273. 
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B. Political Problems. 

(1) Hungarian Nationalism. 

o. The Old Constitution. 

1825. The Emperor Francis, in response to 

the pressure of the Diet, formally recognised 
the old constitution of Hungary which required 
that the King should be crowned in Hungary 

and that the Diet should meet regularly. Thus 
the principle of dualism was again established. 

6. The Magyar Language. 

Hungary included a number of Slav races 
speaking their own language. Their repre¬ 

sentatives could not speak Magyar, and Latin 

had therefore been adopted as the common 
language of the Diet. 

But growing national feeUng led to a demand 
for the “ Magyarisation ” of all alien elements 
and particularly for the substitution of Magyar 
for Latin as the official language. 

This policy led to an attempt made in 
Bohemia to unite all the Slavs into one people 

and to make the Czech language a bond of 
union. The attempt failed at the time, but it 
may be regarded as the origin of Panslavism. 

The Croats, the chief Slav people in the South, 

had their own Diet, which met at Agram, and 
their own governor. They wished to make the 

Southern Slavs independent of Hungary and 
founded the Illyrian National Gazette in 1836 

to maintain the Croat language and cause. 

They strongly resented the attempt to make 

Magyar the language of the Diet, and in opposi¬ 
tion to the dualism of Hungary advanced the 
theory of the Triune Kingdom. 

18^. Magyar was recognised as the official 

language. 
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c. Transylvania. 

The Transylvanian Diet met in 1834 for the 

first time since 1811. The turbulent Magyar 
element, provoked by the long suppressioi of 

the Diet and led by Count Wesseleuyi, 

persuaded the Diet to vote for the union of 
Transylvania with Hungary. Their violent 
opposition to the Austrian regime led the 

Emperor to dissolve the Transylvanian Diet. 
Wesselenyi was exiled for attacking the Aus¬ 

trian Court in the Hungarian Comitatus. The 

Comitatus resented this action as a breach of 

their privileges, and it aggravated the growing 
feeling between Austria and Hungary. 

(2) Liberalism, 

a. Objects. 

After the restoration of the Hungarian 
Constitution had been accomplished the 

Liberals were free to undertake the work of 
constitutional reform. They aimed at abolish¬ 

ing the corvee and the exemption of nobles from 

taxation ; giving to professional and business 

men the right of voting for members of the 

Diet and leaving members free to vote accord¬ 
ing to their conviction; introducing trial by 

jury; securing liberty of the press; reform¬ 

ing municipalities. 

The Liberals were inspired by the Liberalism 
of Western Europe. They had supported the 

cause of Magyar nationality even when it 

involved the suppression of Croatian nation¬ 

ality. They included a moderate section 

led by Deak and the extremists lec/ Ty 
Kossuth. 
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6. Opposition of the Nobles. 

The Conservative nobles were satisfied with 

the restoration of the old constitution under 

the supremacy of Austria ; they wished to 

retain all the old customs and traditions of 

Hungary and had no sympathy vith the 

popular movements in other countries; they 

strongly opposed both in the Diet and the 

Comitatus any reforms which would weaken 

their priAulegcs. Kossuth, who had br( ii im¬ 

prisoned for his strenuous opposition to the 

Government, founded, in 1841, a journal of 

reform, the Pesii Hirlap, and thus appealed 

to the general body of the people against the 

County Assemblies. Under his leadership the 

extreme liberals became revolutionaries. 

C. The work of the Diets. 

1832-1836. The Reform Diet established a precedent 

by requiring nobles, who hitherto had been exempt from 

all taxes, to pay a toll over the new suspension bridge at 

Pesth ; it improved the position of the peasants. But 

the Magnates, as also in the Diets of 1839 and 1842-1844, 

threw out measures of reform and the Comitatus ordered 

their deputies to defend all their old privileges. 
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BELGIUM, 1814-1839 

1. The Foundation of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 
A. The Congress of Vienna. 

British policy favoured the foundation in the Nether¬ 
lands of a state strong enough to resist French aggression 
and, largely owing to Castlereagh's influence, the Treaty 
of Paris provided, on May 30th, 1840, that the House of 
Orange should become rulers of Holland “ which shall 
receive an increase of territory.” 

May 31st, 1815. The union of Holland and Belgium 
into the Kingdom of the Netherlands under the rule of 
the Prince of Orange was confirmed by the Cong^'ess of 

Vienna.^ 

B. King William I of Orange. 

William Frederick of Nassau was an able administrator 

whose simplicity, affability and keen interest in com¬ 
merce won the enthusiastic support of the Dutch. His 

selection of the title William I instead of William V 
emphasised the end of the republican Stadtholderate 
and the beginning of royal authority. His obstinacy in 

enforcing his royal authority contributed to the Revolu¬ 

tion of 1830. 
November, 1813. Expulsion of the French from 

Holland, which Napoleon had united to France in 1810,^ 

and the independence of the country was proclaimed at 
The Hague. 

November 31st, 1813. William I proclaimed Sove¬ 
reign Prince of the Netherlands at The Hague. 

J. The Fundamental Law. 

William at once fulfilled his promise to establish a 
iree constitution and appointed a Commission to draw 

up a Fundamental Law. 

^ NitUB on European History^ VoL HI, page 550. 
* Ihid,f page 4^. 
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March 28th, 1814. The Fundamental Law was 
approved by the Dutch notables at Amsterdam. It 
provided— 

(1) The King. 

That the King should exercise executive power 
through his ministers and make peace and war and 
control the army and navy, share legislative power 

with the States-General of which he appointed the 

upper of two Chambers, nominate governors of 
provinces and burgomasters of towns. 

(2) The States-General. 

That the States-General should consist of two 
Chambers, the Lower of which was elected by pro¬ 

vincial councils; it had no control over ministers, it 

could initiate or veto, but not amend, legislation. 

(3) The Legal System. 

The legal system established by the French was 

generally maintained and the judges were independent 

of the Crown. But trial by jury was suppressed. 

(4) Reli^ous toleration. 

All religious bodies enjoyed equal rights. 

(5) General liberty. 

Nominally freedom of the individual and of the 

press was guaranteed, but only at the pleasure of the 

government. 
The Fundamental Law established autocratic 

government and William I was determined to 

maintain the authority it gave to the Crown. 

D. The Eight Articles. 

June 20th, 1814. The Conference of London drew up 

the Eight Articles defining the relations between Holland 

and Belgium, and William I accepted them on July 21st^ 

1814, 
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The Eight Articles provided that Belgium and Holland 
should form one state under the Fundamental Law ; 

the Fundamental Law should be modified if necessary, 
provided that full religious equality should be main¬ 
tained ; Belgium to be properly represented in the States- 

General, which should sit alternately in a Belgian and 
Dutcli town. 

Belgians should have an equal share with the Dutch 

in the commerce and colonies of Holland ; the treasury 
of the Netherlands was to assume responsibility for the 
debts of Holland and Belgium and for the maintenance 
of the frontier fortresses. 

March 16th, 1815. William assumed the title of King 
of the Netherlands and Duke of Luxemburg. 

August 8th, 1815. The Dutch States-General ap¬ 
proved of the new constitution. 

August IStli, 1815. The Belgian notables met at 
Brussels and rejected the Fundamental Law. William I 

counted as affirmative the votes of 280 absent members 

and 126 negative votes which he declared contravened 
the terms of the Conference of London, and declared 

that the Fundamental Law had secured a majority. 

ZI. Belgian Discontent 

Two-thirds of the people of Belgium were Flemish and 

of similar origin to the Dutch, while the Flemish language 

closely resembled the Dutch. The union of Belgium, 

which was industrial and agricultural, with Holland, 
which was commercial, led to great prosperity, and an 

Orange party was formed in Antwerp and Ghent which 
profited greatly from the opening of the Scheldt to 
Belgian trade. But serious difierences soon arose. 

A. Differences between North and South. 

(1) History. 

The Dutch had succeeded in maintaining their 
independence until the time of Napoleon; Belgium 
had been subject to Spaniards, French and Austrians. 
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(2) Language, 

The Walloons were different in race and language 
from the Dutch and, owing to the long French occupa¬ 
tion, French had become the language even of the 
Flemings and was the language of the Flemish bar. 

William I tried to make Dutch the official language 
of the Netherlands. 

1819. A knowledge of Dutch was required from 
every public official. 

1822. Dutch was made the official language. 

(3) Religion. 

Belgium was strongly Catholic, Holland Calvinist, 

and the Roman Catholic clergy strongly opposed the 
House of Orange, which they regarded as the champion 

of heresy. 

а. Opposition to toleration. 

August, 1815. Maurice de Broglie, Arch¬ 
bishop of Ghent, published the Doctrinal 
Judgment^ which declared that “ liberty of 
religious opinion, equality of civil and political 
rights and the right of publicly exercising every 

form of worship ” were “ opposed to the spirit 
and maxims of the Catholic religion.” The 

Archbishop was brought to trial and fled to 
France, but the clergy refused absolution to 

those Belgians w^ko had sworn allegiance to the 

new constitution. 

б. Limitations imposed on Catholic students. 

William I aroused great indignation by 

requiring candidates for the priesthood to 

spend two years at the Philosophical College 

he established, in 1825, at Louvain and refus¬ 
ing to allow them to study abroad. 
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B. The Dutch monopolised the Government. 

(1) The Hague. 

Contrary to the Eight Articles The Hague became 
the seat of government. 

(2) Officials. 
The Dutch monopolised public offices. In 1880 the 

Dutch supplied six out of seven ministers, 106 out of 
117 officials of the Interior, 1679 out of 1967 military 
officers including 35 out of 43 stafi officers. 

(3) The States-General. 
Holland and Belgium were equally represented in 

the States-General although the population of the 
former was two million, of the latter three and a half. 
The votes of Belgian officials and of the Orangists of 
Antwerp and Ghent ensured a Dutch majority. 

(4) Court of Appeal. 

June 21st, 1830. Although Belgian appeals were 
five times as numerous as Dutch the Court of Appeal 
was established at The Hague. 

(5) Public Institutions. 
The Dutch secured control of the banks; the nine 

directors of military establishments were Dutch. 

C. Finance. 

(1) The Dutch Debt. 
The Belgian debt was thirty>*two million florins and 

the Dutch two thousand million. The hopes of the 
Belgians that they would derive great profits from the 
Dutch colonies were frustrated by the revolt in Java, 
in 1885, which ruined the East Indian trade. 

(2) Unpopular Taxation. 
To meet heavy and growing deficits the Government, 

in 1881, imposed taxes on ground corn and dead meat. 
Neither produced an adequate income, both were nn* 
popular; the former presiUd hardly on poor Belgians 
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who lived mainly on bread, but lightly on the Dutch 
who ate more potatoes. 

The vote of July 2l8t, IKl which sanctioned these 
taxes led to a permanent deepening of the cleavage 
between North and South/* 

D. The Press. 
Although the Fundamental Law had guaranteed the 

freedom of the press the King, by royal decree, estab¬ 
lished an extraordinary court which severely punished 
all who printed matter which seemed likely to injure 
the Government. 

III. The Revolution of 1830. 
A. Events immediately preceding the Revolution. 

(1) The Liberal-Catholic Union. 

Liberals disapproved of the restrictions of the press 
and the autocratic power of the hang; Catholics 
resented the ecclesiastical policy of William I; both 
objected to the ascendancy of the Dutch, and this 
common ground led them in 1828 to form the Liberal- 
Catholic Union to oppose the Dutch Government. 

For the sake of an alliance against a constitution 
distasteful to both, the clergy of Belgium accepted 
the democratic principles of the political opposition, 
and the opposition consented for a while to desist 
from their attack on the Papacy.**' 

(2) Growing discontent. 
With the strong support of the Union national 

petitions were presented to the King which protested 
against the taxes on bread and meat, and demanded 
the liberties guaranteed by the constitution and a 
separate administration for Belgium. 

(S) The attitude of the King. 

William I caused great indignation by speaking of 

» Pyflfo. 
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pretended grievances ” and calling the conduct of 
the petitioners “infamous/* He made some con¬ 

cessions with respect to language and taxes but 
strongly asserted his right to absolute power. 

(4) The Budget rejected. 

December, 1828. The States-General, by a majority 
of three, threw out the decennial budget of ways and 
means. Six official deputies who had voted with the 
majority lost their posts; seventeen newspapers 
advocated a national subscription to compensate the 
deputies, and the leading journalists were sentenced 

to long terms of imprisonment. Great unpopularity 
of van Maancn, the Minister of Justice. 

(5) The July Revolution,^ 1830. 

The July Revolution in Paris suggested to the 
Belgians that they too might secure their objects by 
revolution. 

B. The Revolution. 

August 25th, 1830. Sudden rising of the people of 

Brussels, roused by the appeals to Liberty in the opera 
of La Mt^eUe. The bouse of van Maanen was sacked. 

The Braban9on flag was hoisted and the revolt spread 
over Brabant. 

September Ist^Srd. Unsuccessful attempt of Prince 
Frederick of Orange to allay the discontent in Brussels. 

William I promised to call the States-General to 
consider the question of separating the administration 
of Belgium from that of Holland. 

September 20th, 1830. The people of Brussels seized 
the Hotel de Ville; their moderate leaders were dis¬ 

placed by extreme Liberals. 

September 23rd~26th, 1830. Failure of Prince 
Frederick to reduce Brussels with a Dutch army. 

September 29th, 1830. The Estates-Geieral a}>- 
pioved by a small majority the Separation of the ad- 

^ Page 51. 
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ministration, but the concession came too late. All 
Belgium rose, and the Dutch retained their hold only on 
Maestricht and Antwerp. 

October 4th, 1830. The Provisional Government at 
Brussels proclaimed the independence of Belgium and 

undertook to summon a National Congress to draw up 
a constitution. 

C. The National Congress, 

(1) The Constitution. 

а. The Monarchy. 

The government was to be a hereditary 
monarchy, based on the sovereignty of the 

people from whom “ all powers emanate,” 

and exercising executive powers through 
ministers responsible to the Legislature. The 

House of Orange was excluded from the 
monarchy. 

б. The Legislature. 

The Legislature consisted of the Senate and 
ChaTnber of Deputies ; both were elected by 
the same voters but a property qualification 

was required for senators. The Legislature 
had to approve of every tax, levy of troops or 
statute. 

c. Liberty. 

The constitution assured to all Belgians 
freedom of worship, association, education and 

language. The press was to be free. 

d. Local Government. 

Councils elected by ratepayers were to be 

appointed to carry out local government in 
communes and provinces. 

e. The Church. 

Laymen were to have no authority over 

clergymen. Bishops were to be appointed by 
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the Pope and themselves to appoint parish 
priests. The Church was to receive a subsidy 
from the Government and to superintend 
religious teaching in schools. 

/. Judges. 

The judges were to be independent. 
The separation of Church and State and the 

larger powers given to local authorities were 
important features of the constitution. 

(2) The King. 

The two chief candidates for the throne were the 
Duke of Leuchtenberg, son of Eugene Beauharnais, 

and the Due de Nemours, son of Louis Philippe, 

who resented the candidature of Leuchtenberg. a 

Bonapartist. 

February 3rd, 1831. Election of Nemours. But 
Louis Philippe, finding that the Conference of the 

Allies would not accept an Orleanist as King of Bel¬ 
gium, refused to allow his son to receive the crown. 

June 4th, 1831. Election of Leopold of Saxe- 

Coburg, who became King Leopold I. His wide ex¬ 
perience, wisdom and discretion contributed largely 

to the successful establishment of the new kingdom. 

IV. The Final Settlement. 

A. Belgium and the Powers. 

The Belgian Revolution reversed the decision of the 

Congress of Vienna which had sanctioned the union of 

Holland and Belgium as a check on French aggression 
and decided that Luxemburg should remain a member 

of the German Confederation and the property of the 
House of Orange. The Belgians now asserted their in¬ 

dependence and claimed Luxemburg, of which William I 

held only the towns of Limburg and Luxemburg. 

There was grave danger that the Belgian Revolution 

might lead to a European War. 
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(1) Bussia. 
Nicholas I wished to restore Belgium to William I, 

proposed armed intervention and promised to supply 
an army of 60,000 men to reduce Belgium. 

(2) Prussia. 

Prussia feared that the example of Belgium might 
lead to a revolution in her Rhine Provinces and 
massed troops on the border. 

(3) Austria. 

Austria strongly disapproved of the action of 

Belgium and feared that Italy and Hungary might 

follow her example. 

(4) France. 

The Liberals desired to unite Belgium with France; 
the Belgians had profited by the example of the July 
Revolution and had had the strong sympathy of the 
French Revolutionists. But Louis Philippe knew 

that the union of Belgium with France would lead to 
war, and therefore refused to accept the crown for 

Nemours or to sanction the establishment of a republic 

in Belgium. 
He knew also that if the Belgian Revolution was 

suppressed by the armed intervention of Russia, 
Prussia or Austria the French would insist on helping 
the Belgians. He therefore warned Prussia that 

France would not tolerate aggression, and determined 

** to hold the balance evenuntil a European Congress 
settled the Belgian question in accordance with the 

treaties.’’ 

<6) Great Britain. 

Great Britain was not unfriendly towards Belgium. 

She was determined to prevent France from secur¬ 

ing the mouth of the Scheldt and would strenuously 
oppose the extension of French influence in the 

Netherlands. The separation of Belgium from 

Holland favoured the interests of British merchants 
and manufacturers. 
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Vellington, although a supporter of the Grnncl 
Alliance, saw that Belgium could not be reconcilcti 

to Holland and would not accept the sover<dgnty of 
the House of Orange. He realised that war wouM 
follow if France attempted to extend her influence in 
Belgium or to protect the Belgians against the Eastern 

Powers. 
Palmerston, who became Foreign Minister in 1830, 

favoured the establishment of an independent, 
national Kingdom of Belgium, resolved that France 
should not profit by the Belgian Revolution and was 
not anxious to maintain the Treaties of 1815. 

B. The Conference of London, 18S0. 

November 4th, 1830. A Conference of the Powers 
met in London to consider the Belgian question. By 
the end of November the Polish Revolution prevented 

Russia or Austria from intervening in Belgium. Prussia, 
though anxious to support William I, who was rclat( d to 

King Frederick William III, found Great Britain and 

France so strongly opposed to armed intervention that 
she took no action. 

Talleyrand persuaded the Conference to abandon the 

principles of the Grand Alliance and to accept the 

principle of non-intervention, and asserted that France 
would seek no additions of territory and would act in 

Belgium only in conjunction with the other Powers. 

(1) The Protocols of January, 1831. 

The Conference imposed an armistice on the belli¬ 

gerents and in January, 1831, adopted two Protocols^ 
which provided— 

а. That Belgium was to be an independent state 
and that the Powers should guarantee its 
neutrality. That the boundary of Holland 

should be as it was in 1790. 

б. That the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg should 
belong to King William L 
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c. That Belgium should bear about half the debt 
of the Netherlands although the greater part 
had been incurred by Holland. 

(2) Belgian opposition. 

William I accepted these terms; the Belgians 
rejected them, partly because they wished to secure 
Luxemburg, partly because they thought they had 
to bear an unfair share of the debt. 

The Brussels Congress refused to “ abdicate in 
favour of foreign cabinets the government confided 
to it by the Belgian nation. ’ * Although the Conference 
had decided that no royal prince of the leading Powers 
should ascend the throne of Belgium, the Congress 
offered the crown to Nemours. 

C. The Eighteen Articles, June, 1831. 

Largely owing to the efforts of King Leopold, the Con¬ 
ference of London modified its recent Protocols by the 
Eighteen Articles, issued on June 24th. These provided 
that the question of Luxemburg should be further con¬ 
sidered and that Belgium should bear only that portion 
of the national debt which she had actually incurred. 

u). The Dutch invade Belgium. 

(1) The Belgians defeated. 

William I resented the loss of any part of Luxem¬ 
burg. He saw that he would get no help from the 
Powers, and the Dutch, led by the Prince of Orange, 
invaded Belgium on August 2nd, 1831. He routed 
the Belgians, took Louvain and threatened Brussels. 

(2) French intervention. 

Leopold appealed for help to France. A French 
army invaded Belgium and the Dutch withdrew. The 
French proposed to remain until the border fortresses 
had been dismantled in accordance with the orders of 
the Conference of London, but Palmerston, who had 
successfully resisted Talleyrand^s attempt to secure 

IV—K 
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Belgian territory for France, insisted that they 
should withdraw immediately in order to avoid a 

general war. 

E. The Twenty-four Articles. 

“ The Eighteen Articles had perished at Louvain.” 
The Belgians were humbled by their defeat. 

October 15th, 1831. By the Twenty-four Articles 
issued by the Conference of the Powers, Belgium was 
compelled to surrender to Holland Maestricht, Limburg 
and eastern Luxemburg; to undertake a larger portion 

of the debt; to pay to Holland dues for the navigation 

of the Scheldt. 
Leopold’s threat to resign unless these terms were 

accepted compelled the Congress to agree to them, and 
in January, 1832, France and Britain, in April, Austria 
and Prussia, and in May, Russia, ratified the articles and 

agreed to guarantee the independence of Belgium. 

P. Coercion of Holland. 

William I refused to accept the Twenty-four Articles; 
he seemed likely to receive support from Nicholas I of 

Russia, who resented the success of the Belgian Revolu¬ 
tion, and refused to evacuate the citadel of Antwerp. 

But Nicholas became tired of William’s obstinacy; 
his ministers thought that if Russia supported Holland 

the peace of Europe would be endangered. The French 

took Antwerp from the Dutch on December 22nd, 1832, 
a united French and British fleet blockaded the Dutch 
coasts and the mouth of the Scheldt. 

May 21st, 1833. An armistice was declared, but 
Belgium still held much of Luxemburg and Limburg 

and a few forts at the mouth of the Scheldt. 

G. The Pinal Settlement. 

May 19th, 1839. By the Treaty of London the 
Belgians were compelled, to their great indignation, to 
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surrender parts of Luxemburg and Limburg, which they 
had held for eight years, to Holland. The Belgian share 
of the debt was reduced by nearly one half; the position 
of Belgium as an independent and neutral state was 
guaranteed by the Powers.^ 

The Belgian Revolution broke the Treaty of Vienna 
and marks the triumph of the principle of national 
independence over territorialism and of parliamentary 
constitutionalism over absolutism. 
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RUSSIA UNDER ALEXANDER I 
AND NICHOLAS I 

PAUL 
murdered 1801. 

Alexander I Constantine, Nicholas I 
1801-1826. Viceroy of Poland, 1826-1856. 

d. 1831. I 
Alexander II 

1866-1881. 
I 

Alexander 111 
1881-1894. 

Nicholas II 
1894-1917. 

1. The Position of Russia in 1815. 

A. Extent and Influence. 

Successful war and diplomacy enabled Alexander I to 

add to Russia Finland, the Grand Duchy of Warsaw, 

^ This treaty was described by the German Chancellor Bethmaiuip 
Hollweg as **a scrap of paper*' in August 1914. 
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Bialystok, Tarnapol, Bessarabia and Georgia. Russia 

had become the greatest European state and had a 

population of forty-five million people. Alexander’s 
efforts against Napoleon had won for him great in¬ 

fluence and he was regarded as one of the champions of 

Liberalism. 
But the rapid extension of the territory of Russia had 

led to serious diflSiculties and prevented reform, while fear 
of her great power led the Western Nations to insist on 

the integrity of Turkey as a counterpoise to Russia and 

gravely aggravated the Eastern Question. 

B. Lack of Union. 

The different parts of Russia were divided by difier- 
ences of race, customs and religion. 

(1) Religion. 

In Great Russia, Lesser Russia and among the 

people of White Russia the Greek Church was strong 

although there was a considerable number of Dis¬ 

senters ; Lithuania and the nobles of White Russia were 

Catholic; the Baltic provinces were Lutheran ; many 

Mahommedans were found to the east of the Volga 

and, together with many Armenian Christians, in the 
Caucasus. Many Jews lived in the cities of Lesser 

Russia, in Western Russia and Bessarabia. 
Toleration was shown to Jews, Protestants, 

Catholics and Mahommedans, but dissent from the 

Greek Church was illegal. 

(2) Nationality. 

The Old Russian stock was found at its purest in 

Greater Russia; many Tartars lived along the Volga; 

a considerable number of Germans had settled in 

different parts of the country; Roumanians, Molda¬ 

vians, Wallachians were found in the South; many 

Poles had settled in the North-West. 
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(3) Separate States. 

Unlike the rest of the country the Grand Duchy of 
Finland and the Kingdom of Poland formed separate 
states under the suzerainty of the Czar. 

The sovereignty of the Czar was the bond that 

united these heterogeneous elements. 

C. Government. 

(1) The three central official Councils had practically 
ceased to discharge their proper functions. 

o. The Council of State. 

The Council was engaged in. an unsuccessful 
attempt to codify Russian law and did not 

deliberate on proposed laws. 

\ The Senate. 

The Senate failed to discharge its duties of 

supervising the administration (except in as 

far as it arranged for the Senatorial inspection 

of provinces), of promulgating laws, of acting 
as a Court of Appeal. 

c. The Committee of Ministers. 

Alexander communicated directly with 
individual ministers, and the Committee of 

Ministers therefore failed to fulfil the duty of 

centralising authority for which it was estab¬ 

lished. 
The authority of the Czar remained absolute 

in every department of state. There was “ no 
other government centre than his residence, no 
law but his decrees {ukases), no public authority 

but his officials, no institutions but those he 

was pleased to establish.** ^ 

(2) Corruption. 

The Government was utterly corrupt. Provincial 

^ Seignobos. 
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governors made fortunes by extortion; all officials 
supplemented their inadequate salaries by taking 

bribes; appointments were obtained by bribery; 
justice was sold. 

The price of vodka was doubled in order to raise 

the profit the Government made from this monopoly 
and to fill the pockets of officials. “ The Government 
took active steps to make the people drunk.” 

The officials appropriated funds intended to support 
prisoners, who suffered from starvation and lived in 
appalling conditions. 

D. Finance. 

The finances were in a hopeless condition and the 

currency was debased. 

E. The Army. 

The financial difficulty was due largely to the cost of 

the army, to which a third of the revenue was devoted. 

From 1805 to 1815 the Russian army had lost about 
1,200,000 men, and vacancies were fiU^ by a system of 
recruitment so severe that in some districts “only 

women, children, old men and cripples remained in the 

villages.” Soldiers served for twenty-five years under 
intolerable conditions and brutal discipline. 

By 1825 one-third of the army lived in the Military 
Colonies which Alexander started in 1810. These in¬ 

flicted great hardship on the inhabitants, who were at 
the mercy of the soldiers. 

Alexander maintained his army on a war footing in 

time of peace and in 1825 it numbered about 760,000 
men. 

F. The Church. 

(1) The Synod. 

The Holy Synod oriented in the Spiritual Depart* 
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ment founded by Peter the Great in 1721 ^ ; it was 
subject to the Government but wished to become 
independent. 

(2) The Clergy. 

a. The Parish Priests. 

The “ White ” clergy or “ Popes ” were 
ignorant, drunken and too poor to make 
proper provision for their families. 

b. The Monks. 

The “ Black ” Clergy had 377 monasteries, 
many of which were extremely wealthy. 
They were more intelligent than the parish 

priests and of rather better character. They 
secured the higher positions in the church and 
succeeded in p.'eventing the Government from 

confiscating the wealth to which they partly 
owed the great power they exercised in Russia. 

G. Social Classes. 

(1) The Nobles. 

There were 140,000 noble families in Russia and 

nobles were exempted from corporal punishnient, the 
poll tax and compulsory military service. The 
greater nobles were wealthy and had come under the 

influence of Western culture. But most of the nobles 
were poor and, with the exception of those whose 
views had been widened by foreign service as officers 
in the army, ignorant. 

Many nobles held official positions but they resented 
their absolute dependence upon the Government, in 

which Germans had gained considerable influence; 

they thought that the status of the nobles had been 
lowered by the creation of an offitcial nobility; they 

objected to the power of the bureaucracy. The nobles 
generally were ill disposed towards the Cxar. 

Noi€B on European Ifiatoiyt Voh 11, page 480. 
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(2) The Serfs. 

Although in 1803 nobles had been allowed to 
emancipate their serfs few had done so, and the serfs 
remained in bondage subject to “ the knout, the poll 
tax and military service.” They were often given to 
favourites of the Czar; the sale of serfs led to the 
breaking up of families; they were compelled to 
give forced labour to their owners and their scanty 

means were diminished by the heartless extortion 
of officials. 

(3) The Middle Class. 

The merchants were organised in guilds. Much 

business was transacted at the great fairs of Nijni- 

Novgorod and Government support led to the develop¬ 
ment of the manufacture of wool and iron. But war 
and corruption hampered industry, and the merchants 

“ were scarcely above the peasants and had neither 

education nor political life.” 

II. Alexander Ps Liberal Policy. 

In the years that followed the Peace of Paris Alexander 
not only tried to establish a constitution in Poland ^ and 

to help the Greeks to win their independence * but also 
made some attempt to put his Liberal theories into 
practice in Russia. To do this he sought the supj>ort of 
“ Young Russia,” a society of noble youths, including 

many officers of the Guards, who were sincerely anxious 
to redress the evils from which Russia was sufiering. 

Beshtuzheff, Ryleieff and Pushkin were among the most 
prominent members. 

A. Serfdom. 

1816-1819. Issue of ukases which abolished serfdom, 

but did not give land to the peasants, in Esthonia, Cour* 

land and Livonia. 

> Page 155. > Page 90. 
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1818. The position of the peasants in provinces taken 

from Poland was improved by the grant of free sale for 
their crops and the limitation of forced labour to fixed 
days. 

1818. A scheme was propounded by which tlie 

Treasury should purchase lands and emancipate the 
serfs. 

B. The Church. 

1812. Alexander sanctioned the estaldishment of a 
Bible Society. 

1814. Alexander ordered the payment to the clergy 

of salaries varying according to their academic quali¬ 
fications. 

1817. The Synod was reorganised and, together with 

the general administration of the Church, placed under 

the authority of the Minister of Education, Prince 

Galitzin. 

C. Senatorial Inspections. 

Senators were sent to redress grievances, and particu¬ 

larly to deal with oppression by officials, in Poland. 

D. Secret Societies. 

Secret societies, among whom the Freemasons were 
conspicuous, were allowed free scope, and the Society 

of the Oreen Lamp, tlie organ of “ Young Russia,” acted 

with the knowledge and approval of Alexander. 

E. The University of St. Petersburg. 

1819. Foundation of the University of St. Peters¬ 
burg. 

F. Poland. 

November, 1815* Alexander granted a oonstitution 

to Poland.^ 

» Page 165. 
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G. Finland. 

Alexander confirmed the constitution of Finland as 
a separate state, under the suzerainty of Russia, in 
which only Lutheran natives could hold any appoint¬ 

ments or serve in the army. He extended Finland by 
the addition of Viborg. 

H. General. 

But these reforms, though well intentioned, achieved 
little success, partly owing to the reactionary policy of 

Arakcheieff, the “ assassin of the Russian people.” 

111. Alexander becomes Reactionary* 
The speech Alexander delivered to the Polish Diet on 

March 27th, 1818, marks the culminating point of 
Alexander’s Liberalism. The murder of Kotzebue in 

March, 1819 ^; the assassination of the Due de Berri 
in February, 1820; the warning of Metternich as to the 
imminent danger of the spread of revolutionary doctrine; 
the risings in Spain, Naples and Portugal; the revolt of 

the Semonowsky regiment of the Guards in October, 
1820; the knowledge that his policy had proved a failure 

at home and abroad, led him to adopt a policy of re¬ 
action. 

A. Serfdom. 

The schemes for the emancipation of the serfs were 

dropped and they remained in bondage to their owners. 

B. The Church. 

Seraphim, Bishop of Tver, supported by Photius the 

Archimandrite, succeeded in persuading Alexander to 
change his ecclesiastical policy. Owing to their efforts 

in 1^4, Galitzin was dismissed, the old authority of the 

Sjmod was restored, the work of the Bible Society was 
restricted. 

^ Page 110. 
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C. Secret Societies. 

1822. Suppression of secret societies and Masonic 
lodges. 

D. Education. 

1818. Galitzin subjected text-books to rigorous 
censorship, and teachers and professors were instructed 
to use their position to support the existing religioxis and 
political system. 

1828. Although attempts were made to improve 
elementary and secondary education they proved un¬ 
successful and, largely owing to Government restrictions, 

the University of St. Petersburg attracted few students. 

E. Finland. 

In spite of the terms of the constitution Russians of 

the Greek Church received official posts in Finland, and 
local officials were removed at the will of the Russian 

governor; the Diet did not meet; financial measures, 
which nominally were under the control of the Diet, 
were carried out on the sole authority of the Emperor; 

a strict censorship was exercised over foreign books 
brought into the country. 

F. Poland. 

A similar policy was adopted in Poland.^ 

IV. Alexander L 

December Ist, 1825. Death of Alexander I at 
Taganrog. 

Alexander was inspired by the determination to use 

for the good of Russia and Europe the commanding 
position he had secured by his success against Napoleon; 

after 1815 he made an attempt to apply the principles of 

Liberalism. But his attempt failed partly owing to 

* Page 167. 
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the opposition of the supporters of the old order, largely 
because of his own lack of steady purpose which pre¬ 
vented him from achieving real greatness. The fear of 

the spread of revolutionary principles led him to adopt 
a reactionary policy which was utterly inconsistent with 

his earlier hopes and professions. 

His last years were years of deep depression, relieved 
by religious resignation. His death, which was acceler¬ 

ated by the refusal to take the medicine his doctors 
prescribed, was a happy release from a life always 
clouded with the knowledge that he shared the moral 

responsibility for his father’s murder, and of late 
rendered miserable by the failure of his policy at home 
and abroad. He has been well described as a sphinx 

full of riddles,” and “ a crowned Hamlet.’* 

V. Nicholas L 

A. The Decabrist Conspiracy. 

(1) Discontent. 

Discontent at the failure of Alexander I to carry 
out his promised reforms led to the development of 

secret societies, of which the Northern Society at 
St. Petersburg advocated constitutional monarchy, 

the Southern Society in Little Russia a republic, and 

the United Slavs, who were in strong sympathy with 
the Poles, federation. 

Discontent was intensified, particularly in the 
“ Young Rus.sia ” party which included many officers, 

by the teaching of the French Revolution, the demand 

for political freedom in (Jermany, and by the assertion 
of freedom in the writings of Byron and the Polish 

writer Mickievics. The devotion of Russians to the 

Greek Church led to strong resentment at the failure 

of Alexander to give efiective help to the Greeks 
against Turkey. 

The leaders, largely owing to the advice of Eyleieff, 
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resolved to promote a military insurrection on 
January 1st, 1826, which should set up a temporary 
government, with Trubetskoi as dictator, pending the 
settlement of the succession. If the insurrection 
proved successful measures would be taken to secure 
a constitution, reduce the period of military service 

to fifteen years, and emancipate the serfs. 

(2) The Succession. 

Constantine, the elder brother of Alexander, had 
renounced his right of succession, but the renunciation 

had not been made public, although Alexander had 
left a secret manifesto declaring that Nicholas, his 
younger brother, was to succeed him. Nicholas and 
the troops at St. Petersburg and Moscow took the 

oath of allegiance to Constantine. But Constantine, 

learning of the manifesto and of the conspiracy in the 
army, finally renounced his rights. 

December 26th, 1825. Accession of Nicholas I. 

(3) The Rising. 

The officers at St. Petersburg and Moscow declared 
for Constantine and the Constitution, and won over 

some of the soldiers who thought “ Constitution ” 

was the name of Constantine’s wife. The artillery did 
not join, and the support of the artillery enabled 
Nicholas easily to suppress the revolt which broke out 
at St. Petersburg on December 26th, 1825. 

At their trial the mutineers were represented as 
common criminals and no mention was made of the 

reforms they genuinely wished to effect. Thirty-six 
were sentenced to death, but only five, including 

Ryleieff and Pestel, were executed; the remainder and 

eighty-five others were banished to Siberia. 

B. Autocratic Government. 

Nicholas who had ** the ideas of a drill-sergeant and 

the religious assurance of a Covenanter,” was opposed to 
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Liberalism and the Decabrist Conspiracy confirmed him 
in his opposition; he felt that it was his duty to '' shut 

out from Holy Russia the ideas of the heretical West ” 
and to restore the old orthodox Russia; he declared that 
the Eastern Question was part of “ the domestic concerns 

of Russia.” 
He gave some consideration to the programme of the 

Decabrists, but a Committee he appointed to consider 

the condition of the serfs led to no result. “ NichoL 
aism ” became pure autocracy. But it is possible that, 
in view of the grave unrest and the inefiiciency and 

corruption of officials, the autocratic government of 
Nicholas I was more advantageous to Russia than the 
premature introduction of internal reforms would have 

been. 

(1) Repression. 

Personal freedom practically disappeared. 

a* The Third Section. 

1826. Institution of the Third Section of the 
Imperial Chancellery, under which the police 
system became a terrible instrument of 
political oppression. 

6. Travel. 

Foreigners who were permitted to enter 
Russia were strictly supervised by the police. 
Russians could leave Russia only with the 

personal permission of the Czar and for a 
maximum period of five years. 

Nicholas I strongly opposed the extension 

of railways and only ^2 miles were constructed 
in his reign. 

C. Censorship. 

Foreign books and papers were admitted 

only after censorship; Russian newspapers 
were strictly supervised. 

1840. I^txictions were placed on the intro* 
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duction of books on anatomy and physiology 
on the ground that these were indecent. 

1849. Some young men, including Dostoi* 
evsky, were condemned to death, but finally 
exiled to Siberia, for discussing European 
publications. 

(2) The Church. 

Nicholas I was a strong supporter of the Orthodox 
Greek Church. 

1826. Final suppression of the Bible Society. 

1839. The “ Uniates ” of Lithuania, who had 
adopted a compromise between the Catholic and Greek 
Churches, were compelled to accept the Orthodox 

Greek faith. 
The Dissenters or “ Old Believers ” were persecuted; 

any attempt to convert an Orthodox believer was 

punished by imprisonment or, for a third offence, 
exile to Siberia; the Orthodox priests alone could 

celebrate mixed marriages, and the children of such 

marriages were to be brought up in the Orthodox 

belief. 

(3) The Serfs. 

In 1838 the serfs numbered forty-four per cent, of 

the population of Russia and their condition was 
appalling. 

a. Attempts at Reform. 

Attempts were made to reform the condition 
of the serfs. The government of villages was 
improved in 1833; a Ministry of Domains was 
instituted in 1837 to secure better treatment for 

serfs; restrictions were imposed on the sale 
of serfs. 

5. Peasant Revolts. 

But no general measure of emancipation was 
introduced imder Nicholas I and unrest led to 
frequent revolts, which averaged twenty-three 
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a year from 1828 to 1854 and numbered sixty- 
eight in 1848. 

(4) Industry. 

a. Factories. 

Factory owners were exempted from military 
service and industry was protected by heavy 
duties. Moscow became an important in¬ 
dustrial centre. Many factories were owned 

by nobles and “ a cloth factory could be found 
on every well-managed estate.'’ 

h. Workmen. 

The nobles used their own serfs as workmen 
and paid them no wages. But this cheap 

labour proved inefficient. Other factory 
owners had difficulty in securing workmen, and 
low wages and long hours, amounting to seven¬ 

teen a day in summer, caused many strikes. 
Prince Galitzin tried to improve the lot of 

the workmen, but a Factory Act, passed in 
1835, and a law limiting the hours of labour of 

children under twelve, passed in 1845, were 
not put into force. 

c. The Cotton Trade. 

Partly owing to high tarifis, partly to the 
increase of wage-earning free labour, the Cotton 

Trade prospered; the import of raw cotton 

increased more than twentyiold between 1825 

and 1855. Home industries prospered but the 
linen trade declined. 

d. General. 

The urgent need of free workmen and the 
serious consequences of peasant outbreaks and 

workmen’s strikes made the problem of the 

Emancipation of the Ser& a most pressing 
question. 
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f5> Finland. 

Deconiber, 1825. No mention was made of the 
constitutional rights of the Grand Duchy in the oath 
of allegiance taken by the Senate. 

August, 1827. Members of the Greek Church were 
formally declared eligible for office in Finland. 

Finns became liable to exile to Siberia and the 
Finnish army was compelled to fight against the Poles, 
who were striving to maintain the constitutional 
rights which Finland had lost. 

(6) Poland.' 

Nic holas supprc'ssed the constitution and persecuted 
the Catholics. 

The E:: t ension of Russia. 

The increase in population at home and the need of 
finding fresh markets for her growing trade led Russia to 
seek new territory. 

(1) Extension of Territory. 

a. Central Asia. 
February, 1828. By the Treaty of Turk- 

manchay Persia made peace and surrendered 
Erivan, thus strengthening Russian influence 
in the Far East. 

b. The Danube. 

September, 1829. By the Treaty of Adrian- 
ople ^ Russia secured the right of free naviga¬ 
tion in the Bosphorus and Dardanelles and 
occupied Moldavia and Wallachia. 

Poland. 

1832. Poland became practically a Russian 
province. 

d. Siberia. 

The construction of Petropavlovsk, in 1848» 
and Nicholaievst, in 1850, and the acquisition 

' Page 171. * Page 98. 
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from China of land about the Amur, strength¬ 
ened Russian authority in Siberia, which re¬ 
ceived not only convicts but many free settlers 
who left Russia owing to religious persecution 

or the harsh conditions of military service. 

D. Foreign Policy. 

Nicholas, the Autocrat of Europe, strove to assert, the 
principles of Legitimism and Absolutism against Liberal¬ 
ism and Revolution. He was anxious to maintain the 
settlement of Europe which had been effected by the 

treaties of 1815. 

(1) Austria. 

Austria and Russia were rivals in Eastern Europe, 

but Nicholas was inclined to support Austria, which 
was a Legitimist Monarchy and stood for the treaties 

of 1815. 
1833. At Miichengratz the Czar, the Emperor of 

Austria and the Crown Prince of Prussia afl&rmed the 

principle of Legitimacy and the Holy Alliance and 

offered to help independent sovereigns who asked for 
help against Liberalism. These principles were re¬ 

affirmed at Teplitz in 1835. 
1849. Nicholas intervened in Hungary^ and re¬ 

stored the kingdom of Francis Joseph without com¬ 
pensation or condition. 

1850. But Nicholas resented the attitude of 
Austria at Olmiitz * and feared that the interests of 

Russia would be prejudiced if Austria became too 
powerful. 

1855. He resented as an act of treachery and in¬ 
gratitude the neutrality of Austria in the Crimean War. 

(2) Prussia. 

Prussia was a Legitimist Monarchy, but Russia 

viewed with suspicion the growth of Prussian power. 

No war arose between the two countries, the rulers of 

* Page .V>7. * Page 339. 
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which were united by family ties, but relations were 
some times strained. 

1826. Austria and Prussia objected to the proposed 
mediation of Great Britain and Russia in the Greek 
Question. 

1833 and 1835. The Agreements of Manchengrd.tz 
and Teplitz strengthened friendly relations. 

1840. Prussia j oined with Russia and Great Britain 
in the Conference of London. 

1848. Nicholas strongly resented the concessions 
made to the Revolutionists by Frederick William IV.' 

1850. There seemed a danger that Russia would 
support Austria against Prussia in the Schleswig- 
Holstein Question. 

(3) Great Britain. 

Great Britain was at once Legitimist and Liberal. 
But Nicholas seemed anxious to maintain friendly 
relations, and the two countries, by the Protocol of 
St. Petersburg,* 1826, agreed to co-operate in regard 
to Greece. 

The Reform Bill of 1832 alarmed Nicholas, who said 
that William IV had “thrown his crown into the 
gutter ” ; the League of Miinchengratz was answered 
by the Quadruple Alliance of Great Britain, France, 
Spain and Portugal in 1834. 

Great Britain resented the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi 
in 1833 * but cordially co-operated with Ruaaia, Prussia 
and Austria in 1840 to compel Mehemet Ali to with 
draw from Syria. 

The Commercial Treaty between Great Britain and 
Russia in 1842, the formal recognition by Nicholas of 
the Kingdom of Belgium in 1843, the visit of Mcholas 
to England in 1844, led to closer relations between the 
countries. Nicholas tried to come to an understanding 
with Great Britain with regard to Turkey. His failuia 
was followed by the Crimean War. 

* Page 318. * Page 94. • Page 178. 
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(4) France. 

Louis Philippe and Napoleon III owed their thrones 
to revolution and Nicholas was unwilling to recognise 
them. 

1840. The exclusion of France from the Quadruple 
Alliance caused much indignation. 

Personal differences between Napoleon III and 

Nicholas rendered friendship between their countries 
more difficult. 

(5) Belgium. 

Nicholas strongly objected to the success of the 

Revolution in Jh lgium as well as in France, but the 
Polish Revolt ^ prevented him from operations in 

France against Louis Philippe or in Belgium in favour 

of William I of Holland. 

(6) For Nicholas’s attitude towards Turkey and Greece, 

see ]mges 93 to 99. 

(7) The Crimean War.^ 

References : 

Cambridge Modern History, Vol. X, cha]>. xiii; Vol. XI. 

chap.IX. 

A Political History of ConfoHjM/rary Euro'pe (Seignobos), 

Ileinemann, chap. xix. 

POLAND, 1815-1832 

Poland had not used the opportunity afforded by Napoleon of 

securing her independence. The Congress of Vienna had given 
much of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw to Russia, which now held 

about nine-tenths of the original territory of Poland, and Posen 
to Prussia; it had made Cracow a free city. But it had made the 

remainder of Poland into a kingdom separate from Russia although 

under the suzerainty of the Czar as King of Poland; it had recog- 

^ Page • Pages 271-290. 
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uised Polish nationality, although that feeling was weakened by 
the division of Polish territory; it had recognised the right of 
Poland to have its own constitution. 

1. Alexander’s Liberal Policy. 
A. The Constitution, 1815. 

November 27tli, 1815. Alexander granted a constitu¬ 
tion to Poland. 

(1) The Crown. 

The Crown was to be hereditary in the Russian 
Imperial Family, and the King was to be represented 
by a Viceroy who presided over a Council of State and 

also over the Administrative Council of Ministers who 

formed the Executive. 

(2) The Diet. 

The Diet was to consist of two Chambers : the 

Senate appointed by the King; the Chamber of 
Dejnities, the members of which were elected from 
equal electoral districts partly by the nobles, partly 

by members of the commercial, industrial and pro¬ 
fessional classes. 

(3j Poland for the Poles. 

Polish was to be the official language; only Poles 

were eligible for civil and militar}^ posts ; the Polish 
army was to retain its national uniform. 

(4) Religion. 

Religious toleration was established and Roman 
Catholicism cej\sed to be the national religion. 

(5) Liberty. 

Liberty of the person and of the press was 
guaranteed. 

March 27th, 1818. Alexander commended the 
progr^ made in Poland and was understood to 

express his determination to add Lithuania to Poland. 
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(6) Criticism. 

The Polish Constitution was a striking example 
of progressive Liberalism. It strengthened Polish 
national feeling but it left to the sovereign some power 

of illegal imprisonment, and although the Diet was to 
meet every two years the power of adjourning the 
Diet would give the King an opportunity of weakening 

its authority. The working of the constitution was 
hindered by the unpopularity of the Grand Duke 
Constantine, who became Commander-in-Chief, and 

of Nicholas Novosiltsoff, the “ evil spirit ” of Poland. 

II. Progress, 181S-182S. 

The years following the grant of the constitution were 

prosperous. 

A. Education. 

1816. Foundation of the University of Warsaw. 

A number of colleges for military science, mining, 
theology and other subjects were founded; sixteen 

new secondary schools and many new elementary 
schools were established. 

B. Various developments. 

The weaving industry and mining flourished; War¬ 
saw was greatly improved ; roads were constructed ; 
the postal system was reorganised. 

C. Finances. 

1821-182S. Lubecki placed the finances on a 

satisfactory basis, and established a successful Land 
Bank. 

m. Dissatisfaction. 

A. Breaches of the Constitution. 

(1) Under Alexander. 

The Grand Duke Constantine and Novosiltsoff, a 
member of the Administrative Council, had little 

sympathy with the constitution, which was often 
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broken, especially after 1819, when Alexander re¬ 
nounced his Liberalism. 

Patriots resented Alexander’s failure to add Lithu¬ 
ania to Poland. 

Liberals complained that the censorship of the 
press had been introduced in 1819; that personal 
liberty had been restricted; that the Diet was not 

summoned from 1819 to 1824 ; and that in February, 
1825, the Additional Act forbade the publication of 
the proceedings of the Diet. Secret societies, often 
IMascinic, were formed. 

1824. Imprisonment of Lukasiviski, the leader of 
the Patriotic Society, which continued its activity 
under Kryzanovsky and carried on negotiations with 
the Russian Southern Society. 

But Alexander’s personal relations with the Poles 

were friendly and no serious difficulties arose in his 
reign. 

(2) Under Nicholas. 

Nicholas abandoned the idea of adding Lithuania 
to Poland and tried to “Russify” the civil and 
military organisation of the province. 

1828. The Court of the Diet having passing lenient 
sentences on Kryzanovsky and other members of 

secret societies, Nicholas tried, unsuccessfully, to 

induce the Council of State to condemn the Court of 

the Diet. 
Nicholas ceased to summon the Diet, the number of 

Russian officials in Poland was greatly increased and 
the supporters of authority began to consider the 
question of revoking the constitution. 

Opposition. 

The middle class counted for little. Although the 

serfs had been enfranchised in 1807 they had received 
no land and remained at the mercy of the nobles. The 
opposition to Russian autocracy came from the nobles^ 
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the only eftVctive element in the country, but the nobles 
generally fought not for their country but for their class. 

It has been the fatal, the irremediable bane of Poland 

that its noblesse, until too late, saw no country, no 
right, no law outside itself.” ^ The nobles were divided 
into two parties, and this division was ultimately to 

prove fatal to the Polish cause. 

(1) The Aristocratic Whites. 

The great nobles and higher ofl&cials led by Czar- 
toriski, the friend of Alexander I, saw that active 
resistance was hopeless, but wished to take full ad¬ 

vantage of the Constitution of 1815 and ultimately to 
secure llio independence of Poland. 

(2) The Democratic Reds. 

The Reds w^ere com])osed of lesser nobles, students 
of Warsaw University and military ofl&cers. They 

w’orked in secret societies. They had planned a 

rising in 1828 when Russia was engaged in the Turkish 

War, but this favourable opportunity was not utilised. 

IV. Tha Polish Insurrection, 1830-1832. 
A. The Outbn ak, 

The July Revolution in France led to the Polish 
Insurrection. It inspired the Reds to greater efforts, 

while Nicholas resolved to use the Polish army to put 
down the revolutionaries in France and Belgium. 

November 29th, 1830. The Reds, supported by 
Polish troops intended for service in France, seized 

Warsaw. Constantine fled to Russia, taking with him 

Russian troops and officials. The revolutionaries should 
have kept him as a hostage. 

B. The Whites negotiate with Nicholas. 

The Whites, of whom Czartonski and Lubecki were 

the most prominent, now took the lead. They depre¬ 
cated further violence. They set up a Provisional 

^ Fyffe. See also Notes mi European History^ Vol. Ill, page 187. 
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Government on December 4th, and the next day CLlo- 
picki accepted the Dictatorship “ in the King’s name.” 

They opened negotiations with Nicholas, who insisted 
on immediate surrender. 

The Whites made a grave mistake. They feared that 
armed revolution might alienate Austria and Prussia, 

whose help they hoped to secure in their peaceful eSorts 
to restore the constitution, but the autocratic character 
of Nicholas would never allow him to submit to their 
demands. Prompt action could have secured a Polish 

army of 80,0(X) men; the Ru^^sians were uni)repared ; 
an immediate invasion of Lithuania, in which the 
Russian garrisons were weak, would probably have 

secured the support of that country. 

C. The Reds. 

(1) The In(h‘pendonce of Poland. 

The* lh*ds secured the direction of the insurrection. 

January IDth, 1831. Radziwill was appointed to 
succeed dilupicki, who resigned. 

January 2Gtli, 1831. On the reci i})t of Nicholas’ 
demands for immediate surrender, the Diet declared 

that he was dethroned, the RomanofTs excluded from 

the throne of Poland, and that Poland was indepen- 
dent of Russia. 

The detlironement of Nicholas hastened the war¬ 

like preparations of Russia and made it difficult for 

the Powers to assist Poland by diplomacy. 

(2) The Powers. 

t. France. 

Loud sympathy was expressed for the Polish 

cause in France, and this led the Reds to 

expect French inter\"cntion. But Gasimir- 
Pericr, anxious to secure the support of 
Nicholas for the Orleanist Monarchy, refused 

to intervene, and communicated to Nicholas 
the messages he received from Poland* 
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Great Britain. 

Many people sympathised with the Poles, 
but statesmen were too busy with the problem 
of Parliamentary reform to help the Poles, and 
Palmerston’s attempt, in November 1831, to 
secure some measure of independence for 

Poland proved unsuccessful. 

c. Austria. 

Austria welcomed any movement which would 
weaken Russia, and Metternich suggested that 

the Archduke Charles of Austria should become 
King of Poland. On the refusal of the Poles 
to accept Charles Austria remained neutral. 

d, Prussia. 

Prussia supplied troops and provisions to 

the Russians and massed troops on the Polish 

frontier in the hope that she might again 
secure a share of the spoils. 

D. The Insurrection crushed. 

The time spent in negotiation gave Nicholas time to 

collect his forces and strengthen the Russian garrisons 

in Lithuania. 

February 5th, 1831. Diebitsch invaded Poland with 
120,000 men. 

February 25th, 1831. Diebitsch defeated the Poles 
at Grochov but lost so heavily that his progress was 

checked. 

March, 1831. The Polish army was reorganised and 

defeated some Russian detachments. But the lack of 
energy shown by the Polish General Skrzynecki pre¬ 
vented the Poles from striking a decisive blow; the 
Polish army was weakened by unsueoessful raids into 
Lithuania, and the Russians seized the opportunitj to 
strengthen their forces. 
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May 26th, 1881. Diebitsch routed Skrzynecki at 

Ostrolenka. 
The Poles were further weakened by quarrels between 

the Reds and the Whites, which led Czartoriski to resign 
from the Government. 

September 8th, 1831. Paskevich captured Warsaw. 

E. The Subjugation of Poland. 

February, 1832. Paskevich was appointed Viceroy 
of Poland. 

The Constitution of 1815 was abolished, the Diet 
suppressed; a rigorous censorship of the press was 
instituted ; all associations and public meetings were 

forbidden; the Polish army was incorporated in th<' 
Russian; the cliief posts were filled by Russians and 

all officials had to speak Russian ; the University of 

Warsaw and many schools were closed. In 1832 about 

80,000 Poles were sent to Siberia. 
Poland lost her independence and became a province 

of Russia with no protection against the autocratic 

government of the Czar. 

Beferences : 

Cambrulge Modern History, Vol. X, chap. xiv. 
A History of Modern Europe (Fyfie), Cassell, pp. fil5-630. 

The Story of the Nations : Poland, chap. xii. 

MEHEMET ALI 

1. General Conditions. 

The career of Mehemet Ali not only threatened the 
integrity of the Turkish Empire but aroused such differ¬ 
ences of opinion between the Powers of Europe that it 
seemed likely at one time to lead to a European war. 
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. Russia and the Western Powers. 

The Holy AlUjince had broken up. 
The Liberal ” Powers, France and Great Britain, 

had co-operated in Bolgiuin, Spain and Portugal. 
Nicholas I, tlie champion of autocracy, resented the 
attempt of the Western Powers to supi>ort ‘‘ oppressed 

nationalities ; he had intended to support. William I 
of Holland against the Belgians and thoroughly dis¬ 
approved of the revolutionary ” monarchy of Louis 
Philippe. He considered that William IV, whom he 

regarded as a “ legitimate ” king, had “ thrown his 
crown into the gutter ” by accepting the Reform Bill; 
he l)elieved that tlie British Monarchy would soon be 

overthrown, and regarded Palmerston as a Jacobin. 
The obvious desire of Russia to secure [)redominance 

in Turkey alarnu‘d France and Great Britain, who feared 

that their interests in th(‘ Mediterranean might suffer. 
The extension of Russian inlluence ov'er the wild 

Khanates of ( entralilsiaand in Persia and Mesopotamia, 
w’as rousing suspicion of danger to India, but as yet had 
caused no gravT trouble, although serious rivalry had 
arisen between Britisli and Russian agents in the valley 

of the Euphrates. 

B. Russia, Prussia and Austria. 

Austria feared that the revolutionary movement of 
1830 might spread in Hungary and other parts of h<‘r 
territories and was anxious to secure the help of Rnsvsia 

if necessary. Prussia followed the lead of Austria. 
Nicholas urged that the Eastern Powers should “ sup¬ 
port Divine Right ” against the Western Powers which 

“ profess loudly rebellion and the overthrow of all 
stability.’' 

March, 1833. At Berlin the Eastern Powers agreed 

to act in common in Belgium. 
September, 1833. By the Convention of Munchen- 

grUtz the Eastern Powers agreed to uphold the integrity 
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of Turkey and the sovereign power of the Sultan, and to 
act together if the Turkish Empire failed to maintain 
its })ower. 

The Eastern Powers asserted the right of iMt»'i\'ention 
in a sovereign state at the request of its ruler. 

October 15th, 1833. The Convention was ratifr. d at 
Berlin. 

C. T!e' Powers and Turkey. 

(1) Oreat Britain. 

Great Britain was anxious to maintain th^ inu^grity 

of the Turkish Empire to chock the giowiiig pov^er of 
Jiussia. She feared that if Mehemet Ali became 

iiKiependent he would hamper the British trade with 
India through the Red Sea and hinder the develop¬ 
ment of British interests in the Euphrates valley ; 

she resented the injury done to British trade by the 

numerous monopolies Mehenict Ali had established in 

Egypt. 

(2) h ranee. 

France was anxious to check the growing powders of 

Russia in the Levant, but had, in 1830, broken the 

integrity of the Turkish Empire by conquering Algiers. 
Prance, partly owing to Napoleon’s campaign in 1798,^ 

had a strong sentimental intcuest in Egypt; French 
officers had organised Mehemet Ali’s army. There 
was a strong feeling in France in favour of supporting 
Mehemet Ali in Egypt, partly because the presence 

of a French ally in Egypt w ould strengthen the influ¬ 
ence of Prance in the Mediterranean and limit the 
ad^ antage Great Britain derived from the possession 
of Malta and Gibraltar, partly" because the French 

Government believed that the rule of Mehemet Ali 

would be a better thing for Egypt than the rule of 

the Sultan. 

* on Europf.an HiHory, Vol. Ill, piige 406, 
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medans by proposing to secularise the govern¬ 
ment and to give equal religious rights to all 
his subjects irrespective of their religious 

beliefs. Mehemet Ali was suspected of claim¬ 
ing the Khalifate and posing as the Champion 

of Orthodoxy against the reforming Sultan. 

B. The Successes of Ibrahim. 

Mehemet Ali, fearing that the Sultan would attack 

him when the reorganisation of the Turkish iirmy was 

completed, sent an expedition iiito Syria under his 

son Ibrahim. He professed his loyalty to the Sultan 

and asserted that the object of the expedition was to 

punish the Pasha of Acre, who had given shelter to 
Egyptian refugees. 

(1) Ibrahim overran Syria and invaded Asia Minor. 

November 1st, 1881. Ibrahim invaded Syria and 

besieged Acre. 

May 27th, 1832. Ibrahim, who had easily con¬ 
quered Southern Palestine, captured Acre. The 

resistance of Acre gave time for tlie Sultan to re¬ 
organise his army. 

June 15th, 1832. Ibrahim took Damascus. 

July 17th, 1832. Following the defeat of the Pasha 

of Aleppo at Homs (July 9th) and Hamah (July llth)> 

j orahim took Aleppo. 

July 29th, 1832. Ibrah n routed the Turkish 

army under Hussein at Beilan and secured the passes 

of the Taurus. 

December 21st, 1832. Ibrahim utterly routed the 

main Turkish army under Reschid at Konieh ^ and 

advanced towards the Bosphorus, 

(2) Reasons of Ibrahim’s Success. 

a. Turkish inefficiency. 
Ibrahim's well-trained army was far supe rior 

to the hastily organised Turkish forces; the 

The ancient Ikonium. 
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Turkish navy had not been made efficient 
after its crushing defeat at Navarino ^ in 1827. 

Ibrahim’s skilful policy. 
Ibrahim had skilfully conciliated the people 

of the conquered countries, whose opposition 
would have seriously hampered his progress. 
He had won over the Christians by promising 
them toleration and placing Christian governors 
in some cities ; he promised the peasants to 
lighten the heavy burden of taxation the Turks 
had imposed upon them ; he secured the help 
of the warlike tribes of the Lebanon ; the Arabs 
of the desert, always hostile to Turkey, readily 
supported an attack on the Sultan, 

c. The Powers. 
Although the attitude of most ot the Powers 

was doubtful, France was friendly and Mehemet 
Ali hoped to accomplish Ids purpose before the 
slow diplomacy of the Powers hampered his 
progress. 

C. Ru.ssian Intervention. 

The grave danger from Ibrahim compelled Mahmoud 
to seek foreign aid. France sympathised with Mehemet 
Ali and Great Britain wai^ unwilling to act without the 
co-operation of France ; Austria was in close alliance 
with Russia, Nicholas, who had shown great modera¬ 
tion in enforcing the Treaty of Adrianopie, now offered 
help which the Sultan, with reluctance, accepted in 
February, 1833, on the ground, as one of his officials 
said, that “ a drowning man clings to a serpent.” 

February 20th, 1833. A Russian squadron entered 
the Bosphorus. 

D. The Convention of Kiutayeh, April, 1833 

(1) Unsuccessful French negotiation. 
Great Britain and Fr.uice viewed with alarm the 

* Page 96. 
tv—M 
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entry of the Russian fleet into the Bosphorus. France 
promised to induce Mehemet Ali to accept the Sultan's 
terms, but Mehemet Ali rejected the Sultan’s ofler of 
the pashaliks of Acre, Nablous, Jerusalem and Tripoli 
as inadequate, demanded Adana, which would have 
given the efficient Egyptian navy a base dangerously 
near to Constantinople, and ordered Ibrahim to push 
on to Skutari if the Sultan refused to grant his 

demands. 

(2) Further Russian aid. 

April 5th, 1833. In response to a furtlier appeal 
from the Sultan a further detachment of the Russian 
fleet entered the Bosphorus and 6000 Russian troops 
were landed on the coast of Asia Minor; the number 

was soon raised to about 13,000. 

(3) The Convention of Kiutayeh. 

Great Britain and France sent squadrons to the 

Archipelago, and the Sultan, owing to strong pressure 
from the British and French ambassadors, and to 
famine in Constantinople caused partly by the supplies 
required by the Russian forces, agreed by the Con¬ 
vention of Kiutayeh to appoint Mehemet Ali as Pasha 
of Egypt and Syria and Ibrahim as Governor of 
Adana, which commanded the passes of the Taurus. 

'B. The Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. 

The Sultan resented the action of the Western Powers 
in sending squadrons to the Archipelago and practically 
compelling him to come to terms with Mehemet All. 
Russia assured him of her friendship and promised to 
support him in arms if necessary against France and 
Great Britain. 

July 8th, 1833. The Sultan therefore made with 
Russia the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi.^ 

^ Page 174. 
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III. The Renewal of War» 1839. 

A. Revolt against Ibrahim. 

Ibrahim had carried out some of his promises in 
Syria ; he had established equality of religion and given 
Christians a share in local government. But he was 
obliged to maintain a largo army and required a large 
revenue to pay for it; he therefore introduced a rigorous 
system of conscription, imposed heavy taxes, and intro¬ 
duced many Government monopolies. 

1834. Syria rose in revolt, and Ibrahim was so hard 
]»ressed that Mehemet Ali had to come to his help. The 

revolt was suppressed and the country placed under 

strict military rule. 

B. The Powers, 1833-1839. 

(1) DifiEerenoi's between Russia and the Western Powers. 

The Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, which had made 

Turkey the vassal of Russia, and ignorance that the 

Convention of Miinchengratz had declared in favour 
of the integrity of Turkey, intensified the bad feeling 
between Russia and the Western Powers. 

The relations between Russia and Great Britain 

were embittered by growing difficulties in the Far 

East, e.g. the belief that Russia had instigated the 

Shah of Persia to attack Herat in 1838; that British 
agents had intrigued against Russia in the Khanates; 
that a British force had entered Persia; and that 
Russia was entitled to a share of trade in Central 

Asia which the British had monopolised. 

(2) Great Britain and France. 

Great Britain and France had combined to assert 

lueir objection to the privileges granted to Russia 
in the navigation of the Straits; they had compelled 
the Sultan to accept their mediation with Mehemet 

Ali; they agreed that Turkey should be placed under' 

the pxot^tion of the Powers. 
But a divergence in their policy gradually appeared.. 
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Great Britain insisted on maintaining the integri^^^v of 
l!ie Turkish Empire. France hoped that Mehemet 

would secure independent power in Egypt, and that 
he would co-operate with her in limiting British in¬ 
fluence in the Mediterranean; she may have desired 

that he should supersede Mahmoud II as Sultan. 

Palmerston, who distrusted Louis Philippe, held that 
the separation of Egypt from Turkey w’ould weaken 
the value of the Turkish Empire as a check on Russian 

aggrevssion. Mehemet Ali had tried to prevent the 
British from establishing trade routes to India through 

the Euphrates Valley and the Red Sea, and Britain 

therefore seized Aden in 1839 to protect the passage 
of the Red Sea. Mehemet Ali's commercial system 

was weakened by a commercial treaty made between 
Turkey and Great Britain on August 16th, 1838. 
which gave British traders a free market in the 
Turkish Empire. The treaty applied to Egypt, still 

a Turkish province. 

(3) Russia and Great Britain. 

Nicholas I, who strongly disliked the revolutionary 

monarchy of Louis Philippe, and found that he could 

no longer rely on the cordial co-operation of Austria, 
wished to preserve the integrity of Turkey, and felt 

that differences in the Far East w^ere not sufficiently 
serious to prevent united action between Russia and 

Great Britain. The Czarevitch Alexander (II) visited 
London in May 1839 and made a most favourable 

impression. The Czar, througli his efficient ambass¬ 

ador, Baron Brunnow, now offered to allow the Treaty 
of Unkiar Skelessi to lapse, to act with the other 

Powers in Turkey, to allow Russian warships to enter 
the Bosphorus only with the permission of the Powers. 

Palmerston readily agreed to the Czar’s proposals, and 
Great Britain and Russia henceforth acted together. 

Austria and Prussia followed their example, and 
France seemed isolated. 
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C. Mahmoud 11. 

Mahmoud was determined to take vengeance on 
Mehemet Ali. The Turkish army was reorganised by 
Moltke. But Mahmoud was prevented for four years 
from taking action, partly because Kussia was hampered 

by troubles in Poland and by famine, while Nicholas 
feared that active support of Mahmoud might lead to a 
war between Russia and the Western Powers; partly 
because France and Great Britain warned him that 
they would not protect him if he attacked Mehemet 
Ali and was unsuccessful. But Mahmoud was a dying 

man, and he determined to crush his hated rival before 
he died. 

April 21st, 1839. The Turks invaded Syria. 

June 24th, 1839. Ibrahim utterly routed the Turks 
at Nessib, partly because Hafiz Pasha had refused to 

follow Moltke*8 advice. 

Ibrahim secured the passes of the Taurus; the road 
to Constanti'iople lay open before him. 

July 1st, 1839. Death of Mahmoud II, who was 

succeeded by Abdul Mejid, a boy of sixteen. 

Ahmed Pasha, who had been sent to blockade tlie- 

coast of Syria, handed over the Turkish fleet to 
Meliemet Ali at Alexandria on the ground that Khusrev 

and other ministers were merely the paid agents of 

Russia. 

IV. The Powers coerce Mehemet AU. 

The imminent danger to the Turkish Empire com¬ 
pelled the Powers to take immediate action. They 

took the young Sultan under their protection and warned 

Mehemet AU, who hoped to force the weakened Turks 

to agree to bis terms, that he must gain their sanction 
for any terms he made with the Porte. 
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A. The Quadruple Alliance. 

1) Differences between France and the other Fowexa. 

a, French proposals. 

France proposed that Mehemet Ali should 

receive Egypt and Syria as hereditary posses¬ 
sions subject only to an annual tribute to the 
Sultan, and that France and Great Britain 
should unite to deal with any problems that 
might arise if the Russians defended the Bos¬ 
phorus against Ibrahim. 

b, Palmerston’s proposals. 

Palmerston, anxious to maintain a good 
understanding with France, to protect Turkey 
and to avoid conflict with Russia, proposed 

that Mehemet should receive Egypt as a heredi¬ 
tary possession, should evacuate Northern 

Syria and act as governor of Palestine for his 
lifetime. The establishment of an under¬ 

standing with Russia ^ strengthened Palmer¬ 
ston’s position, and his proposals were accepted 

by Prussia, Austria and Russia. 

c, Thiers’ separate negotiation. 

French public opinion strongly supported 
Mehemet Ali, but Louis Philippe, anxious to 
win the favour of the “ legitimate ” monarchs, 

deprecated opposition to the Powers. 
May 11th, 1840. Thiers insisted that Mehe¬ 

met Ali should receive the whole of Syria, and 
entered on secret negotiations which would 
establish the power of Mehemet Ali and greatly 
strengthen French influence in Ck)nstantinople 

(2) The Quadruple Alliance. 

a. Terms. 

July 15th, 1840. Great Britain, Austria, 
P!russia and Russia, who strongly resented the 

* Page 180. 
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action of Franco, agreed to unite their forces 
to protect the Bultan and compel Mehemet 

Ali to submit. If the latter submitted within 
ten days he should receive Egj’-pt as a hereditary 
pashalik and the administration of Southern 
Syria and the pashalik of Acre for hfe ; if he 
did not submit within ten days he should be 
offered only the pashalik of Egypt; if he 
did not submit in ten days more, the offer 
should be withdrawn. 

J. France. 

The terms of the Quadruple Alliance, of which 
the French ambassador did not learn until 

July 17tb, were regarded as a “ mortal affront ” ^ 
by France. Preparations for war were made, 

Paris was fortified, and Thiers talked of over¬ 

throwing the treaties of 1815 and extending 

the frontiers of France to the Rhine. But 

Louis Philippe was warned by Melbourne 
through Leopold of Belgium that if he went 

to war he would have to face the united forces 
of Europe, who would probably deprive him 

of his crown; he therefore refused to read a 
provocative Speech from the Throne which 
Thiers had prepared, dismissed Thiers and 

called Guizot to office. Though preparations 
for war continued, and Nicholas I offered to 
send the Russian fleet to support the British 

against a French attack, peace was maintained* 

B. The Coercion of Mehemet Ali. 

Mehemet Ali defied the Coalition and rose in arms. 

Prussia guarded the Rhine against possible aggression 

by France, and Russia Constantinople. 

Ooizot. 
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August 11th, 1840. A combined British, Austrian 
and Turkish fleet apj>eared ofi Beirout, and its appear¬ 
ance led to a general rising in Syria against Ibrahim. 

October 3rd, 1840. Beirout was captured. 
November 2nd, 1840. Acre was captured and Ibra¬ 

him was compelled to evacuate Syria. 
The speedy defeat of Mehemet Ali disappointed the 

French, who had hoped that he would keep the Allies 
engaged until she had completed her preparations for 

war. The rising in Syria owing to Mehemet Ali s 
oppressive rule showed that their belief in his enlightened 
rule was incorrect. 

November 25th, 1840. Admiral Napier appeared of! 
Alexandria and induced Mehemet Ali to sign a Conve n- 

tion by which he promised to restore the Turkish fleet, 
and the Allies promised to persuade the Sultan to give 
him the hereditary pashalik of Egypt. The action of 

Napier was resented at (bnstantinople but approved by 

the Powers. 
February 13th, 1841. I’lie Sultan formally con¬ 

ferred on Mehemet Ali the hereditary pashalik of Egypt. 

C. The Straits Act, 1841. 

\ Guizot, supported by Metternich, now proposed that 

the integrity of Turkey should l^e guaranteed by the 

Powers, but Palmerston refused to accept a proposal 

which seemed to be obviously aimed at Russia. 

July 13th, 1841. The national pride of France was con¬ 
ciliated v/licn she was invited to concur in the Straits Act 
whicli closed the Dardanelles to non-Turkish war vessels. 

The Straits Act was regarded as a victory for Russia 
and as a confirmation f«f the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. 

But by it Russia gave up the chance of becoming a 

Mediterranean power, although the ports of the Black 
Sea were protected from naval attack by any Power 

except Turkey. It is probable that the opening of the 

Straits would have benefited Great Britain owing to her 
great naval power. 
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D. General. 
A close ag'^'ccment had been formed between Great 

J3i‘itain and Ku.ssia ; the Eastern and Western Powers 

were again united, and the principle of the Concert of 

Europe had been reailirmed ; Great Britain had won 

the gratitude of the Sultan. 

But unfortunately the agreement betwt'en Great 

Britain and Russia did not last very long and the Straits 

Act did not prevent the British and French fleets from 

ent< ring the Black Sea in 1854. 
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SECTION III 

FRANCE, 1830-1871 



THE ORLEANS MONARCHY, 

1830-1840 

I. The Accession of Louis Philippe. 

August 7th, 1830. Louis Philipp^*, Duke of Orleans, 
was proclaimed King of France by 219 votes to 33 in 
the Chamber which had declared the throne vacant. 

A. The Citizen King. 

(1) The Doctrinaires. 

The election was the work of the Doctrinaires— 
Cusimir-Perier, Guizot, Broglie—who formed them¬ 
selves into a constituent body to establish the new 
regime. They had opj)osed Charles X because, par¬ 
ticularly under Polignac,^ his government had become 
despotic, but they supported the principle of monarchy 
and wished to work with Louis Philippe to procure 
“ the constitutional developments which the Charter * 
required.” 

ci. The Sovereignty of the People. 

The position of Louis Philippe was weakened 
by the conditions of his election. Guizot de¬ 
clared that the King derived his right from the 
people, and Louis Philippe acknowledged that 

he was “ King of the French by the grace of 
God and the good will of the Nation.** 

6. The Charter. 

The King swore to observe a modified 
Charter, which was regarded not as granied by 

® Xofes on European HiMorp, Vol. IIT. page 532. 
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the Eng as in 1814, but as the gift of the nation 
which the Eng accented. The Eng’s right to 
issue “ ordinances for the safeguarding of the 
state ” was abolished; he could issue ordin¬ 
ances for the execution of laws, but could not 

suspend laws; the right of initiating legisla¬ 
tion was conferred on the Chamber, to which 
ministers were to be responsible. The Charter 

declared that the Catholic religion was not the 
religion of France but “ the religion professed 
by the majority of the French.” It abolished 

the Government censorship of the press; re¬ 
established the National Guard; promised to 
reform the electorate, to reorganise municipal 

and central administration. 
The minimum age for election to the Chamber 

was lowered from forty to thirty years; the 
voting qualification was to be the payment of 
two hundred, instead of three hundred, francs 

as annual taxation. The peerage was made 
no longer hereditary but for life. 

Practical results. 

The political influence of the clergy was 
extinguished and the Government became 
secular. The “ July Revolution ” was a vic¬ 
tory for Liberal Voltaireans over the Legitimist 
clergy. 

(i) The Chamber of Deputies. 

The power of the Chamber of Peers was 

greatly weakened owing to the loss of its heredi¬ 
tary privileges and the absence of many of the 
peers who refused to take the oath of allegiance 

to Louis Philippe. The Chamber of Deputies 

became very powerful, and the struggle of 

parties in this Chamber became a very impor¬ 
tant question. The Revolution of 1880^roved 

a triumph for the middle class who supported 
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the Orleans monarchy, which they regarded 
as “ the best possible Republic/* 

(ii) The Charter. 

But the terms of the Charter were imper- 
fectly carried out; the “ firm and lasting 
liberty ” at which Guizot had aimed was not 
fully established ; the danger from the repub¬ 
lican and revolutionary party led to repressive 
measures. 

(iii) The National Guard. 

All taxpayers who could pay for their own 
uniform formed the National Guard which 

was reorganised in 1881 to maintain the 
Charter. As the defender of the Government 
this middle-class force played an important 
part in politics. 

(2) Louis Philipi>e. 

Louis Philippe acknowledged the sovereignty of the 
people and played the part of “ the Citizen King.’* 
The fact that he had fought for the Revolution at 
Jemappes added to his popularity. He mixed freely 

with the people of Paris ; wore the top-hat and frock- 
coat of the prosperous bourgeois; sent his sons to 

the national schools and entered them as privates in 

the National Guard; held his court, not at the 
Tuileries, but at the Palais Royal, where “ multi¬ 
tudinous handshakings ” were accepted as proof of 

his democratic sympathy. 

But Louis Philippe was a Bourbon and devoted to 
his d3aiasty; he was superior in ability and tact to 

his predecessors, and succeeded later in establishing 
some measure of personal rule disguised under con¬ 
stitutional forms ; he might have become a national 

king, but he preferred to identify the State with 

himself rather than himself with the State.” ^ Of 
^ Alison Phillips. 
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necessity his domestic policy became to some extent 
reactionary “ because the principles on which he had 
accepted the throne were untenable/' 

B. Some difficult problems. 

(1) The Legitimists. 

The Legitimists, who from their support of Charles 
X were now called Carlists, nicknamed Louis Philippe 
“ the King of the Barricades " and made fun of his 

democratic manners. To embarrass the monarchy 
they posed as the champions of liberty of the press 
and universal suffrage ; they hoped to stir up a counter 
revolution. The suppression of the hereditary jeer- 

age weakened their cause. 

(2) The Republicans. 

The overthrow of Charles X had been actually 
accomplished by the Paris mob. It seenu'd to 

strengthen the Republicans who appealed to the 
memories of the Revolution, particularly of the 

Convention ^; wisiied to support- any people who 
rose against their kings ; were violently anti-clerical ; 
desired to overthrow the Orleans monarchy. They 
were composed mainly of students and working men 

organised in secret societies such as the ‘‘ Friends of 
the People,” the “ Society of the Rights of Man.” 
The Parisians demanded the execution of Polignac 

and the three other ministers who had sigru'd the 
recent ordinances. 

(3) Communism. 

Economic" grievances were causing serious discon¬ 

tent among the working classes. The struggle between 

Capital and Labour bad begun and, although the teach¬ 
ing ol St. Simon and Fourier had little influence among 

workmen, the failure of the Government to improve 

their position contribuUid to the growth of Socialism. 

Notes on European Hii*tory, Vol. Ill, page 352. 
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(4) The Powers. 

The acceptance of the French throne involved the 
obligation to maintain the treaties of 1815. Louis 
Philippe was therefore compelled to check the desire 
of the Parisians to embark on a revolutionary crusade 
which would have broken the treaties and provoked 
the vengeance of the Powers. 

Nicholas I strongly disapprove<i of the July Revolu¬ 
tion, and Russia, Prussia and Austria had agreed nou 
to recognise Louis Philippe. But Austria had in the 
posseasion of the Duke of Reichstadt, son of Napoleon [ 
and Marie Louise, a powerful weapon which would 
curb French aggression, and Prussia was anxious for 
peace ; both of these soon recognised Louis Philippe, 
and Nicholas I followed their example on January 8th, 
1831. 

The friendly understanding which Talleyrand's 

skilful diplomacy established with Great Britain, the 
only other Liberal Power, greatly strengthened the 
position of Louis Philippe. 

(5) General. 

The position was difficult. At home a Government 
which had proclaimed the sovereignty of the people 
was compelled to check the development of democracy, 
and Louis Philippe was “ at one and the same time the 
choice of a Revolution and the instrument of reaction 
against that Revolution.” 

Abroad Louis Philippe had to avert the hostility of 
suspicious Powers whose policy was imperilled by the 
revolutionary zeal of his own people and who resented 
the July Revolution to which he owed his throne. 

II. Tile Oovemment from 1830 to 1840. 

A. The Due de Broglie, August-November, 1830. 

(1) Divisions in the Government. 

The Government, of which Broglie was President, 
consisted of two distinct parties. The Party of Action^ 
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including Lafayette and Laffitte, had Republican 
sympathies and favoured foreign intervention on 
behalf of people against their rulers; the Party of 
Resistance, including Guizot and Broglie and Casimir- 
Perier, wished to establish the rule of the middle class, 
to check the Republicans, to establish a good under¬ 
standing between France and the Powers. Louis 
Philippe’s real sympathies were with the latter, but 
for the moment the influence exerted by the former, 
and especially Lafayette, in the National Guard made 
them indispensable. 

(2) Resignation of Broglie and Guizot. 

October 18th and 19th, 1830. Riots in Paris. 
The mob entered the Palais Royal, went to Vincennes 
and demanded that Polignac and his colleagues should 
be executed, called on Louis Philippe to support the 
Belgians against Holland.^ 

Resignation of Broglie and Guizot because the 
King refused to adopt a system of repression which 
would have led to an open breach between the 
monarchy and the democracy. 

B. Laffitte, November 2nd, 1830~March 9tb, 1831. 

The Party of Actum, which had strong sympathies with 
the Parisians, now took office. 

(1) Domestic Policy.* 

a. The Resignation of Lafayette. 

December 10th, 1830. The ministers of 
Charles X were condemned to imprisonment 
by the Court of Peers. Lafayette impaired 
his popularity by using the National Guard to 
check the mob which attacked the Peers and 
capturing some of the ringleaders. 

December 23rd, 1830. In consequence the 
ministers felt strong enough to weaken the 
^ Page 143. * Page 189. 
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authority of Lafayette, who was suspected of 
supporting the Republican movement, which 
had been stimulated by the news of the Polish 
rising.^ Lafayette resented their action and 
resigned his post as commander of the National 
Guard. 

5. Reforms. 

1831. The Ministry lowered the electoral 
qualification. 

e. Further Disorder. 

The feeling in favour of French intervention 
on behalf of the insurgents in Belgium and 
Poland led to further disorder, particularly on 
February 14th, 1831, when the mob sacked 

the Church of St. Germain TAuxerrois. The 
Legitimists secretly urged them on in the hope 
of discrediting the Orleans Monarchy. 

(2) Foreign Policy. 

Louis Philippe determined to maintain peace, and 
relied upon the alliance with Great Britain. 

a. Belgium. 

January, 1831. He agreed with Palmerston 
to recognise the neutrality of Belgium. 

February 17th, 1831. He refused to allow 
the Due de Nemours to accept the crown of 
Belgium. 

6. Poland. 

Louis Philippe refused to help the Foies 
against Nicholas I, whose final recognition of 

the Orleans Monarchy on January 8th, 1881» 
was partly due to his difficulties in Poland. 

e. Italy. 

Louis Philippe insisted on a policy of neu* 
trality in Italy. 

^ PageieS. 
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d, Turkey. 

Louis Philippe concealed from Laffitte the 
fact that the French ambassador had offered 
to the Sultan a defensive and offensive alliance 
against Austria and Russia. 

(3) General. 

March 9th, 1831. Resignation of Laffitte, partly 
because Louis Philippe refused to intervene in Belgium, 
partly because he had not received prompt information 
of the action of the ambassador at Constantinople. 
The prospect of war had alarmed the middle classes 

and led to a commercial crisis in Paris which ruined 
Lafitte. 

The personal efforts of the King had averted war; 
the Republican party had been weakened by the 
resignations of Lafayette and Laffitte ; the National 
Guard had supported the monarchy. 

C. Casimir-Perier, March 13th, 1831-October 11th, 1832. 

The Party of Resistance^ composed of Liberal-minded 
Conservatives and led by Oasimir - P^rier, now took 
office. It was essentially middle-class, definitely anta¬ 

gonistic to the Republicans at home and abroad, anxious 
to maintain the constitutional monarchy in France. 
“ France,” said Casimir-Perier, “ has wished royalty to 

be national; she has not wished it to be impotent.” 
The King removed from the Palais Royal to the Tuileries. 

(1) Tlie Repression of Disorder. 

In 1830 Louis Philippe had prevented Broglie 
f rom violently repressing the Republicans. He now 
felt that the monarchy was strong enough to adopt a 

firmer policy. Casiiiir-Pirier declared that “ France 
is to be governed ” and that he '' intended to be 
obeyed,” and carried a law forbidding armed assem* 

blies. 
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a. Tlio Republicans (and Communists). 

A]»ril, 1881. Sixteen leading Republicans 
were tried for attempting to overthrow the 

m(.»narchy. They were acquitted, but strong 
measures were taken against Republican news¬ 
papers and societies. 

November, 1S31. An industrial rising in 
Lyons was suppressed. 

June 5th, 1832. A serious Republican rising 
due partly to recent repressive measures, and 

assisted by Polish, Italian and Grerman refugees, 
broke out at the funeral of General Lamarque. 

The insurgents seized the East of Paris, but 
were crushed by the National Guard and an 

army of 25,000 soldiers after very severe street 
fighting. The Polytechnic School was dis¬ 

solved owing to the active part taken by the 
students in the rising. 

h. The Legitimists.' 

February, 1832. Failure of a Legitimist 
plot to carry off the Royal family. 

June-November, 18^. Failure of the 
attempt of the Duchesse de Berri, mother of 
the Due de Bordeaux, whom the Legitimists 

called Henry V, to stir up rebellion in Jja 
Vendee. 

c. The Bonapartists. 

July 22nd, 1882. The death of the Duke of 

Reichstadt at Vienna deprived the Bonapartist 
party of its head. 

(2) Foreign Policy. 

Casimir-P^rier knew that if France intervened 
abroad she would have to face the hostility of the 

Eastern Powers and would weaken the British alliance. 

' OrCarlists. 
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He succeeded in preventing France from intei*vening 
on behalf of foreign rebels. The recognition of the 
neutrality and independence of Belgium in October, 
1831,^ the refusal of help to Poland, the maintenance 
of neutrality in Italy, formed part of his policy, 
although he occupied Ancona with French troops on 
February 22nd, 1832, when Pope Gregory XVI called 
Austrian troops to his aid. 

(3) The Death of Casimir-Perier. 

May 16th, 1832. Casimir-Perier died of cholera. 
He had served the Orleans Monarchy well both at 

home and abroad, but his peace policy in Europe and 
his repressive policy at home made the Ministry unpop¬ 

ular Louis Philippe resented the great power secured 
by Casimir-Perier, who had “ firmly established his 

authority over the Chamber, and the power of the 
Chamber over the sovereign and the country.” For 

four months he refused to fill vacant oflSces by appoint¬ 

ing Doctrinaires^ and kept the Presidency of the 
Council in his own hands. 

Ji Soult, October, 1832-February, 1836. 

October 11th, 1832. Marshal Soult became President 
of the Council, Broglie Minister of Foreign ASairs, 

Guizot Minister of Public Education, and Thiers Minister 
of the Interior. 

(1) Repression. 

The Antwerp Expedition* conciliated those who 

favoured French intervention and enabled the 
Government to suppress disorder at home. 

The Duchesse de Berri had been captured and im¬ 

prisoned in November, 1832; she gave birth to a 
daughter, who was regarded as illegitimate ; the con¬ 

sequent ridicule practically ruined the Legitimist 

party, 

* Page 146. * Ibid. 
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a. Risings. 

But Republican secret societies continued ; 
the hardships of the working class promoted 
the spread of Communism and serious dis¬ 
orders took place. 

April, 18^. Rising of the workmen of 
Lyons (where street fighting continued for 
several days), St. Etienne and Grenoble. 

April 13th~14th, 1834. The arrest of the 
leading members of the Society of the Rights 
of Man ” was followed by a Republican rising in 
Paris. Owing to the arrest of the leaders, the 
rising was easily suppressed in the Massacre 
of the Rue Transnonain.** 

July 28th, 1835. Failure of Fieschi’s attempt 
to kill the King and his sons by an infernal 
machine, which killed fourteen people and 
injured many more in Paris. 

Repression. 

The suppression of the risings and popular 
feeling against acts of violence strengthened 
the Ministry, which adopted strong measures 
against Republicans. The elections of May, 
1834, increased the anti-Republican majority 
in the Chamber. 

1834. Laws were passed against seditious 
cries, the keeping of fi^rms in private houses, 
and associations. 

May5th,1835. Trial by the Chamber of Peers 
of 164 Republicans, who were condemned after a 
long trial by a Court whose validity they denied. 

September, 1835. The stringent Laws of 
September.” The Press Laws imposed heavy 
penalties for attacking the established govern¬ 
ment and the principle of private property, 
forbade the publication of libel cases, and 
established strict oensordiip over drawings. 
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The condemnation of political offenders waa 
facilitated by allowing sentence to be pro¬ 
nounced in the absence of the accused and 
reducing the number of jurors necessary for a 
comdetion. 

These laws greatly weakened the Republican 
party, who had lost an influential leader when 
Lafayette died in 1834. 

(2) Foreign Policy. 

The people of France still hankered after military 

glory and, although the Bonapartists were weak, the 
Bonapartist tmdition remained. Louis Philippe 
opened the Arc de Triomphe and made Versailles a 

military museum. Broglie now desired to use Great 
Britain to maintain the influence of France in the 
East and to check, if necessary by arms, the |X)wers 

of Russia. 
Louis Philippe, who was determined to keep peace, 

desired to maintain French interests by establishing 
an understanding with Austria, and was resolved 
“ not to let Broglie go too far,'* 

February 4th, 1886. Resignation of Broglie and 
fall of the Ministry* 

(3) Parliamentary Parties. 

Louis Philippe strongly resented the growing arro¬ 
gance of the Doctri'tmires. 

a. The Third Party. 

Opposition to repressive measures led to the 
formation of the Third Party, who were the 
champions of constitutional liberty, and whom 

the King tried to use, in November 1834, to 
break the Ministry; the utter failure of their 

“ Three Days* Ministry *’ discredited the party. 

h. Split in the Doctrinaires, 

Thiers desired to break the understanding 

with Great Britain, and had tried, in May 
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1835, to secure French intervention on behalf 
of Queen Isabella in Spain, where Palmerston 
was skilfully using internal dissension to pro¬ 
mote British interests. Broglie and Guizot 
had incurred his displeasure by refusing to 
support him. The Doctrinaire majority was 
now split into two parties, the Right Centre 
under Guizot and the Left Centre under 
Thiers. 

“ Revolutionary passion seemed to have 
died away ; and the triumphs or reverses of 
party leaders in the Chamber of Deputies suc¬ 
ceeded to the harassing and doubtful conflict 

between Government and insurrection.” ^ 

TIders, February, 1836-September, 1836. 

February 22nd, 1836. The King made Thiers Presi¬ 
dent of the ( ouncil and MinisUtr of Foreign Affairs. 

Thiers favoured the limitation of the Royal power 
and held that the King was bound to choose his ministers 
in accordance with the wishes of the majority of the 

Chamber, and to leave them free to govern. Louis 
Philippe, in spite of the conditions of his election, wished 
to govern through his ministers and claimed the right 

of directing foreign {K)licy. 
Thiers now took measures to intervene in Spain and 

determined “ to annihilate Don Carlos.” The King 
strongly objected and insisted that the army Thiers had 

collected for an invasion of Spain should be disbanded. 
September 6th, 1836. Resignation of Thiers. 

Jit le's First Ministry, September, 1886-AprO, 1837. 

The resignation of Thiers, who had not been defeated 
in the Chamber, showed that the King was at variance 
with his constitutional ministers, “ the princes of the 
tribune.” The Doctrimiree had tried to make the 

* Fyflfe. 
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their instrument; the King, who knew that the success 
of recent governments at home and abroad was largely 

due to him, now got rid of the men “ who had dethroned 
Charles X for his benefit/’ 

An attempt to establish a Doctrinaire Ministry with 
Count Mole, a personal friend of the King, as President 

of the Council lasted from September 6th, 1886, to April 

15th, 1837. 
This Ministry incurred much unpopularity by pro¬ 

posing to make a large allowance to the King’s children, 

the Dukes of Orleans and Nemours and the Queen 

of the Belgians. 
March, 1837. Guizot and his friends, who had shown 

considerable hostility to Mole, left the Ministry. 

6. Mole’s Second Ministry, April, 1837-March, 1839. 

April 15th, 1837. Mole, although supported only by 

a minority in the Chamber of Deputies, was again made 
President of the Council by Louis Philippe. He re¬ 

ceived the strong support of the King and the elections 
of October, 1837, gave him a majority. 

(1) Domestic Policy. 

Mole abandoned the policy of “ resistance,” the 

traditional policy of the Doctrinaires, and tried to 
reconcile the old opponents of the monarchy. 

a. The Republicans and Legitimists. 

The Republicans were now changing their 

tactics: “ in opposition to the middle-class 
society established under the first Empire, they 
brought forward henceforth, instead of plots 

and surprises, the steady force of an ideal of 

social and political improvement.” Repub¬ 
licanism was becoming a social movement and 

its new programme was strongly supported by 

Lamennais, whose book Du Peuple, written in 

1887, made a great impression. 
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The Legitimists now, largely owing to the 
influence of Lamennais, showed a disposition 
to accept the “ July Monarchy *’ and to support 
measures of social reform. 

May, 1837. Following the marriage of the 
Due d’Orleans to Helene of Mecklenburg, Mole 
issued an amnesty for political offences and 
thus conciliated the Republicans. 

h. The Catholics. 

Mol6 conciliated the Catholics by opening the 
Church of St. Germain TAuxerrois and, in May, 
1837, replacing the crucifix in the Palais de 
Justice. Many of the clergy now abandoned 
their Legitimist position. 

c. Prosperity. 

Partly owing to the internal peace which 

resulted from Mole’s conciliatory measures the 
country prospered. Railways, bridges, canals 
and harbours were constructed, a national debt 
of nearly a thousand million francs was dis¬ 
charged and business flourished. The grant of 
a fixed revenue to Orleans and the Queen of the 
Belgians and the majority Mole obtained in the 

elections of October, 1^7» testified to the 
popularity he had deservedly gained. 

(2) Foreign Policy. 

Mol6 cordially co-operated with Louis Philippe in 
his attempt to maintain peace abroad. 

a. Spain. 

By abstaining from intervention Mole checked 

Palmerston’s schemes in Spain. 

h. Belgium. 

May 19th, 1839. The final settlement of 
Belgium was due largely to French diplomacy.* 

* Page 146. 
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c. Italy. 

September, 1838. Metternich withdrew the 
Austrian troops from the Legations, and the 
French occupation of Ancona, having served its 
purpose, was terminated in October.. 

d. Greece. 

The support given by France to the new 

King, Otto of Bavaria, helped him to settle 
the country. 

e. General. 

French diplomacy had materially assisted to 
maintain peace and to give an opportunity for 
free national development. 

(3) Algeria. 

The conquest of Algeria, begun in 1830, was opposed 
in France by those who thought that all the power of 

France should be used for extension to the Rhine, and 

resented by Great Britain,who thought that her suprem¬ 
acy in the Mediterranean would be weakened by the 

establishment of the French in Algeria. Thiers and 
Guizot had adopted a policy of “ limited expansion,’’ 

but the victory of Abd-el-Kader at Macta, June 26th, 
1835, led Thiers to attempt to conquer the whole 
country. Mol6 surrendered part of Algeria to Abd-el- 

Eader by th^ Treaty of the Tafna (June 1st, 1837); 
the capture of Constantine on October 13th, 1837« 

gained for France an important province which , was 
so firmly consolidated by wise administration that 

when Abd-el-Kader again rose in 1839 the French 
were able to maintain their position. 

in. political Crisis, January, 1839, to October, 1840. 

A. Causes of Discontent. 

(1) The Constitutional Power of the Chambers. 

Supportem of the constitutional power of the 

Chambers resented the appointment of a President 
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of the Council who was not supported by a majority 

of the Chamber of Deputies and had replaced Thiers 
who, although opposed to the King, had not been 

defeated in the Chamber. 

(2) The King s position. 

The active part the King took in the government, 

and particularly in foreign policy, aroused strong 
criticism; the Mole Ministry was regarded as a 
ministry of the King’s friends, and was accused of 

having made “ unconditional surrender to the dic¬ 
tates of the Crown ” ; strong complaints were made 

of “court policy” and “personal government.” 
In his Prhwiples of Representative Government, pub¬ 

lished in 1838, Ilauraune advocated the “ sul^stitu- 

tion of parliamentary government for ])ersonal 

government,” and demanded that Parliament should 

have “ the last word.” 

Desire for war. 

The desire of the French for military glory had not 
been appeased by the conquests in Algeria or the 

erection of the Arc de Triomphe. The Napoleonic 
legend still exercised great influence, and the victory 

of Navarino aroused a desire that France should 

give further proof of her strength. 

B. The Coalition. 

(1) Formation of the Coalition. 

A Coalition was formed of the Bight Centre, who 
as Doctrinaires and supporters of “ Resistance ” 

resented recent concessions to the Republicans; the 
Left, who objected to the conciliatory attitude Mole 
had adopted towards the Catholics; and the Left 

Centre. Common opposition to the peaceful policy 
of the filing which, it was held, had lowered the 

dignity of France, was the bond that united the 
Coalition. 
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(2) TheFaUof Mol«. 

February 2nd, 1839. Owing to the virulent 
attacks of the Coalition, Mol6 persuaded the King 
to dissolve the Chamber of Deputies. 

March, 1839. In the new elections the Coalition 
secured a considerable majority. 

March 8th, 1839. Consequent resignation of 
UolL 

(S) Danger to the Monarchy. 

The Coalition, nominally formed against Mol6, 

was really an attack on the King for his foreign policy 
and his imconstitutional government at home. The 
defeat of Mole was the defeat of the Orleans Ministr3\ 

Circumstances enabled Louis Philippe to re-establish 
his position for a time, but Lamartine asserted that 

the crisis of 1839 was the prelude to the Revolution 

of 1848. 

C. Soult, May, 1839-February, 1840. 

The lack of union among the successful opponents of 

Mol6 made it impossible for them to form a united min¬ 

istry, and from March 8th to May 14th, 1839, there was 
an interregnum. 

May 12th, 1839. Armed rising in Paris of artisans, 
members of the secret society of the " Seasons,” against 

the monarchy and middle-class rule. The middle class, 
terrified by the rising, again turned to the King. 

May 14th, 1839. Soult formed a ministry. 
France now supported the cause of Mehemct Ali,^ 

and Louis Philippe and Soult adopted an attitude of 

hostility to Russia, perhaps in the hope of strengthening 

French influence in the East and so gratifying national 
pride. 

February, 1840. The Chambers refused to make a 
grant to the Due de Nemours and Soult resigned. 

* 181. 
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D. Thiers, March, 1840-October, 1840. 

March Ist, 1840. Thiers became President of the 
Council and Minister of Foreign AfEairs. 

(1) France and Europe. 

Thiers wished to give strong support to Mehemet 
AH.^ Popular feeling in France regarded Mehemet 

Ali as a “ kind of Liberal Bonaparte,” who was 
carrying on the work Napoleon had started in Egypt. 
Foreign politics were complicated by strong hatred 

of Great Britain, due partly to tradition, partly to 

resentment caused by Palmerston’s aggressive policy. 

(2) Danger of European War. 

July 15th, 1840. The Treaty between Great 

Britain, Austria, Prussia and Russia,^ from which 

France was excluded, aroused strong resentment as 
a slur on “ national honour.” Thiers advocated 
war; new armies were raised, the fleet was 

strengthened, Paris was fortified; a movement 
towards the Rhine against Prussia seemed imminent. 

(3) Louis Philippe again maintains peace. 

But Louis Philippe remained true to his pacific policy 
and realised that a war against Europe would ruin 

France. He refused “ to unmuzzle the tiger,” or to 
read to the Chamber a warlike speech Thiers had 
prepared. 

October, 1840. Thiers resigned. 

[August to October, 1840. Failure of Louis 
Napoleon s attempt to secure the crown. He 

was imprisoned in the Fortress of Ham.] 

IV. General. 

The Orleans Monarchy had successfully averted the 
danger from Legitimists, Bonapartists and Republica:i8. 

Louis Philippe had not only maintained the monarchy 

but, by the influence he established over his ministers, 

» Page 182. * IbidL 
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had secured for the Crown more power than was con¬ 
sistent with the constitutional government established 
by the modified Charter of 1830. 

Louis Philippe had rendered great service to Europe 
as well as France by pursuing a foreign policy which 
was “ firm without aggressiveness, pacific without feeble¬ 

ness,’" in spite of the strong desire for military glory 
which inspired the people, and which some ministers, 
notably Thiers, were anxious to gratify. 

The extension of commerce and the public works 
undertaken by the Mole Ministry had promoted pros- 
jicrity; the revenue showed small annual deficits, but 

the general wealth of the nation greatly increased. Some 
measure of popular government was granted to the 

municipal councils in 1831 and district councils in 

1833. The penal code was mitigated in 1832 by the 
abolition of branding and the admission of the plea of 
“ extenuating circumstances.” In 1833 Guizot estab¬ 

lished a system of primary education supported by con¬ 
tributions from communes, departments and the national 
government. 

The failure of the monarchy to deal adequately with 
the urgent need of social reform among the industrial 
classes and the persistence of the Napoleonic tradition 

were destined to bring trouble on the Citizen Bang who, 
in spite of real services to France, failed to appeal to 
the imagination of his subjects. The fundamental 
weakness of the Orleans Monarchy lay in the fact that 
Louis Philippe was King not of the French,” but of 
the middle class. 

Beiere&ces: 

Modem Europe (Alison Phillips), Biyingtons, pp. 178-185. 
Cambridge Modem History^ VoL X, chap. xv. 

A Political History of Contemporary Europe (Seigaobos)^ 
Heinemann, chap, v. 

Modem France (Bourgeois), Cambridge University Press. 
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THE GUIZOT MINISTRY 
OCTOBER, 1840—FEBRUARY, 1848 

October 29th, 1840. Soult again became President of the 
Council, but the real head of the Ministry was Guizot, the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs. The Ministry represented the capitalist 
middle class, for only men who paid five hundred francs in taxes 
were eligible for membership of the Chamber of Deputies, and the 
franchise was limited to citizens paying two hundred. 

1. Foreign Policy. 

A. The Entente Cordidle. 

Guizot was anxious to maintain the entente cordidle 
with Great Britain and to keep peace in Europe. 
To attain his ends he adopted a policy which was 
denounced by Thiers and the Left Centre as subservient 
to Great Britain and contrary to the interests and 
dignity of France. 

(1) The Eastern Question.^ 

July 13th, 1841. France joined the other four 
Powers and signed the Straits Act. 

(2) The Right of Search. 

1833. France and Great Britain had made a conven¬ 
tion establishing reciprocal right of search; the British 
cruisers used for the purpose were not to be more 
than half as many again as the French. 

1841. Aberdeen and Guizot agreed that Austria, 
Prtissia and Russia should share the convention, and 
that the limitation on the number oi British cruisers 
should be dropped. 

1842. The Chamber felt that the superiority of the 
British fleet would give Great Britain an undue, 
advantage and refused to ratify the agreement* 

» Page 184. 

nr-—o 
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(3) L’Affaire Pritchard, 1844. 

September 9th, 1842. Admiral Dupetit-Thouars 
made a treaty with Pomare, Queen of Tahiti, which 
made that island a French dependency. 

March, 1844. Dupetit-Thouars annexed Tahiti 
and expelled the British Consul Pritchard, who had 
advised Pomare to resist the French. 

Following strong protests from Great Britain, 

Guizot disavowed the annexation and compensated 
Pritchard. Although Guizot was right in refusing to 
allow the “ Tahiti stupidities ” ^ to impair the alliance 

with Great Britain, his action was resented in France 
as a sacrifice of national honour. 

(4) Morocco and Algiers. 

April 14th, 1844. General Bugeaud defeated at Isly 
the Emperor of Morocco, who had supported Abd-el- 
KAder. Joinville soon afterwards captured Mogador. 

France, who was engaged in fighting Abd-el-Kader, 
did not attempt to conquer Morocco. Her for¬ 
bearance gratified Great Britain, who, partly in 
acknowledgment, formally recognised the French 
establishment in Algiers. Thiers strongly protested 
against all these arrangements as a slight on the 
national honour. 

[1847. Submission of Abd-el-Kader, who was 
imprisoned in France.] 

(5) Madagascar, 1845. 

June, 1845. Joint Franco-British expedition to 
Madagascar. 

(6) Royal Visits. 

1843,1845. Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort 
vidted Louis Philippe at the Chateau d’Eu. 

1844. Louis Philippe came to Windsor. 

^ Louis Philippe* 
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B. The Breaking of the Entente Cordiale. 

Both Guizot and Peel’s Conservative Ministry 
(September 1841, December 1845, June 1846) were 
anxious to maintain friendship between France and 
Great Britain. The Entente was broken by the question 
of the Spanish Marriages. 

(1) (2ueen Isabella II. 
November 10th, 1843. Queen Isabella was de¬ 

clared of age, and the question of the marriage of the 
(Jueen and her sister, Maria Louisa, was of great 

importance. 
The Agreement of 1845. 

Louis Philippe was anxious to marry his 
son, the Due de Montpensier, to Maria Louisa. 
Great Britain reasserted the principles of the 

Peace of Utrecht, which forbade the union of 
the French and Spanish crowns,^ but was 
willing to agree to the proposed marriage 
provided it did not lead to the establishment 
of Montpensier as King of Spain. 

Great Britain and France objected to the 
proposed marriage of Queen Isabella to the 
Count of Montemolin, son of Don Carlos, which 
would have united all claims to the Spanish 

throne. 

1845. Negotiations at the Chateau d’Eu 
between Guizot and Aberdeen and the two 
sovereigns led to an agreement, 

o. Great Britain would agree to the marriage 
of Isabella to any Bourbon descendant of 

Philip V and wo^d not support any other 
candidate. 

5. Louis Philippe agreed, that Montpensier 
should not marry Maria Louisa until 

(^een Isabella was married and had 
<Aildren to succeed to the Spanish throne. 

^ Ketu on Fwopean HiHory^ Vol. IT, page 585. 
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(2) The Soitois of Isabella. 

CHARLES IV 

I 

1788-1808 
! 

Francis Ferdinand VII, 1814 1833 
I m. Maria Christina 
I of Naples. 

Francis d’Assiz, m. Isabella, Maria Ijouisa 
1833-1868. m. Due de 

Montpensier. 

Don Carlos 

Carlos, 
Count of 

MontemoUa. 

a. Don Francis d'Assiz. 

Of the five Bourbon candidates available 
Louis Philippe, who was anxious to secure the 
throne of Spain for Montpensier, favoured 
Isabella’s cousin, Francis d’Assiz, Duke of 
Cadiz, a man of infamous character who was 
unlikely to have any children. Queen Isabella 
shrank from marrying Francis. 

5. Leopold of Saxe-Coburg. 

The candidature of Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, 
a cousin of the Prince Consort, was injudiciously 
supported by Bulwer, the British ambassador 
at Madrid; Palmerston, who had become 
Foreign Secretary in July, 1846, did not support 
Leopold, but mentioned his name in a letter 
to Bulwer. Guizot then incorrectly accused 
Palmeiston of breaking the agreement of 1846 
by supporting a Coburg. 

A Don Enrique. 

Palmerston favoured Don Enrique, brother 
of Don Francis, the candidate of the Spanish 
liberals. 
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(3) The Marriage of Isabella, 1846. 

Queen Christina, irritated by Palmerston’s protests 
against the action of the Spanish Ministry, now sided 
with Louis Philippe and com^Hjlled Isabella to marry 
Don Francis. 

October 10th, 1846. Queen Isabella married Don 
Francis and Montpensier married Maria Louisa. 

The Spanish Marriages were a violation of solemn 
promises Louis Philippe and Guizot had made to 
Queen Victoria and her ministers; the conditions 

were particulaily dishonourable to Guizot and the 
King, whose hasty action was partly due to the intense 
mistrust they felt for Palmerston. 

Great Britain regarded them as an insult to her 
national pride and they led to the immediate rupture 
of the etUerUe cordiale, which Louis Philippe sacriiiced 

to dynastic ambition, and to the isolation of France. 

Isabella was so angry with France that she supported 
the Liberals, and British influence again became 

supreme at Madrid. 

II. Switierland. 

A. France and Austria. 

Guizot and Louis Philippe having lost the friendship of 
Great Britain now tried to win the friendship of Austria 
and thus to re-establish the position of France as one of 
the members of the European Concert. 

Mettemich had taken advantage of the rupture be¬ 
tween France and Great Britain to annex Cracow in 
1846, and Guizot and Palmerston had protested in vain. 

B. The Sonderbund. 

(1) Formation of the Sonderbund. 

1845. Seven Catholic cantons, led by Lucerne, 
adopted, owing to the influence of the Jesuits, a con¬ 
servative and ultramontane policy and formed the 
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Sonderbund, or Secession Union, to secure independ¬ 
ence of the Liberal-Federal party. They claimed that 
the Treaty of Vienna, 1816, which guaranteed the 
independence of each canton, justified their action. 
Their opponents resented the attempt to weaken the 

unity of Switzerland by forming a ** League within 
a League.” 

(2) The Powers. 

Austria, the champion of Conservatism, Prussia and 

France supported the Sonderbund, but while Metter- 
nich wished to intervene by force, Guizot urged that 

peaceful pressure alone should be employed, and at 

the end of 1846 refused Metternich’s suggestion that 
the representatives of the Great Powers should with¬ 
draw from Switzerland as a protest against the at¬ 

tempt of the Swiss Diet to coerce the Sonderbund. 

(3) War. 

July 20th, 1847. The Diet, by the necessary 

majority, voted that the Sonderbund should be 

dissolved. 
November 4th, 1847. The Diet declared war on 

the Sonderbund, which appealed to the Powers under 
the Treaty of Vienna. 

November 24th, 1847. The Federals captured 
Lucerne. 

(4) Palmerston’s Diplomacy. 

Guizot proposed that a European conference should 
be held to consider intervention; Palmerston, while 
not formally rejecting the proposal, urged the Federal 

General Dufour to finish the war as soon as possible, 

and delayed negotiations by suggesting another policy* 
November 26th, 1847. Palmerston agreed to the 

terms of a joint note from the Powers, but Dufour had 

followed his advice and the war was fben over. 
Louis Philippe and Guizot, in alliance ^th Austria, 

had supported the cause of reaction in Switzerland# 
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The success olt the Swiss Libe als encouraged the 
Republicans in Paris. 

in. Domestic Problems. 

A. The Government. 

Guizot held office for eight years and always had a 
majority in the Cliamber of Deputies. The support of 
about two hundred members had been secured by the 
gift of official appointments or railway concessions. 
Louis Philippe imposed his own policy on Guizot; 
against the King the Chamber “ ceased to possess a will 
of its own.” 

The well-to-do middle class, the fays legaly who alone 
had the right of voting, supported the Government but 
took little interest in politics and had no particular desire 

for military glory, dreaded revolution and were engaged 
in making the most of the opportunities of increasing 

their private fortunes, which were aflorded by the 
development of railways. They desired peace at home 
and abroad and nothing more. 

The point of view of the Government was essentially 

middle class, and it failed to appreciate the growing 
demand for electoral and industrial reform. Secure in 
its majority the party of tho juste milieu adopted a policy 

of inaction. “ A stone post,” said Lamartine in 1842, 
could “ carry out this policy.” “ What,” asked a 

deputy in 1M7, “ tave they done in seven years ? 

Nothing, nothing, nothing.” France was divided into 
two factions, the Government and the Nation, and the 

Nation, said Lamartine, “ was bored.” 

B. Opposition in the Chamber. 

The Opposition in the Chamber consisted of three 

parties. 

(1) The Left Centre. 

The Left Centre, led by Thiers, advocated a 
spirited foreign policy, objected to the entente 
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eordiale and protested against the action of 
Guizot in Vaffaire Pritchard and the question of 
the right of search. Thiers wished to secure 
office, supported the monarchy, had no real 
desire to alter the political system, and up to 
1845 gave little support to the movement for 

Reform. 

(2) The Dynastic Left. 

The Dynastic Left, led by Odilon Barrot, 

favoured democratic monarchy and urged the 
extension of the franchise. 

(3) The Radical Left. 

Arago was the leader of this small group 
which favoured a republic. 

The Legitimists counted for little. Ledru* 
Rollin was the only Socialist member. 

C. Reform. 

(1) General. 

The Opposition, which had had little influence on 
the foreign policy of the Government, found a more 
powerful weapon in the growing movement for 

Parliamentary and Electoral Reform. 

a. Parliamentary Reform. 

The attempt to secure Parliamentary Reform 

by preventing deputies from holding salaried 
offices or receiving other lucrative appoint¬ 

ments proved a failure. Although Teste and 
Cubieres, two former ministers, were convicted 

in 1847 of flagrant corruption, a complacent 

majority of deputies declared themselves 

satisfied with the explanations of the Ministry. 
It proved impossible to expel the foru^ionrmres 
who made the Chamber almost an assembly 

of the King’s ministers.” 
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6. Electoral Reform. 

The qualification for membership of the 
Chamber was an annual payment of five 
hundred francs in taxes, for the franchise an 
annual payment of two hundred. Practically 
the Chamber became “ a club of capitalists/’ 
and only about 200,000 French citizens had a 
parliamentary vote. Guizot resolutely opposed 
any change in the franchise and urged those 
who sought it to “ work and grow rich and you 
will become voters.” Louis Philippe feared 
that he would be unable to carry out his own 
policy if the Chamber became more democratic. 
The moderate Republicans, largely owing to the 
influence of Le National^ made electoral reform 
the first point in their programme ; the ex¬ 
treme Republicans, dissatisfied with the moder¬ 
ate tone of Le Natumxil, founded in 1843 La 
Reformey which favoured violent measures and 
kept in touch with the secret societies. 

The Socialists demanded universal suffrage as 
a means of social reform, and the doctrine of the 
organisation of labour was preached by Lamar¬ 
tine and Ledru-Rollin in fiery speeches and a 
multitude of pamphlets. 

The cause of Reform received a measure 
of support from some Catholics who found it 
impossible, particularly in May, 1847, to 
secure from the Chamber the liberty of edu¬ 
cation which Guizot had led them to expect. 

The death by accident on July 13th, 1842, of 
Louis Philippe’s eldest son, the popular Due 
d’0rl6ans, who sympathised with the reformers, 
made the ultimate crisis moie certain. 

(2) The Development of the Reform Movement, 

a. The D3mastic Left, 1840-1842. 

Odilon Barrot and the Dynastic Left de« 
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manded that the qualification for voters should 

be lowered to one hundred francs and that votes 
should be given to certain classes of lurors, 
graduates, municipal councillors. 

[The Radical Left demanded that all 
members of the National Guard should 
be allowed to vote. Ledru-Rollin ad¬ 
vocated universal suffrage.] 

h. Thiers supports Reform. 

December 25th, 1845. Thiers, who had 
established an understanding with the Whigs 
in England, now joined Odilon Barrot and the 
moderate Republicans of the Dynastic Left. 

He agreed to support their proposals for 

Reform and to try to limit the personal power 
of the King. 

The reactionary policy of the Ministry at 
home and the corruption of the Government 
had aroused deep discontent; the foreign 

policy of Louis Philippe had ended by provok¬ 
ing the hostility of England ; the success of the 
Liberals in Switzerland and the growing in¬ 
fluence of Mazzini in Italy encouraged the 
Republicans; Communism was spreading 
rapidly among the lower classes, who were pro¬ 

foundly affected by Louis Blanc’s advocacy of 
Socialism. Thiers aggravated the general dis¬ 
content as a means of displacing Guizot and 

compelling the King to give him office 

e. The Reform Banquets. 

As Louis Philippe and Guizot, relying upon 
their mechanical majority in the Chamber, 
resolutely opposed Reform, Odilon Barrot ap¬ 
pealed to the public by banquets at which the 

principles of Reform were explained. The tone 

of the banquets became more advanced; the 
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royal toast was omitted at a banquet held in 
Paris in July, 1847; universal suffrage was 
demanded at Macon ; at Chartres a speaker 
urged that “ government by the people for the 
people ” should be established. 

December 28th, 1847. In his speech from 
the throne Louis Philippe denounced the ban¬ 
quets as “ agitations which foment blind and 
hostile passions.” 

February 22nd, 1848. A final banquet, 
which all the Opposition deputies promised to 
attend, was arranged and Le National proposed 
to organise a procession to the banquet hall. 
The Government forbade the banquet; Le 
National cancelled the procession. But a 

crowd assembled on the Place de la Concorde 
on February 22nd and the next day the mob 

attacked the Foreign OflSce, where Guizot lived. 
The demand for Reform led to the Revolu¬ 

tion of 1848. 

Beterences: 

Modem Europe (Alison Phillips), Rivingtons, pp. 254-272. 
Cambridge Modern Historyy Vol. XI, chap. ii. 

Modem France (Bourgeois), Cambridge University Press. 

THE REVOLUTION OF 1848 

I. The Middle Class. 

February 22nd, 1848. The crowded meeting on the 
Place de la Concorde was a protest against the Ministry 

and Guizot, and not a demonstration in favour of revolu¬ 
tion. There was some disorder, and barricades were 

erected. 
February 23rd, 1848. Appearance of an armed mob 

shouting Vive la Reforme / d bos Ouizot I The National 

Guard, hitherto the faithful supporters of the Orleana 
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Ministry, sliowed strong sympathy with the rioters, and 
in some places protected them from the soldiers. 

Guizot resigned in the afternoon. Mole failed to form 
a new Government of Guizot’s ministers. 

February 24th, 1848. Early in the morning Thiers 
and Odilon Barrot a/3cepted Louis Philippe’s invitation 
to form a Ministry, on condition that the Chamber should 
be dismissed and a new one elected on a wider franchise. 
But the appointment of General Bugeaud as Minister 
of War showed that the King contemplated armed 
resistance to further outbreaks. 

Reform had been gained ; the Parliamentary Opposi¬ 

tion and the middle class of Paris were satisfied. 

II. Revolution. 

A. The Rising of the Mob. 

February 23Td, 1848. Late at night the mob attacked 

the Foreign Office, where Guizot was living ; they were 
driven away by the soldiers. 

February 24th, 1848. The bodies of the slain were 
carried in carts through Paris, the mob rose and erected 

1500 barricades and seized the centre of Paris; the move¬ 
ment was directed by Louis Blanc and other Socialists, 
supported by Le National and La Reforme, The editors 

of the latter posted bills : “ Louis Philippe massacres us 
as Charles X did : let him follow Charles X.” 

Largely owing to hatred and fear of Bugeaud the move¬ 
ment, which Odilon Barrot failed to quell, became revo¬ 
lutionary, and cries of Vive la Republiguef were heard 

for the first time. But the people no longer shouted for 
“Liberty, Equality and Fraternity,” and they cared 
little for the Reform which the middle class had won. 

The Revolution of 1848 was more social than political. 

B. February 24th, 1848. 

(1) Abdication of Louis Philippe. 

10 A.if. Bugeaud, finding that many of his soldiers 
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sympathised with the mob, and that be could not 
regain the boulevards, withdrew to the Place du 
Carrousel, leaving the Municipal and National Guards 
to maintain the King's cause. The revolutionaries 
seized the Palais Royal. 

1 A.M. Louis Philippe, finding that he could no 

longer rely on the National Guard, abdicated in favour 
of his grandson, the Comte de Paris, a boy of ten, and 

left Paris for England. 

(2) The Assembly. 

The mob seized the Tuileries. The Duchesse 

d’Orleans sought from the Chamber the recognition 

of her son as King, and a majority actually proclaimed 
him, but “ the conquerors of the Tuileries, students, 

Republican citizens and Socialist workmen ” invaded 
the Assembly, compelled it to depose the Orleans 
family and nominate a Provisional Government, 

including Lamartine, Arago and Ledru-Rollin, whose 
names had been suggested by Le National. The 

Assembly did not actually proclaim a republic. 

(3) The Hotel de ViUe. 

A meeting of leaders of the mob and the editors of 

La Reforine was held at the Hotel de Ville in the 

afternoon, and there was danger of opposition between 
the elected Assembly, which was now meeting at the 

Corps Legislatify and the leaders of the Paris mob 

at the Hotel de Ville. The former desired by a 
political revolution to set up a democratic republic 

under the tricolor. The latter wished to establish 
under the red flag a social republic which should pro¬ 
mote the interests of the working classes. 

(4) The Formation of the Provisional Government. 

Largely owing to the diplomacy of Lamartine the 

two parties unit^ to form a Provisional Government 

at the Hotel de Ville. Mairast, Louis Blanc and 

Albert were added as secretaries to the nominees ot 
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the Assembly* which included Lamartine* Arago* 
Garnier>Pag^8 and others. The names of the latter 
had been suggested by Le National, the former by La 
Reforme, Ledru-RoUin had been suggested by both. 
** This revolution in Paris marks the very zenith of 
the direct political influence of newspapers.” ^ 

The Republic was proclaimed on February 24th 
and a Constituent Assembly elected by universal 
suffrage was to meet on March 5th. The Chamber 
of Deputies was dissolved. 

The February Revolution not only changed the 
government of France but strengthened the demand 
for constitutional government and a Federal State 
in Germany. It was one of the causes of the revolts in 
Vienna * and Berlin.* 

ni. Xbe Provisional Government. 
Conflict was inevitable between the Social Republi¬ 

cans, who asserted the “ Right to Labour ” and wished 
to make war on Eangs, and the Democratic * Republi¬ 

cans, who wished to maintain order in Paris and to 
establish peaceful relations with the Powers. 

A. Socialist measures. 

The Democratic Republicans had a majority in the 
Provisional Government, but the Socialists held the 
chief executive offices ; they were strengthened by the 
eligibility of all citizens for the National Guard and by 

the growth of Communist clubs ; they were supported by 
the Paris mob. They compelled Lamartine to }ueld 

to their wishes, but he succeeded in averting the sub¬ 

stitution of the red flag for the tricolor. 

(1) The Right to Labour. 

Louis Blanc’s followers declared “we will work 
and live or we will fight and die.” 

^ Europe m the Nineleenih Gentury, p. 209. Grant and Texupcriey. 
Lm^nana. 
. * Fi^ 848, * Page 818. * Or Parliamentary. 
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Februaiy 25th, 1848. Lamartine accepted the 
theory of the “ Right to Labour,’* and the Govern¬ 
ment undertook to find work for all citizens. 

February 27th, 1848. The Government established 
National Workshops in the hope that this concession 
would diminish the danger of revolution and in order 
to make provision for workmen who had lost their 
jobs owing to the injury done to industry by the 
Revolution. 

(2) The Luxemburg Committee. 

February 28th, 1848. A mob demanded the estab¬ 
lishment of a Ministry of Labour and Progress. The 
Government appointed the Luxemburg Committee 

which, under the presidency of Louis Blanc and 
Albert, decreed the reduction of hours of labour. 
The opposition of employers prevented the decree 

from being carried out, and the separation of Blanc and 
Albert from their colleagues weakened the influence 
of the Socialists at the Hotel de Ville. 

(3) The Date of Elections. 

The Socialists feared that the middle class would 

secure a majority if the elections were held on April 9th, 
and demanded that the elections should be postponed. 

They were incensed at a protest, “ the Demonstration 
of Bearskin Caps,** recently made by the middle 

class against the suppression of the picked com¬ 
panies of the National Guard. 

March I7th, 1848. A Socialist mob went to the 
Hotel de Ville and secured the postponement of the 

elections to April 23rd. 

B. The Socialists checked. 

April 16th, 1848. A mob presented a petition at the 

Hdtel de Ville for the abolition of the exploitation of 

one man by another and for the organisation of labour 

by assodatiom” 
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Ledru-Rollin, hitherto wavering between the two 
parties, turned against the Socialists and called to arms 
the newly formed garde mobile of paid volunteers, w!io 
dispersed the mob and shouted Down with the 

Communists.” 
The Government for the first time had successfully 

resisted and checked the Socialists. 

IV. The Constituent Assembly, May, 1848, to May, 1849. 

A. The Election and Constitution of the Assembly. 

(1) The Election. 

The Constituent Assembly was elected by direct 

and universal suffrage; every Frenchman above 
twenty-one had a vote, every Frenchman over twenty- 

five was eligible for election. French democracy thus 
secured political equality. 

(2) The Members. 

Out of 900 members very few were Socialists, only 
three out of twenty-four Socialist candidates were 

elected in Paris; 130 were Legitimists; about 100 
had previously been Royalists; the majority were 
moderate Republicans who approved of the substitu¬ 

tion of democratic government for government by the 
middle class, but were opposed to Socialism. The 

hostility of the Socialists, embittered by their failure 

at the polls and the possibility of a union between the 

Legitimists and Royalists in support of a monarchy, 

constituted a real danger to the Republican party. 

(3) The Executive Commission. 

May 4th, 1848. The Constituent Assembly met. 
May 8th, 1848. The Provisional Government 

resigned and the Assembly elected an Executive 
Commission of five members—^Arago, Gamier-Pages,. 

Marie, Lamartine and Ledru-Rollin. No Socialists 

were elected; Ledru - Boltin, who had Socialistic 
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leitnmgB^ would liave been lejeeted the Hodeiete 
Bepul]^cans but tot the personal intervention of 
Lamartilie* The Assembly refused Louis Blanc's 
demand for the election of a Minis^ of Labour and 
Progress. 

The authority of the Executive was weakened by 
the early division of the Assembly into three parties: 
the Moderates, who met under the preddency of 
Dupont de TEure at the Palais National; the Reform 
Party led by Ledru-Rollin ; the Royalists, or “ honest 
Republicans,” who met under Berryer in the Rue de 
Poitiers. 

B. The Overthrow of the Socialists. 

The Socialists, further irritated by their exclusion from 
the Executive, attempted to set up a Social Reform 
Government by force. 

(1) The Rising of May 15th. 

May 15th, 1848. A mob of workmen and students 
protested against the recent suppression of the Polish 
revolt by Prussian troops, invaded the Assembly, 
pronormced its dissolution *^in the name of the 
people,” and proclaimed a Socialist Government, in¬ 
cluding Louis Blanc, Barbds, and Blanqui, at the Hdtel 
de Ville. The National Guard put down the mob and 
suppressed the Socialist Government; Barb^ and 
Blanqui were imprisoned; Louis Blanc went into 

exile. 

(2) The ” Four Days of June.” June 23fd-28th, 1848. 

a. The abolition of ^ National Workshops. 

The number bf men employed in the 
** bhtional WorlbAops ** 4t two francs a day 
had increased from 8600 in Iblth to 100,000 
in May. iicy ^eia not em|i6yed in^rk- 
wmXpt^ OHV lar pIlfpCMP^ WWI 

tlnefAy WM 
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Boon reduced to one franc a day, but the useless 
experiment cost the state seven million francs, 
and the imposition of a supplementary tax of 
forty-five centimes to meet the cost added to 
the general discontent; it attracted many un¬ 
desirable people from the provinces to Paris; 

it impoverished the tradesmen and led co 
difficulties between employers and their 
employes. 

June 21st, 1848. The Government, encour¬ 
aged by the suppression of the rising of May 
15th, abohshed the National Workshops, 
ordered that workmen under twenty-five should 

enlist in the army and that the older men should 

be sent to construct embankments in the 
provinces. 

(. The Four Days. 

June 23rd, 1848. The workmen, equal in 

number to several army corps, rose and erected 
barricades in the east of Paris. 

June 24th, 1848. The Assembly made 
General Cavaignac military dictator and thus 
declared open war on the Socialists. He had 

20,000 regular soldiers, the National Guard, 
who were soon reinforced from the provinces, 
and the garde mobile, A pitched battle took 
place in Paris, 

June 26th, 1848. The troops captured the 

Hotel de Ville and the Place de la Bastille, the 

centre of the revolt; accidental death of Arch¬ 
bishop Afire while trying to make peace. The 

last barricade in the Fauboui^ St. Antoine was 
stormed on June 26th. Cavaignac’s military 
discipline and artillery gave him a hard-won 

victory; the rioters lost 10,000 killed and 
wounded and 6000 pzisonexs were exiled to 
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“ This conflict left behind it a feeling of 
hatred between the Republic and the people 
that nothing could efface/* But many were 
ready to welcome any Government which could 

protect property and maintain peace, and the 
Assembly, “-freed from the incubus of the Red 
Terror/* proceeded to draw up a new con¬ 
stitution. But the Bonapartists, who may 
have been partly responsible for the rising, 
prepared to take advantage of the bitter feeling 
it caused. 

C. The Constitution. 

The constitution was based on the ideas that the 
Sovereign People was the source of political power and 
that a balance must be established between tlie Legis¬ 

lature and the Executive. 

(1) General Principles. 

The Constituent Assembly declared that “ France 
is constituted a Republic. The French Republic is 
democratic. Its principles are Liberty, Equality, 

Fraternity; its foundations, the family, ri^tfi oiV 
prnjx'rty, public order.** 

(2) The Legislature. 

The Legislature was to be a single Chamber of 750 

delegates elected by universal suffrage for four years, 
Tlie suggestion that a Second Chamber shoiihl be 
cstaMisliccl was rejected, partly because it was thought 
that such an institution was aristocratic and un¬ 
necessary, partly because some feared that the 

I*re.sidc‘nt might strengthen his position by playing 
of! one Chamber against another. The consent of Ihe 

Assembly was necessary for its dissolution or pro¬ 
rogation. The Assembly was to elect a Council of 

State to prepare bills. 
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j(3) The President. 

The Assembly rejected a proposal that the President 
should be elect^ by and responsible to the Chamber. 
The President, the head of the Executive, was to be 

elected for four years by universal suffrage independ¬ 
ently of the Chamber. At the end of his term of 
office he was not eligible for re-election for four years. 

He was to appoint his own Ministers ; he was to be 
tried by a special Court of Justice if he violated the 
constitution. 

(4) General, 

The constitution was an attempt to effect a balance 

between the Executive and Legislature, both of which 
were elected by the people but neither of which could 
control the other. The creation of two practically 
co-ordinate authorities would, in case of a quarrel 

between the President and Chamber, ensure the 
victory of the former, who controlled the army, and 
lead to a dictatorship. 

October 23rd, 1848. The Assembly finally approved 
of the new constitution. 

V* Louis H^Kdeon» Prinoe Pr^ent* December, 1848. 

A. Cavaignac. 

After the four days of June ” Cavaignac, at the 
request of the Assembly, continued to exercise the 
supreme power. He was a Republican and determined 
to maintain order. He aroused the opposition of the 
Socialists and the reactionary party, whom he vainly 
attempted to conciliate by organising an expedition at 

Toulon to help Pius IX against the Roman insurgents. 

B« Repubiiean divisions. 

The divisbns between RepubUcans became wider and 
led to reactionary measures contrary to RepuUtcan 
princi{des. Ledru-Rollin tried to form an allianoe with 
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likf> defeated Sodaliste. The BapuUi^ans, led by 

Cavaignacy thzougb fear of the soppoxters of the Church 
and Monarchy, drove Carnot from office because he 
advocated a scheme for popular elementary education. 
Thiers and Montalembert seized the opportunity to 
carry reactionary measures limiting the power of the 

press and the ri^t of political association. 
The Bonapartist party gained strength and was 

supported by some Royalists. 

C. Louis Napoleon. 

Louis Napoleon, the son of Louis, King of Holland, 
and Hortense de Beauhamais, was the nephew of 
Napoleon I. The death of his elder brother and, in 
1832, his cousin, the Duke of Reichstadt,^ made him the 
head of his family. He regarded himself as the heir to 

Napoleon’s throne. His attempts to stir up Bonapartist 

risings at Strasburg in 1836 and Boulogne in .1840 had 
failed, and the latter was followed by bis imprisonment 
at Ham for six years. On June 14th, 1848, he had been 
returned as deputy by four constituencies but refused 
to act. On September 17th, 1848, he was elected for five 
departments; an attempt to exclude him from the 

Assembly failed and he took his seat as the defender of 

order and the champion of democracy. He became the 

leader of the opponents of the divided Republicans. 

D Causes leading to the election of the Prinoe President. 

During Louis Napoleon’s absence in England the 
Bonapartists had secured the assistance of the maL 
contents of all parties. 

(1) The Napoleonic Tradition. 

The Napoleonic tradition of successful military 

operations for the glory of France bad be^n strength- 
9mA by the intenneni of Napoleon I’s remains in the 

1 Pag# 197. 
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Invalides on December 16th, 1840, by the picture of 
Napoleon given in Thiers* History of the Consulate and 
Empire and by Biranger’s lyrics. 

(2) Weakness of the Republicans. 

The divisions of the Republicans, jealousy and fear 
of Cavaignac, and Cavaignac’s failure to ensure his 
own position assisted Louis Napoleon’s cause. 

(3* Democratic Republicans. 

Some Democrats favoured Napoleon in the hope 
that he would both assert Liberal principles and adopt 
a vigorous foreign policy. 

(4) Orleanists. 

Thiers, and other Orleanists, supported a man whose 
ability they despised in the hope that his failure would 
facilitate an Orleauist Restoration. 

1^) Socialists. 

The Socialists remembered that Louis Napoleon had 
written a pamphlet on The Extinction of Poverty,” 
and helped him against the Republicans who had 
slaughtered their comrades in the *^foux days of 
June.” 

(6) Peasants and Soldiers. 

The name of Napoleon I appealed strongly to 
peasants and soldiers and won their support for his 
nephew. 

lii The Election, December, 1848. 

Ibouis Napoleon became a candidate for the Presidency, 
believing that France regards the name I bear as one 

that may serve to consolidate society, which is shattered 
to its foundations.” The hope that he would prove strong 
enoo^ to maintain order gained him many votes. 

December 10th, 1848. Election of Louis Napdieon as 
President* He received 5,400,000 votee, (^vaignac 
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1,400,000, Ledni-Rollin 370.000. He swore “ to remain 
faithful to the democratic Republic and to defend the 
Constitution.’* 

F. The end of the Constituent Assembly. 

The last few months of the Constituent Assembly 
showed that the President was determined to keep down 
the Socialists, to break with the Republicans, to unite 
with the Conservatives and to repress disorder. His 
policy soon caused discord between himself and the 
Assembly. 

(1) The Ministry. 

The President chose his Ministry not from the 
Republican majority, but from Liberal Orleanists 
and Catholics. Odilon Barrot Premier, 
Drouyn de Lhuys Ministi^r of Fonign /.Hairs, Passy 
Finance Minister, and all of these had held ofh('e under 
Louis Philippe. Falloux, a Legitimist, was made 
Minister of Education, and Carlier, a Bonapartist, 
Prefect of Police. 

(2) The Catholic Church. 

а. In France. 

Falloux made an attempt, frustrated by the 
Republican majority, to strengthen the influ¬ 
ence of the Church over elementary and second¬ 
ary schools. 

б. Pius IX. 

Partly to condliate Catholic opinion in 
France, partly to check the power of Austria 
in Italy, General Oudinot was sent with an 
army corps to help Pope Pius IX against the 
Roman rebels. 

April doth, 1840. Oudinot was defeated 
outride Rome. 

The aotbn of the Government in interfering, 
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eontrazy to the oonstittitioii, in quanels be¬ 
tween a monazcb and his subjects infuriated the 
Republicans, and Ledru-RoUin unsuccessfully 
moved the impeachment of the President for 
violating the constitution. 

But the Catholics approved of the help given 
to Pius IX; the desire to assert “ the honour 
of the country and the army by avenging 
Oudinot’s defeat was very general. The Presi¬ 
dent made a skilful use of his opportunity to 
secure victory for the Conservative party at 
the elections in May, 1849. 

(3) Anti-Republican Measures. 

Local Prefects, acting under Carlier’s instructions, 
cut down trees of liberty, which had been planted in 
honour of the establishment of the Republic, and 
forbade men to wear Phrygian Cape, the emblems of 
Republicanism. 

May 27th, 1819. Dissolution of the Constituent 
Assembly. 

Beierancef: 
Cambridge Modem History^ Vol. XI, chap. v. 
Modem Europe (Alison Phillips), Rivingtons, chap. xi. 
A Political History of Contemporary Europe (^ignobos), 

Heinemann, chap. vi. 
Modern France (Bourgeois), Cambridge University Press* 

THE SECOND REPUBLIC 
MAY, 1849—DECEMBER 2nd, 1852 

I. Vlw Legii^ve AiaemUy. 

A. Le Farti i^Ordre. 

A nfiir united Oonservfttive party, k parti d^ordre, had 
been formed of men of difierent views. It indnded 
Odeaniets Him Thiers, men who favoured jniddle-chMa 
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rale like Banot; Bonapartists; LegitimistBlike Falloux 
and Catholics like Montalembert. They weie deter- 
imned to save society by crushing the Socialists, and 
were willing to support the Roman Catholic Church in 
return for its help. 

B. Constitution of tbe Assembly, 

In the Legislative Assembly of 750 members the 
Conservatives had 500 representatives. Moderate 
Republicans numbered only 170, and neither Lamartine, 
Dupont de TEure, nor Gamier Pagra secured seats. 
The strength of the opposition was provided by the 
Mountain^ who numBered 180; they had been organ¬ 
ised by means of banquets by Ledru-Rollin, who had 
united the extreme Republicans and Socialists in the 
hope of maintaining a Republic and carT3ring out social 
reform. 

C. The President, 

The President, like the Conservatives, was the 
champion of order and was opposed to the Republic, 
which he had sworn to maintain, and to Socialism. 
But he did not identify himself with the Conservatives 
because he knew that such a policy would weaken his 
influence with the army and the peasants, nor did he at 
first reveal his real hostility to m^erate Republicanism. 
Secure in the control of the Executive and the army, he 
tried topersuade the world that the social and political 
order was bound up in his person.” He gradually 
formed a personal party; he nude a skilful use of the 
mistakes made by the Conservatives, and by a com¬ 
bination of unscrupulous diplomacy and vigorous 
measures secured the Imperial Crown. 

II. The Defeat of the Mountain. 

A strug^e soon broke out between tine Conservatives 
and the llountain. 
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A. The Church. 

The Conservatives used their position to strengthen 
the Church. 

(1) Pius IX. 

July 3rd, 1848. Oudinot stormed Rome and 
restored Pius IX. 

August 18th, 1849. The President published the 
instructions he had sent to Ney to demand that the 
Pope should grant an amnesty to his defeated oppo¬ 
nents and establish a Liberal regime. The Assembly 
refused to approve of the proposed limitations on 
the Pope’s authority. 

(2) Education. 

January 2nd, 1850. The Conservatives just failed 
to prevent the passage of Parieu’s Bill, which placed 
teachers under the control of the local prefect. 

March 15th, 1850. Falloux’ Act greatly strength¬ 
ened the power of the Church over education. 

a. AU properly qualified Frenchmen of the age of 
twenty-one could open a school; no quaUfica- 
tion was required for teaching in an elementary 
and no degree for teaching in a secondary 
school belonging to the Church. 

This was a blow at lay teachers, whom the 
Conservatives regarded as *Hhe regimental 
officers of the democratic and social Republic.” 

h. The Church was represented by four ArchNshops 
on the governing body of the University of 
Paris; by a bishop and priest in provincial 
acadenuc councils; the right of inspecting 
local elementary schools was given to tiie cure. 

#. Communes which lent their schools to Catholic 
teachers were exempted from oontiribitting to 
their cost. 
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The President and his Government agreed to 
Falloux" Act partly because opposition would 
have provoked the Catholics and thus assisted 
the cause of the Mountain* 

B. The Abolition of Universal Suffrage, May, 1850. 

(1) Repression. 

Jrme 13th, 18tt. The failure of Ledru-BoUin^s 
ridng, which was a protest against the violation of the 
coni^titution by the attempt to repress Liberalism in 
Italy, l^'d to severe measures of repression. Political 
meetings were prohibited, newspapers compelled to 
pay 24,000 francs as security, and Republican teachers 
were dismissed. 

(2) Growth of Bcpiiblicanism. 

These measures and the new educational policy 
aroused great resentment. The President, who on 
October 31st, 1849, had appointed “ ministers devoted 
to his own person,was suspected of aiming at a 
dictatorship. In the elections of March, 1850, the 
Republicans, who had united into one party in face of 
the common danger, gained ground. 

(3) Abolition of Universal Suffrage. 

May 31st, 1850. The Assembly, in order further 
to weaken the Republicans, la vile multitude,’* as 
Thiers called them, raised the period of residence 
necessary for the franchise from six months to three 
years, required all voters to be enrolled on the list of 
taxpayers, and took away the right of voting from 
all who had been members of secret societies and all 
who had been convicted of rebellion or resistance to 
authority. 

Tkcee out of ten million voters, including many 
soldiers and peasants, were disfranchised by the 
Assembly. 
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To protect society against the danger of Republican 
propaganda further repressive measures were taken 
against the press and the right of meeting. To wear 
a red tie or to cry Vive la RejmUique! bec^e punish¬ 
able offences. 

The Assembly had committed political suicide ” 
by limiting the sovereignty of the people. The growing 
Bonapartist party was strengthened by the support 
of many who felt that the Assembly was incompetent 
and that only Louis Napoleon could give the strong 
government that France needed. During the recess 
from August to October) 1B60> the President increased 
his personal power by making excursions into the 
provinces and by holding military reviews. He 
was greeted in some places with the cry of Vive 
VEmpereur ! 

III. The Struggle between the Premdent and the Assembly, 

The Bonapartists were now reinforced by some of the 
extreme Conservatives, but, through fear of a revival 
of the Empire, the Orleanists under Thiers and the 
Legitimists offered strong opposition to the President. 
Thus the Assembly was now split into three parties: 
the BonapartistB, the Orleanists and Legitimists, and 
the Republicans. 

A. The Ministry of January, 1851. 

A vote of censure was passed by the Assembly on 
the Ministry for the dismissal in January, 1851, of the 
Legitimist General Changarnier who had refused to 
support the President. 

January 17th, 1851. The Ministry resigned on the 
adverse vote of the Assembly, but the President ap* 
pointed an emergency Ministty without reference to 
the Assembly. 

From January, 1861. the question was not 
Empire would come into being, but haw, by legitiinate 

means or force.” 
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B. The Increase of the President’s Salary. 

The President had small private means; he was 
anxious to make provision for his natural dtildren; 
considerable expenses had to be met out of his salary. 

February, 1851. A coalition of his opponents, who 
viewed with alarm the increasing power of the Presi¬ 
dent, rejected a proposal to increase his salary. 

C. The Orleanist Princes. 

A combination of Bonapartists and Le^timists re¬ 
jected a proposal that the Orleanist Princes should be 
allowed to return to France. 

D. The Revision of the Constitution. 

The President was ineligible for re-election after four 
years’ tenure of office, but was very anxious to continue 
in office and to induce the Assembly to make the 
necessary revision of the constitution. Eighty out of 
eighty-five Provincial Councils demanded revision and» 
largely owing to the efforts of Government officials, a 
petition in favour of revision was ingned by a million 
people. 

Some of the Royalists now began to support the 
President, but the Orleanists and Republicans united 
against them and prevented the Mmistry from securing 
the three-fourths majority necessary for a revision of the 
constitution. 

July 19th, 1851. The voting was: for Revision, 346 
votes; against, 278. 

E. The Electoral Law. 

November, 1851. The Assembly rejected by m 
majority of seven the demand for the repeid of the 
Ek^nd Lawof Hay dl8t,38W,made by the l^eesidentt 
who posed as the chmspioncdumvetsal suffrage against 
the AsseiAbly# 
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9* The “ Proposition of the Quaestors*”* 

The Monarchist party, through the Quaestors, whose 
spedal duty it was to guard the Assembly, presented a 
proposition which gave the President of the Assembly 
the right to summon troops to defend it. 

November 18th, 1861. The Republicans, fearing a 
Monarchist coup d'etat, joined with the Bonapartists to 
reject the proposition. 

0. General. 

The struggle between the President and the Assembly 
had gone in favour of the former. By foolishly passing 
the Electoral Bill of May 31st, 1850, and subsequently 
refusing to repeal it, and by rejecting the proposal for 
revising the constitution, the Assembly had become the 
opponent of the nation, which looked to the President to 
champion its rights. The rejection of the Proposition 
of the Quaestors prevented the Assembly from defending 
itself against the President, who had strengthened by 
personal influence the authority which, as head of the 
Executive, he exercised over the army. 

IV. The Coup cTEtat of December, 1851. 

A. The position of the President. 

The President had formed a new Ministry in October, 
1851, of men who were devoted to his interests. St. 
Amaud, brought from Algeria to support the President, 
was Minister of War; Maupas became Prefect of Police. 
In November the Ministry, ably assisted by the Preri- 
dent’s unscrupulous agents, his half-brother Momy, 
who soon became Minister of the Interior, Persigny and 
Heury, prepared for action. Magnan, the commander 
of the troops in Paris, joined the plot; a Bonapartist 
replaced the Republican Perrot in the command of the 
National Guard. 
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B. The Coup d'£tcU, December 2nd, 1851. 

The Coup d'iStat took place on December 2nd, 1851, 
the anniversary of Austerlitz and Napoleon I’s corona¬ 
tion. 

(1) Arrests. 

On the instructions of IVIaupas the seventy-eight 
leading opponents of the revision of the constitution 
were arrested. These included men of all parties:— 
Bedeau, Changarnier, Cavaignac; Thiers; the Repub¬ 
licans Cholat and Lagrange. Troops seized the 
Palais Bourbon where the Assembly met. 

(2) Proclamations. 

Troops compelled the printers in the Gk>vernment 
printing offices to print proclamations which— 

а. Declared the Assembly dissolved; 

б. Restored universal suffrage ; 

Proclaimed a plebiscite to de<^.^c the question 
of the revision of the constitution; 

Appealed to the army to support the sovereignty 
of the people. 

The President declared that he was determined to 
maintain the Republic ... by invoking the judg¬ 
ment of the only sovereign I recognise in France— 
the people.*' Thus the coup d*etat was an appeal by 
the Executive to the People against the Legislature. 

C. Opposition. 

(1) The Assembly and High Court. 

December 2nd, 1851. About two hundred deputies, 
mostly Monarchists, met in the Maine of the 10th 
Atrondissement; declared that in accordance with the 
constitution the President was deposed for dissolving 
the Aadembly; that his authority reverted to the 
AsfmiUy; t^t he was amenable to the Bigh Court. 
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The deputies were arrested and imprisoned and the 
High Court svippresaed by military force, 

(2) The Rising of December 3rd, 1851* 

December 3rd and 4th. A rising, promoted by 
Republicans like Victor Hugo and Favre, took place 
in the Faubourg St. Antoine. It was easily and ruth¬ 
lessly suppressed by St. Arnaud. 

The President exaggerated the danger of the rising 
in Paris and in the provinces; proclaimed martial 
law in thirty-two departments; appointed mixed 
commissions (consisting of a prefect, a general and a 
lawyer) to try those implicated ; assiuned the right of 
deporting members of secret societies. Over 26,000 
people were tried, of whom 20,000 were convicted; 
9800 were transported to Algeria or Cayenne. Eighty 
Republicans, including sixty-six Montagnards, were 
banished. The Republican party was shattered. 

D. The Plebiscite, 

Local prefects, instructed by Homy, manipulated the 
elections and formed electond committees composed of 
honest men.” 

December 21st, 1851. By 7,600,000 votes to 640,000 
France empowered the President to draw up a con¬ 
stitution. The Assembly was defeated, the Republicans 
crushed, the nation abdicated its sovereignty and the 
President became the absolute ruler of France by the 
will of the people, who were tired of ineffective party 
strife, afraid of popular risings and willing to ^va the 
power of maintaining peace and order to the only man 
who could exercise it. 

SL General. 

(1) Fopnlaf appmviL 

fhe people d Wmim itioii|^y wppmmd of the 
deelion of President, and Us 
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majority was only increased and not created by 
Morny’s manipulation. But be “ never won the great 
towns to his side,” although the country districts 
were generally loyal to him. 

(2) A sordid Conspiracy. 

Napoleon used “ the methods of nddnight con¬ 
spiracy ” to overthrow a system he had sworn to 
defend, and secured his object by ruthless cruelty. 

(3) How far justified. 

The system Napoleon overthrew was unworkable 
and could not afford the security against “ the red 
peril ” for which France craved. Although Napoleon 
sincerely desired to promote the best interests of 
France, “ the possession of personal power was the 
first necessity for the realisation of his aims both 
personal and public . . . and the past of France does 
not encourage us to think that a regime which satisfied 
neither the desire for glory nor for liberty, nor for 
freedom of thought, could last long.” ^ 

V. The Personal Rule of the President, January-December, 
1852. 

A. The Constitution of January, 1852. 

January 14th, 1852. The President proclaimed on 
his own authority a new constitution, which, he declared, 
was “ calculated to secure the requisite liberties and 
the maintenance of Napoleonic principles.” 

(1) The President. 

The President was to hold office for ten years and 
to exercise all the executive power. The power of 

appointing and dismissing ministers rested with him 
alone. 

(2) The Council of State. 

The Council of State was nominated by the President 
to formulate laws. 

^ Grant and Temperley* 
IV—9 
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(3) The Senate. 

The President nominated and fixed the salaries of 
the members of the Senate, which was to act as “ guar¬ 
dian of the fundamental compact and of public 
liberties.” It could issue Senatus-consuUa on ques¬ 

tions about which the constitution was vague. 

(4) The Legislative Assembly. 

The Legislative Assembly of 251 members was 
elected by universal suffrage, but the President nomi-, 
nated official candidates, and in February, 1852, 

Republicans were deprived of the suffrage. The 
Assembly could not initiate legislation ; had to pass 
Government bills without modification; could not 
address the President. Its sole power was to vote 

the annual budget, but the power of appropriating the 

supplies it voted rested with the President. 

(5) General. 

The new constitution was an absolute dictatorship 

disguised as constitutional government based on the 
sovereignty of the people. The President “ had 
grasped all the nation’s powers,” “ the whole public 
apparatus was at his disposal.” 

B. The Rule of the President, 

(1) Repression. 

February 17th, 1852. The President deprived the 
press of any freedom and made it the instrument of 
his Government. The University staffs were revised 

and professors like Michelet and Quinet, who dis¬ 

approved of the new order, were dismissed. 

(2) The Napoleonic Tradition. 

The President restored the Napoleonic eagles to 
the French standards, secured the fidelity of the army 

by presents to the soldiers, and took up his residence 
in the Tuileries. On a provincial tour he was received 
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with cries of Vive VEmpereur! and at Bordeaux 
he declared that “the Empire means peace.” He 

ordered the Senate to consider the question of restoring 
the Empire. 

C. The Restoration of the Empire. 

November 2nd, 1852. The Senate passed a Senatus- 
consultum declaring Louis Napoleon Emperor of the 

French. 
November 21st-22nd, 1852. A fUhisciie was held; 

7,800,000 people voted for the Empire, 253,000 against it. 

December 2nd, 1852. Louis Napoleon was proclaimed 
Emperor. He took the title of Napoleon III in accord¬ 
ance with the imperial tradition which recognised the 

Duke of Reichstadt as Napoleon II although he had 

never been crowned. 
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FRANCE UNDER THE SECOND EMPIRE 
DECEMBER, 1852—SEPTEMBER, 1870 

NAPOLEON III 

Napoleon III was forty-four years old when he became 
Emperor, His character puzzled his contemporaries; he was 

described as an “eyeless Sphinx ” ; “a bird of prey ” ; Thiers 
said later that the French made two mistakes about Napoleon 

III, “ the first when they took him for a fool, the second when 

they took him for a man of genius.” 
He was ambitious and unscrupulous. He was obstinate in his 

opinions, but his natural indolence led to procrastination; he 
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had been a Carhonaro in his early days, and his early association 
with secret societies never ceased to hamper him.’' “ He was 
a Socialist in possession of absolute power, but he had to con¬ 
ciliate the established dynasties which liab'd socialism.” ^ 

He believed that his mission was to carry out the Napoleonic 
tradition, which ‘‘ was based on the principles of nationality, of 
universal suffrage, and of himself, as the incarnation of the 
Revolution.” ^ He wished by military success to gratify the desire 
of the French for glory, to follow in his uncle’s footsteps and win 
for his family the enthusiastic support of France. He therefore 
adopted a vigorous foreign policy which profoundly affected 
Europe and reacted on the internal history of France. 

He honestly thought that the interests of his family coincided 
with those of France, and his position was strengthened by the 

belief of the middle classes that he alone stood between France 

and revolution. He asserted that he aimed at reconstructing 
France, reconciling order with liberty and popular rights with 

authority. He attempted, with some measure of success, to 
promote the material prosperity of France and to improve the 

position of the working classes. But, while professing to support 
the cause of liberty, he thought that liberty must be the crown 

and not the foundation of his regime. 

I. THE AUTOCRATIC EMPIRE 
DECEMBER, 1852—NOVEMBER, 1860 

I. Personal Absolutism. 
The proclamation of the Empire on December 2nd, 

1852, was not a revolution. The Constitution of January 
14th, 1852, had made the President an absolute ruler; 
the Senatus-consuUum of November 2nd merely acknow¬ 

ledged Napoleon Ill’s “ free and unfettered authority,” 

and asserted that he governed “ by means of the Ministers, 

the Council of State, the Senate, and the Legislative 
Body.” 

The authority of Napoleon III depended largely on 

^ Lodge. * Alison Phillips. 
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the army, and his hold on the army was greatly 
strengthened by the Conscription Law of 1855, which 
allowed men to purchase exemption from conscription. 
The purchase money was used by the Government to 
hire substitutes, and thus a professional army entirely 

devoted to the Government came into existence. 

A. Government. 

(1) Central Government. 

The Senate and Legislative Body had little real 

power ^; the Emperor controlled the Executive and 
exercised strong influence on the Judiciary and the 
Legislature. The Central Government was exercised 

by ten Ministers of State who swore obedience to the 
Emperor who appointed them, and were excluded 

from the Legislature which had no power of controlling 
their actions. 

(2) Local Government. 

Prefects of Departments were appointed by and 
responsible to the Emperor alone. Each Prefect was 
“ a sort of miniature Emperor.*' He appointed ele¬ 

mentary teachers and municipal officers ; he had 
certain powers of local legislation and could dissolve 
municipal councils. 

Mayors of all towns, and after 1^5 Deputy Mayors, 
were appointed by the Emperor. Municipal councils 

existed, but were practically powerless. 

Thus government was highly centralised, and the 
Ministers, Prefects, Mayors and Deputies were Im¬ 

perial agents who enforced the will of the Emperor 
throughout France. “ No individual, no transaction 

escaped the watchful eye of the supreme authority.” * 

(3) Elections. 

The Emperor’s power nominally depended on the 

will of the people expressed by universal sufErage in 

Page 242. * Cambridge Modem Hietory^ 
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the form of a 'plebiscite. But the Government alone 

could proclaim a plebiscite and word the terms of 
reference. Elections were everywhere manipulated 
in the Emperor’s interests. 

а. Official Candidates. 

The Government put forward official candi¬ 
dates. Their election addresses, the cost of 
which was defrayed by the Government, were 

printed on official paper; all public officials 
were compelled to support them. 

б. Constituencies. 

The boundaries of constituencies were altered 
by the Government in the interests of their 
candidates before General Elections. 

c. Mayors. 

The Commune was the voting area. Voting 
lasted two days ; at the end of the first the 
Mayor, the agent of the Grovernment, who 

directed the election, took the ballot box home ; 

he often recorded a vote for peasants who had 
not voted themselves. 

B. Repression. 

(1) The Press. 

No formal Press Censorship was established, and 
the Orleanist Journal des Debats ^ the Legitimist 
Gazette de Francey and even the Republican SHcle 

were allowed to appear as well as the Government 
journals Le Constitutionnel and La Patrie, But the 

Minister of the Interior could warn, suppress or sus¬ 

pend newspapers at his fdeasure. 

a. Caution money. 

The stamp duty and the caution money 

which newspapers had to pay were doubled, 

and the latter amounted to 60,000 francs. 
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h. Warnings. 

“ Warnings ” were issued to offending 
journals, which were suppressed on a third 
“ warning.” A journal was warned for stating 
that a speech of the Emperor had been well 

received “ according to the Havas Press 
Agency,” on the ground that “ this doubtful 
expression is unsuitable in the presence of the 
wild enthusiasm which the Emperor’s words 
excited ” ; another was warned for discussing 

public pastures, because the discussion might 
“ excite discontent among a certain class of 
citizens.” Maupas issued ninety-one “ warn¬ 
ings ” in sixteen months. 

c. Staff. 

The Minister of the Interior could appoint 

and discharge editors. 

d. Press offences. 

Press offences were simimarily dealt with in 
a police court without trial by jury. 

(2) The University of Paris. 

Professors were compelled, on pain of dismissal, to 
take an oath of allegiance to the Government. The 

Professorships of History and Philosophy were sup¬ 
pressed, Professors were required to shave their 
moustaches, which were denounced as “ the last 
vestiges of anarchy.” 

(3) The Liberty of the Subject. 

The liberty of the subject was unduly restricted by 

the police who, by means of an army of spies, tried to 
repress any criticism of the Government. An actor 

who complained of bad service in a Parisian caf6 

was arrested for saying, This is like Sebastopol; 
one can’t take anything.” 

After Orsmi’s attempt to assassinate the Emperor, 
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in 1858, the General Security Act was passed. This 
empowered the Government to exile or imprison 
without trial people who had already been convicted 
of criminal offences. 

C. General. 

Under the absolute, highly-centralised despotism of 
Napoleon HI political life almost came to an end. The 

Republicans were broken; from 1852 to 1857 they had no 
deputies, and from 1857 to 1863 only the famous “ Five ’’ 
elected by Paris and Lyons. The middle classes, thank¬ 
ful that order was maintained, devoted themselves to 
business and acquiesced in the policy of the Government. 
Opposition to the Government could find expression 

only in the foreign newspapers which were smuggled 
into the country. 

II. Material Progress. 
Napoleon III hoped that by promoting general 

prosperity he v ould attach the middle classes more firmly 

to his cause, and his Government did much to promote 
. trade. He thought that the large demand for labour 

involved in new public works would conciliate the 
working classes. 

A. Finance. 

1852. Establishment of the Credit foneier, which assisted 
landowners by giving mortgages on equitable terms. 

1852. Establishment of the Credit mobilier^ a joint 
stock bank formed to finance great commercial under¬ 
takings. 

1855. The operations of the Bank of France were 

extended by authority to lend money on securities. 

B. Railways and Telegraphs. 

1851-1858. The length of French railways increased 
from 3627 to 16,207 kilometres. The postal and tele* 

graphic services were greatly extended. 
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C. Trade and Manufacture. 

Manufactures developed owing to greater facilities for 
securing capital, to improvements in the Patent and 
Bankruptcy Laws, and to improved communications. 
But the great demand for labour in towns drew labourers 

from the country, and agri<*ulture, in spite of some de- 
volojunenth, made less progress than manufactures, 

D. The Working Classes. 

The Government was not content with increasing the 
demand for labour by public works. Measures were 
tak('n to restrict the price of bread ; pawnshops v»ere 

regulated ; 10,000,000 francs of the money produced by 
the sale of the Orleans estates were used for workmen’s 
dwellings; boards of arbitration between masters and men 

were established and Friendly Societies were encouraged. 

E. Paris. 

(1) Baron Haussman. 

Haussman, Prefect of the Seine, transformed Parfe 
from 1854 by building the great boulevards and clearing 

away many of the narrow streets which had been easy 
to barricade. Paris was completely changed, and the 
destruction of many of the old streets in the Faubourg 
St. Antoine diminished the danger which a rising 
always caused in this quarter. The working classes 

t^mded to migrate to the outskirts and “ the central 
districts developed into a city of trade, luxury and 
pleasure.” ^ 

(2) The Court. 

Splendid entertainments were frequently arranged 
at Court, partly owing to the belief that social func¬ 

tions were good for trade; partly to conciliate the 

Parisians ; partly owing to the extravagant tastes of 
^ Qtmbtidgt Modern metory^ 
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the Empress, Donna Eugenia di Montijo, the widow of 

a Spanish general, whom Napoleon married on 
January 30th, 1853. The example of the Court led 
to considerable extravagance on the part of the middle 
classes who had been enriched by commerce, and a 
demand arose for entertainments of a somewhat 
frivolous type. 

(3) Exhibitions. 

1855. The first Exhibition attracted many visitors 
to Paris. 

F. The Provinces. 

At Marseilles the docks were completed and a 
cathedral and important public buildings erected. 

The port of Havre was enlarged and new buildings 
erected in Lyons, Lille and other places. 

III. Foreign Policy to 1860. 

The grave danger of revolution in Europe led even the 

reactionary powers to acquiesce, although with great 
reluctance on the part of Russia, in the establishment of 

Napoleon III, who posed as the “ saviour of Society.’* 

A. Napoleon favoured peace. 

He declared in 1852 that “ the Empire means peace ” ; 

he desired to establish a European Confederation with 

which France would peacefully co-operate to defend 
liberty and national autonomy. 

B. But took part in the Crimean War. 

The desire of France for military glory ; the belief that 
successful war would extend French territory, strengthen 

French prestige and establish his family firmly on the 
throne ; the influence of the Napoleonic tradition ; the 

desire to conciliate the Clerical and Catholic party and 
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personal differc nces with Nicholas I, led Napoleon to go 
to war with Russia. 

The Crimean War strengthened Napoleon’s position 
by the glory it gave to his government. Napoleon, 
elated by his success, now began to think of asserting the 

“ Napoleonic idea ” of helping nations to secure free¬ 
dom. He had induced Aberdeen to make peace by a 
threat of extending the scope of the Crimean War into a 
vindication of the rights of oppressed nationalities. The 
Union of Moldavia and Wallachia in 1858, due largely 
to Napoleon’s support, promoted the establishment of 
Roumanian nationality. 

C. Napoleon and Italy. 

Napoleon’s sympathy with the cause of Italian liberty 

and nationality was quickened by Orsini’s bomb.^ He 

supported Sardinia against Austria, although he did not 
favour the establishment of a strong Italian monarchy 
on the South-East of France. 

But the Ultramontane party in France strongly 
objected to the limitation of the power or territory of 
the Pope which the establishment of a United Kingdom 
of Italy would involve. 

The influence of these two opposing forces added to 

Napoleon’s diflSculties and made his Italian policy 
inconsistent. 

D. Syria and Mexico. 

The expedition to Syria in 1860, which set up a 
Christian governor in the Lebanon, and the Mexican 

expedition^ were due partly to Napoleon’s desire to 

conciliate the Clerical party. 

IV. Growth of Opposition in France. 

Up to 1857 the Government had to face only the 
weak opposition of the Liberals. The Republicans were 

^ Page 427. * Page 255. 
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broken; the Monarchists, who included the Orleanists, 
and the Legitimists, who favoured the restoration of the 
Bourbon Count de Chambord,^ were weak ; the Catholics 
generally supported the Emperor. The middle classes 
approved of the “ man of order ” and devoted all their 
energies to making money. From 1857 the forces of 
opposition grew stronger. 

A. The Roman Catholics. 

(1) Support. 

Napoleon III endeavoured to conciliate the Cath¬ 
olics by making grants for education, favouring the 

clergy, sending representatives of the Government to 
Church functions. Catholic schools, and particularly 
girls’ schools, made great progress owing to the law 

of 1850.2 A section of the Catholics, led by Mon- 

talembert, favoured legislative reform and tended 
towards a modified Liberalism, but the Ultramontane 

party and the moderate Catholics, whose views were 
expressed in the Vnivers, supported Napoleon. The 
Crimean War broke out because the Emperor wished 

to ensure the continued help of Catholics at home 

and to satisfy the national desire for military 
glory. 

(2) Opposition. 

The Italian War^ marked the beginning of new 

developments both at home and abroad. It alienated 
the Catholics and led all to unite against the Emperor’s 
Italian policy. A vigorous press campaign was 

started and in 1860 petitions in favour of the temporal 

power of the Pope were strongly supported by 
Catholics in both the Senate and the Legislature. 

The loss of their support compelled Napoleon to 
conciliate the Liberals. 

* Son of the Due de Berri, page 188. ® Page 234. • Page 432, 
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B. The Republicans. 

1857. The election of the “ Five ’’ again gave the 
Republicans some representation in the Chamber. But 
they were too weak to exercise any influence, although 
Emile Ollivier, one of the Republican deputies for Paris, 

strongly opposed the Public Safety Law of 1858. 

C. The Merchant Class. 

Napoleon was a Free Trader; he was anxious to 

secure the support of Great Britain in his Italian policy 
and hoped that, although the merchants of France 

favoured Protection, the commercial prosperity of the 
country might lead them to tolerate a measure of Free 
Trade. 

January, 1860. The Emperor made a Commercial 
Treaty with Great Britain by which France revoked the 
general prohibition on the import of British goods and 

reduced the duties upon imported coal, iron, machinery 
and raw textiles, while Britain reduced the duties upon 
French wines and spirits. 

The treaty provoked the violent opposition of the 
merchants whose support had been one of the founda¬ 
tions of the Emperor s position. 

D. The Liberals. 

The Liberals had consistently demanded that the 

absolute government of Napoleon III should be replaced 

by constitutional government in which the representatives 

of the people had a real share. Up to 1858 the support 
of the Catholics and middle class had enabled Napoleon 
to resist all demands for reform. But the defection of 

the* Catholics in 1858 followed by the opposition of the 
Protectionists in 1860 led him to try to conciliate the 

Liberals, who viewed with favour his attempts to support 
the popular cause in Italy. 

1%9. Napoleon declared a general amnesty and 

allowed those who had been exiled in 1851 to return to 
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France. He probably hoped that the Republic<ans who 
returned would oppose the Catholics, whose opposition 

was becoming serious. 
November 24th, 1860. Napoleon issued decrees which 

changed the Autocratic Empire into a Liberal Empire. 
The decrees— 

(1) Permitted the Senate and Legislature to criticise the 
Government by moving an address in answer to 
the Speech from the Throne. 

(2) Ministers, without portfolio, were to sit in both 

Senate and Legislature. 

(3) The Moniteur was to publish parliamentary debates 

in full. 

II. THE LIBERAL EMPIRE 
NOVEMBER, 1860—JANUARY, 1870 

Napoleon had issued the decrees of November, 1860,in the hope 
that they would win for him the support of the Liberals and divide 
the Opposition. But the decrees proved inadequate, the union of 
his opponents falsified his expectation, and the failure of his foreign 

policy afforded a just ground of criticism to the united opposition. 

I. The Elections of May and June, 1863. 

A. Continued discontent. 

(1) Finance. 

Napoleon’s policy of “ glory abroad, favouritism 
at home, distant expeditions and great public works ” 

had proved very costly and the Emperor had made a 

large use of his power of authorising supplementary 
loans. There was an annual deficit of a hundred 

million francs and by the end of 1861 the capital debt 
amounted to about a thousand millions. 

The Chambers would not assume responsibility for 
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the finances unless their authority over the Govern¬ 

ment was strengthened. 

(2) Foreign Policy, 

a. Italy 
After Magenta, June 4th, 1859, a proclama¬ 

tion ill wliieh Napoleon III urged the Italians 
to emancij)ate themselves led to popular risings 
against the Pope. Owing to the strong pro¬ 
tests of the Catholics, whicli were strongly 
supported by the Empress, Napoleon stopped 
the war by the Armistice of Villafranca. 
Gueronniere’s panij)hlet, The Pope and the 

Congress^ which was inspired by Napoleon, 
urged the Pope to save the rest of his territory 

by giving up the Legations. On the refusal 
of the Pope Napoleon again turned to Sardinia 

and made the Treaty of Turin on March 24th, 
1860. In July, 1861, Napoleon formally recog¬ 
nised the Kingdom of Italy. 

The Cathohes, embittered by the Emperor’s 

Italian pohey, now began to oppose his domestic 
policy, protested against the claim of the 

Government to supervise Catholic charitable 
institutions and demanded the removal of 
restrictions on the Catholic press. 

5. Mexico, 186^-1867. 
October 31st, 1861. Great Britain, Spain 

and France resolved to use force to compel 

Mexico to fulfil her financial obligations. 
Owing to differences between the Allies the 

British and Spanish troops left Mexico and 

Napoleon determined to establish a Catholic 
Empire in Mexico with the French troops. 

June, 1863. The French entered the City of 

Mexico and proclaimed Maximilian of Austria 
as Emperor of Mexico. The vigorous opposi- 

^ Page 433, 
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tion of the Mexicans under Juarez and Porfirio 
Diaz, dissensions between the supporters of 
Maximilian, and the objection of the United 
States to foreign interference in Amercia led to 
the failure of Napoleon’s scheme* 

The Mexican War^ not only aroused ill- 
feeling on the part of Great Britain and Spain 
but kept 40,000 French troops engaged at a 
great distance from France on a profitless 
enter])risc which cost 14,000,000 francs a 

month. 

c. Poland, 1863. 

Popular opinion strongly sympathised with 

the rising that broke out in Poland against 

Russia in January, 1863, and all parties united 
to urge Napoleon to intervene. The Note of 

remonstrance he addressed to Russia in April, 
1863, secured no mercy for the rebels and alien¬ 
ated the Czar, and its failure increased the 

dissatisfaction of the Opposition. 

(3) The Union liberale. 

The decrees of November, 1860, satisfied no one, but 

aroused popular interest in politics. The Republican 
party, although it still had only the “ Five ” deputies, 

gained influence in the country owing to the return of 

the exiles of 1851. Thiers now took an active part in 
politics. A common desire for a greater measure of 
constitutional liberty united into the Union liberale 
Catholics, Protectionists, Orleanists, Legitimists and 
Republicans to oppose a Government against which 
each section had its own particular grievance, 

B. The Elections of 1863. 

May Slst and June 1st, 1863. The Union liberale 

T>oUed 1,954,369 votes against 5,308,254 oast for the 

^ Page 255. 
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Government and secured the return of 35 deputies 
against 219 Government members. These included 
seventeen Republicans; the leading members were 
Thiers, Ollivier, Favro and Berryer. The object of the 
Union was not revolution but to secure what Thiers 
called “ the indispcm^able liberties.*’ 

II. The Rise o! the Third Party. 
A. Continued weakness of Napoleon’s Foreign Pdicy. 

The Union could do bttle at first, ])ut Napoleon’s 
foreign policy further weakened his position. 

(1) The Pope. 

Pius IX strongly resented the undertaking the 
Emperor made with Sardinia on Si'ptember 15th, 1864, 
to withdraw French troops from Romo within two 
years. He issued on December 8th, 1864, a Syllabus 
protesting against the principles of national indepen¬ 
dence and universal suffrage. Napoleon forbade the 
publication in Franco of the Syllabus as “ contrary to 
those principles on which the Government of France 
rests.” His action aroused strong jirotests from the 
Catholic bishops. 

(2) Schleswig-Holstein. 

1864. A remonstrance issued by Drou3rn de Lhuys 
against the partition of the Duchies between Austria 
and Prussia produced no effect. A war between 
Prussia and Austria seemed imminent, but the in¬ 
glorious Mexican War was engaging French forces 
which might soon be urgently needed at home. 

B. Domestic Policy. 

The authority of the Emperor remained supreme and 
the Legislative Chamber did little but register laws and 
pass budgets. But the Emperor was seriously ill and 
could not ensure harmony among his ministers or 
prevent them from abusing their power, 

vr—^ 
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C. The Third Party. 

Gradually there grew up in the Legislative Apsembly a 
Liberal-Imperialist party of forty-five members which 
detached itself from the majority. They wished to 

support the Empire but favoured “the development of 
political liberties ’’ and the establishment of a united 
Ministry responsible to the Legislature wliich was to 

control the general policy of the Government; they 
advocated freedom of the press and the right to hold 
public meetings. 

March 19th, 1866. The Third Party, reinforced by 
Ollivier and others of the Left, secured sixty-thre e votes 
for an amendment to the Address urging tlie Emperor 

to “ give to the great act of [November] 1860 the further 
development it needs.’* 

D. The struggle between the Third Party and the Arcadiens, 

The extreme Imperialists, led by Rouher the Minister 
of State, were known as Mamelukes or, because tlioy 
met in the Rue de 1’Arcade, Arcadiens, They strongly 
opposed the Third Party, of which Ollivier became the 
leader. Both parties wished to save the Empire ; their 
struggle proved one of the causes of its downfall. The 
enfeebled Emperor inclined now to one and now to the 

other, and a vacillating policy at home and further 
failures abroad seriously weakened the Empire. 

(1) The Senatus-consuUum of July, 1866. 

July 14th, 1866. Rouher carried a reactionary 
Senatus-consultum which provided that the Senate 
alone and not the Legislative Assembly should have 

the power to discuss constitutional changes, and pro¬ 

hibited the discussion of such changes in the press. 

(2) The Decree of January, 1867. 

January 19th, 1867. The right of addressing the 

i^mperor^ was withdrawn, but the power of inter- 

> Page 2o4, 
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pellation was given, with certain safeguards, to the 

Legislature and Senate. The Emperor promised to 
give greater frt'odom to the press and to recognise 
the right of public meeting. This “ semi-Liberal 

decree was a triumpli for Ollivier, but the promises of 
the Emperor were not immediately fulfilled. 

(3) The Laws of May and June, 1868. 

a. May 11th, 1868. Abolition of the power of the 
Government arbitrarily to warn, suspend or 
suppress newspapers. A declaration of inten¬ 

tion was accepted as the only formality neces¬ 
sary for establishing a new journal. 

b. June 11th. 1868. Public meetings were allowed 
to be held in a closed building under police 
supervision. 

III. Unsuccessful Foreign Policy. 

The prestige of the Empire was greatly diminished 
by— 

A. Mexico. 

May, 1867. The execution of the Emperor Maximilian 

and the final failure of the Mexican expedition. 

B. The Czar Alexander II. 

June, 1867. The resentment felt by the Czar because 

a Parisian jury showed its sympathy with Poland by 
bringing in a verdict of guilty with extenuating circum¬ 
stances against a Pole who had thrown a bomb at him 
during his visit to Paris. 

C. Prussia. 

July 3rd, 1868. The battle of Koniggratz, in which 
“ France was defeated as well as Austria ” ; the recog¬ 
nition by the Emperor of the North German Federation; 
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the failure of the Emperor to secure Maintz, or Luxem¬ 
burg or Belgium ; the sharp snub he received from 
Prussia which warned him in July, 1867, that he had 
no right to intervene in German affairs. 

D. Italy. 

November, 1867. Garibaldi was defeated at Men- 
tana by a French force sent to help the Pope in defiance 
of the Convention of 1864.^ Consequent alienation of 
Victor Emmanuel. 

E. The Military Law of February, 1868. 

Rouher, the Catholics and the Empress favoured war 

with Prussia and Italy to re-establish the honour of 
France and strengthen the dynasty; the Third Party 
wanted peace. The disasters of the Mexican War and 

the possibility of war in Europe necessitated a reorganisa¬ 
tion of the army, which hitherto had been a profes¬ 
sional army amounting to only 600,000 men, including 
the reserves. The Legislature rejected the proposals 

of Niel, the Minister of War, that universal military 
service on the lines of Prussia should be adopted, and of 
the Republicans that the Swiss system of defensive 
militia based on a few weeks’ universal training should 

be established. 

February 1st, 1868. The Government established a 
service of nine years, five with the colours and four with 
the reserve ; this arrangement would supply an army 

of about 250,000 men. The Government authorised 
the establishment of a National Guard, but the Guard 
was not established. 

IV. The Growing Power o! the Republicans. 

The Republicans had greatly increased their power 

owing to the concentration of workmen in towns, the 

return of the exiles, the union of Socialists with Bepub- 

» Page 257. 
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licans against the Empire which followed the Inter¬ 

national Congress at Lausanne in 1867, the influence of 
Republican newspapers particularly after the limitation 
of press restrictions in 1SS8, They resented Napoleon’s 
recent action in supporting the Pope against the Italian 

patriots. 
November, 1868. Prosecution of Republican new^s- 

papers which had opened a fund for a memorial to 
Baudin. Gambetta, in his defence, made a violent 

attack upon the Coup d'&tat of 1861, in which Baudin 
had been killed. 

V. The Foundation of the Parliamentary Empire* 

A. The Election of May, 1889. 

The Election of May, 1869, finally compelled Napoleon 

to change the political system. The Government dared 
not bring forward official candidates, the Union liberaJe 

acted not as a united body, but according to sections. 
The Government secured 4,438,000 votes, the Opposi¬ 
tion 3.356,000. “ Since 1863 the Government had lost 
602,000 adherents, while the Opposition had gained 
1,350,000.”^ The Third Party now consisted of 116 
deputies and held the balance between forty Repub¬ 

licans of the Left and the Mamduhes of the Right. 

B. The Triumph of the Third Party. 

June 28th, 1869. The Third Party, supported by the 
Left, carried an interpellation demanding “ the creation 

of a responsible Ministry and the recognition of the 
right of the Legislative Body to regulate the essential 

conditions of its own activity.” The Emperor, who 
really sympathised with the Mamelukes and did not wish 

to become a constitutional monarch, accepted part of 

the policy of the Third Party and suppressed the 

* Cambridge Modem History* 
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Ministry of State. But he made Kouhcr President of 

the Senate and prorogued the Chamber. 

C. The Parliamentary Empire. 

The Emperor, weakened by illness, dispirited by the 
failure of his foreign policy, and anxious for the safety 
of his throne, agreed to the terms of the Third Party, 
and inaugurated the Parliamentary Empire which he 

declared to be “ equally removed from reaction and 
from revolutionary theories.’* 

D. The Constitution. 

S(*ptember 6th, 1869. A Senatus-consuUum provided 
tliat- - 

(1) The Legislative Assembly should choose its President 
and Secretaries, initiate legislation, criticise and 

vote the Budget not as a whole but in sections. 

(2) The Senate was to discuss legislation and if necessary 

remit proposals to the Legislature for further con¬ 
sideration ; ministers were to be responsible to the 
Senate, which had the power of impeachment. 

The Parliamentary Empire resembled the British 
Constitution, but was not a true Parliamentary system 

because the Emperor selected his own ministers and 
through them controlled the Executive; he also appointed 

the Senate, who retained the right of interpreting the 
constitution. 

“ At the crisis of its fortunes the Second Empire found 

itself dependent upon maintaining a parliamentary 

majority, and exposed to the clamours of irreconcilable 

Catholics, of a revolutionary urban populace, and of a 
rising republican opinion.” ^ 

* Moles worth, Tht Last Cmiury in Europe^ page 331. 
(Edwaid Arnold.) 
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III. THE PARLIAMENTARY EMPIRE 

I. Difficulties of Ollivier. 

A. Divisions in the Third Party. 

January 2nd, 1870. Ollivier, who had been commanded 
by the Emperor to form a “ homogeneous Cabinet, 

found that owing to divisions that had arisen he had to 
appoint four members of the Right Centre, which 
accepted the recent Setiatus-consuUum, and four of the 

Left Centre, which demanded that ministerial responsi¬ 

bility should be rigidly enforced and that the power 
of the Legislature should be increased. 

B. The Extreme Imperialists. 

These desired to restore the Emperor’s autocratic 

power. 

C. The Republicans. 

The Republicans now accepted the Belleville Pro¬ 
gramme put forward by Gambetta, which was practically 
a declaration of war on the Empire. They were sup¬ 

ported by the Socialists, who accepted the theory of 
collectivism and preached republicanism and revolu¬ 

tion to the working classes. The funeral of Victor 
Noir, slain by Prince Pierre Bonaparte, provoked a great 

demonstration against the Empire on January 12th, 

1870. 

H. Ollivier’s Policy. 

Ollivier wished to preserve the Empire by conceding 
popular demands and maintaining peace. 

A. Liberal Measures. 

February, 1870. He renounced the right exeieified 

by previous Governments of supporting oflBicial oaudi- 

dates* 
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April 20th, 1870. A Senatus-comuUum took the right 
of changing the constitution from the Senate and pro¬ 
vided that it was to be effected only by a 'plebiscite, 

B. Repression. 

February, 1870. To check the power of Republican¬ 
ism, which was growing very dangerous, Ollivier arrested 
Rochefort and the editors of the Marseillaisey and kept 
the Internationalists under secret police supervision. 

C. The Plebiscite of May, 1870. 

By a plebiscitey in which the Government officials dis¬ 
played great activity, the people by 7,358,780 votes to 

1,571,939 approved of the Liberal reforms effected since 
1860 and ratified the Sen at us~ consult uni of April, 1S70. 
This was a victory for the Empire, and Ollivier declared 
that “ on whichever side we look there is an absence of 
troublesome questions.” But foreign policy again 

affected the Government of France and led to the 
downfall of the Empire in four months. 

D. The Fall of the Empire. 

(1) De Gramont and the Empress make war certain. 

Bismarck was determined to force a war with 
France. The Mamelukes, and particularly the Due 

de Gramont, the new Foreign Minister, and the 
Empress wanted war, which they hoped would 
strengthen the Empire and ensure the succession of 

the Prince Imperial. Napoleon III tried to avert 
war by negotiation with Prussia and by securing the 
support of Austria and Italy. But the presence of 

French troops in Rome in deference to the wishes of 
French Catholics prevented the Emperor from obtain¬ 

ing the support of Victor Emmanuel; Austria, though 

anxious for revenge on Prussia, was too weak to give 

France efficient help. Although the King of Prussia 

implied Leopld of Hohenzollern to Im 
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candidature for the Spanish throne, Gramont deter¬ 
mined to humiliate Prussia and demanded guarantees 
that the candidature would not be renewed. Prussia 
refused the demand. 

July 15th, 1870. The Chambers declared war, as 
Ollivier said, ‘‘ with a light heart.” The Emperor 
wept, the Empress rejoiced. 

(2) The Republicans profit by the disasters of the war. 

The disasters of the war aroused great indignation 
against the Emperor. 

August 14th, 1870. Blanqui unsuccessfully tried 
to set up a Republic, but in the general turmoil the 
Republicans and Socialists became stronger. The 
French army alone could save the Empire. 

September 2nd, 1870. The Emperor and the army 
capitulated at Sedan. 

September 4th, 1870. A Republic was proclaimed 
in Paris. 

References: 
Cambridge Modern History, Vol. XI, chaps, x and xvii. 
A Political History of CoiUemporary Europe (Seignobos), 

Heinemann, chap. vi. 
A Short History of Europe (Terry), Routledge, chap. xrv. 

Modern France (Bourgeois), Cambridge University Press, 
Vol. II, chaps. I and iii. 

THE FOREIGN POLICY OF NAPOLEON III^ 

I. General Conditions favoured a Warlike Policy. 

In 1852 the President asserted at Bordeaux thatthe 

Empire means peace,” and, until his Empire was firmly 
established, he tried to avoid war. 

But the “Napoleonic idea,’* of which he was the 

champion, involved a tradition of successful warfare; 
Napoleon thought that victory would strengthen his 

^ See also pages 250 and 255. 
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position and ensure the maintenance of his d3masty; 
the French had expelled Louis Philippe partly because 
they were bored,^ and successful wars would extend 
French territory, avert boredom, bring to France the 

glory she desired and flatter the national vanity. The 
country generally acquiesced in Napoleon’s absolute 
rule, and government became largely a matter of party 
politics in which only a few were directly interested. 
Napoleon could declare war or make treaties without 
reference to the Chambers or public opinion, and was 
absolute master of foreign policy. By suppressing 
political life at home he made France “ a preponderating 
force in Europe.” * 

Napoleon’s desire for war was shared by some of his 

supporters, but from different motives. One section, 
which included Prince Jerome, was revolutionary and 
desired to protect peoples against their kings; many 

Parisians favoured such intervention, which was in 
accordance with the principles laid down on November 

19th, 1792,^ by the Revolutionists. The other section 
was the Catholics, who wished to use the armies of 

France to maintain the claim of the Catholic Church to 
the Holy Places and to support the Pope against the 
Italian people. The varying influence of these two 

parties led to sudden changes in Napoleon’s policy and 
made him in foreign as well as domestic affairs a man 

of mystery ” and an opportunist. 

II. Object of Napoleon’s Fore^ Policy, 

Napoleon professed a desire to form a European 
Confederation of governments willing to unite with 
France in “ those interests which were common to all,” 

and he made efforts at various times to secure the co¬ 
operation of Great Britain, Austria and Italy. In 
practice he aimed at tearing up the Treaties of 1816, 

giving freedom to oppressed nations and restoring her 

^ Page 215. * Seignobos. 
• NoU9 cn European Hietory^ Vol. Ill, page 353. 
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natural boundaries to France.”^ These aims were 

directly contrary to the princii)les of the Grand Alliance 
and were bound to lead to war. 

A. The Treaties of 1816 and the Great Powers. 

Napoleon’s accession was a negation of the Treaties 
of 1815, but the Great Powers, who were just recovering 

from the shock of 1848, accepted him as the defender of 
order against revolution. 

(1) Russia. 

Nicholas I, the champion of legitimacy, strongly 
resented the establishment of the Second Empire, 
but was prevented by the opposition of Great Britain 
from forming a European coalition against Napoleon ; 
be ultimately accepted the parvenu Emperor with 

reluctance and addressed him as “ my friend instead 
of my brother.” 

(2) Great Britain. 

Great Britain had readily accepted Napoleon, who 
realised the importance of strengthening his position 

by establishing a good understanding between the 

two Liberal Powers of Europe, while Britain was 
anxious to secure the help of France in resisting the 
growing power of Russia. The two countries united 

to oppose Russia in the Crimean War, and the visits 
of Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort to Paris 

in August 1855 and of Napoleon and the Empress to 

England in 1857 strengthened the friendship between 
France and Great Britain, who fought together in 

China in 1867. 
The Orsini Bombs in 1858 and the Volunteer Move¬ 

ment in England in 1859 weakened the friendship, 
but the Treaty of Commerce of 1880 formed a new 

bond between the Governments, which took joint 

action with Spain against Mexico in 1861. Great 

^ Cambridge Modem History, 
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Britain withdrew from the Mexican expedition in 1862, 
but again co-operated with France (and the United 
States) against Japan in 1863. 

France, Great Britain and Russia vainly tried to 
settle the Schleswig-Holstein question by a Congress 

in 1866. 
At the beginning of the Franco-Prussian War British 

feeling was hostile to France, which was regarded as 

the aggressor, but the misfortunes of France aroused 
much sympathy and Great Britain succeeded in induc¬ 
ing Prussia to reduce the French war indemnity from 
six to five milliards of francs. 

(3) Austria. 

Nationalist opposition in Hungary and financial 
difficulties made the Emperor Francis Joseph anxious 

to avoid war. Austria was anxious to maintain 

the free navigation of the Danube, which was threat¬ 
ened by Russia, and seemed likely to join Great 
Britain and France in the Crimean War. But when 

she had secured her end by diplomacy she left the 

Western Powers to fight alone. 
The Liberal party favoured the Italian cause, 

was anxious for war with Austria, and welcomed 

Napoleon’s intervention in Italy in 1859. But 
Napoleon, fearing the hostility of Great Britain and 

knowing that the Prussians were threatening the 

Rhine, made the Treaty of Zurich ^ with Austria in 
November 1859. 

In the war of 1868 Bismarck secured the neutrality 
of France. But Napoleon was greatly disappointed 

that Prussia refused to agree to the extension of 

French territory to the Rbine, and in August, 1887, 
tried to conclude an alliance with Austria; but in 

1870 Austria, while preserving her armed neutrality, 

refused to join France in the Franco - German 
War. 

^ Page 434. 
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(4) Prussia. 

Up to the accession of William I in 1861 Prussia 
had adopted a passive policy. Bismarck, who 
directed foreign policy from 1862, aimed at securing 
German unity by force of arms, and this involved 
hostility to Austria. The desire of Napoleon to 
extend his frontiers to the Rhine, and the policy of 

Bismarck, made war between France and Prussia 
inevitable. 

(5) Italy. 

Napoleon’s feeling in favour of nationality led him 
to support Sardinia against Austria and the Pope. 

But changing conditions of home politics led 

Napoleon to change his foreign policy from time to 
time, and his attitude towards Italy was vacillating. 

The influence of the Liberals led Napoleon to join 

Sardinia in war against Austria in May, 1859; to 

evacuate Lombardy in June, 1860 ; to promise Victor 
Emmanuel, in 1864, that he would withdraw his 

troops from Rome. 
The restoration of the Pope to Rome in April, 1850, 

the occupation of Rome by French troops and the 

defeat of Garibaldi by French troops at Montana, in 
1867, were largely due to the fact that at the times 

in question Napoleon was endeavouring to secure the 

support of the Catholics in France. 

III. Oppressed Nationalities. 

Napoleon’s desire to support the principle of nationality 
led him towards the end of the Crimean War, in 1854, to 

suggest that Russia might be crippled by the establish¬ 

ment of national states in Poland and the Caucasus. 

In 1858 he secured the union of Moldavia and Wallachia 

and so founded the nation of Roumania. His efforts on 

behalf of the Italian people brought him into conflict 

with Catholics at home and Austria abroad and roused 
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grave suspicion among the Powers. He vainly attempted 

to persuade the Czar to restore the Kingdom of Poland 

in 1863. 

IV« The Natural Boundaries ot France. 
In Napoleon’s case the assertion of nationality was 

combined with a policy of annexation; he expected 
from the nations he assisted un •pourhoire ^ in the shape 

of territory. His huckstering methods actually secured 
Nice and Savoy for France. 

He desired to make the Rhine the boundary of France, 

and his policy was one of the reasons that made war 
between France and Prussia inevitable. IFls suggestions 
of 1854 aimed ultimately at the acquisition of Belgium ; 

in 1859 the suspicion that he wished to adopt an aggres¬ 
sive policy made Great Britain hostile and led to the 

foundation of the Volunteer force. 

In 1866 Napoleon tried to take advantage of the 

Austro-Prussian War to secure Maintz and part of the 
left bank of the Rhine, and also offered to remain neutral 
if Prussia would connive at French occupation of 

Luxemburg and Belgium. His fa ure to declare war on 
the refusal of Prussia to pay this “ hotel-keeper’s bK ” ^ 
was a confession of weakness. In August, 1867, he 

endeavoured to strengthen his position by forming an 
understanding with Austria against the common enemy 

Pruss'a. 

V. The Catholics. 
Napoleon was anxious to secure the help of the French 

Catholics, whom the Empress strongly supported. 
The Crimean War was an assertion by Napoleon of 

the right of the Roman Catholics to the Holy Places. 
The Syrian expedition of 1860 defended the Chrit^tian 

Maronites against the Mahommedans; to some extent 

the Mexican War, 1861-1867, was a crusade on behalf of 

Catholicism. Catholic influence had an important effect 

on Napoleon’s Italian policy. 

* Bismarck. * Ibid, 
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VI. General. 
Napoleon’s foreign policy profoundly affected Europe 

and France. From 1815 to 1854 there had been no great 
European war ; from 1854 to 1870 there were four wars 
in which the Great Powers were involved and Central 
Europe was rearranged. Napoleon’s aggressive policy 
contributed to disturb the peace, and under him “ the 

history of France is the history of every nation in 
Europe except France.” ^ 

Napoleon’s foreign policy stimulated the revival of 

party politics in France and thus greatly contributed to 
the fall of the Empire. 

Reference: 
History of Modern France (Bourgeois), Cambridge Univer¬ 

sity Press, V( 1. 11, chap. iii. 
Napoleon 111 (F. A. Simpson). 

THE CRIMEAN WAR 
I. Causes. 

A. Nicholas I and Turkey. 

(1) Strong position of Nicholas I. 

Russia had had no revolution in 1848; Nicholas I 
had crushed Poland, helped Austria to reduce Hun¬ 

garian rebels,^ sent Russian troops to occupy Moldavia 
and Wallachia, in which the revolutionary movement 
had gained ground, and had ensured the succession 
of Prince Christian of Glticksburg to the Danish throne. 

Nicholas thought he was strong enough to impose his 
will on Europe. 

(2) Nicholas I and the Greek Church. 

Nicholas I was a man of strong religious feeling and 
regarded himself as the champion of the Greek- 

Church. He viewed Islam with the abhorrence of 

a Crusader”® and maintained that the Treaty of 

^ Lodge * Page 357 * Terry. 
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Kutchuk-Kainardji, 17?4,^ had given him the rigiii 
of i)rotectiiig all Greek Christians in Turkey, although 
that treaty provided only that Russia “ may make on 
all occasions representations in favour of the new 
Church in Constantinojde.” 

The recognition of Nicholas’ claim would have 
broken up the Turkish Empire by giving the orthodox 

Greeks the right of appeal to a strong external power. 

(3) Nicholas I and the “ Sick Man.” 

Nicholas saw that the attempts made to reorganise 

Turkey by the Sultans Mahmoud II (180S'1839) and 
Abdul Mejid (1839-1861) were proving uuwsuccessful. 
The power of Turkey was obviously diminishing; 

Greece had gained independence; the Principalities 
were anxious to secure autonomy; Montenegro was 
practically independent. Nicholas honestly believed 

that the Turkish Empire would break up and was 
anxious to use the opportunity to protect Russian 
interests. He anticipated no opposition from Austria 

or Prussia, but was anxious to secure the support of 
Great Britain. 

a. 1844. 

1844. At the suggestion of Lord Aberdeen, 

who was friendly to Russia, Nicholas visited 
England and sounded Aberdeen as to the 
possibility of joint intervention in Turkey by 
Great Britain and Russia. Great Britain re¬ 

fused to co-operate and regarded with grave 
suspicion the attitude Nicholas adopted towards 
Turkey. 

b. 1853. 

By 1853 the friendly relations between Russia 
and Great Britain had been weakened; the 

action of Nicholas in crushing the Hungarian 

revolt in 1848 aroused strong resentment. 

* on European Hiatoryt Vol. UI, page 200. 
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1849. British and French fleets went to the 
Dardanelles to support the Sultan in his 
refusal to surrender the children of Kossuth, 
who had fled to Constantinople to escape the 
vengeance of the Emperors of Russia and 
Austria. 

A feeling was growing that the extension of 
Russian power in the East might threaten the 
supremacy of Great Britain in India, and Lord 
John Russell declared “ if we do not stop the 
Russians on the Danube, we shall have to stop 
them on the Indus ” ; Palmerston was very 
hostile to Russia. Nicholas I was angry be¬ 
cause Britain had blockaded the Piraeus in 
January, 1850 ^; Stratford de Redclilie, the 
British ambassador at Constantinople, en¬ 
couraged Abdul Mejid to resist Russian 
demands. 

January, 1853. Nicholas, who felt that the 
condition of Turkey made immediate action 
essential, said to Sir Hamilton Seymour, the 
British ambassador at St. Petersburg, “ We 
have on our hands a sick man—a very sick man; 
it will be a great misfortune if one of these days 
he should slip away from us before the necessary 
arrangements have been made.’’ lie repudi¬ 
ated any desire to carry out the scheme of 
establishing a Byzantine Empire which Cath¬ 
erine 11 had formed; declared that neither 
Russia nor any Great Power must hold 
Constantinoi>le; suggested that Serbia and Bul¬ 
garia should become independent states under 
Russian protection and that Great Britain 
should receive Egy^t and Crete. 

The maintenance of the integrity of Turkey 
Lad long been a firm tradition of British foreign 
policy. British statesmen suspected that 

Xotes on British Uistory, Vol. IV, page 800. 

IV—S 
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Nicholas’ intentions towards the “ sick man ” 

were homicidal but most foolishly failed strongly 
to repudiate them, and Nicholas thought that 
he was assured of British neutrality in any 

crisis that m.^ht arise. 

B. The Holy Places—the immediate cause. 

(1) History of the Holy Places. 

The Holy Places included the Church built by the 
Empress Helena at Bethlehem to enclose the Sanctuary 
of the Nativity, the tomb of the Virgin Mary at 
Gethsemane, and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at 

Jerusalem. Both Greek and Latin Christians were 

anxious to secure the custody of the Holy Places which 
had been granted to France by the Sultan originally 
in 1535 and afterwards in 1740. France had neglected 

to enforce her rights; the Greeks had, with the 
Sultan’s permission, taken the Holy Places and re¬ 

paired them when necessary. 

(2) Napoleon’s demand. 

1851. Napoleon, while President, in order to secure 

the support of the Roman Catholics, and anxious by a 
showy foreign policy to divert the attention of French¬ 

men from domestic politics, reasserted the claims of 
France. 

February 9th, 1852. The Sultan acceded to Na¬ 
poleon’s demand, which was the direct cause of the 
Crimean War. “ There was repose in the Empire of 
the Sultan, and even the rival Churches of Jenisalem 
were sufEering each other to rest, when the French 
President, in cold blood and under no new motive 
for action, took up the forgotten cause of the 
Latin Church of Jerusalem and began to apply 

it as a wedge for sundering the peace of the 

world/'1 

^ Kinglake'B Invasiun of the Crimea, 
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(3) Nicholas and Napoleon III. 

Nicholas, the champion of the Greek Church, pro¬ 
tested against the restoration of French authority over 
the Holy Places ; he thought that the time had come 
to secure the property of the sick man, and was ready 

to undertake a war which he hoped would expel the 
Turks from Europe and finally settle the Eastern 
Question. 

Napoleon III was irritated because Nicholas ad¬ 
dressed him as Mon Ami and not Mon Frere, desired 

by a successful war to weaken the power of Russia, to 
consolidate his new Empire and to give to France the 
“ glory ” she desired. He “ needed a war and deter¬ 
mined to have one.” 

The custody of the Holy Places, a trivial question, 
led to a struggle between France and Russia for 

supremacy in the East. 

II. From Menschikoff^s Blission, March, 1853, 
to the Declaration of War by Turkey, October, 1853. 

March 15th, 1853. Arrival of Menschikoff at Con¬ 
stantinople. His failure to pay the usual courtesy call 

on the Turkish Foreign Minister and his insolent bearing 

gave great offence. 

A. Menschikoff 8 demands. 

April 19th, 1853. Menschikoff formally demanded— 

(1) That the claims of the Greek Church to the custody of 
the Holy Places should be recognised by the Sultan. 

(2) The Orthodox Greeks. 

The recognition of the right of Russia to protect the 
orthodox Greek subjects of the Sultan. 

a. The definition of the terms of Kutchuk-Kainaidji. 

By the Treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji the 
C«ar had uadejrtakeu to protect the Christian 
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religion and its Cliurchos/' and Nicholas wished 
that this vague duty should bo di'fined as the 
duty of protecting the orthodox Greeks in 
Turkey. 

h. The position of Austria. 

AuvStria possessed such rights in regard to 
the Sultan’s Roman Catholic subjects, but these 
were very few in number. 

c. Tli(‘ Sultan’s authority threatened. 

The concession of MenschikofF’s demand 
would have abrogated the ultimate authority 
of the Sultan over 12,(XX),(XK) of his subjects. 
Russia w’as unwise in seeking to define by 
treaty an influence which, in view of the large 
number of orthodox Greeks in Turkey, was un¬ 

doubtedly effective although somewhat vague. 

B. Stratford de Redcliffe. 

Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, created Viscount in 1852, 

had secured such influence at Constantinople, 1542-1852, 
owing to his support of Turkish reforms that he was 

nicknamed “ the Great Eltclii ” ^ by the Turks. The 

refusal of the Czar to accept him as ambassador to 

St. Petersburg in 1833 gave him a personal grievance 
against Nicholas I. 

April 5th, 1853. He returned to Constantinople, 
which he had left owing to the difiBculty of ensuring real 
reform in Turkey, to deal with Menschikoff. He skil¬ 

fully distinguished between the two Russian demands 
and informed the Sultan that he had been instructed to 

order the British fleet at Malta to get ready to sail to 
Constantinople. 

(1) The Holy Places. 

May 4th, 1853. Stratford persuaded the Sultan to 

remove the just grievances of the Greek Church, 

^ be. Ambawador, 
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(2) Russian Intervention. 

Stratford persuaded the Sultan to reject the demand 
of the Czar that he should be formally recognised as 
the protector of Greek Christians in Turkey but to 
offer to refer the question to the Great Powers. 

Stratford had isolated Russia and made Great 
Britain a party to the quarrel. 

May 22nd, 1853. Menschikoff withdrew from 
Constantinople. 

Nicholas wished to declare war on Turkey im¬ 
mediately and threatened to seize the Principalities. 

The British and French fleets sailed to Besika Bay at 
the mouth of the Dardanelles in July. 

C. The Invasion of the Principalities. 

(1) The Invasion. 

June 22nd, 1853. The Russians, under Gortchakoff, 
invaded Moldavia and Wallachia. The Czar declared 
that he did not want war, but had occupied the Princi¬ 
palities in order to secure recognition for tlie rights 

of Russia. 

(2) Turkey. 

Turkey, on the advice of Great Britain, offered no 
resistance, although she would have been justified in 
regarding the invasion as a casus belli, 

(3) Austria. 

Austria strongly protested against the occupation of 

the Principalities as an interference with the free 
navigation of the Danube and massed her troops on 

the Serbian border, but offered mediation. 

(4) Prussia. 

Prussia, although greatly under the influence of 
Russia, also protested, partly be cause she fc'Nrcd that 
^ general war would lead to French aggression on the 
Rhine, partly because she was unwilling that German 

policy should be determined b^ Austria alone, 
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D. The Vienna Note. 

(1) July, 1853. Largely owing to the desire of Austria to 
maintain peace, a conference of Great Britain, France, 
Prussia and Austria drew up the Vienna Note, which 
confirmed the Treaties of Kutchuk-Kainardji and 

Adrianople ; accepted a firman ^ issued by the Sultan 
in June, 1853, granting religious toleration to his 
Christian subjects ; and gave Russian consuls author¬ 
ity over the Holy Places. 

(2) August 3rd, 1853. The Czar, urged by Prussia, 
accepted the Note. 

(3) August 19th, 1853. The Sultan, on Stratford’s official 
advice, accepted the Note, although he bitterly resented 

the invasion of the Principalities and felt sure that 
France would help him if necessary against Russia. 
But, probably owing to Stratford’s private advice, the 

Sultan added an amendment guaranteeing his own 
authority over his Greek subjects. 

(4) The Czar, in spite of strong pressure from Austria and 

Prussia, refused to admit any amendment to a Note 
drawn up by the Great Powers and accepted by 
himself. 

/5) October 5th, 1853. Turkey declared war against 
Russia. 

III. Declaration of War by Turkey, October, 1858, 
Great Britain and France, March, 1854. 

A. The result of the Czar’s rejection of the Vienna Note. 

/I) Great Britain and France. 

Great Britain and France now withdrew the Vienna 

Note and felt that, even if it had been fully accepted, 

it would have been interpreted by Russia only in her 
own interests. 

Aberdeen, although desirous in accordance with the 

^ i,e, a decree, 
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traditional policy of Britain to maintain the integrity 
of Turkey, was most anxious to maintain peace ; but 
a war party, led by Palmerston, was hostile to Russia, 
and the difference between Aberdeen and Palmerston 
prevented the strong action which alone could have 
averted war. Stratford de Redcliffe favoured war, 
and Napoleon welcomed the opportunity of strength¬ 
ening his position 11 France by successful intervention 
on behalf of Turkey, the traditional friend of France, 
against Russia, which had maintained the Greek 

claims to the Holy Places. 

(2) Austria and Prussia. 

Austria and Prussia disapproved of the withdrawal 
of the Note by the Western Powers and the concert 
of the Four Powers was broken. The Czar was most 
anxious to avert the hostility of Austria, which could 

imperil his eastern flank, and of Prussia, which had 
great influence with the Baltic States upon which 
Russia largely depended for munitions of war. 

Nicholas failed to induce Austria and Prussia to 
make an alliance with Russia against the Western 
Powers, but by personal interviews with the Emperor 

Francis Joseph at Olmiitz and with Frederick William 
IV at Berlin secured a promise of their neutrality on 

condition that his troops did not cross the Danube. 

B. Turkey declares War, October, 1853. 

October 4th, 1853. Omar Pasha demanded that 
Russia should evacuate the Principalities within fifteen 
days. The Russians refused, but Nicholas asserted that 

he would not take the offensive. Omar crossed the 

Danube. 

November 4th, 1853. Omar defeated the Russians 

at Oltenitza. 
November 27th, 1853. Great Britain and France 

promised to help Turkey if the Czar would not make 
peace on moderate terms. 
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C. The Allied Fleets pass the Dardanelles, October, 1853. 

(1) October 22nd, 1853. Largely owing to the influence of 
Napoleon III the French and Britisli fleets passed the 

Dardanelles, thus breaking the Straits Act of 1841.^ 

«) The nominal object was to protect tlie Sultan against a 
Mahommedan rising; the real aim was to ensure the 
integrity of the Turkish Empire. 

(3) The passage of the Dardanelles naturally led the Turks 
to think that Great Britain and France were ready for 

war and would support them whenever necessary. 

(4) Austria and Prussia were little concerned with the 

passage of the Dardanelles and took no part in the 

movement. 

D. The “ Massacre ” of Sinope, November, 1853. 

November 30th, 1853. Nicholas thought that Omar’s 
operations justified him in taking the offensive, and a 
Russian fleet destroyed a Turkish squadron at Sinope 
and continued firing on the Turks long after they were 
able to resist. 

The action of the Russians was perfectly justified 
because they were at war with Turkey, which had 

declared war and taken the first steps in military opera¬ 
tions on land, but it was most unwise. It made a 
general war almost inevitable and Stratford de Redcliffe 

said, “ Thank God ! that’s war ” ; in England it 
strengthened the war party, which The Times now joined; 
it led Napoleon to insist that the Allied fleets should 
enter the Black Sea. 

E. The Allies enter the Black Sea. 

January 3rd, 1854. To counterbalance the advantage 
afforded to Russia by the occupation of the Principalities, 

the Allied fleets entered the Black Sea and “ invited ” 
Russian ships to return to port. This act finally com- 

» Pago 184. 
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mitted the Allies to support Turkey and led Nicholas I 
to reject a new Note drawn up in December by the 

Powers at Vienna. 

F. Declaration of War. 

February 22ik1, 1854. Austria offered to join Great 
Britain and France in requiring the evacuation of the 

Principalities, but unlike France and Great Britain did 
not desire to cripple the power of Russia. 

March 12th, 1854. Great Britain and France made 

a treaty of alliance with Ttirkey. 
March 27th, 1864. Popular feeling against Russia 

compelled Great Britain and France to declare war on 

Russia without waiting for a formal agreement with 
Austria. 

Groat Britain and France, for the first time since the 
days of Cromwell, were united against a common enemy ; 

the war was to be waged at a distance of about three 
weeks’ sail from Marseilles, the nearest Allied port; 

newspaper reporters for the first time accompanied the 
troops. 

IV. War and Diplomacy. 

A. August, 1854. Evacuation, on the demand of Austria, 
of the Principalities by the Russians, who had failed in 

June to capture Silistria, gallantly defended by Butler 
and Nasmyth. The Principalities were occupied by 
Austria to protect the navigation of the Danube. This 

led to a difference of opinion between Austria (who had 
secured her great object) and the Allies, who desired 

further to weaken Russian power in the East. 

(1) Prussia. 

Frederick William IV greatly admired Nicholas I, 
objected to an alliance with Napoleon III and with 

the infidel Turks, and demanded, later, as the price 
of an alliance with Great Britain, guarantees for the 
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maintenance of the frontiers of Germany and Prussia 
which Aberdeen could not give. Bismarck urged him 
to take no active part in the war, but to concentrate 
his troops in Silesia as a check to the growing power 

of Austria. 

(2) Austria. 

Austria seemed at one time willing to join the Allies. 
In August, 1854, unlike Prussia, she accepted the 
“ Four Points ” laid down by Great Britain and 

France as preliminaries of peace negotiations: the 
abolition of the Russian protectorate over the Princi¬ 

palities; the free navigation of the Danube; the 
revision of the clauses in the treaty of 1841 relating 

to the Black Sea and Dardanelles ; the abandonment 
of the Czar’s claim to protect Greek Christians in the 

Turkish Empire. But Austria finally decided not to 
join, fearing that Prussia might use the opportunity 

to weaken the power of Austria in Central Europe, 
although she concluded a defensive alliance with Great 

Britain and France against Russia, December 2nd, 
1854. 

B. August, 1854. Joint British and French expedition to 
the Baltic under Sir Charles Napier. Capture of Bomar- 

Bund (August 16th), but Cronstadt, though reconnoitred, 
was not attacked. Dissatisfaction in England at the 

inadequate results of the expedition. 

‘C. The Crimean War. 

The term “ Crimean War ” is not strictly correct. 

War had been going on for six months before the Crimea 
was invaded, and important operations also took place 

in the Baltic Sea. 
The invasion of the Crimea—^the suggestion of which 

has been variously ascribed to Napoleon III, Newcastle, 
Palmerston and The Time9—^has been adversely criti¬ 

cised. But it was necessary to prevent the Russian 
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Bhips from taking refuge in Sebastopol, which The Times 
declared to be “ the very heart of the Russian power in 
the East ; the Allies, whose base was the sea, had a 
great advantage over the Russians, who had much diffi¬ 
culty in transporting supi)lies over the vast steppes; 
the attack on Sebastopol drained the resources of Russia 
and would probably have been successful if an attack 
had been made immediately after the battle of the 
Alma, but rapid action was rendered difficult owing to 
the divided command and to the lack of adequate means 
of transport of supplies on land. 

September 14th, 1854. The Allied troops, under Lord 

Raglan and Marshal St. Arnaud, landed in the Crimea. 
September 20th, 1854. MenschikofE’s defeat at the 

Alma. The Allies made a grave mistake in delaying 

three weeks before starting the siege of Sebastopol, 
which Todleben greatly strengthened by constructing 
the Malakoff, the Redan and other fortifications. 

September 29th, 1854. Death of St. Arnaud, who was 
succeeded by Canrobert. 

October 25th, 1854. Balaclava. MenschikofE, iiaving 
received reinforcements, attacked the Allies from the 
East. The Light Brigade ^ charged the Russian army 
in position and lost two-thirds of its men in twenty 

minutes. “ It is magnificent, but it is not war ” (Bosquet). 
November 5th, 1854. Inkermann. “ The soldiers’ 

battle.” Menschikofi’s attempt to relieve Sebastopol 
was frustrated. The Russians lost very heavily. But 
the Allies lost so many men that they could not take 

Sebastopol by assault and were committed to a winter 
campaign. 

November 14th, 1854. A great storm wrecked British 

transports and caused enormous loss of stores, clothes, 
and hay. Great sufiering of the troops owing to lack of 
stores. Nine thousand British troops died in hospital 

before the end of February. 

* Out of 670 raen who joined in the charge, 198 answered the roU-oall 
after the retreat. 113 were killed, and 134 wounded. 
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February 17th, l855. I'h' Turks defeated thd 
Russians at Eupatoria. 

March 2nd, 1855. Death of the Czar Nicliolas I owing 
to the cold of the winter, anxiety about the war, and 

chagrin at the defeat at Eupatoria.^ 

D. The Congress at Vienna, March-May, 1855. 

Prussia had now accepted the Four Points; Russia, 
now left without friends, consented to treat, and a 
Congress of the Powers w^as held at Vienna. 

The Congress failed because Russia, although willing 
to give up her protectorate over the Principalities and 

to allow the free navigation of the Danube, refused to 

agree to the neutrality of the Black Sea. 
Austria, anxious to end the war owing to the 

growing danger of a Sardinian attack on Lombardy, 

suggested a compromise, and on the failure of her 
suggestion became neutral; she thus aroused the re¬ 
sentment of the Allies, who considered that she had 
deserted them, while her failure to support Russia, 
who had saved her in 1848, made that country 
unfriendly. 

Consequent isolation of Austria. 
January, 1855. Sardinia and Sweden joined the 

Allies. Cavour sent 15,000 Sardinian troops. Generals 

Canrobert (resigned May 16th) and Lord Raglan (died 
June 28th) succeeded by Pelissier and Simpson. 

June 18th, 1855. Failure of the Allies’ assault on the 

MalakofE and the Redan. 
August 16th, 1855. The French and the Sardinians 

repulsed at the Tchernaya an attempt of the Russians 
to raise the siege. 

September 8th, 1855. The French captured the Mala¬ 
kofE. The British captured but failed to hold the Redan. 

* Punches famous cartoon, “ General F6vrier turned traitor,” referred 
to Nicholas* statement that Generals Janvier and F^vrier would fight on 
his side* 
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September 9th, 1855. The Russians evacuated 
Sebastopol after destroying all the chief buildings. 

November 26th, 1855. The Russians captured Kars 
after a gallant defence by General Fenwick Williams. 

V. Criticism of the War. 

A. Operations were sometimes hampered owing to the neces¬ 
sity of consulting the Allies. 

(1) Lord Raglan wished to attack Sebastopol immediately 
after the battle of the Alma, but St. Arnaud and Can- 

robert (who succeeded him September 29th, 1854) 
refused to agree, as the si^ge guns had not been landed. 

The French generals were supported by Sir John 
Burgoyne, who commanded the Engineers. 

(2) The first bombardment of Sebastopol failed, partly 
because Canrobert refused to sanction an assault at 
the critical moment owing to the loss of life it would 
entail. 

(3) “ What benumbed the Allies was the Alliance.*^ ^ 

(4) After their capture of the Malakoff the French, satis¬ 
fied with the glory they had won and weary of the 
war, longed for peace. The British were eager for a 
new campaign in which they could atone for their 
failures in the Baltic and at the Redan. 

B. The commanders-in-chief were not competent for their 
work. 

(1) Lord Raglan, a man of great bravery and infinite 
patience, lacked resource, and was weak in strategy, 
although his failure was due partly to the mismanage¬ 
ment of the Government and lack of co-operation 
from his French colleagues. General Simpson’s ill- 

health impaired his efficiency. 

(2) Their difficulties were aggravated by differences between 
some of the officers, especially between Lord Lucan, 
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who commanded the cavalry, and his brother-in-law, 
Lord Cardigan. 

(3) Of the French leaders, St. Arnaud was little more 
than a brave adventurer; Canrobert’s irresolution 

gained for him the nickname of “ Bob Can’t ” from 
the British ; Pelissior was a competent soldier and, 
unlike his predecessors, neglected the unwise instruc¬ 

tions with which Napoleon hampered his generals. 

C. There was gross mismanagement. 

It was expected that the war would soon be com¬ 
pleted, and no adequate provision was made for a winter 
campaign in 1854-1856. 

(1) Until Florence Nightingale went out the overcrowded 

hospitals were scandalously disorganised. 

(2) There was a great lack of tents, warm clothing and 
boots, and the loss of the stores in the storm of 
November 14th, 1854 was a great disaster. 

(3) The horses died owing to cold and the loss of hay in 
the storm of November 14th, 1854, and the men had 
to transport goods themselves over abominably bad 
roads. 

(4) Popular indignation was roused by the reports of 
William Russell, the representative of The Times, the 
first modern war correspondent. 

VI. The Treaty ol Paris. 

A. Conditions leading up to the Treaty of Paris. 

(1) Russia. 

Russia had lost at least three times as many men as 
the Allies; her finances could not stand the cost of 
another campaign; it was feared that a continuance 
of the war might lead to the loss of Poland, Pudandi 
the Crimea asd the Caucasus. 
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(2) Napoleon III and Great Britain. 

Napoleon professed his willingness to continue the 
war only if Britain was willing to co-operate with him 

in saving Poland from Russia, Hungary and Italy 
from Austria, and hoped that, in the general confusion 
that would follow, France might extend her territory 

towards the Rhine. Palmerston refused to consider 
these suggestions. 

(3) Austria. 

Austria, encouraged by the weakness of Russia, 
sent an ultimatum that unless the Czar consented to 
treat for peace by the middle of January she would 
join the Allies to force Russia to accept the Four 

Points. 

(4) Prussia. 

Prussia urged Russia to make peace. 
February 1st, 1856. The preliminaries of peace 

were signed at Vienna. 

February 25th, 1856. The representatives of 
France, Great Britain, Russia, Turkey, Austria and 
Sardinia assembled at Paris to draw up tenns of 

peace. Prussia joined later. 

B. Terms of peace. 

(1) The Black Sea. 

The Black Sea to be neutralised; its waters were 

declared open for all merchantmen, closed to all 
warships. This clause was made in the interests of 

Great Britain rather than Europe. 

But in 1870 Bismarck agreed to the abolition of this 
clause in recognition of the neutrality of Russia during 

the Franco - German War, and thus Great Britain 

finally lost the main advantage to secure which she 
had joined in the Crimean War. 
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(2) The Danube. 

The navigation of the Danube was to be kept free 
under the supervision of a European Commission. 
Thus Austria secured what she wanted, but Austria’s 
policy had led to her isolation, and of this Sardinia 

took advantage in 1859. 

(3) Turkey. 

Turkey, the integrity of which was guaranteed by 
Great Britain, France and ^ustria, should be ad¬ 

mitted to the Concert and general laws of Europe; 
Europe had no right to intervene in Turkey whatever 
the Sultan might do. A portion of the Danube delta, 

which she had lost in 1829, was restored to Turkey; 
part of Bessarabia was added to Moldavia. 

Thus Great Britain had apparently established a 

permanent check on the power of Russia. But— 

а. Turkey was essentially non-European; no power 
could “convert the Sultan and his hungry 

hordes of Pashas into the chiefs of a European 
state.” 

б. 1878. None of the Great Powers, in spite of 

their treaty obligations, intervened to protect 
Turkey against Russia. 

c. The power of the Sultan was so weak that the 
Turkish Empire had already lost many of its 

former provinces, and within recent years had 
kept Egypt only with the help of the Western 

Powers. The Sultan promised to give better 
treatment to his Christian subjects but did not 

keep his promises, and some of his subjects, 
knowing that they could not hope for foreign 
help, broke away from Turkey. 

December, 1861. Union of Moldavia and 
Wallachia into Roumania, with the strong 

approval of Napoleon III and in spite of the 
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protests of Great Britain, who wished to main¬ 
tain the integrity of Turkey. 

But the provinces that have broken away 
from Turkey have not assisted but retarded the 
expansion of Russia to the South-West, and 
“ Russia is no nearer Constantinople than she 
was in 1856.” 

(4) Russia. 

Russia, prevented from developing towards the 
South, turned to the East, and serious difficulties arose 
between Great Britain and Russia on the North-West 

'Ifrontier of India in 1885. 
Russia regained in 1878 the territory she had coded 

in 1856 and again extended her frontier to the 
Danube. 

C, Maritime War. 

The Congress of Paris regulated maritime war and 
provided— 

y(l) That privateering should be abolished. 

(2) That neutral shii)s should make neutral cargoes except 
in case of contraband of war. 

[1915. Germany attacked neutral and enemy 
merchant ships in defiance of this declaration.] 

(3) That blockades to bo respected must be eliective, 

VII. General. 

Not less than 600,000 men (including nearly 500,000 
Russians) had perished to secure a treaty which proved 
jftbsolutely unstable, and the obscure dispute about the 
Holy Places developed into a quarrel which let loose war 
upon Europe and terminated the forty years of peace 
which had followed Waterloo. 

The Sultan found himself absolute master of lus 

IV—-T 
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TJhristian subjects, but the integrity of Turkey was main¬ 
tained only for a short time. 

France, and particularly Napoleon III, gained great 
glory, and the visits paid to France by the Queen of 
England, the Kings of Belgium, Wiirtemberg and 

Ba\ aria showed that the war and the Congress of Paris 
-had changed Napoleon’s position in Europe. His 
authority was greatly strengthened in France and the 
“ Crimean War was a greater blow to the Liberalism of 
4jhe French nation than to the autocracy of the Russian 
Czar.” But Na])oleon’s ambition was soon to lead to 
the downhill of France. 

Groat Britain found, as Lord Salisbury said, that she 
“ had put her money on the wrong horse ” and laid up 

for herself trouble in Asia. 

Austria was isolated ; she had treated Prussia with 

such contempt that her conduct at Paris in 1856 was a 
jdkdct cause of the Austro-Prussian War of 1866; her 

prestige in Italy had been weakened by the admission 

jrf Sardinia to the Congress of Paris, where Cavour 
made an impassioned appeal for the unity of Italy 
which aroused the sympathy of the Liberal party in 
England. 

In 1855 Frederick VII v Denmark took advantage 

of the preoccupation of the Powers with the Crimean 
War and tried to assert his authority over Schleswig- 
Holstein. 
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NAPOLEON III. AND ITALY ^ 

THE MEXICAN WAR^ 

THE FRANCO-GERMAN WAR 
JULY, 1870-FEBRUARY, 1871 

I. General Conditions. 

The policy of Bismarck and Napoleon HI made the 

war inevitable. 

A. Bismarck. 

Bismarck’s main object of establishing the unity of 
Germany under the leadership of Prussia had been 
assisted by the defeat of Denmark® and Austria,^ 

which had made Prussia one of the leading military 
powers in Europe. The heavy cost of the Prussian army 
caused dissatisfaction, and a successful war against 
France would justify his policy in maintaining the army. 
He wanted war with France to allay the fears of the 
South German States, who feared that, if they joined the 
Northern Confederation, they might be attecked by 
France, who held Strasburg and dominated the left 
bank of the Upper Rhine. 

B. Napoleon III. 

Napoleon III had been discredited by the failure of 
the Mexican War, by his failure to help Poland against 
Russia in 1863, Denmark against Prussia and Austria 
in 1864, Austria against Prussia in 1866, and by his 

wavering Italian policy. He had spent nine himdred 
million francs in beautifying Paris, although the finances 

were in the greatest disorder. The Emperor’s bad health 
impaired his intellect and energy, and the Empire seemed 

^ See pages 294, 427, 433, 436, 451, 460. ^ See page 255. 
• Fsge 377. * Page 336. 
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bound to fall. He, and still more the Empress Eugenie 

and the MayneluheSy hoped that successful war would 
re-establish the authority of the Emperor and ensure 
the succession of the Prince Imperial; war with Prussia 

seemed imperative. 

(1) Danger from Prussia. 

The French were jealous of the prestige and power 
Prussia had recently gained and particularly resented 
the defeat of Austria. “ Public opinion in France had 
suddenly become hostile to German unity; people 

talked of ‘ avenging Sadowa.’ ** 

(2) Bismarck prevents the extension of French territory. 

Napoleon wished to obtain “ compensation for the 

additional territory and power which Prussia had 
recently secured, but his efiorts were frustrated by 
Bismarck. 

а. Bavaria and Hesse. 

1866. Bismarck refused Napoleon’s demand 
for Rhenish Bavaria and Hesse, and by publish¬ 

ing the demand aroused strong feeling against 
France in Southern Germany, which hitherto, 
in spite of the French possessions on the Rhine,^ 

had inclined to rely upon the help of France to 

maintain their independence. 

б. Belgium. 

August, 1866. Napoleon proposed that 
Prussia should help him to get Luxemburg and 
Belgium. Bismarck refused. The publication 

of Napoleon’s proposal in 1870 ensured the 
neutrality of Great Britain, which strongly 

resented any attempt to extend French in¬ 

fluence in the Netherlands. 

^ Page 291. 
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c, Luxemburg. 

1867. The King of Holland was sovereign of 
Luxemburg, which had been a member of the 
German Confederation until 1866 and was 
garrisoned by Prussian soldiers. He agreed to 
sell Luxemburg to Napoleon, but withdrew his 
consent on learning from Bismarck that such a 

sale would lead to war with Prussia. 
The suggestion of Beust that Luxemburg 

should be ceded to Belgium, which should 
surrender a small part of its territory to France, 
failed because of the refusal of the King of 

Belgium to cede any territory. If this sugges¬ 
tion had been carried out it might have averted 
war by soothing the indignation felt in France 

at the growth of Prussia. 
May 11th, 1867. A Conference of the 

Powers in London declared that Luxemburg 
was neutral territory under the sovereignty of 
the King of Holland,^ who promised to dis¬ 
mantle the fortifications of Luxemburg. The 
Prussian garrison withdrew. 

(3) The Belgian Railways. 

February, 1869. The French Eastern Railway 
Company purchased the Belgian railways. The sale 
was forbidden by the Belgian Government. The 

French thought that their action was prompted by 
Bismarck. 

C. The Great Powers and the War. 

(1) Austria. 

Count Beust, the Chancellor, was a bitter opponent 
of Prussia, hoped to restore the supremacy of Austria 

in Germany and was inclined to support the Poles in 

Galicia to check the westward extension of Russia. 

^ Germany violated this neutrality in 1914. 
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But Andrassy, the Hungarian Premier, strongly 
opposed war with Germany; the military prepara¬ 
tions of Austria were incomplete, her finances were 
disorganised and she feared that active operations 

with France against Prussia would lead to the inter¬ 
vention of Russia on her eastern frontier. 

1867. Francis Joseph and Napoleon met at Salz¬ 
burg. A general assurance of common policy was 
exchanged and Napoleon promised to help Austria if 
Prussia attacked her, while Francis Joseph promised 
to help France if Prussia and Russia united against 

her. 
1870. The visit of the Archduke Albrecht to Paris 

in February and of General Lebrun to Vienna to dis¬ 
cuss possible plans of campaign against Prussia led the 
French to expect that Austria would help them. But 

no formal treaty of alliance was made between France 
and Austria. 

July 20th, 1870. Austria declared herself neutral. 

(2) Italy. 

Bad feeling had arisen between Prussia and Sardinia 
owing to the recent campaign against Austria.^ 
Victor Emmanuel sympathised with Napoleon; but 
the assistance given by the French to the Pope at 
Montana * and the continuance of the French occupa¬ 

tion of Rome, in spite of the agreement of September, 
1864, and in consequence of Napoleon’s dependence 
on the French Catholics, aroused strong resentment in 
Italy. Napoleon declared that “ he could not defend 
his honour on the Rhine to sacrifice it on the Tiber ” ; 
the French Catholics, in the desire to save Rome^ 
ruined the French Empire. 

July 26th, 1870. Italy declared her neutrality. 
But Italy and Austria agreed to guarantee each 

other’s territories if war broke out between France 
and Prussia. 

^ Page 459, * Page 460, 
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(^) Russia. 

Russia feared the hostility of Austria and was 
annoyed by risings in Bulgaria (1868), Roumania 
(1868) and Serbia (1867), which, it was suspected, were 
partly due to French influence. If Austria and France 
united the western possessions of Russia would be 
i nperilled, and an alliance with Prussia would protect 
Russian interests. 

Bismarck was anxious to secure at least the neutrality 
of Russia, and did this by promising to denounce the 
Black Sea clauses in the Treaty of Paris ^ to which 
Russia strongly objected. 

[March, 1871. A Conference of the Powers in 
London cancelled the neutralisation of the Black Sea.] 

Great Britain, 

Bismarck knew that Great Britain was busy with 

Gladstone’s domestic reforms and would be unwilling 

to interfere on the continent. 
British feeling was at first strongly hostile to France, 

who was regarded as the aggressor. Gladstone si>oke 
of the “ deep culpability ” of France. 

July 19th, 1870. Great Britain proclaimed her 
neutrality. 

August, 1870. Granville, to whom Bismarck had 
revealed Napoleon’s designs on Belgium, concluded 

treaties with France and Prussia to secure the in¬ 

dependence of Belgium and later formed a League of 

Neutrals to prevent the extension of the war. 

(5 Denmark. 

Napoleon hoped to secure the support of Denmark, 

,rhich would form a valuable base of operations 
against Prussia. But the Danes, although very 

anxious to regain Schleswig-Holstein,* declared their 
neutrality on July 25tb, 1870, owing to the grave 

dang(T which might follow from hostile action against 
Prussia. 

1 Page 287. * Page 378. 
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(6) General. 

Thus, owing to Bismarck’s skilful diplomacy and 
Napoleon’s mistakes, France was isolated. 

II. The Hohenzollern Candidature in Spain. 

Napoleon, worn out by sickn(‘ss, wished to maintain 
peace by establishing an agreement with Prussia. On 

June 30th, 1870, Ollivier declared that ‘‘ at no moment 
has the maintenance of peace in Europe been better 
assured.” The War Party (led by the Empress and 

Gramont) made the Hohenzollern candidature in Sj^ain 
the immediate cause of the Franco-German War. 

A. Leopold of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen. 

(1) The offer of the Spanish Throne. 

September 29th, 1868. Deposition of Queen Isa¬ 
bella owing to a successful military rising under 
Serrano and Prim. 

July 4th, 1870. The Spanish ministry decided to 

offer the crown to Leopold of Hohcnzollern-Sigmar- 
ingen, a distant relative of King William I, and, 

through the Murats and Beauharnais, a closer relative 
of Napoleon III. Leopold, with some reluctance, 
accepted the offer with the approval of King William, 

as head of the HohenzoUerns not as King of Prussia. 

(2) French opposition. 

Leopold’s election, which the French thought would 
mean the establishment of Prussian influence in 
Spain, caused great indignation in Paris, where the 

newspapers violently attacked Prussia; Gramont 
asserted on July 6th, 1870, that France would not 

permit “ a foreign power ” to place “ one of its princes 
on the throne of Charles V,” and declared that if 

necessary “ we shall know how to do our duty without 

hesitation and without weakness.” 
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(3) The withdrawal of Leopold. 

July 12th, 1870. Partly owing to strong ro]'resrnta- 

tions from Great Britain and Austria, which feared 
that the peace of Europe would be endangered if 

Leopold became King of Spain, the Prince withdrew 
his acceptance. 

B. The French War Party and Bismarck cause the war. 

Leopold’s withdrawal ought to have ended the mattei. 
Bismarck had asserted that the question of Leopold s 

accession affected only the house of Hohenzollern and 

not Prussia, which had no official knowh'dge of the 

matter. But Gramont, who was convinced thjit Leo¬ 
pold’s candidature had the support of Prussia, instructed 
Brnedetti to secure from Wilham I, who was at Eins, a 

definite promise that he would never authorise the 

rc‘n('wal of Leopold’s candidature. 

July 13th, 1870. In an interview with Benedetti 
King William refused to give an absolute promise that 

he would never support any similar proposals coming 
from Leopold, and sent Benedetti a letter formally con¬ 
firming Leopold’s withdrawal. 

July 13th, 1780. The King sent “ the Ems tele¬ 
gram ” to Bismarck giving an account of his negotiations 
with Benedetti. Bismarck was anxious to ensure war; 
he so altered the telegram that he made it appear as an 

insult to France, and published his version in the North 
German Gazette, 

July 14th, 1870. “ The Ems telegram ” infuriated 
the Parisians. The War Party won ever the Emperor. 

In the Assembly, where Thiers denounced war as 
“ supremely imprudent,” only ten voted against war. 

But the decision to declare war w^as the work of “a 

noisy minority ” in Paris. Seventy-one out of eighty- 

seven departments disapproved. 

July 16th, 1870. King William ordered the mobilisa¬ 

tion of the forces of the North German Confederation. 
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HI. The Opposing Forces and Plans o! Campaign. 

A. The French. 

(1) The French forces. 

a. Failure to carry out the Law of 1868. 

The French army had recently shown great 
fighting ability in the Crimea, Mexico and Italy. 

Nominally conscription was in force, but sub¬ 
stitution had made the army a professional 
force, and the re-engagement of time-expired 

men tended to diminish the supply of vigorous 
soldiers. The Military Law of 1868,^ which 
would have provided an army of 250,000 men 

and established National Guards, had not been 
properly carried out; and the army reserves 
which the National Guard would have supplied 
were not available. NieFs plan of fortifying 

the eastern fortresses, of organising the rail¬ 
ways to facilitate the transport of troops, had 

been dropped by Leboeuf. 

h. Lack of organisation. 

The ofiBcers were out of touch with the army ; 

over-centralisation destroyed the initiative of 
commanders in the field; the details of con¬ 

centration were not worked out. 

C. Transport broke down. 

Transport broke down ; regiments were not 

localised, and soldiers had to travel far to their 
depots; the railway service was completely 

disorganised, “ a party of hospital attendants 

bound for the eastern front arrived in Algeria.”* 

(2) The French plan of campaign. 

The French army consisted of about 250,000 men 

and, in order to counteract the superior forces of 

^ Page 260. * Terry, 
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Germany, Napoleon properly decided to cross the Upper 
Rhine and invade Southern Germany in the hope that 

a French victory might detach the South German 
States from Prussia and induce Austria, Italy and 
' erhaps Denmark to support France. 

Napoleon proposed to assemble 160,000 men at Metz 
—^the Army of Alsace, and 100,000 at Strasburg—^the 
Army of the Rhine; to cross the Rhine near Strasburg 
V 1th the combined armies and to invade Baden; a 

reserve of 50,000 men was to be stationed under Can- 
robert at Chalons. He proposed to use the French 

Navy, which was much superior to the German, in the 
Baltic, and to send 30,000 men to land in Denmark. 

Divided counsels weakened the French. The 

Emperor, who at first acted as Commander-in-Chief, 
was too ill to direct the campaign; Bazaine and 
MacMahon failed to act in uniscn. 

B. Germany. 

(1) Forces. 

a. Numbers. 

A universal system of ccnscription was 
rigorously enforced in the North German 
Confederation and, to a somewhat less extent, 
in Southern Germany; a field army of about 

600,000 men was available at once. The 
reserve forces were well organised, and sup¬ 

plied about 112,000 men at the outbreak of 

war. The German artillery was superior to 

the French. 

b. Organisation and transport. 

Regiments were localised and local depots 
facilitated speedy mobilisation; the railways 

were well organised and the transport of men 

i^nd stores effeotiye. 
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(2) Plan of campaign. 

Three armies were formed. The First Army of 
60,000 men under Steinmetz was to move up the 
Moselle ; the Second Army of 206,000 men under Prince 
Frederick Charles was to march on Metz and connect 
the First Army with the Third. The First and Second 
Armies were drawn from the North German (\)nfedera- 
tion. The Third Army of 130,000 men, cliiefly South 
Germans under the Crown Prince Frederick, was to 
operate on the Rhine and march on Strusburg. 

Moltke’s dispositions would enable him to fall on tlu* 
flank of invading French armies, the junction of which 
would be hindered by the Vosges Mountains ; if suc¬ 
cessful, the Prussians were to advance on Paris. 

Moltke was Commander-in-Chief and gave unity to 

the German operations. 

IV. The First Period—to the Battle of Sedan. 

Owing to the important part i)Iaycd by Napoleon 
this period has been called la guerre imperiale, 

A. Failure of the French plan of campaign. 

Rapidity of movement was essential but mobilisation 
was delayed, partly by difficulties of transport and 

the breakdown of the commissariat, partly perhaps 
owing to the bodily and mental weakness of Napoleon. 
When he arrived at Metz on July 28th, 1870, “ he found 
that there was not a single corps in a condition to take 

the field.” ^ Instead of invading Germany the French 
had to act on the defensive. 

B. Alsace and Lorraine, August 2nd-6th. 

Moltke assumed the offensive and attacked the French 
through the Palatinate. 

* Cavibridgt Modem ffistory^ 
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(1) The battles. 

August 2nd, 1870. Frossard drove a small German 

force out of Saarbriickcn. The only French victory 
in la guerre imj^erialc. 

August 4th, 1870. The Crown Prince’s Third 
Army routed the Army of AKace at Weissenburg. 

August 6th, 1870. The Crown Prince routed 

MacMahon at Worth and the broken Army of Alsace 
fell back towards Chalons. 

August 6th, 1870. The G(‘rman First and Second 

Armies routed Frossard at Spichereu in Lorraine. 

(2) General. 

In these operations the German cavalry were skil¬ 

fully used for rcconnaisance; lack of co-ordinate 

action prevented the French from using reinforcements 
which might have given them victory, particularly 
at Spicheren, where “ 60,000 French infantry had 

remained passive throughout the day, within reach 
of the battle-field ”; the opportune arrival of their 
reinforcements contributed to the success of the 

Germans, but, although victorious, the Germans lost 
more in killed and wounded than the French, who 

displayed the greatest courage ; nightfall prevented 
the Germans from following up their victories at 

Worth and Spicheren. 

(3) Results. 

These battles showed the loyalty of the South 

German States to the German cause ; finally ensured 
the neutrality of Austria and Italy ; obviated the 

possibility of a French diversion in the Baltic ; gave 
Germany most of Alsace and Lorraine ; depressed the 

French troops; led to the Regency of the Empress, 
the fall of Ollivier, the appointment of Palikao 
as his successor, and the calling up of the Garde 

Mobile; caused the withdrawal of French troops 

from Bomot 
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B. The French Army of the Rhine. 

The Crown Prince was marching through the Vosges 

to bring the Third Army into line with the First and 
Second, and the general German advance was delayed 
to give time for this operation. Bazaine had an un¬ 

broken army of 173,000 men at Metz. He ought at 
once either to have fortified the line of the Moselle, or 
to have fallen back to effect a junction at Verdun vdth 
MacMahon marching from Chalons. But the vacilla¬ 
tion of Napoleon, who was unwillin" to leave Metz, 
prevented prompt action, and when, on August 12th, 
the Emperor surrendered the supreme command to 

Bazaine, the Germans were near at hand. They wished 

to shut Bazaine up in Metz and to prevent his junction 

with MacMahon. 

(1) Bazaine fails to retreat. 

Bazaine now gave up the idea of holding the line 

of the Moselle and ordered the army to fall back on 

Verdun. 
August 14th, 1870. At Borny a battle was fought 

between Von der Goltz and Bazaine which somewhat 
delayed the French retreat and gave time to the army 

of Prince Frederick Charles to come up. 
August 16th, 1870. The battles of Vionville and 

Mars-la-Tour prevented Bazaineforces from retreat¬ 

ing to the South-West. 

He could still have retreated along the northern 

roads, but undue importance was attached to the 
defence of Metz and he failed to make the resolute 
advance to the North which would probably have 

enabled him to save his army. 

August 18th, 1870. The battle of Gravelotte. 
Steinmetz had been joined by Frederick Charles. 

Bazaine’s failure to utilise his reserves, and the 

cflSciency of the Prussian artillery, account for his 

defeat and the consequent loss of a line of retreat to 

the North-West, 
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(2) Metz besieged. 

Bazaine now shut himself up in Metz with 173,000 
men. The First and Second German Armies, com¬ 
manded by Frederick Charles, who replaced Stein- 

metz, and numbering 200,000 men, invested Metz. 
The Third German Army, under the Crown Prince, 
marched towards Paris; a Fourth Army, the Army 
of the Meuse, under the Crown Prince of Saxony; 

supported the Crown Prince. 

C. Sedan. 

MacMahon had formed at Chalons a new army, 
composed largely of fugitives and badly equipped. He 

wished to march towards Paris and unite all the French 
forces to check the advance of the Crown Prince. But, 

owing to the direct order of the Emperor, who thought 
that such a march would lead to a rising in Paris where 

the relief of Metz was regarded as essential, MacMahon 
commenced “ the fatal march to the Meuse, which was 

to lead to the downfall of the Empire.’^ He thought 
that Bazaine would break out of Metz and hoped to join 
him at Montmedy, 

MacMahon soon saw the impossibility of joining 

Bazaine and rightly proposed to retreat on Paris. But 
Palikao telegraphed : “ If you desert Bazaine there will 
be a revolution in Paris.” 

August 30th, 1870. MacMahon was defeated at 
Beaumont and his passage through the Ardennes 

cut off. 
September Ist, 1870. The Third German Army had 

joined the Army of the Meuse. MacMahon’s army was 
surrounded by the Germans, whose artillery occupied 
the heights of Sedan, “hemmed into a triangle with sides 
about four miles in length,” and utterly routed with a 
loss of 38,000 men. 

September 2nd, 1870. Surrender of Napoleon 111 

and 81,000 men. 
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V. The Second Period ol the War. 

Sedan was followed by the flight of the Empress, the 
proclamation on September 4th, 1870, of the Third 
Reiniblic and the establishment of a Government of 
National Defence with General Trochii as rr(‘sident, 
Jules Favre as Minister of War and Gambetta as Minister 
of the Interior. Thiers, who objected to the Republic, 
ried to secure the help of Great Britain, Russia, Austria 
ind Italy. 

The Germans determined to secure Alsace and Lor¬ 
raine but Favre declar(‘d, “ We desire peace ; but if 
[the King of Prussia] continues this unjust war, we will 

fight to the end. We will not yield an inch of French 

soil, nor a stone of French fortresses.” 
The Second Period was the period of national resist¬ 

ance. “ France, invaded and deprived of lier regular 

army, resisted to save her honour.” But tlie country 

was not organised for war ; the Imperial mililary organ¬ 
isation was rotten to tlic core ; hastily improvis('(l armies 

proved ultimately ineffective although their gallant 
efforts surprised the Germans; there were few trained 

leaders ; the supjjly and transport services were hope¬ 
lessly deficient. 

A. The Siege of Paris, 

Negotiations between Bismarck and Favre at Ferrieres 
broke down because Bismarck insisted on the cession ot 
Alsace and Lorraine. 

September 19th, 1870. The advance guard of the 
Germans defeated some French troops at Chatillon and 
took Versailles. The investment of Paris began, 

(1) Difficulties of the Germans. 

The German task was difficult. At first they had 

only 147,000 men to besiege and hold a circle of fifty 
miles around Paris, for400,000men were held up by the 

siege of Metz and large forces were besieging Toul and 
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Strasburg; the national feeling of France was roused, 
guerilla warfare began, francs-tirears cut ofi foraging 
columns and the Germans found great difficulty in 
securing supplies. 

(2) The position of Paris. 

Paris had been fortified by Thiers about 1840; it 
was protected by fifteen forts equipped with guns 
brought from the fleet; the garrison consisted of 
80,000 soldiers, sailors and police, 115,000 Gardes 
Mobiles and 100,000 National Guards ; the city had 
proviv^ions for about four months. 

If Paris and Metz could hold out successful resistance 
might be organised in. the provinces and particularly 
on tlie Loire. 

(3) The Capture of Metz. 

September 23rd, 1870. The Germans took Toul. 
September 28th, 1870. The Germans took Strasburg. 
Oct(d)er 27th, 1870. Surrender of Bazaine at Metz 

with COOO officers, 173,000 men and 400 piec^^s of 
artillery. 

Bazaine ought to have broken through the besieging 
army at all cost; the efforts he made were half¬ 
hearted ; he ultimately surrendered owing to famine 
—his large array had consumed his stores. His 
inaction was due to distrust of the new republican 
government and to the hope that if he kept his army 
intact he would become arbiter of the destinies of 
France ; he asked King William for permission to 
evacuate Metz in order to use his army to restore the 
Empire, but the Empress refused to agree to the 
cession of Alsace and Lorraine on which William in- 

• sisted. Bazaine was later tried by court-martial and 
sentenced to death for treason, but the sentence was 
not carried out. 

If Bazaine had held out another fortnight the 
besiegers of Paris would have been seriously embar¬ 
rassed. Some of the German troops released by the 

IV—u 
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capture of Metz went to Paris, where the Grerman 
forces numbered 250,000 men and 900 guns in the 

early part of November; others under Manteufiel 
marched against Amiens; Prince Frederick Charles 

moved towards the Loire. 
Werder led an army from Strasburg against Bourges. 

(4) The Fall of Paris, 

November 30th--December 4th, 1870. Unsuccessful 
sortie of Ducrot, who reached the Marne, but failed in 
his effort to effect a junction with the Army of the 
Loire. 

December 27th, 1870. Moltke, having with diffi¬ 
culty collected the vast stores of guns and ammunition 
necessary for the purpose, started the bombardment 

of the forts and, on January 6th, 1871, of the town 
of Paris. 

January 19th, 1871. Failure of a sortie of 100,000 
men towards Versailles, 

The failure of all efforts to relieve Paris and acute 
famine led, on January 28th, 1871, to the capitulation 
of Paris. An armistice for three weeks was concluded. 
The forts were surrendered, the guns of the fortifica¬ 
tions dismounted; the regular soldiers, but not the 

National Guard, disarmed. 
A National Assembly was to meet at Bordeaux to 

decide the question of peace and war. 

[September 29th, 1870. Russia denounced the 
Black Sea clauses of the Treaty of Paris.] 

B. The War in the Provinces. 

The main object of the military operations in the 
provinces was to relieve the siege of Paris. 

(1) The Loire. 

a. Gambetta. 

October 7th, 1870. Gambetta escaped from 
Paris in a balloon, replaced the feeble &4mieux 

at Tours, put down Communist movements at 
Lyons and Marseilles and carried the nation 
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with him like a whirlwind.” He divided 
France into four military districts with centres 
at Lille, Le Mans, Bourges and Besanyon. He 
raised an army of 600,000 men in four 
months. 

October 11th, 1870. Von der Tann, striking 
at Bourges, took Orleans but was too weak to 

advance further. Werder from Strasburg and 
Prince Frederick Charles from Metz were 
making for the Loire. 

6. Aurelle des Paladines. 

(i) Coulmier. 

November 9th, 1870. Aurelle des Paladines 
routed Von der Tann at Coulmier and re¬ 
captured Orleans, but could not advance 
against the German army at Paris owing to 

the inexperience and disorganisation of his 
newly-levied forces. 

(ii) Beaune la Bolande. 

November 28th, 1870. Paladines, trying to 
force his way to Paris through the army of 
Frederick Charles which blocked the Orleans- 
Paris road, was defeated at Beaune la Bolande. 

(iii) Loigny. 

December 2nd, 1870. Paladines, trying to 

co-operate with Ducrot, who was making a 

sortie from Paris, was routed by Frederick 
Charles at Loigny. 

December 4th, 1870. The Germans re¬ 
captured Orleans. Removal of the French 
Provisional Government to Bordeaux. 

c. Chancy. 

The Army of the Loire was now thoroughly 
disorganised but Chancy rallied the western 
portion and fell back on Le Mans* 
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January 10t]i-12th, 1871. Final defeat of 

the Army of the Loire under Chancy at Le 

Mans by Frederick Charles. 

(2) The North. 

Manteuffel had taken Amiens on November 27th 
and Rouen on December 5th; he was threatening 
Havre, through which the French imported much of 

their war material. 

Faidherbe recai)tured Amiens and held his own 

against Manteuffel on the Ilalluc on December 21st, 

1870. 

The retreat of Bourbaki, who had failed to relieve 
Belfort, and the defeat of Chancy left only Faidherbe 

to threaten the Germans who were besieging Paris. 

He hoped to co-operate with Trochu who planned a 

sortie for January 19th. 

Faidherbe was finally defeated at St. Quentin on 

January 19th, 1871. 

(3) The East. 

A new plan of campaign arranged that Bourbaki, 

commanding the eastern portion of the Army of the 

Loire, should march eastwards, combine with Gari¬ 

baldi’s force at Lyons, raise the siege of Belfort and 
attack the German lines of communication, while 

Chancy co-operated in the West and Faidherbe in the 
North. This excellent plan failed mainly owing to 

the lack of mobility of the disorganised and inex¬ 

perienced Army of the Loire, partly because Garibaldi 
failed to give efficient assistance. 

Manteuffel drove Bourbaki across the Swiss frontier. 

February 2nd, 1871. Bourbaki’s army of 80,000 

was disarmed by the Swiss. 

February 16th, 1871. Surrender of Belfort, which 

had been most gallantly defended for 106 days by 

(Jolonel Denfert-RochereaUf 
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VL The End ol the War. 

February 12th, 1871. The National Assembly met at 

Bordeaux and the Government of National Defence 
resigned. The dictatorship of Gambetta came to an end 
and the Assembly elected Thiers President of the 

Republic. 

A. The Treaty of Frankfort. 

(1) Preliminaries. 

February 26th, 1871. Preliminaries of peace ar¬ 
ranged between Thiers and Bismarck provided that— 

a. France should cede to Germany Alsace (except 
Belfort), Eastern Lorraine (including Metz and 
Thionville). 

h, France should pay a war indemnity of 
5,000,000,000 francs (£200,000,000). 

c. German troops should occupy part of Paris until 

the preliminaries were confirmed by the 
Assembly. 

d. Thiers failed to save Alsace and Lorraine but 
secured Belfort and induced Bismarck to reduce 
the indemnity from six to five milliard francs. 
Thirty thousand Germans occupied the Champs 
Elysees on March 1st, 1871, but retired on 

March 3rd on learning that the Assembly had 

confirmed the preliminaries on March Ist by 

546 votes to 107. 

(2) The End of the War. 

May 10th, 1871. The Treaty of Frankfort formally 

ended the war. 

B. The Commune. 

The Committee of National Defence had been ham¬ 
pered by the turbulence of the Paris mob and had put 
down risings, supported by the National Guard, on 
October 3rd, 18TO, and January 22nd, 1871. The 
admission of the Germans into Paris, the decision of the 
Bordeaux Assembly to sit at Versailles and not Paris, 
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the refusal of the Assembly to continue the small pay 
of the National Guards who could not obtain work, 
roused the Parisians. 

The Parisians moved cannon into Montmartre and 
Belleville. March 18th, 1871, the National Guard joined 
the mob, who shot Generals Lecomte and Clement 
Thomas. 

March 19th, 1871. A Revolutionary Committee 
established itself at the Hotel de Ville. The Commune, 
which showed strong evidence of Socialistic influence, 

on April 20th, 1871, demanded that the government of 
France should be Communal Federalism. 

May 21st-28th, 1871. “ Bloody week.” The regular 
army of Versailles put down the Communards after fierce 

fighting during which the Hotel de Ville, Tuilcries and 
Palais dc Justice were burnt, Archbishop Darboy was 

killed and at least 20,000 Parisians were killed or 

executed. 

VII. Results ol the War. 

A. France. 

The Third Republic was established, although for a 
time there seemed a possibility of the re-establishment of 
a Liberal Monarchy. The Revolutionary and Socialistic 
party was broken but memories of the Commune em¬ 

bittered party feeling. 

The cession of Alsace and Lorraine, in spite of the 
wishes of the inhabitants, seemed contrary to the theory 

of the sovereignty of the people on which the government 
of France was ultimately based, and aroused the desire 
for revanche which embittered the relations between 
Germany and France and formed one of the causes of 

the Great War of 1914. 

B. Prussia. 

January 18th, 1871. King William I of Prussia pro¬ 
claimed German Emperor at Versailles. The war 
greatly helped to make Germany a united nation which; 
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under the leadership of Prussia, “ from its birth could 
proudly claim to be the first military power in the 
world.’* 

C. Italy. 

September 20th, 1870. The Italian troops entered 
Rome, from which the French had withdrawn. But 
Pius IX refused to unite with the Italian Government 

to “ establish a free Church in a free State ” and the 
attitude of the Pope strengthened the spiritual influence 

of the Papacy. 

D. Russia. 

Russia had denounced the Black Sea clauses of the 
Treaty of Paris.^ 

March, 1871. A Conference of the Powers held in 
London— 

a. Asserted that no European treaty could be 

modified by the action of only one party to that 

treaty. 
&. Cancelled the neutralisation of the Black Sea. 

c. Allowed Turkey to open the straits to the warships 

of friendly powers. 

Great Britain had been compelled, somewhat igno- 

miniously, to accede to the demands of Russia, but 
claimed that Russia had been obliged to renounce her 

claim to abrogate treaties made by the Powers. 
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SFXTION IV 

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA, 
1840-1871 

GERMANY AND PRUSSIA, 1840-1850 

1. General Conditions, 1840-1848. 

A. Liberalism. 

(1) A period of repression. 

The development of Grorman Liberalism was 

hampered by the sub-division of the country and the 

policy of Russia which favoured such sub-division as 

a means of preventing the aggrandisement of Prussia 

and Austria ; by the personal popularity of Fretl(*rick 
William IIT, who did not fulfil his ]jromise ^ to grant 

a constitution in l^russia, which undc'r him nunained 

an absolute and bureaucratic monarchy with aristo¬ 
cratic provincial estates : by the definite opposition 

of Frederick William III and Metternich to Liberal¬ 

ism ; by the steady support given to absolutism by 

bureaucracies and armies. 

(2) The revival of Liberalism. 

After 1840 Liberalism gained strength, partly owing 

to the influence of political refugees from France and 

Switzerland, the ability of young journalists such as 
Karl Ma rx and the teaching of Hegel. It aimed at the 

union of Germany, at the establishment of constitu¬ 

tional rule in every state. The demands of the con¬ 

stitutional party were well illustrated in Baden, wher«^ 

» Page 118. 
312 
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in 1847 demands were made for the freedom of the 
press, trial by jury, religious equality, equal taxation, 

the responsibility of the ministry and the abolition of 
feudal obligations. 

(3) General discontent. 

General discontent was increased by— 

а. Differences between Protectionist and Free 
Trade parties in the ZoUverein. 

б. The claims of the Ultramontane party, particu¬ 

larly in the Prussian Rhine Province, Bavaria 
and Southern Baden. 

c. Economic differences, particularly in the Rhine 
Province, when* the influence of the French 

occupation had given the people a wider 
political outlook, and in Silesia, where distress 
among the weavers led to a rising in 1844. In 
rural districts the peasants demanded the 

abolition of feudal services and the game laws. 
The growth of Socialism led to demands at 
Baden for a progressive income tax and better 
relations between capital and labour; in 1845 

the Russian ambassador reported that the 
peasants of Silesia were “ gangrened with 
communism.” 

d. In Bavaria the relations between King Louis and 
Lola Mentez caused great resentment. The 

Elector of Hesse, the King of Wiirtemberg and 
the King of Hanover were conspicuous for their 

opposition to Liberalism. 

B. The Accession of Frederick William IV, 1840. 

June 7th, 1840. The accession of Frederick William 

IV brought Prussia back again into the German move¬ 
ment. The character of the King, the vigorous life of 
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tte people and the State, and the development of liberal¬ 

ism in other countries encouraged Liberals to hope for 

constitutional development in Prussia. 
Frederick William IV was a man of great learning, 

noble character and high aspirations. He was strongly 
opposed both to bureaucratic absolutism and to the 
doctrines of the French Revolution. He was essentially 
romantic; his outlook was mediaeval; he wished to 
revive the Holy Roman Empire under the leadership of 
Austria and was willing to subordinate to this ideal the 

individual interests of the separate German states. He 
believed that “ I hold my crown in fief of Almighty 
God ” ; that he was responsible to God alone and that it 
was his duty to rule “ in accordance with custom and 

with the aid of his subjects grouped in their traditional 
classes.” 

II. Unrest in the Smaller States. 

The movement in favour of constitutional develop¬ 

ment in the Smaller States was greatly stimulated by the 

February Revolution in Paris.^ It was strengthened 

by the insurrection in Berlin * which received a powerful 
influence from the rising in Vienna.® 

A. Saxony. 

August, 1846. The suspicion that Prince John 
favoured the Jesuits led to a riot at Leipzig. 

1848. By this time Revolutionary Clubs had spread 

in Saxony. The most famous was the Leipzig Club of 

which Robert Blum was a leading member. 

X Baden. 

In Baden, which was strongly influenced by Swiss and 

French refugees, the Liberc^ secured office in 1846. 

» fage 220, * Page 818. • Page 345. 
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Their success was followed by ** the first separation in 
Germany between the Liberal and Radical democratic 
parties and . . . this parting of the ways in Baden 
prepared the events which marked the eve of the 
German Revolution/’ ^ 

1848. The peasants of Southern Baden proclaimed a 
Republic. 

March, 1848. The Grand Duke was compelled to 
grant a constitution on the lines of the Baden Resolu¬ 
tions which had been formulated by the Liberals and 
became a model to other States. 

C. Hesse-Cassel. 

March, 1848. The new Elector was compelled to 
accept a purely constitutional form of government. 

D. Bavaria. 

February, 1848. Expulsion of Lola Mentez from 
Bavaria. 

March 20th, 1848. King Louis abdicated and his 
successor granted many of the demands of the Liberals 
and admitted some Liberals to the ministry. 

E. Nassau. 

The rising in Nassau was largely the work of the 
peasants, who secured the repeal of game and forest laws 
and for a time secured the control of local government. 

P. Hanover. 

March, 1848. The King of Hanover granted the 
Baden scheme of reform and appointed a Liberal 
Ministry. 

III. Prussia. 

In 1841 Frederick William lY relaxed the censorship 
of the press and gave teaching appointments at Berlin 

^ Cfambridgt Modem MUtorjf. 
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and Bonn to the brothers Grimm and Dahlmann, who 

had been penalised for their support of the Liberal 

cause. 

A. Parliamentary Representation. 

1840. The Rhine Province, strongly influenced 
by the parliamentary government of Belgium, and 
Prussia petitioned Frederick William IV to assure to 
his people an assembly ‘‘ of the representatives of the 

country.” The King promised to extend the work of 

the Provincial Estates. Prince William of Prussia^ 
strongly opposed the exienHou of constitutional rights. 

The idea of Prussian nationality was strengthened by 
the fear of French aggression which would endanger the 
Rhine Province. Becker’s song Den freien deutschen 
Rhein and Schneckenburger’s Die Wacht am Rhein were 

written about this time. 

B. The United Diet, 1847. 

The development of railways, particularly in East 

Prussia, necessitated a State loan for which an assembly 

of elected representatives was essential. In spite of the 
warnings of Nicholas I and Metternich and the protests 
of Prince William the King summoned the United Diet. 

April 11th, 1847. Meeting of the United Diet at 
Berlin. 

(1) Constitution and Powers. 

It was a union of the Estates of Prussia and con¬ 

sisted of two chambers, one of nobles and one of burghers 
and peasants. The King limited its functions to the 

voting of new taxation and the presentation of petitions ; 
he reserved the right of calling future meetings at his 
pleasure. A small standing committee was appointed 

to investigate annually the finances of the State and, if 

necessary, to vote State loans for military purposes. 

* Afterwards William 1. 
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Committees from the separate Provincial Diets were 
to meet every four years to draft laws. 

(2) The King’s position. 

The King’s action was an attempt to evade the 
fulfilment of the promise of constitutional govern¬ 
ment made by Frederick William III in 1815, by 
extending the mediaeval system of Estates. In his 
opening speech he pronounced against a written 
constitution : “ Never will I allow a written docu¬ 
ment to come between God in Heaven and this land, 
to govern us with its formalities and take the place 
of ancient loyalty,” and asserted that the King 
of Prussia, in accordance with the law of God 
and of the land, governs in obedience to his own 
decisions freely made, and not at the prompting of 
majorities.” 

}3) Disappointment of the Liberals. 

The Liberals, who had hoped to secure some 
measure of parliamentary representation, regarded 
the King’s attitude as a declaration of absolutism; 
the King refused to grant the petition of the Diet for 
lib(‘rty of the press. The representatives of the 
Rhine Province and East Prussia led the opposition 
and demanded regular sessions; the proposal to 
delegate the functions of Parliament to Committees 
was strongly resented; the bills to establish land 
banks and to finance railway development were 
thrown out but the Committees were elected. 

(4) The Dissolution of the Diet. 

June 26th, 1847. The King dissolved the Diet. 
The Diet showed the gulf between the King and 

the Liberals, who combined with their loyalty to the 
Crown a determination to secure constitutional 
government. The dissolution aggravated popular dia* 
content. 
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C. The Revolution in Berlin, 1848. 

(1) The Royal Proclamation of March 18th, 1848. 

Discontent in Berlin was increased by the news 
of the February Revolution in Paris and by the Vienna 
Rising on March 13th. The presence of a number of 
Poles and other aliens aggravated the danger of revolt. 

March 18th, 1848. Frederick William IV, alarmed 
by the danger of revolution, promised that the United 

Diet should meet periodically and removed restrictions 
on the press. By admitting the need of “ a constitu¬ 
tional organisation of all the German States ” he 
receded from his former position of opposition to 
constitutional development. 

(2) The “ March Days.” 

March 18th, 1848. A skirmish before the Royal 
Palace between the crowd and the soldiers was 
followed by the erection of barricades and a general 

insurrection. Two hundred and sixteen rioters and 
eighteen troops were killed. 

March 19th, 1848. In his proclamation “ An 
meine lieben Berliner ” the King promised to with¬ 
draw his troops if the people left their barricades. 
On the demand of the mob he withdrew the troops 

who guarded the Palace and allowed the rioters to 
take arms from the Arsenal. The King saluted the 
bodies of the dead rioters as they were carried past 
the Palace. During the night the troops evacuated 

the barracks in Berlin. The civic guard became 
masters of the city and government. 

March 21st, 1848. The King, wearing the red, 

black and gold of the Holy Roman Empire, headed 

a Liberal procession through the streets. 
He issued a proclamation To my people and the 

German nation,” and declared himself in favour of a 
true constitutional system, including a single National 

Assembly elected by universal suffrage, with respon- 
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sible ministers, and equality in civil and political 
rights.” He believed that Germany would support 
him and said that “ Prussia is merged in Germany.” 

March 22nd, 1848. The King saluted the funerals 
of rioters although he took no part in the funerals of 
soldiers who had fought for him. 

Prince William, nicknamed “ The Cartridge Prince,” 
because he had urged the soldiers to “ shoot the dogs 
down,” fled from Berlin. 

(3) Results. 

The King had surrendered to the revolution and 
assumed the part of a constitutional king at the head 
of a national movement. But his action had humili¬ 

ated the HohenzoUerns; roused the suspicion of 
Austria, which protested against the possible estab¬ 
lishment of Prussian supremacy in Germany, and of 

the Southern States ; failed to conciliate the Liberals, 

who considered the advisability of deposing him in 
favour of his grandson Frederick; enraged the aristo¬ 

cratic landholding Junkers. 

D. The Prussian Constituent Assembly. May to November, 

1848. 

A second United Prussian Diet which met on April 
2nd, 1848, summoned a Constituent Prussian Assembly 

to frame a new constitution. 
May 22nd, 1848. Meeting of the Constituent Assembly 

of 402 members chosen by indirect election and con¬ 

sisting largely of lawyers, professors, clergymen and 
about a hundred workmen and peasants. The Assembly 
had to face the hostility of the King, the army and the 

bureaucracy. It could rely upon the protection of the 

civic guard of Berlin. 

(1) Parties. 

Three distinct parties appeared in the National 

Assembly. 
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а. The Left. 

The Left, composed mainly of representa¬ 
tives from the Rhine Province and the large 
towns, was radical and democratic and wished 
to maintain the sovereignty of the people. It 
favoured the establishment of a German 

fed(^ral government superior to the govern¬ 

ments of individual states. 

б. The Right. 

The Right consisted of Junkers drawn from 

the great landowners and was conservative and 

particularist. It wished to maintain class 
privileges and to keep Prussia independent; 

it held meetings in Berlin called the Junker- 
parlament “ for the protection of property.” 
Otto von Bismarck, “ who represented the 

severest spirit of royalism and aristocracy,” 
was already a prominent Junker; the Kreu7 

Zeitung was the organ of the party. 

c. The Centre. 

The Centre party was Hberal, royalist and 

national. It favoured a federal union of 

which Prussia should be an independent 
member. It advocated the establishment of 
a constitution modelled on that of Belgium, 

with two chambers to which the ministry was 
to be responsible; but the sufErage, which in 
Belgium depended on a property qualification, 

was to be universal and elections were to be 
indirect. 

(2) The Dissolution of the Constituent Assembly. 

The King could rely on the army; he tended more 

and more to lean towards the Junkers and resisted 

the attempts of the Assembly to support the Liberal 

cause. The Assembly therefore relied more and more 
upon the Left. 
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September 7th, 1848. The King refused the 
demand of the Assembly that army officers who 
refused to abstain from reactionary measures should 
lose their commissions. 

The King now dismissed Ids Liberal ndnisters and 
made General Wrangel, a reactionary, Governor of 
Brandenburg. 

The King refused to sanction the vote of the 
Assembly which deleted the words “ By the grace of 
God ” from the royal title. 

Encouraged by the capture of Vienna by the 
Emp^’ror’s forces on October 31st, 1848, Frederick 
\Villiam IV made his uncle, (.bunt Brandenburg, 
President of his ndnistry and resolved to use his army 
against the Assembly. 

November 9th, 1848. The Assembly was trans- 
brred to Brandenburg and the next day Wrangcl’s 
army occupied Berlin. 

December 5th, 1848. The Assembly, which had 
vainly tried to check the King by refusing to grant 
taxes, was dissolved. 

IV. The Ctonstitution of 1850. 

December 6th, 1848. The King published a new 
constitution which was accepted by the Landtag in 

1850. 

A. The Assembly. 

It established an Assembly ^ consisting of two 
chambers, the Chamber of Deputies,® elected by 
universal suffrage, and a House of Lords,® the members 
of which were to be hereditary or nominated by the 
Crown. The Crown possessed Executive power and 
shared Legislative power with the Assembly. 

* Terry, A Snort History of Europe^ page 260. 
* Haas der Abgeordneten, * Herrenhatu^ 

IV—X 
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B. The Suffrage. 

A new election law issued by the King limited universal 
suffrage. 

(1) The Three Class System. 

It instituted the “ three class system/* which 
divided voters into three classes according to the 
taxation they paid and gave a larger proportion of 

votes to the richer classes. 

(2) Open Voting. 

The ballot was abolished, voting was viva voee and 
every man’s vote was recorded. 

V. General. 

Thus the King had re-established the power of the 
monarchy based on the strong support of the army and 
bureaucracy which had survived the shock of the 

Revolution. The constitution of 1850 was affected by 
new election laws, by the tendency of the House of 
Lords to check the action of the House of Deputies; 
the freedom of the press and the right of public meeting 

were limited; the nobles regained some of their old 
privileges, e.g. police jurisdiction in their estates; the 

Provincial Estates were restored. 
But the King was compelled to respect constitutional 

forms and he himself had “ introduced once for all into 
Prussia all the revolutionary institutions condemned by 
his own ideal—a written constitution, popular repre¬ 
sentation, and even universal suffrage.” ^ 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE GERMAN 
NATION, 1848 

I. The Staatenbund. 

The conversion of the loose German Staatenbundy or 
Confederation of States, established in 1815, into a 

Bundesstaat, or Federal State, formed an essential part 
of the Liberal Programme. 

The Diet, the only institution of the Staatenbund, was 

merely a meeting of diplomatists; since 1840 it had 

been little more than a means of checking Liberal aims. 
There was no German army, no German law, no Gferman 

church. National development was impossible, for the 

consent of every member of the StacUenbund was neces¬ 
sary for any change; an attempt made by Frederick 

William IV, in 1840, to strengthen the military organisa¬ 

tion of the Staatenbund to resist possible French aggres¬ 

sion was rejected owing to the fear of the other States 
that such military reorganisation would strengthen the 

influence of Prussia. 

II. Growth of National Feeling. 
A. General. 

National feeling had grown and the educated doss 
felt that “they wished to rise above the bondage of 

absolutism and police government,” against which the 
Liberals fought in individual States, “ into the higher 
and freer realms of German national hfe.” 

B. The Rhine. 

This feeling was strengthened by the fear that France 

was determined to tear up the Treaties of 1815 and to 

regain the Rhine boundary; Die Wackt am Rhein was 
a German song and not simply Prussiae. 

C. Prussia. 

March 21st, 1848. Frederick William IV accepted 
the principle of a single national assembly for Germany* 
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D. Baden. 

March, 1848. The concession of the “ Baden Resolu¬ 
tions ” by the Grand Duke gave an impetus to the 
movement. 

E. Schleswig-Holstein—Lauenburg. 

The Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein belonged to 
the King of Denmark as Duke. The population of 
Holstein and Lauenburg, which became a member of 
the German Confederation in 1815, and of Southern 
Schleswig was German, that of Northern Schleswig 
Danish. 

The Salic law of succession through males was in 
force in the Duchies but not in Denmark. 

1846. Christian VIII, in view of the impending 
failure of male heirs, was anxious to maintain the union 
of the Du cl lies with Denmark, asserted the right of his 

sister Charlotte to succeed to Schleswig and Lauenburg 
and avowed his detc»rmination to keep Holstein a part 
of the Danish Monarchy. The Holsteiners asserted that 
tlieir Ducliy was independent and hereditary in the male 
line only. On the ground of common nationality they 
appealed to the German Diet, which took no action. 

January, 1848. Death of Christian VIII. His son 
and successor, Frederick VII, had no male children. 

March 24th, 1848. Schleswig and Holstein, en¬ 
couraged by the success of the French Revolution, 
formed a Provisional Government under the Duke of 
Augusienburg, and Frederick VII sent an army against 
them. 

April 12th, 1848. The German Diet recognised the 
Provisional Government and, with its approval, 
Frederick William IV sent a Prussian army to help 

the Duchies, 

The Schleswig-Holstein question greatly stimulated 
national feeling in Germany. 
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F. Foreign Influences. 

The influence of the unsuccessful Polish rising of 
1846, of the failure of the Swiss Sonderhund ^ in 1847, 
and still more the February Revolution* in Paris, 

strengthened the demand for Federal Government in 
Germany. The last prompted Liberals to hold meetings 
in which they demanded liberty of the press, a parlia¬ 

mentary system and a German national parliament. 

References. (See page 322.) 

THE FRANKFORT NATIONAL 

PARLIAMENT 

I. The Vorparlament. 

A. The Heidelberg Meeting. 

March 5th, 1848. A meeting of Liberals at Heidelberg 
appointed a committee of seven which summoned a 
preparatory parliament (Vorparlament) of men who had 
served as deputies in any State to take measures for 

calling a National Parliament. The disturbances in 
Vienna* and Berlin* prevented Austria and Prussia 
from active opposition. 

B. Dahlmann’s Constitution. 

The Diet of the Confederation, which was still sitting, 

accepted a constitution drawn up by Dahlmann, a 

Prussian delegate, which provided for the establishment 
of a Hereditary Empire and a Parliament of two 
chambers, and left a considerable measure of inde¬ 

pendence to individual States while giving the Empire 

^ Page 512. 
* Page 343. 

* Page 220. 
* Pago 318. 
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control of the army, diplomacy and customs. East and 
West Prussia, but only the Cisleithan territories of 
Austria, were to be included. 

The scheme failed, largely owing to the opposition of 

Frederick William IV. 

C. The Vorparlament. 

March 31st to April 3rd, 1848. The VorparJament, 
nicknamed the “ Wild Parliament,” met at Frankfort. 

Of its 576 members Prussia supplied 141, Baden and 
Hesse-Darmstadt were wei represented; Austria sent 
only two members. 

The Vorparlament rejected a proposal of the Re¬ 
publicans that a Federal Constitution similar to that of 
the United States should be established, but left to the 
proposed National Parliament the task of settling the 

constitution. It convoked a National Parliament con¬ 
sisting of a single chamber; one deputy was to be 
elected by universal suffrage from every 50,000 in¬ 

habitants in all German States within or without the 
Confederation. 

II. Meeting of the National Parliament.^ 

The elections were delayed by a Republican rising 

near Lake Constance, in April 1848, which was crushed 
by the troops of the Diet, and by the refusal of Bohemia 
to elect delegates to a German Parliament. 

May 18th, 1848. The National Parliament met in 
St. Paul’s Church, Frankfort. It was accepted by the 
Diet in the name of the Princes. 

About 400 members out of a possible 605 attended 
the first meeting and later the attendance reached a 
maximum of about 550. Merchants, manufacturers and 

landowners were poorly represented, but a large number 

of Univezsity Professors and lawyers and a large number 

^ 2^ationfiUver9omnUimg^ 
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of officials attended. The work of the National Parlia¬ 
ment suffered seriously from the lack of political ex¬ 

perience of most of its members. 
Heinrich von Gagern, minister of Hesse-Darmstadi; 

was elected President. 

Ill. Parties in the National Parliament. 

Right, Left and Centre parties were gradually formed 

and these included eleven groups each named after the 
hotels they frequented. 

A. The Right. 

The Right, the champions of the independence of the 

governments of individual States, was divided into three 
groups. 

(1) The Milan, 

The Milan were Protestant Conservatives from 

North Germany who claimed that each State should 
have a voice in the settlement of the constitution, and 

refused to acknowledge the executive authority of the 
National Parliament. 

(2) The Stone House, 
The Stom House were South German Catholics. 

(3) The Austrians. 

3. The Centre. 

The Centre were the moderate party to whom the 

Grundrcchte were largely due. They favoured a Federal 

Empire. 

(1) The Right Centre. 

The Right Centre numbered about 120 members, 

mostly North Germans. 

a. The Lansberg supported State independence but 

thought that the Federal Government should 
control German military forces. 
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&. The Gasim recognised the authority of individual 

States but emphasised the need of national 
unity. 

(2) The Left Centre. 

The Left Centre, consisting chiefly ol South 
Germans, included the Wurternberger Hof and the 
Augshurger Hof 

C. The Left. 

The Left included about 200 Republican members. 

(1) Wcste7idall and Nurnherger Hof 

These were the moderate section of the Left. They 
supported the sovereignty of the people as represented 

by a national parliament elected by universal suffrage. 

(2) Teutsche Hof and Donnersberg. 

These were Radicals who preached the doctrine of 
Liberty, Fraternity and Equality. 

IV. Problems. 

The problems which the National Parliament had to 

settle were : (1) the form of the Federal Government; 

(2) the territory to be included in the Federal State; 
(3) the Central Power. 

A. The Form of the Federal Government. 

(1) Provisional Government. The Regent of the Empire. 

The National Parliament decided that, pending the 
settlement of the constitution, a Provisional Executive 

Government should be established to replace the Diet. 

The suggestion that the Provisional Government 
should be a tripartite Directory formed of represen¬ 

tatives of Austria, Prussia and the Smaller States 
was considered but rejected. 

Jime 28th; 1848^ ^gern carried a resolution that 
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the Executive should be a Reicksverweser, or Regent 
of the Empire, elected by the National Parliament. 
This resolution ‘‘ vindicated the sovereignty of the 
nation as directly represented ’’ by the Parliament, 
and ignored the authority of individual States. 

June 29th, 1848. After Frederick William IV had 
been proposed without finding a seconder, the Arch¬ 
duke John of Austria was elected by 436 votes out of 

548, in spite of the objection of the Radicals to the 
election of a Hapsburg prince, and of the Conserva¬ 
tives to the ignoring of the individual States. 

July 11th, 1848. Arrival at Frankfort of the Arch¬ 

duke John, who had been acknowledged as Regent 
of the Empire by the Princes of Germany and by the 

Diet of the Confederation w^hich transferred its powers 
to him. He appointed a Ministry of the Empire and 

Imperial ambassadors to the Great Powers. 

(2) The Constitution. 

As a beginning the National Parliament discussed 
at great length the Grundrechte or fundamental rights 
of German citizens. The Liberals “ secured tlie 
adoption of the principles of the Belgian constitution 
. . . equality before the law, judicial independence, 

communal autonomy, popular representation in each 
State, freedom of the press, of association, of religion, 
and of education.” ^ 

December 27th, 1848. The Regent of the Empire 
proclaimed the Grundrechte as law. 

March 28th, 1849. The Grundrechte were incor¬ 

porated in the Constitution of the Empire. 

B. The Territory of the Empire. 

The problem of the form of the Federal Government 
was settled largely by the union of the central party. 

But the central party broke up on the question of the 

Territory of the Empire, which proved insoluble. 

^ SeignoboB. 
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October 27th, 18tt. The National Parliament had 
decided that non-German lands should not become 
members of the German Federal State. Both Prussia 
and Austria wished that all their territories should be 
incorporated, but both included non-German lands, in 
the former case Posen, in the latter Magyar, Slav and 
Italian territory. 

The problem led to a new grouping of parties. 

(1) The Big Germans. 

The Big Germans, chiefly Austrians supported by 
the Catholics of South Germany who distrusted 
Prussia, advocated the inclusion of the whole of the 
Austrian Empire, This would have made Austria 
supreme in the Federal State owing to her old position 

as head of the Holy Roman Empire, her imperial title 
and the vast extent of her territories. It would have 

involved the weakening of Federal unity by the 

inclusion of so many non-German races. 

(2) The Little Germans. 

The Little Germans wished to exclude Austria 
altogether. This would have renounced (Jerman 

unity, which necessitated the inclusion of the German 
provinces of Austria. It would have ensured the 
supremacy of Prussia in a limited Federal State. 

Other suggestions were to split up Austria and in¬ 
clude in the Federal State only the German territories 
of Austria; to form two federations, the smaller to 

include, the latter to exclude Austria. 

December 13th, 1848. But Austria, now greatly 
strengthened by the suppression of the revolt in 

Vienna and her victory at Custozza,^ demanded the 
inclusion of aU her territories in the Federal State and 

the dissolution of the National Parliament. 

January 13th, VMB. The National Parliament 

authorised the Imperial Ministry to enter into diplo- 

^ Page 411. 
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matic relations with Austria as a foreign state. The 
Little Germans, supported by the Centre, had proved 
victorious over the Big Germans, supported by the 
Republicans, who wished to prevent the establishment 
of a German Monarchy. 

C. The Central Power. 

Owing to the long time devoted to academic dis¬ 
cussions of the Grundrechte, the National Parliament did 
not begin its discussion of the Federal Constitution until 

October 19th, 1848. The problem of the Central Power 
was largely the problem whether Austria or Prussia was 
to be the head of the Federal State. 

(1) The Legislature. 

The Legislature was to consist of two chambeis, 
the Staatenhaus composed of delegates of the States, 

and the Volkshaus elected by universal sufirage and 
ballot. 

(2) The Executive. 

The Executive was to control foreign policy and 
the army, and to decide peace or war. 

Keen discussions took place as to the form of the 

Executive. The Extreme Left supported an Elective 
Presidency open to all Germans. The Extreme Right 

favoured the maintenance of the German Confedera¬ 
tion. Some supported a Directory of Princes under 

the alternate presidency of Austria an^ Prussia. 

Austria demanded that a Directory of seven princes 
should be established. 

The National Parliament finally decided that “ the 
dignity of the supreme chief of the Empire should be 
entrusted to one of the reigning German princes.” 

March 4th, 1848. The further demand of Austria 
that the whole of her Empire shoidd become members 

of the Federal State and should have thirty-eight out 

of seventy votes, caused strong resentment* 
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March 28th, 1849. The National Parliament 

declared the “ Empire of the Germans ” hereditary 
and elected Frederick William IV to the ofl&co. 

(3) Limitations on the Constitution. 

The Great Germans now made an alliance with the 
Left in the hope of weakening the constitution, and 

succeeded in making the veto of the Emperor sus- 
pc jLEive and not absolute. 

V. The Failure o! the National Parliament 

A. Lack of Power. 

The National Parliament lacked the power to enforce 
its decrees. “ The great obstacle to its success was that 
it had nothing but moral force to rely upon; that it 

trusted to the enthusiasm of the people to triumph over 
the jealous interests of the princes and the deeply rooted 
tendencies to disunion.” ^ 

The fate of Germany depended not upon the National 

Parliament but upon the military power of Prussia and 
Austria. 

The Parliament’s decrees ignored. 

April 21st, 1848. Austria refused to give an un¬ 

conditional promise to accept the decrees of the National 
Parliament. 

July, 1848. The larger States disregarded the decree 
that all German troops should swear fidelity to the 
Imperial Vicar. 

April, 1849. Twenty-eight States accepted the con¬ 
stitution but the kings of Bavaria, Wtirtemberg, Saxony 
and Hanover repudiated the election of the King of 

Prussia. Austria asserted that the Emperor of Austria 

could accept no subordinate position and withdrew her 

representatives from the National Parliament, 

* Lodge, 
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B. The Truce of Malmoe. 

In her war with Denmark ^ Prussia had been hampered 

by the ill-will of Great Britain, France and Russia, who 
objected to the addition of Danish territory to Germany ; 
Austria was too busily engaged in Italy to send help; 
Wrangel had met with some kucccss but was threatened 
by Swedish troops which had landed in Jutland. 

August 26th, 1848. Denmark refused to treat with 
the National Parliament but concluded the Truce of 
Malmoe with Prussia, which received no authority from 
the National Parliament, by which a Conjoint Com¬ 

mittee nominated partly by Prussia and partly by 
Denmark superseded the Provisional Government in 

Schleswig-Holstein. 
September 5th, 1848. Owing to resentment at the 

independent action of Prussia the National Assembly 

refused to ratify the Truce. 
September 16th, 1848. The National Assembly 

reversed its previous vote and ratified the Truce. 
Indignation at the weakness of the National Parlia¬ 

ment, which was regarded as treachery to Germany, led 
the democrats to stir up riots in Frankfort in which two 
Prussian deputies, Lichnowsky and Aucrswald, were 

murdered. 
September 18th, 1848. The rising was crushed by 

Prussian and Austrian soldiers. 
The National Assembly had capitulated to Prussia; 

fear of further risings strengthened the reactionary 

party. 

C. Frederick William IV refused the Imperial Crown. 

April 3td, 1849. Frederick William refused the 

Imperial Crown because— 

(1) He hated the democrats to whom the oiler was largely 

due, he refused to “ pick up a crown out of the mud,” 

and said “ to Democrats the only answer is bullets^* 

^ Page a2i, 
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(2) He honestly thought that the Empire ought to De 

restored to Austria. 

(8) He would accept the crown only if offered by the 
princes, and the opposition of the four Kings and 
Austria made this impossible. 

(4) His acceptance of the crown would have committed 
Prussia to an alliance with the Democrats against 
both the Kings and the Republicans; it might 
have involved a war with Austria supported by the 
Catholic States of South Germany. 

(6) Many Prussians felt that if Frederick William accepted 

the Imperial Crown, Prussia would find it more 
difficult to develop her own constitution. 

(6) Frederick William feared that the Czar would resent 
his acceptance of the crown. 

“ The imperial crown was the Keystone of the arch 
of the German Constitution.” The refusal of the King 
to accept the crown ; his rejection on April 21st, 1849, 

of the Federal Constitution, which had been reaffirmed 

by the National Parliament on April 11th; and the with¬ 
drawal of the Prussian delegates on May 14th completely 

paralysed the National Parliament. 
May, 1849. Revolutionary risings, provoked by the 

refusal of Prussia to accept the constitution, broke out 

in Baden, where a Provisional Government was set up, 

and Saxony. Prussian troops suppressed these and prac¬ 
tically exterminated the Republican party in Southern 

Germany. 

VI. The End of the National Parliament. 

A. The Rump. 

The withdrawal of representatives from most of the 

States left the National Parliament a mere Bump of 106 
Republican members from South Germany. 

May 25th; ]849> The Bump migrated to Stuttgart, 
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June 18th, 1849. The Rump was forcibly dissolved 
by the Wiirtemberg Government. 

September 30th, 1849. By the Compact of the 
Interim Austria and Prussia undertook the functions 
which still remained to the Central Power; the Arch¬ 

duke John resigned to them his authority as Vicar of 
the Empire. 

B. General. 

The National Parliament had failed to realise the 
destiny of Germany by establishing a Federal State, 
largely owing to the rivalry between Austria and 

Prussia. Lack of practical statesmanship prevented its 
supporters from realising their ideals. The conditions 

of the time were unfavourable and Bismarck rightly said 
that the union of Germany could not be effected “ with 
speeches and celebrations and songs, but only with 

blood and iron.*’ 

But the National Parliament had given an impetus 
to German unity and part of its scheme was carried into 

effect in 1871. 
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AUSTRIA AND PRUSSIA, 1849-1851 

Frederick William IV now undertook the task of 

forming “ a closer ‘ Union * between Prussia and the 
purely German States, and a perpetual offensive and 
defensive alliance between this Union and the Austrian 

Monarchy.” ^ Schwarzenberg strongly opposed the 
idea and wished to revive the old Federal Diet, but 

Prussia had gained prestige by suppressing the revolts 
in Baden and Saxony, and Austria was at war with 

Hungary and Sardinia. 

^ Cambridge Modem History, Vol, XI, page 220. 
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I. The Berlin Programme, May, 1849. 

May 17th, 1849. At a Conference held by his invita¬ 
tion at Berlin Frederick William explained hjs new 
scheme to the representatives of Austria, Saxony, 

Bavaria and Hanover. 

The Programme. 

(1) That Prussia should be President of a College of 
Princes with control of the foreign and military 
policy of the Union and the power of vetoing the 
decrees of the Federal Parliament. 

0) That a Federal Parliament should be formed consisting 
of two chambers. 

The Austrian ambassador withdrew on finding that 
Austria was to be excluded from the Union; the 
Bavarian ambassador objected to the proposed suprem¬ 

acy of Prussia. 

B. The Three Kings’ League.^ 

May 26th, 1849. The Kings of Saxony and Hanover, 
who feared to oppose Prussia, accepted the new constitu¬ 
tion and made with Prussia the Three Kings’ League 

to put it into effect. The Kings of Wiirtemberg and 
Bavaria refused to join, but seventeen of the Smaller 

States accepted the proposals. 

C. The Gotha N<whparlament. 

June 28th, 1849. One hundred and fifty of the 
members of the late Frankfort Parliament, including 
Gagern and Dahlmann, expressed their approval of 
Frederick William’s plan. 

Frederick William ought now to have arranged for 
the early election of the Federal Parliament but, 
chivalrously refusing to take advantage of Austria’s 
difficulties, Ls delayed the elections until January 31st, 

1861. 
1 Dreikdnigsbiindnisa 
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D. Growing Opposition. 

(1) Secession of Hanover and Saxony. 

The Kings of Hanover and Saxony withdrew from 
Three Kings’ League and the Union now consisted 
only of Prussia and the Smaller States. 

(2) Opposition in Prussia. 

The Junkersy led by Bismarck, continued their 
opposition to a policy which they thought would 
subordinate the interests of Prussia to those of the 
German States, while some of the Liberals still 
favoured the Frankfort Constitution, a resolution in 
favour of which was passed by the Lower Chamber 
of the Prussian Diet on April 21st, 1849. 

(3) The Four Kings’ League.^ 

Austria had now ended her Italian and Hungarian 
wars. Hanover, Bavaria, Saxony and Wiirtemberg 
had formed the Four Kings’ League against Prussia 
in December, 1849. 

February, 1850. Austria prompted the Four Kings’ 
League to propose a new German Constitution in 
the form of a Directorate of Seven States—^Austria, 
Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, Wiirtemberg and 
the two Hesses—^with a Parliament nominated by the 
Chambers of the Associated States. The supremacy 
of Austria in the Directory was impUed. 

E. Suspension of the Union of Northern States. 

The Erfurt Parliament. 

March 20th, 1850. A Prussian Parliament at Erfurt 
approved of the Berlin Programme. 

1 Vierk^mgsbiindniss. 

IV—y 
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But Frederick William feared to risk a war with 
Austria which would probably be supported by the 
Czar, who strongly disapproved of what he regarded as 
the revolutionary schemes of the Prussian King; 
opposition in Prussia weakened his resolution; the 
Compact of the Interim, made between Austria and 
Prussia on September 30th, 1849, had expired ; the 
union of the Northern States with Prussia had been 
weakened and Prussia could not afford to strengthen 
it by putting her army on a war footing. 

May 18th, 1850. At a meeting of Princes at Berlin 
Frederick William practically suspended the Union 

although it was nominally placed under the direction 

of a College of Princes. 

II. Reconstitution of the Diet. 

The joint Commission of Prussia and Austria estab¬ 
lished by the Interim expired on May 1st, 1850. 

May 16th, 1850. Schwarzenberg, without consulting 

Prussia as the terms of the Interim required, held a 
meeting at Frankfort at which representatives of 
Austria, Hanover, Bavaria, Wtirtemberg, Saxony, 

Luxemburg and Denmark constituted themselves as a 
Plenum of the old Diet and said they would admit other 
states only on the terms of the Act of 1815. 

September 2nd, 1850. Formal reconstitution of the 
old Diet in spite of Prussia’s protest. 

Germany was now split into two distinct parties. 

II The Punctation of 01miitz» 1850. 

A. Schleswig-Holstein. 

April 3rd, 1849. War was renewed between Denmark 

and Prussia, who supported Augustenburg. But 
Nicholas I, to whom “the Holsteiners were franMy 

rebels and the Duke of Augustenburg a Jacobin,” 

threatened to intervene on behalf of the King of 
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Denmark. Frederick William, rejecting an offer of help 

from Napoleon III, accepted the advice of Austria to 
come to an agreement with Russia and withdrew his 
troops. 

July 2nd, 1850. Peace was made which left the King 
of Denmark free to establish his authority in Holstein. 

B. Hesse-Cassel. 

The Elector of Hesse-Cassel had joined the Union in 
the hope that it would help him against his Diet. 

September 2nd, 1850. The refusal of his Diet to 
vote taxes led to the “ revolution in a dressing gown 
and the flight of the Elector, who appealed to the newly 
restored Diet of the Confederation at Frankfort of 
which Frederick William IV was not a member. 

October 11th, 1850. Austria, Bavaria and Wiirtem- 
berg, assured of the support of the Czar, took up arms 

against the rebels and their action aroused strong 
resentment in Prussia. The Prussian army was mobil> 
ised, Prussian forces occupied Fulda and Cassel, and on 

November 8th, 1850, a small skirmish took place between 
Bavarians and Prussians near Fulda. 

C. The Convention ^ of Olmiitz, November, 1850. 

Negotiations between Manteuffel and Schwarzenberg 

led to the Convention of Olmiitz, November 29th, 1850. 

(1) Hesse-Cassel. 

Prussia evacuated Hesse, except Cassel, but re¬ 
tained control of the military roads connecting East 

and West Prussia; recognis^ the right of the Diet 

of the Confederation to protect the Elector of Hesse; 
agreed to demobilise her troops. 

(2) Schleswig-Holstein. 

Prussia promised to join with Austria in compeDmg 
the Holsteiners to evacuate Schleswig. 

^ Or Pono^tioDt 
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[May 8th, 1852. By the Treaty of London Great 
Britain, Russia, Austria, France, Prussia and Sweden 
guaranteed the integrity of the Danish Monarchy and 
recognised Christian of Glticksburg as King.] 

(3) The Union of the North. 

The Union of the North, which had been called “ a 

gigantic fiasco,” was broken up. 

(4) General. 

The Convention of Olmiitz, due to the weakness of 

the Prussian army and to the indecision of Frederick 
William IV, humiliated Prussia, which was compelled 
to recede from her position in regard to Holstein, 

Hesse and the Union. But Schwarzenberg, who said 
that “ Prussia must be degraded, then demolished,” 
failed to use his opportunity to crush Austria’s only 

rival in Germany. Prussia and Austria jointly were 
to issue invitations for a Conference at Dresden 

which was to settle the future Constitution of Ger¬ 

many. 

IV. The Conference of Dresden, 1850. 

December 23rd, 1860. Meeting of the Conference at 
Dresden. 

A. Schwarzenberg’s Proposal. 

Schwarzenberg proposed that the whole of the Austrian 
Empire should be ad^tted into the German Confedera¬ 
tion, the executive couned of which should consist of 
Austria, Prussia, Hanover, Wiirtemberg, Saxony and 
Bavaria. This arrangement would have ensured the 

supremacy of Austria and made Prussia a second-rate 
power. 

B. Manteufiers Plan. 

The proposed increase in the power of Austria was 

yiewe^ ynth ^lam bjr Q^e^t Britw wd Bt»B4a ^ 
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well as Prussia. Manteufiel, while agreeing to the 
admission of the whole of the Austrian Empire, insisted 
that Prussia should share the Presidency on equal terms. 

C. The Restoration of the Old Constitution. 

May 15th, 1851. End of the Conference which, failing 

to reconcile the proposals of Schwarzenberg and Man¬ 

teufiel, re-established the Old Federal Diet of 1815. 

V. General. 
A. Result of the struggle. 

“ The agony and stress of two years of revolution had 
produced in Germany no more than the restoration of 

the status quo.*' ^ 

B. Reaction. 

(1) The Diet. 

The Diet repealed the Grundrechte of 1848. 

(2) Austria. 

December 31st, 1851. Austria now entered on a 
policy of ruthless imperialism and the Emperor 
Francis Joseph revoked the Austrian Constitution. 

(3) The Lesser States of Germany. 

The Lesser States (except Baden, Coburg and 

Bavaria), acting on the instructions of the Diet, 
repealed the liberal measures they had recently 

passed, suppressed trial by jury and freedom of the 

press, and instituted a system of police persecution 

founded on espionage. 

C. Prussia. 

The rivalry between Prussia and Austria for the head¬ 
ship of Germany had been emphasised and the “ Humili¬ 

ation ” of OlmUtz and the restoration of the old Con* 

» AUson Phillips, 
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federation of 1815 seemed a triumph for Austria. But 
Frederick William IV refused to revoke the new Prussian 

Constitution. 
“ Prussia, not without reluctance and not without 

ignominy, had been brought to the conclusion that she 

must wait.” ^ 

References: 
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Heinemann, pp. 389-398. 
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XIII. 
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THE REVOLUTION IN VIENNA 

The Revolution in Austria was democratic, constitutional and 
national. 

I. The Austrian Empire. 

Although Austria had been little affected by the 
French Revolution of the eighteenth century a demand 
had arisen for constitutional reform; the peasants 

called for the abolition of the old feudal services; 

workmen generally suffered great privations. 
The Magyars demanded a national government in 

Hungary, the Czechs in Bohemia ; the Slavs of Croatia, 
Slavonia and Dalmatia wished to free themselves from 

Magyar domination and to establish a Slav State ; the 
Roumanians of Transylvania wished to secure independ¬ 
ence of Hungary; all objected to the union of Austria 
and Germany into one State, j .us in Austria the 
national movement tended to disunion, not to unity as in 

Germany. But in the German provinces of Austria the 
revolution was not national but purely constitutiQnali 

^ Oambridye Modern History, VoL XI, page 238, 
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and there was a tendency to support the inclusion of 
Austria in the German Federal State. 

There was a general desire to maintain the personal 
rule of the Hapsburgs as the link that bound into a loose 
union a number of independent kingdoms. 

The government of Austria was weak. The Emperor 

Ferdinand I was feeble in body and mind, and although 
the absolutist machine still existed, it did not work well 
for want of a head. Metternich, the Chancellor, who 
called the Austrian system “ a mouldering edifice,'* was 
old and indolent; the State Conference, the supreme 
authority in the system of government, had practically 

erased to function and was abolished in April, 1848; 
the Empire was practically bankrupt. 

The rising which broke out in January, 1848, against 
Austrian domination in Italy prevented the Government 
from devoting its whole attention to the suppression of 
revolution at home. 

The February Revolution in Paris acted as a strong 

stimulus to that in Austria. 

IT. The Rising of March 13th, 1848. 

Pc titions for constitutional reform had been presented 

by different classes: — the Industrial Society, the 
Juriclico-Political Reading Club and students. The 

publication of Kossuth’s speech demanding reform foi 

Hungary roused the Viennese. 

March 13th, 1848. A mob, consisting largely ;f 
students, broke into the Landhaus, where the Estates of 

Lower Austria were sitting, and induced them to go to 
the Imperial Palace, where they petitioned the Emptror 

for reform. Riots broke out, barricades were erected. 
March 14th, 1848. Flight of Metternich from Vi‘ nna 

in a laundry cart. 
March 16th, 1848. An Imperial proclamation pro¬ 

mised that a joint meeting of Provincial Estates < ould 
be called for July 3rd to frame a constitution, akolish 

the press laws, and establish a Municipal Guard, 
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III. The Risings of May» 1848. 

A. The Constitution. 

April 25th, 1848. A new constitution was issued by 

the Emperor. 

(1) Constitutional Monarchy. 

a. All the Austrian provinces (except Hungary, 
Croatia, Transylvania and Lombardy-Venetia) 

were declared to be a single indissoluble con¬ 

stitutional monarchy. 

5. All citizens of this monarchy were to have full 

civil and religious liberty. 

c. A General Diet ^ was to be instituted, including 
an Upper House of nobles and a Lower, elected 
by indirect universal suffrage exercised by tax- 
paying electors; ministers were to be respon¬ 

sible to the General Diet. 

d. Provincial Estates were to be continued. 

e. A National Guard was to be established. 

No mention was made of Hungary. 

(2) The Central Committee. 

a. Formation. 

The fact that the constitution was issued by 

the Emperor alone, the favour it showed to the 
Crown and aristocracy and the limitations on 

the franchise displeased the Viennese. Further 
riots took place; the populace, among whom 

Polish exiles exercised considerable influence, 

gained greater power; the middle-class National 

Guards united with the students to form the 
Central Political Committee* 

^ Reiohstag. 
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6. Dissolution and reinstatement. 

May 13th, 1848. The Grovernor of Vienna 
dissolved the Central Political Committee. 

May 15th, 1848. A mob compelled the 
Cabinet to reinstate the Central Committee and 
to promise to make the constitution more 
democratic. 

(3) The Rising of May 26th, 1848. 

May 17th, 1848. The Emperor fled to Innsbruck, 
promising to return when disorder was stopped in 
Vienna. 

May 26th, 1848. The Government, hoping to 

check disorder, ordered the dissolution of the Academic 
Legion. Rising of students and unenij^loyed work¬ 

men. Submission of the Government. Establish¬ 

ment of a Committee of Safety of a hundred members 
which practically superseded the regular government, 

and on July 8th, 1848 compelled the Regent, the 
Archduke John, to appoint a ministry consisting 

mainly of Liberals. “ The high tide of revolution 
had been reached.” 

B. The Revolution crushed. 

The victory of Windischgratz at Prague on June 17th, 

1848,^ strengthened reaction. 

(1) The General Diet. 

July 22nd, 1848. Meeting of the General Diet at 
Vienna ; most of the members belonged to the middle- 
class but 92 out of 383 were peasants ; less than one- 

half spoke German as their native tongue. The result 

was parliamentary chaos in half-a-dozen languages. 

a. Abolition of Feudal Services. 

September 7th, 1848. The Diet did great 

and permanent service by removing the old 

^ Page 349. 
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feudal services. Compensation was voted to 
the landlords who lost them. The peasants 
now tended to support the Government. 

6. The Diet and Hungary. 

Sej)tcmber 15th, 1848. The Slav majority 
refused to receive a Magyar deputation asking 

for help for Hungary. The Viennese welcomed 
the deputation. This was practically a de¬ 
claration of war between the Government 
supported by the Slavs, the army and, to some 
extent, the peasants against the Magyars, sup¬ 
ported by the German democrats, who strongly 

approved of Kossuth’s policy. 

c. Secession of the Slavs. 

October. The Slav members, who supported 
the war against Hungary, withdrew to Prague, 

leaving only a German revolutionary Rump in 

Vienna. 

(2) Windischgratz captures Vienna. 

a. The Government becomes stronger. 

August 12th, 1848. The Emperor returned 
to Vienna. Further riots followed ; the Com¬ 

mittee of Safety, unable to keep order, was 
dissolved by the ministry which, under Bach’s 
leadership, adopted a more resolute attitude. 
The democrats formed a new Central Com¬ 
mittee. 

The Austrian Government, strengthened by 

Radetsky’s victory at Custozza ^ on July 26th, 

1848, now resolved to use its army against 
Hungary and the democrats in Vienna. 

Octcjber 3rd, 1848. A proclamation,strongly 

resented by the democrats, declared Hungary 

under martial law and made JcUacic com¬ 
mander-in-chief. 

^ Page 41L 
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October 6th, 1848. Latour ordered part of 
the Viennese garrison to serve in Hungary. 
Latour was murdered by the mob. 

October 7th, 1848. The Emperor left 
Vienna for Olmiitz. 

b. The Capture of Vienna. 

October 11th, 1848. Windischgr&tz an¬ 
nounced his intention of marching on Vienna ; 

a Hungarian army under Moga came to help 

the democrats; Jellacic came to support 

Windischgratz. 

October 30th, 1848. Jellacic routed Moga 
at Schwechat, outside Vienna. 

October Slst, 1848. Windischgratz cap¬ 

tured Vienna after a bombardment of five days 

and in spite of a heroic defence in which Bern 

took a conspicuous part. 

Twenty-four prisoners were executed. The 

execution on November 9th, 1848, of Robert 
Blum, I prominent German Liberal and a 
deputy of the Frankfort Assembly, was a de¬ 

fiance of German democracy. 
The Government, safe in v^e support of 

the army and bureaucracy, now under the 

leadership of Schwarzenberg, re-established its 
absolute system; the General Diet was trans¬ 

ferred to Kremsier, where it discussed a con¬ 

stitution which was never voted, and was 

dissolved. 
“ The final overthrow of the Vienna Revolu¬ 

tion ended the design of permanently trans¬ 

forming the Austrian monarchy into a group 

of national states, while merging German 
Austria in a united Germany.” ^ 

* Cambridge Modem Hietory^ V'ol. XI, page 189, 
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THE REVOLUTION IN BOHEMIA 

A. General. 

The Bohemian Diet, consisting mainly of nobles, 
strongly resented the attempts of the Austrian Govern¬ 
ment to limit its control of taxation and wished to secure 
local autonomy. It united with the Czech national 
party which, led by the historian Palacky, viewed with 
apprehension the growing number of Germans in 

Bohemia, opposed the proposed incorporation of Bo¬ 

hemia, as part of Austria, in the German Federal State, 
and refused to send delegates to the Frankfort Parlia¬ 
ment ; it strongly supported the growing sense of 
nationality and fostered the Czech language. The 
Revolution in Bohemia was both constitutional and 

national and it was stimulated by the demand of 

Kossuth, March 3rd, 1848, for a constitution for 
Hungary, and by the rising in Vienna on March 13ih, 

1848. 

B. Union of Provincial Estates. 

The Diet petitioned the Emperor for equality between 
the Czech and German languages and the union into a 
National Assembly of the Provincial Assemblies of 

Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia. The petition was 
granted. 

April 8th, 1848. Convocation of the united Estates 
which were to revise the constitution. 

C. Panslavism. 

The feeling of nationality was stimulated by these 

concessions; a Czech xnilitia was formed, national dress 

was worn, hostility towards the Germans grew stronger 

and, as a means of protection against German interests, 

a union of Slavs was suggested. 
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June ^nd, 1848. A Fanslavic Congress was opened 
by Palacky in Prague; it asserted its loyalty to the 

House of Hapsburg but was soon suppressed by the 
Austrian Government, which regarded it as a Slav 

conspiracy. 

June 13th, 1848. Owing to the suppression of the 
Congress and the refusal of Windischgratz to supply the 
students of Prague with arms, a rising took place in 
which Windischgrfitz' wife was killed. 

June 18th, 1848. Prague submitted to Windischgratz 
after a bombardment of one day. 

D. Results. 

The suppression of the Bohemian rising was the first 
victory for Reaction against Revolution in Central 
Europe. The autonomy of Bohemia came to an end, 

Slav aspirations were checked, the success of the army 

encouraged the supporters of absolutism to adopt a 

policy of repression which was soon to prove successful 

in Vienna. 

THE REVOLUTION IN HUNGARY 

The constitutional movement in Hungary up to 1840^ had 

been conservative and aristocratic. Under Kossuth, whose 

influence over the people grew steadily, it became Liberal and 
revolutionary. It was complicated by differences with the Croats, 
who wished to unite with the people of Slavonia and Dalmatia 

to form a Triune Southern Slav Kingdom of Illyria independent 

both of Austria and Hungary, and by the demand of the 
Roumanians for the establishment of a separate national state in 

Transylvania. 

^ Page 130. 
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I. Hungary secnres Independence. 

A. Kossuth’s Speech of March 8id, 1848. 

(1) New policy. 

March 3rd, 1848. The Hungarian Diet at Press* 
burg was trying to secure moderate reform, but the 
February Revolution in Paris prompted Kossuth, in 
his famous speech, to demand for Hungary a national 
government and responsible ministry, which would 
enable her to secure freedom for all the Austrian 

people and to replace “ the bad cement of bayonets 
and official oppression by the firm mortar of a free 
Constitution.” 

(2) Criticism. 

a. The speech clearly marked the new tendency 
given by Kossuth to the Reform movement in 
Hungary, and involved the separation of 
Hungary from Austria. 

b. In spite of the sympathy expressed for other 
Austrian people Kossuth strongly resisted the 
demands of the Croats for independence of 

Hungary. 

c. The proposed “fraternisation of the Austrian 
people ” was antagonistic to the ascendancy of 
German influence involved in the movement for 

a Federal German State. 

B. The Diet secures Reform. 

Pesth became the centre of the movement. On 
March 14th, 1848, a mass meeting put forward the 
“ Twelve Points ” ; political clubs and a Committee of 
Safety were established. 

(1) The Demands of the Hungarians. 

March 15th, 1848. The Upper House of the Diet, 
influenced by the Revolution in Vienna, passed the 

“ March Laws ” which the Lower House had already 
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voted. These were supplemented by further demands 
put forward by the people in the “ People's Charter.” 

The full Hungarian programme was constitutional, 
national and social. 

a. Constitutional. 

Annual meetings of the Diet; all Hungarians 
holding property worth £30, and not simply 
the nobles, were to vote ; freedom of the press ; 
trial by jury; the immunity from taxation 
hitherto enjoyed by the privileged classes to 
be abolished. 

b. National. 
The Magyar language to be official. This 

was a blow for the Croats. 

The Diet to meet at Pesth instead of Press- 
burg. Pesth was the centre of the Liberals and 

Revolutionists, Pressburg of moderate Con¬ 

servatives, 

c. Social. 
The peasants were to be relieved of feudal ser¬ 

vices and seignorial rights were to be abolished. 

(2) The Austrian Government grants the demands. 

The Palatine, the Archduke Stephen, accepted the 
demand of the Diet for the establishment of a respon¬ 
sible Hungarian ministry appointed by the Palatine. 

The Austrian Government attempted to maintain 
Imperial control of the Hungarian army, finances and 
foreign policy, but the Italian war and the Revolution 

in Vienna so weakened it that it had to submit. 
April, 1848. The Austrian Government accepted 

the full Hungarian programme. 
“ Hungary had become, to all intents and purposes, 

a separate state bound to Austria only by the facts 

that its Palatine chanced to be a Hapsburg Arch¬ 

duke ^ and that Hungary had to contribute to the 

Imperial army and exchequer. 

^ Alison Phillips. 
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IL The New Hungarian Diet. 

July 5th, 1848. A Hungarian Diet, elected under the 
new conditions, met at Pesth. Many nobles had left 
the country, the Upper House counted for little, the 

real power lay with the Lower House over which Kossuth, 
the leader of the Radical party, exercised great influence. 

Kossuth adopted an anti-Austrian policy in spite of the 
opposition of the more moderate Deak, and in spite of 
the support which the Austrian Government seemed 
willing to give to the Magyars against the Croats. 

A Hungarian Ministry representing all parties was 
formed, with Count Louis Battyany as President. It 

represented all national parties and included Esterhazy, 
a Conservative, Deak, a Moderate, as well as Kossuth, 

who became Finance Minister. 

A. Finance. 

The Hungarian GoverniHent refused to redeem the 
notes of the Vienna National Bank and issued twelve 
and a half million floriis in Hungarian paper money. 
The opposition of Austrian financiers to the new regime 

was thus ensured. 

B. Foreign Policy. 

(1) Italy. 

The Magyars sent reinforcements to Radetsky in 
Italy but showed increasing sympathy with the 

Italians in their opposition to Austria. 

(2) Germany. 

Kossuth favoured closer relations with the Frank¬ 
fort Parliament ^ because the union of Germany 
aeemed likely to weaken the Austrian Empire. 

August 3rd, 1848. The Diet declared that it would 

not fight for Austria against German unity. 

^ Page 825. 
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C. Croatia. 
The Austrian Government had rejected the demand of 

Transylvania for independence of Hungary; it ordered 
Hungary to defend Dalmatia and, on June 10th, 1848, 
suspended Jellacic the Ban of Croatia, who was the 
leader of the Southern Slavs in their struggle with 
Hungary. 

D. General. 

The Diet forbade officials to take orders from Vienna, 
and established a Hungarian army. The Diet thus as- 
serted that Hungary was an independent sovereign state. 

III. Hungary and Croatia. 
The Southern Slavs resented the omission of Hungary, 

as an autonomous kingdom, from the Austrian Constitu¬ 
tion ^ of April 25th, 1848, and were roused by Kossuth’© 
absolute refusal to grant their demands. 

A. Jellacic. 

April 14th, 1848. The Austrian Government ap¬ 
pointed Jellacic Ban of Croatia. He was a firm sup¬ 
porter both of the authority of the Hapsburgs and of 
Slav indej)endence; he advocated Slav Federalism 
against Austro-German Dualism. 

(1) The suspension of Jellacic. 

He replaced Magyar by Slav officials and told 
them to take orders from him and not the Hungarian 

Diet. 
May 7th, 1848. The Austrian Government ordered 

Jellacic to obey the Hungarian Diet. 
June 5th, 1848. Jellacic summoned Soutu 

Slavonic Diet to Agram. The Croats alone attended 
and demanded that the Triune Kingdom should be 
established. 

June 10th, 1848. The Emperor, depending on 

Hungarian help against Vienna and in Italy, suspended 

Jella^. 

rr—* 
Page 344. 
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(2) The restoration of Jellacic. 

Jellacic conciliated the Austrian (Jovernment by 

ordering the Croats to support the Austrian cause in 
Italy. The Hungarian army accepted the new con¬ 

stitution on June 1st, 1848, but Hungary showed 
its sympathy with the revolutionaries of Vienna. 

Radetsky’s victory at Custozza on July 25th, 1848, 
strengthened the Austrian Government, who now 

inclined to union with the Southern Slavs against 
the Magyars. Jellacic returned to Croatia and on 
visiting the Palatine in Hungary was greeted by 

the Austrian army as the champion of the army and 

Empire. 

B. War between Hungary and the Southern Slavs. 

G) Preparations in Hungary. 

Hungary was determined to assert her supremacy 
over Croatia. 

July 11th, 1848. At Kossuth’s request the Hun¬ 
garian Diet voted 42,000 men and two million 

florins, and Kossuth called for a levy of 200,000 
men. 

(2) Austria shows growing hostility to Hungary. 

August 22nd, 1848. The Emperor, acting on the 
advice of a Camarilla of which the Archduchess 

Sophie was one of the leaders and emboldened by 
Radetsky’s success in Italy, cancelled the powers 
of the Hungarian Palatine and declared illegal the 

recent military levies and the financial measures 
of the Diet. The Archduke Stephen resigned on 
August 27th. 

September 4th. An Imperial order formally re¬ 

instated Jellacic as Ban of Croatia. 
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(3) The War. 

September 11th, 1848. Jellacic invaded Hungary. 
September 28th, 1848. General Lambert, sent 

from Vienna to take command of the Hungarian and 
Croatian forces in the hope of averting war, was 
murdered by the mob in Pesth. 

September 29th, 1848. Jellacic was checked by 
the Hungarian general Moga near Valdeneze and 

evacuated Hungary with the loss of 10,000 men. 

IV. War between Austria and Hungary. 

October 3rd, 1848. The Austrian Government de¬ 
clared war on Hungary, which was hampered by the 
hostility of Croatia and Transylvania and the difference 
that arose between its leaders, especially Kossuth and 
Gorgei, and failed to secure the help it expected from 
the Viennese democracy. 

October 30th, 1848. A Hungarian army under Moga 
advancing to relieve Vienna was routed by Jellacic at 
Schweehat. 

October 31st, 1848. The capture of Vienna by 
Windischgratz “ annihilated Slav ambition to reorganise 
the Austrian Empire as a federation of National States.” 

December 2nd, 1848. Abdication of Ferdinand I; 
accession of the Archduke Francis Joseph, who was 
bound by no pledges to Hungary. Schwarzenberg 
resolved to maintain the unity of the Austrian Empire 
and for this it was necessary to crush the Magyars, who 
refused to acknowledge the authority of Francis Joseph 

as he had not been elected by the Hungarian Diet. 

[March 7th, 1848. The Austrian Assembly at Eremsier 
, was dissolved by the Emperor.] 

A. Early Austrian Successes. 

(1) To the Battle of Eapolna, February, 1848. 

v;- October, 1848, Rising of the Roumanians. Huu* 
gary lost Transylvania. 
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December 15th, 1848. Jellacic again invaded Hun¬ 
gary. Gorgei and Perczel retreated beyond the Thciss. 

January 5th, 1849. Windischgratz occupied Pesth. 
January 31st, 1849. The Hungarian general 

Klapka routed the Austrians under Schlick. 

January, 1849. Kossuth's action in making Dem- 

binski Commander-in-Chief greatly offended Perczel, 
Klapka and Gorgei. 

February ‘ th, 1849. Schlick and Windischgratz 
routed Dembinski at Kapolna. 

(2) The Unitary Constitutional Edict, March, 1849. 

March 4th, 1849. Schwarzonberg, thinking the 
Hungarians were crushed, issued the Unitary Edict 
which declared the unity of the Austrian Emjare 

under the control of a central government with a 

Legislature of tw'^ Chambers, 
The Unitary Edict greatly disappointed the Croats 

and inspired the Magyars to further resistance. 

Jellacic now gave up the idea of promoting Slav 
union and devoted himself to the cause of Austria. 

B. A Magyar Republic, July, 1849. 

(1) Magyar Successes. 

а. Bern. 

Dembinski was suspended on March 5th, 

1849. 
Bern overran Transylvania and, on March 

11th, 1849, drove out the Russians who had 
been invited by the German population to 

del.nd them against the Magyars. 

б. Gorgei. 

April 6th, 1849. Gorgei defeated Windisch¬ 

gratz at GodoUo and drove him back on 
Pesth. 

April 22nd, 1849. Gorgei relieved Eomorn. 

The Magyars recovered Pesth by the end of 
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(2) The Republic. 

April 14th, 1849. Proclamation of an independent 
Republic at Debreczen ; Kossuth was to be Governor- 
President ; the Hapsburgs were excluded for ever 
from the throne on the ground of their offences against 
the law of the land. 

Kossuth’s declaration was a mistake. It was a 
declaration of Revolution pure and simple and a 
challenge to the legitimate monarchs of Europe whose 
power the Magyars could not possibly resist; it 
particularly incensed Nicholas I, who regarded himself 
as the champion of Legitimate Monarchy and of the 
young Francis Joseph in particular, and strongly 
objected to the sympathy shown by the new Republic 
to rebels in Poland. Serious chfierences between 

Gorgei, who advocated a military dictatorship, and 
Kossuth weakened the Magyars. 

C. The End of the Rising. 

(1) The Russians help Austria. 

Schwarzenberg, hampered by his Italian policy, 
felt bound to secure foreign aid, which Nicholas was 
glad to give, against the party of the European 
revolution.” The Magyars in vain sought help from 
the Slavs and Turks. 

June 14th, 1849. Two hundred thousand Russians 

under Paskevich invaded Eastern Austria. 

(2) General Haynau. 

June 28th, 1849. Haynau, “ the Hysena of 

Brescia,” ^ commanding the Austrians in the west, 
drove Gorgei southwards and took Raab. He 

occupied Pesth on July 18th, 1849. 
August 5th, 1849. Haynau routed Dembinski at 

Sz5reg. 

^ He visited England in 1850 and was thrown into a horse-trough by 
Barolay and Perkins* draymen. Palmerston excused their Action on the 
ground that Haynau was **a great moral oriminal”—Page 414, 
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August 9th, 1849. Ilaynau routed Bern at Temes* 

var. 

August 11th, 1849. Kossuth, realising that the 

sole hope for Hungary lay in the army, abdicated in 

favour of Gorgei. 

(3) The Surrender of Vilagos. 

August 13th, 1849. Gorgei surrendered uncondi¬ 

tionally to the Russians at Vilagos. His action was 

regarded by the Hungarians as treachery; the 

Austrians, who had done most of the fighting, were 

angry because he had not surrendered to them ; but 

he saw that further resistance was hopeless and 

thought that he would get better terms from the 

Russians than the Austrians. 

October 5th, 1849. Klapka, after a gallant defence, 

surrendered Komorn. 

D. The Vengeance of Austria. 

Nicholas I handed over Austria to the Emperor Francis 

Joseph without any return for his valuable help. 

Haynau now punished the rebels with great severity. 

Kossuth, Bern and Dembinski escaped to Turkey and 

the Sultan, strongly supported by Palmerston, refused 

to give them up, but thirteen generals were executed; 

114 civilians who had taken an active part in the affairs 

of Hungary were also executed, including Battyany; 

about 2000 people were imprisoned and Haynau's troops 

acted with great brutality towards the conquered. 

Belerences: 

Cambridge Modem History, Vol. XI, chaps, vi and vn. 

Modsrn Europe (Alison Phillips), Rivingtons, chaps, xi-xin. 
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GERMANY AFTER THE REVOLUTION, 
1850-1862 

The Revolutions of 1848 proved bitter disappointments to 
German Liberals. The loose Confederation of Germany, in 
which Prussia and Austria strove for supremacy, had not been 
replaced by a national Federal State. Unsuccessful Revolution 
had been followed by Reaction; Austria had abandoned con¬ 
stitutional forms ; parliamentary government had been weakened 

by the action of the Diet in annulling the GrundrecUe^ and 
requiring all changes made tlnce the beginning of 1848 to be 
brought into harmony with the Confederate Constitution. But 
Frederick William IV maintained the new Prussian Constitution, 
parliamentary government was not extinguished, even in Austria 
the peasants retained the advantages they had secured. 

The years from 1850 to 1862 were marked by a revival of 
Liberalitm in Prus&ia and the failure of Reaction in Austria. 
The understanding between Austria and Russia, which had 
recently proved disadvantageous to Prussia, was broken owing 
to the attitude adopted by Austria towards the Crimean War; 
the prestige of Austria was weakened by her failure in Italy. 

Aiter Bismarck came into power in 1862 he adopted a policy of 
blood and iron which was to give Prussia the victory over Austria 
and to make her the head of the German Empire. 

Hanover, Mecklenburg, Saxony and Hesse supported Reaction. 

I. PniBcia. 

A. Growth of Liberalism. 

(1) The Junker Reaction. 

Although Frederick William IV refused to abrogate 

the Prussian Constitution of 1850^ he hated the 
democratic revolution, was not prepared to take 

further steps for the unity of Germany and wished 

‘ Page 34L • Page 321, 
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to maintain peace by agreement with Aust ia. The 
Junkers took advantage of his weak character to 
reap the benefit of Reaction; they were the party 
of the landowners ; they were essentially conservative 
and strongly Prussian; they opposed constitutional 

development which would strengthen the position of 
the professional and commercial classes ; they sup¬ 
ported Prussian particularism and opposed German 
nationalism ; they secured the repeal of the Liberal 
municipal system established in 1850; they secured 
a majority in the Upper and Lower Houses ; they ob¬ 
tained most of the chief official and military posts. 

The rule of Otto von Manteuffol, the President 

of the Council, was a mean system of espionage and 
petty persecution. 

B. A Moderate Liberal Ministry, 1858. 

(1) Prince William becomes Regent. 

October, 1858. Frederick William IV became 
insane and Prince William became Regent. He was 

not a genius but industrious, trustworthy and sincerely 
religious. He was particularly happy in his choice 
of efficient ministers. He resented the humiliation 

Prussia had suffered under his brother and wished to 
make it a great military power. He was strongly 

conservative ; he firmly believed in the Divine Right 

of Kings ; he crowned himself on October 18th, 18^, 
and asserted that “ the rulers of Prussia receive their 

crown from God.” He thought that he ought to 
govern his people from above and not to share the 
power with his parliament, but he realised that the 

Prussian Constitution must be maintained. He felt 

that the Prussian army was the instrument whereby 

Prussia would accomplish her destiny, and **the 

army represented to him not only force, but morals 

and religion.” ^ 

^ Grant and Temperlej. 
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(2) The Ministry. 

The Regent objected to ManteuffePs policy and in 
1858 appointed a Moderate Liberal Ministry under 
Prince Anton von Hohenzollern. In 1859 Albert von 
Roon became Minister of War. The Liberals gained 
a majority in the Lower House and wished Prussia 
to take the lead in the Liberal movement and to 
create a strong and united Fatherland. The Regent, 
still suspicious of Liberals, was not willing to adopt 
this course. 

January, 1861. Death of Frederick William IV. 
Accession of William I. 

C. The Reform of the Prussian Army. 

William I was a professional soldier; he had fought 
against Napoleon, and Hohenzollern tradition made the 

King the head of the army. He was convinced that a 
strong professional army was essential if Prussia was 
to become a great European Power and to found a 
Prusso-Grerman Empire. He realised that the “ humili¬ 
ation ” of Olrniitz was largely due to the weakness of 
the Prussian army. The value of effective military 

power was shown in 1859 when the mobilisation of the 

Prussian army facilitated peace between France and 
Austria and led to the Armistice of Villafranca. But 

the mobilisation showed that the Landwehfy composed 
largely of elderly men, was of little value, and William 
determined to make more use of younger men. 

(1) The Organisation of the Prussian Army. 

The organisation of Schamhorst^ which was still 
in force provided for general conscription, three years’ 

service with the colours followed by two in the reserve 
and fourteen in the Landwehr. The population had 

grown from twelve millions in 1814 to eighteen 

millions and should have supplied 63,000 recruits 

^ on Europtim Hi^ory^ Vol. Ill, page 483, 
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yearly. But the armv was organised on a peace and 
not a war footing and financial provision was made 
for only about 130,000 men instead of 400,000 ; only 
40,000 recruits were enlisted each year and these 
served only two years with the colours. If war broke 
out the Landwehr would have to be called out for 

active service for which it was unfit. 

(2) WLliam’s plans. 

William wished— 

a. To enforce universal service for three year^ with 
the colours, thus raising the first L le to 200,000 
men. 

h. To require four instead of two yea i in the 
reserve. 

c. To substitute six for fourtecji years’ service in 
the Landwehr, 

He would thus secure an army cf nearly 590,090 
yoi iger and better drilled men, and would not need 
to use the Landwehr for active operations. L’s 

programme involved the C“ganisation of forty-nine 
new regiments at an additional annual cost of 
9,000,000 thalers. 

(3) The Chamber of Deputies.* 

a. Constitutional Problems. 

The question of Army Reform led to strong 

differences between the King and the Chamber 
of Deputies, in which the new Progress Party,* 
which demanded the establishment of the 

Constitution of 1850,* with an extension of the 
jury system, ministerial responsibility and 

military service for two years only, gained great 
influence. It objected to the proposed reform 
because it would strengthen the power of the 

Grown and be used to establish the unity of 

• Ahgeordntten, • ForiBchriU$partei, • Page 321, 
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Germany by force and not, as the Progress 
Party advocated, by peaceful methods. 

The difference involved a constitutional 
question. It became a “ formal conflict for 
power between the House and the Crown.” ' 
William, upholding the HohenzoUern tradition, 
denied that the Deputies had the right to 
refuse him the supplies necessary if he was to 
carry out his duties as head of the army. The 
Deputies insisted on their right of granting or 
witliJiolding taxes and asserted that the 
question was “ whether the i)ower of the 
Government should remain in the hands of 
the Crown ... or should pass to the Chamber 
of Deputies.” 

i. Tlie struggle between William and the Chamber 
of Deputies. “ The Conflict Time.” 

1860. The Deputies demanded the reduc¬ 
tion of service with the colours from three years 
to two. William refused. The Deputies passed 
the military estimates ].)rovibionally. 

Roon, claiming to act in accordance with the 

prerogative of the Crown, completed the pro¬ 
posed reforms by the end of 1861. 

1861. A new Chamber, in which the 
Progress Party had increased its strength, 

protested strongly against Roon’s action and 
passed the estimates provisionally by a 
majority of only eleven. 

1862. A new Chamber absolutely rejected 
the army estimates by three hundred and eight 

votes to eleven; this meant that the new 

regiments would have to be disbanded. 
William thought of abdicating, as Hohenlohe’s 

Ministry was unwilling to maintain the army 
in defiance of the Chamber. 

* Seadlani'Morley. 
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c. Bismarck becomes Chief Minister. 

September, 1862. On the advice of Boon 
and Manteuffel, the King made Otto von 
Bismarck his Chief Minister. 

D. The Zollverein.^ 

Schwarzenberg wished to weaken Prussia’s influence 
in the Zollverein by securing the admission of Austria 
and forming a common tariff union for Central Europe 
and Italy. He wished to induce the South German 
States to break away from Prussia. 

Prussia and Hanover by adopting a Free Trade policy 
prevented Austria from joining the 2k)llverein. 

1852. The South German States, unwilling to lose 
the commercial advantages they derived from trade 

with Prussia, renewed the Zollverein, which now in¬ 
cluded the whole of non-Austrian Germany and excluded 
Austria. 

This was a great triumph for Prussia. 

II. Austria. 

The failure of the Revolution in Austria was followed 

by the establishment of centralised absolutism to which 
Imperial promises, Liberal legislation, old rights and 
customs were sacrificed. The peasants alone retained 

the advantages they had gained. 

A. The Bach System. 

Alexander Bach, a former Liberal, took the leading 
part in the Reaction. 

(1) Absolute Government. 

The Government tried by a 83rstem of absolute 

government to make a united Kingdom of Austria 

with a German tendency. 

" Page 
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a. Hungary. 

Hungary suffered terribly under the Bach 
System. The Constitution of 1848^ was an¬ 

nulled ; all Magyar liberties were abolished and 
German became the official language; the 
absolute rule of the Emperor was established 
and carried out by German officials from 
Vienna; Hungary was placed under martial 
law, young Magyars were compelled to enlist 
in Austrian regiments and sent to serve far 
from their homes. Croatia and Transylvania 

were separated from Hungary. 

b, Slavs and Roumanians. 

The same policy was adopted towards Slavs 
and Roumanians although they had helped 

Austria against Hungary. 

e* Result. 

The attempt failed, discontent was general, 

“ Hungary became an open sore in the body 

of the Empire.** 

(2) The Concordat of 1855. 

The higher clergy had generally supported the 
Emperor against revolution and demanded con¬ 
cessions in return; the Archduchess Sophie was a 
devout Roman Catholic; Ultramontane influence 
was strong in Austria ; Bach was anxious to get the 
support of the Roman Catholic clergy against the 
nobles, who distrusted a former Liberal. 

August 18th, 1855. By the Concordat with the 
Pope, Bach gave to the Church the control of Austrian 

schools and the decision as to the legality of Catholic 

marriages and promised to restore Church property 
confiscated by Joseph II.® 

In its ecclesiastical policy the absolute government 

^ Page 344. 
^ on European Hietory^ VoL HI, page 267f 
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of the Emperor proved subservient to the Pope. All 
German Liberals strongly disapproved of the Con¬ 

cordat, which weakened the influence of Austria in 
Northern Germany. 

(3) The Fall of Bach. 

Bach’s absolute rule had provoked great discontent 
even from the Germans in Austria ; om 1848 to 1860 
the national debt was more than doubled and finances 
were in a hopeless state ; Austria had lost the friend¬ 
ship of Russia and annoyed the Western Powers owing 
to her action in the Crimean War ^; the defeats of 
Magenta and Solferino in 1859 greatly discredited 

Austria. Bach was dismissed from office and his 
system was abandoned. 

B. The Reorganisation of the Empire. 

Stadion advocated a single representative Parliament 

for the whole Empire which would have preserved the 
centralised government; Bohemia and Hungary ad¬ 
vocated a system of Provincial Parliaments with some 
measure of independence in each nation, and an Imperial 
Senate meeting at Vienna. The former view was sup¬ 
ported by the cities and middle classes and the German 

population; the separate nations advocated Federalism. 

(1) The October Charter, 1860. 

October 20th, 1880. The October Charter restored 
all institutions which had been in force before 1848 
and proposed to establish an Imperial Diet of one 
hundred members chosen from the Provincial Parlia¬ 

ments. Hungary received back its historic system 
of county assemblies which elected officials and judges, 
and all ^rman officials were dismissed. 

The October Charter was a victory for the Federal¬ 
ists. But the Hungarians demanded the Constitution 

of 1848 and declared null and void all acts done since 

1848 by the Austrian Government without the consent 

» Page 290, 
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of tlie Hungarian Diet. Many refused to pay taxes 
and the result was anarchy. 

(2) The Imperial Constitution, 1861. 

The October Charter having failed owing to the 
opposition of Hungary, the Emperor now adopted the 
policy of the German centralising party whose leader, 
Schmerling, was largely responsible for the Imperial 
Constitution. 

February 26th, 1861. The Imperial Constitution 
was issued. 

a. ProvkIoL'3. 

(i) The establishment of local Diets elected by 
ttree bodies of electors : landholders, cities, 
rural districts. 

(ii) A united Imperial Parliament ^ of two Cham¬ 
bers : the Chamber of the Lords, including here¬ 
ditary nobles and Imperial nominees, and the 
Chamber of Deputies elected by the provincial 
Diets. 

The Imperial Parliament could pass laws and 
impose taxes. But the Emperor’s executive 
power remained; he could select his ministers 
and decide his own policy. 

Thus a centralised constitutional monarchy 
similar to that of Louis XVIII was established. 
Local independence was preserved and the 
central authority strengthened. 

b. Opposition. 
The Imperial Constitution displeased the 

nations of the Empire by making them subject 
to the Imperial Parliament. Hungary, Croatia 
and Venetia refused to send delegates to the 
Imperial Parliament, whose superior authority 
they resented; the Poles and Czechs sent dele¬ 
gates but demanded their historic rights.” 

^ Beiohsrath. 
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The Hungarian Diet demanded the reunion 
of Croatia and Transylvania with Hungary, 
the Constitution of 1848 and “ the restoration 
of the parliamentary system with a respon¬ 
sible ministry ”; it refused to “ make the 

Hungarian Government dependent upon any 
other than the King of Hungary.” 

Later the Poles and Czechs withdrew from 

the Imperial Parliament, which represented 
little more than the German portions of Austria. 
It questioned the financial policy of the 

ministers and in 1865 added to the Emperor's 
difficulties by refusing to sanction a loan. 

(3) The Ausgleicht 1867. 

а. Continued Opposition. 

Hungary was placed under martial law but 

continued its opposition, and, in the hope of 
conciliating the Magyars, the Emperor sus¬ 
pended the Imperial Constitution on September 

20th, 1865. 

б. Francis Deak. 

Francis Deak now became the leader of the 
Hungarians; his moderation had been shown 
by his refusal to support Kossuth’s eictreme 
policy in 1849; he was friendly towards the 
Hapsburgs. He had insisted in 1861 that 
Hungary must be independent and that the 
only bond between her and Austria was 
personal. In 1865 he suggested that the union 
between the two should be dynastic but that 

they should have a common foreign policy 
and military organisation. Austria at first 
refused to accept this policy, but her defeat at 

Kdniggratz, July 3rd, 1866, compelled her to 
meet the demands of Hungary. 

Kovember, 1866. Deak’s plan, Wiiidi had 
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been approved by the Hungarian Diet, met 
with strong opposition in other provincial 
Diets from the Slavs, who favoured Federa¬ 
lism, and the German Liberals who demanded 
the centralised Constitution of 1861. 

January, 1867. German opposition pre¬ 
vented an extraordinary Imperial Parliament 
from adopting Deak’s plan. Beust, the new 
chief minister, induced an ordinary Imperial 
Parliament to accept the Ausgleich in Nov¬ 
ember. 

Terms of the Ausgleich. 
(i) Division of the Austrian Empire. 

The Austrian Empire was divided into two 
absolutely independent parts, Hungary or 
Tran«^leithania (including Hungary, Croatia, 
Slavonia, Transylvania and Servia) and 
Austria or Cisleithania. The Leitha was the 
boundary between the two. The two states 
had one monarch who was Emperor of 
Austria and Apostolic King in Hungary. 
The Imperial liagle was the common flag 

(ii) Local Government. 
In Hungary the Constitution of 1848 was 

established with a Diet of two Chambers, the 
aristocratic nobles and the popularly elected 
deputies. The King appointed his own 
Ministers. 

In Austria an Imperial Parliament was 
established with two Chambers, the nobles 
and the representatives, who were elected by 
provincial diets. 

(iii) The Delegations. 
Each State had its own parliament and from 

each parliament sixty delegates, forming two 
separate Delegations, were appointed to deal 
with foreign affairs, the army and navy and 
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common financial problems. The Delegations 
met separately and alternately at Vienna and 
Pesth; each used its own language; they 
communicated with each other in writing and 
met together in case of disagreement—^but only 
to vote. 

(iv) Other common problems. 
Such common problems as commerce, tarifb 

and factory legislation were settled by contracts 
between the two ministries and approved by 
the Diet and Imperial Parliament. 

d. Criticism. 

(i) Dualism. 

Federalism and Centralisation had failed. 
The independent spirit of the Hungarians led 
to the establishment of a Dualism which was 
a union not of Austria and Hungary but of 
each of these states with the Hapsburg dynasty. 

June, 1867. The Emperor Francis Joseph 
received the Crown of St. Stephen in Pesth. 

(ii) The Slavs. 

Both Magyars and Austrians wished to check 
the less strongly organised and less civilised 
Slavs. Beust said, “ take care of your bar¬ 
barians and we will take care of ours.” The 
Magyars wished to make Hungary a united 
state by obliterating the divisions which made 
it not one but several nations. They tried to 
make the Slavs, Roumanians, Croatians and 
Transylvanians into Magyars but failed to 
break their national spirit. 

(iii) The Victory of the Magyars. 

The Ausgleich preserved the Austrian mon¬ 
archy for fifty years. But it was a victory for 
the Magyars, who secured their independence 
and undertook far too small a proportion of the 
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financial burden of the Austrian Empire. 
Hungary proved more vigorous than Austria 
and the latter tried to check Magyar power by 
“ forming Bosnia, Herzegovina, Dalmatia and 
Croatia into a balancing Slav State.” 

III. The Problem of German Nationality* 1848-1862. 

A. The Supremacy of Austria. 

After the Revolution Austria became supreme in the 
restored German Diet. Prussia was weakened by the 
“humiliation” of Olmiitz and the weakness of Frederick 
William IV. “ Since 1851 Schwarzenberg adopted the 
plan of securing to Austria the leadersliip of Germany 
by the means that the Constitution offered.” ^ 

B. Revival of the Demand for a Federation. 

The victory of Sardinia over Austria in 1859 and the 
establishment of Italian unity impaired the influence 
of Austria and strengthened the demand for closer 
national union in Germany. Many Germans feared that 
Napoleon III might attack Germany and wished so to 
reform the Confederation that it would be able success¬ 
fully to resist him. 

(1) The National Union. 

Prussia in 1859 was far stronger than she had been 
in 1848; she had saved the ZoUverein and the 
mobilisation of her army had compelled France and 
Austria to make peace. 

1859. Formation of the National Union which 
advocated the union of all Germany, excluding 
Austria, under the leadership of Prussia. This plan 
was favoured by Baden and the North German States. 

(2) The Reform Union. 

The Southern States and the Catholics of the Rhine 
disliked the idea of a Protestant Empire; the moxe 

^ ISismarok, 
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Liberal policy adopted by Austria after 1859 made a 
favourable impression; the majority of the German 
Princes wore hostile to Prussia, which was censured, 
particularly by the Southern States, for her failure to 

help Austria in 1859. 
1862. Formation of the -uieform nion which 

advocated the establishment of a Pan-German State, 
including Austria as president and governed by a 
Directorate of Austria, Prussia and Bavaria and three 
other States. 

Thus when Bismarck became Minister in September, 
1862, the old rivalry bet^YOl'n Austria and Prussia for 

supremacy in Germany had broken out again. 

Reference: 
Cambridge Modern Historyy Vol. XI, (‘liaj). xv. 

Germany (Ward and Wilkinson), Cambridge University 

Press, Vol. II, chap. i. 

BISMARCK AND THE GERMAN EMPIRE 
In his earlier days Bismarck, an absolutist and a conservative, 

had favoured an alliance with Austria, the champion of monarchy 
against revolution, but during his residence as Prussian Envoy at 
Frankfort from 1851 to 1857 Biomarck came to the conclusion that 

Austria is the enemy.” 

In 1862 he described to Disraeli tlie policy he would pursue as 
Minister of Prussia. “ My first care will be, with or without the 
help of Parliament, to reorganise the army.” He would use the 
army “ to declare war with Austria, burst asunder the German 
Confederation, bring the middle and smaller States into sub¬ 
jection, and give Germany a national union under the leadership 
of Prussia.” 

In carrying out lais policy Bismarck had to contend with many 
difficulties. Prussia did not want war with Austria ; the Con¬ 
servatives and King William I wanted to maintain the Austrian 

Alliance, the laberab to secure German Federation by negotiation 
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and to maintain the power of the Prussian Parliament. 
There seemed a possibility that a Franco-Russian Alliance 
would be formed, and this might prove dangerous to 
Prussia if she went to war with Austria. 

September, 1862. Bismarck became President of the Ministry 
and Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

I. Bismarck^s First Year of Office* September* 1862* to 
September* 1863. 

A. The Prussian Parliament. 

Bismarck tried to conciliate the Liberals but failed 

owing to their opposition to army reform. He then took 
full advantage of the fact that Prussian ministers were 

Crown nominees and independent of a Parliamentary 

majority. 
The House of Representatives passed the budget for 

1868 without the credits necessary for army reform. 

The House of Lords threw out the budget as they were 
entitled to do; they remitted to the House of Repre¬ 
sentatives a new budget containing the army credits; 

this action was illegal but it strengthened the hand of 
Bismarck who, believing that “ the German problem 
cannot be solved by Parliamentary decrees but only by 
blood and iron,” levied the taxes he required although 
they had not been properly voted. 

Bismarck abolished the liberty of the press and sus¬ 

pended or muzzled Liberal newspapers. 
These actions infuriated the Liberals ; Bismarck relied 

on the support of the Conservatives, and thus Prussia 

was governed by a party “ which possessed only eleven 
votes in the House of Representatives,” and Parlia¬ 

mentary ideals were discredited. 

B. The Alliance with Russia, 1863. 

The Poles, who had revolted against Russia, wished 

to win back from Prussia* West Prussia* Posen ami 

Polish Pomerania, 
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If, as seemed possible, the Czar met the wishes of the 

Poles and gave Poland an independent constitution, the 
Poles would certainly try to incorporate Prussian 
Poland in their new State. 

February 8th, 1863. Bismarck, thinking that ** the 
Polish question is to us a matter of life and death,*^ 
made a Convention with Russia and agreed to con¬ 

centrate four army corps on the Polish frontier to 
prevent help being sent to the Poles. Alexander II, 
relying upon the support of Prussia, could disregard the 

protests made on behalf of Poland by Great Britain, 
Austria and France, and adopt repressive measures 
against Poland. Prussia was assured of at least the 

neutrality of Russia if war broke out with Austria, and 
this assurance was “ the first and not the least im¬ 

portant step in Bismarck’s advance against Austria.’’ 

C. The Congress of Princes at Frankfort, 1863. 

August 14th, 1863. A Congress of Princes, summoned 

by Austria, met at Frankfort to consider a new scheme 
by which the German Confederation should be estab¬ 

lished as a Directory in which Austria would be supreme. 

Bismarck, by a threat of resignation, prevented King 

William I from sending representatives. The refusal of 

Prussia to co-operate ruined the scheme, for the Smaller 
States objected to the absolute supremacy of either 

Austria or Prussia, which would endanger their own 
independence. Austria thus failed to take any 

decisive step against Prussia with the help of the 

Secondary States.” 

D, General. 

By the end of his first year of office Bismarck had 

strengthened the position of Prussia. But he had 
incurred great unpopularity from Prussian and European 

Liberals, 4nd the Crown Prince Frederick had become 

his strong opponent. The Czar was Prussia’s only 

Iriend* 
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II. ScUeswig-Hobtein. 

A. Schleswig-Holstein and Germany. 

(1) The London Protocol, May, 1852. 

a. May 8th, 1862. The London Protocol, signed by 

the Powers in London, maintained the integrity 
of Denmark, gave the throne to Christian of 
Gliicksburg and asserted the rights of the 
German Confederation in Holstein and Lauen- 

burg. Duke Christian of Augustenburg agreed 
to the succession of Christian and renounced 

his estates in Schleswig. 

5. Criticism. 

The German Diet had no share in the 

Protocol; the action of the Duke of Augusten¬ 
burg did not bind his son ; the Holstein Estates 

claimed that the Protocol was invalid as it had 

not received their approval. 

(2) The Danes try to incorporate the Duchies. 

A strong party, the “ Eider Danes,’* wished to 
extend the boundaries of Denmark to the Eider, to 

extinguish German nationality in the Duchies and 
to incorporate them in the monarchy. 

a. October, 1855. Frederick VII, taking ad¬ 

vantage of the Crimean War with which the 
Powers were fully occupied, published a new 
constitution which established the authority 

of the King in the Duchies. He was compelled, 
owing to the protests of the German Diet, 
inspired partly by the growing feeling of 

nationality in Germany, to exclude Holstein 

and Lauenburg from the constitution. 

b. March 30th, 1863. Frederick VII, thinking that 
the difEerences which had arisen between the 

Powers about Poland would prevent them 
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from interfering in Denmark, published a 
manifesto declaring that Schleswig was a part 
of Denmark and requiring Holstein to pay a 
fixed proportion to the Danish revenue. This 
was ratified by the Danish Parliament in 

November, 1863. 

(3) Accession of Christian of Glucksburg- 

November 15th, 1863. Death of King Frederick 

VII; accession of Christian IX. 
Duke Frederick of Augustenburg, whose claims had 

not been invalidated by his father’s action, claimed 

the Duchies; as a German he was welcomed by the 
large German population of the Duchies and supported 
by the German Diet. The question of the Duchies 

thus became a German national question. 

(4) The German Diet inte evened. 

July 9th, 1863. The Diet ordered that Denmark 
should annul the recent constitution aid carry out 
the Protocol of 1852. The Danes refused. 

December 24th, 1863. Saxon and Hanoverian 
troops occupied Holstein by order of the German 
Diet and Augustenburg was proclaimed Duke 
Frederick VIII of Schleswig-Holstein on December 

27th, 1863. 
January 14th, 1864. The German Diet changed its 

policy and formally denounced the Protocol of 1852. 

B. Austria and Prussia. 

(1) Bismarck’s Policy. 

Bismarck resolved to use the opportunity to secure 

additional territory for Prussia and, in particular, to 
obtain Kiel. He opposed Duke Frederick VIII’s claim 
because he feared that, if the Duke was firmly estab¬ 

lished in the Duchies, Prussia would be unable to take 

advantage of the dissension in Denmark. 
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German feeling supported the Duke, who was 
recogr d by Bavaria and the Minor States ; King 
W- liam I sympathised with him; the Prussians 
favoured his cause and the House of Representatives, 
on December 2nd, 1863, demanded the immediate 
recognition of the Duke. 

Bismarck, wishing to avoid interference by the 

Powers on behalf of Denmark, determined to support 
the Protocol in defiance of the general opinion of 
Germany. He gained the support of Austria, who 
was annoyed with the Minor States for opposing her 
proposals at Frankfort, was on unfriendly terms with 
Russia owing to the Polish question, feared that 

Napoleon III intended to reopen the Italian question, 
and regarded the action of Duke Frederick as revolu¬ 
tionary. 

(2) The Danish War, February-April, 1864. 

January 16th, 1864. Prussia and Austria, as con¬ 
tracting parties, and independently of the German 
Diet, demanded, on pain of war, that Denmark 
should enforce the Protocol of 1852. Their action 
prevented the Powers, the other signatories, from 

interfering. 
January 22nd, 1864. The Prussian House of 

Representatives, which strongly opposed Bismarck’s 

policy as anti-national, refused to grant a subsidy to 
meet the cost of Prussian intervention, but Austrian 

and Prussian troops occupied Schleswig and invaded 

Denmark. 
February 5th, 1864. Capture of the Danewerke. 

April 18th, 1^. The Prussian troops stormed the 

Diippel entrenchments. 

(3) The Conference of London, April, 1864. 

April 26th, 1864. Great Britain, which was friendly 
towards Denmark, called a meeting of the Powers, 

including the German Confederation whose troops 
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still held Holstein. But there was little danger of 
united action by the Powers ; Palmerston sympathised 
with Denmark but the opposition of the Court and 

many of his Cabinet prevented him from active 

intervention; Napoleon III was hampered by the 

Mexican War; Bismarck had conciliated Russia. 
Bismarck now demanded that the two Duchies 

should be united as Independent States subject to the 
sovereignty of Denmark, and that Schleswig should 

be admitted to the German Federation. The Danes, 

hoping for help from Great Britain, refused these 

terms and the Conference ended in June, 1864. 
Bismarck now offered to recognise Duke Frederick 

VIII if he would give Prussia control of his army and 
railways. The Duke, influenced by Austria, refused. 

The Prussians now began to see that the success of 
Bismarck’s policy would strengthen Prussia and “ at 

this point Bismarck’s policy for the first time received 

the general approval of the country.” 

(4) The Treaty of Vienna, October, 1864. 

The war was renewed but the capture of Alsen and 

most of the Danish army on July 29th compelled the 
Danes to submit. Monrad, the leader of the Eider 
Danes, resigned, and his successor Bluhme opened 

negotiations. 

August 1st, 1864. Preliminaries of peace were 
signed. 

October 27th, 1864. By the Treaty of Vienna, in 

which the German Diet had no share. King Christian 
renounced all claims to the German Duchies of 

Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg, which were 
handed over to Austria and Prussia jointly. 

Austria and Prussia immediately occupied Schles¬ 

wig ; they compelled the troops of the German Diet, 
who were holding Holstein in the interests of Duke 

Frederick, to withdraw, and the Prussians occupied 
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HI. The Austro-Prussian War» 1866. 

A. The Convention of Gastein, 1865. 

(1) Growing difference between Austria and Prussia. 

Austria now became suspicious of Bismarck’s designs 
on the Duchies and feared that her alliance with 

Prussia would ruin her influence in the Diet; Mens- 
dorff, the new minister at Vienna, resolved to win 

the support of the German Diet by supporting the 
claims of Duke Frederick. 

February 5th, 1865. Bismarck agreed to recognise 

Frederick if he would surrender Kiel, give the control 
of his army, postal system and finance to Prussia, 
which would have to defend him against any Danish 
attack. 

Frederick refused these terms because they would 
weaken his sovereign rights. 

Owing to the strong feeling among the smaller 
German States in favour of the Duke, Austria began 
to support his claims and the Austrian Commissioner 
of Schleswig-Holstein encouraged the agitation on 
behalf of Frederick in spite of the opposition of his 

Prussian colleague. 

(2) Both sides unwilling to start a War. 

Austria, sure of the support of the lesser German 
States, should now have declared war on Prussia, but 

her army was ineffective and her treasury empty; 

she feared that war with Prussia would lead Napoleon 
III to intervene in Italy. 

Bismarck, too, was doubtful of Napoleon’s intentions. 
King William’s scruples about opposing Augustenburg 
had been removed by a decision of Prussian lawyers 

that Frederick had no claim to the Duchies, but he did 

not want war with Austria; Bismarck was not yet 
sure if the Prussian army could oppose Austria and 

the smaller German States with reasonable hope of 

success. 
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(3) The Convention. 

August 14th, 188S. By the Convention of Gastein 

Austria and Prussia agreed that the former should 
administer Holstein, the latter Schleswig, and that 
Prussia should purchase the Austrian share in Lauen- 
burg for £375,000. 

The Convention alienated the smaller States from 
both Austria and Prussia and provoked protests from 

the German Diet in favour of Frederick, but the Diet 
was overawed by Austria and Prussia. Great Britain 

and France also protested but Bismarck remained 
firm. 

B. Bismarck’s Diplomacy. 

Bismarck realised that war with Austria was inevitable 

and that the Convention of Gastein had only “ papered 
over the cracks.” He was assured of the neutrality of 

Russia and was now confident that the Prussian army 
would prove superior to the Austrian. His position was 
difficult because King William I was unwilling to go to 

war wuth Austria, and the Prussian nation, which was 
annoyed because Bismarck persisted in governing with¬ 
out a Parliamentary budget, was unwilling to support 
him. He used the opportunity afiorded by the Con¬ 

vention of Gast/cin to establish good relations with 
Napoleon III and Italy. 

(1) Napoleon III. 

a. Napoleon’s Object. 

Napoleon was willing to recognise the 
supremacy of Prussia in Northern Germany 

and of Austria in Southern; he hoped to use 
the division of Germany to promote the 
interests of France by securing additional 

territory on her eastern frontier and by posing 

as the champion of the lesser German States* 
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He resented the Convention of Gastein, which 
seemed to confirm the alliance between Prussia 

and Austria and disregarded the principle 
of nationality in the settlement of the 

Duchies. 

6. Biarritz. 

October, 1865. Interview of Bismarck and 

Napoleon at Biarritz. Napoleon promised to 
remain neutral between Austria and Prussia 
and thought that Bismarck j)romised him “ a 
rectification of frontier ” in return for liia 

neutrality. But Bismarck relied upon conquer¬ 
ing Austria with the help of Italy and then 
refusing to give any German territory to 

France, for such a gift would be resented by 

King William and gravely weaken the influence 
of Prussia in Germany. 

0. Later Efforts. 

(i) May, 1866. Napoleon, at the request of 
Francis Joseph, asked Italy to remain neutral. 

Italy refused to break the alliance she had 
formed with Prussia. 

(ii) Austria rejected Napoleon's proposal that a 

European Congress should be held under his 
presidency to settle the difierence between 
Austiia and Prussia, 

(iii) Napoleon, hoping to become the arbiter of 
the dispute, made a treaty of neutrality with 

Austria who promised not to establish a 
united Germany, and promised Prussia that 

he would remain neutral. But he tried to 

induce Italy to withdraw from tit alliance 
recently made with Prussia in the hope 

that without Italian aid Prussia would be 
defeated* 
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(2) Italy. 
Bismarck’s agreement with Napoleon facilitated 

an alliance with Italy, who was anjcious to obtain 
Venetia from Austria. 

Italy and the ZoUverein. 

November, 1865. A Commercial Treaty was 
made between Italy and the ZoUverein; the 
lesser German States, except Hesse and Nassau, 
enraged by what they regarded as Austria’s 

betrayal of their interests at Gastein, recognised 
the Italian kingdom. 

5. Italy and Prussia. 

A suggestion of Italy that Austria should 
give her Venetia and receive in compensation 
the Danubian Principalities was not accepted 
owing to the opposition of Russia and Great 
Britain. Italy, alarmed at Austria’s active 

military preparations and feeling the need of 
protecting herself, made on April 8th, 1866, 
an Alliance with Prussia. Bismarck, who four 

days before had declared that King William 

had no intention of going to war with Austria, 
agr'^ed with Italy that if his proposals for the 
reform of the German Constitution were re¬ 
jected he would declare war on Austria within 

three months. Italy would support Prussia 
and, if the Allies were successful, Italy should 
receive Venetia and Prussia should get territory 
in Northern Germany. 

The alliance with Italy relieved Bismarck of 
the fear of French intervention on the Rhine. 

Italy remained faithful to this alliance in 

spite of Napoleon’s suggestion of neutrality, 
in May, 1866, and the offer made by Austria 
at the same time, partly owing to her ^flSculties 

in Hungary, to give up Venetia to Italy as the 

price of Italian neutrality. 
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(3) Bismarck and Austria. 

а. Schleswig-Holstein. 

In accordance with the Convention of Gastein 
the Prussians set up a Provisional Government 
mder ManteufFel in Schleswig, and the Aus- 

rians another under Gablenz in Holstein. 
Austria, resenting the growing friendship 

between Prussia and Italy, encouraged the 

demand of the Holsteiners for the restoration 
of Duke Frederick whose claims were rejected 
by Prussia. Gablenz allowed the local papers 
to advocate the Duke’s claim and in January, 

1866, permitted a meeting in Altona to de¬ 
nounce the Prussian policy and demand the 
convocation of the Estates of the Duchies. 

Bismarck’s complaints were met by the 
assertion that Frederick was the lawful duke, 

that the Schleswig papers had attacked 

Austria, and that Austr^ was determined 
to maintain her position in thi? Duchies. 

Austria further declared that Prussia had 

no right to complain of her action, and that 

she would not weaken her relations with the 
smaller German States to meet the decrees of 

Prussia. 
Bismarck denounced, the action of Austria 

in supporting “revolutionary agitation” in 
Holstein. 

б. The Diet. 

April 9th, 1866. Bismarck, hoping to con¬ 
ciliate the liberals and to strengthen the 
position of Prussia in Germany, unsuccessfully 

proposed that a German National Parliament 
should be elected by universal sufirage. 

June let, 1868. Austria determined to refer 

the Schleswig-Holstein question to the Diet. 
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Bismarck declared that such action was a 
breach of the Convention of Gastein and by 
his orders Edwin von Manteuffel invaded 
Holstein on June 7th. 

June 14th, 1866. Austria brought forward 
in the Diet a proposal that the Diet should 
send troops to oppose Prussia in Holstein. 
Bismarck declared that he would not reco¬ 
gnise the right of the Diet to intervene unless 
it was reformed, and brought forward new 
proposals which involved the exclusion of 

Austria from the Confederation. The inva¬ 
sion of Holstein was bitterly resented by the 
Diet; the Austrian proposal was accepted and 
Prussia withdrew from the Confederation. 
The question of the Duchies had become 
subordinate to that of the two Great Powers 
in the Confederation. 

Both parties were inconsistent. Bismarck 
advocated a democratic constitution in Ger¬ 

many, but was ruling unconstitutionally in 
Prussia and refused to allow the Estates of 
Holstein to meet. Austria appealed to the 
Diet which she had ignored in the Treaties of 
Vienna and Gastein, and supported the claims 
of Augustenburg which she had rejected by 

these treaties and at London, 
c. Mobilisation. 

Austria had proposed that she and Prussia 

should demobilise their forces and King Wil¬ 
liam had agreed. But Austria, in view of the 

danger from Italy, continued the mobilisa¬ 

tion of her southern troops; King William 
feared that these troops, if successful against 
Italy, would be afterwards used against 

Prussia and now felt that war was inevi¬ 

table. Bismarck asserted that Austria by her 
persistence in mobilising and her refusal to 
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accept Napoleon’s invitation to a Conference ^ 
had proved her determination to go to war 
with Prussia. 

Bismarck’s diplomacy from April to June, 
1866, was a determined efEort to provoke war 
within the three months allowed by the treaty 
with Italy 

C. The Seven Weeks’ War. 

(1) The Outbreak. 

June 14th, 1866. The vote in the Diet was a 
declaration of war. 

June 15tli, 1866. Saxony, Hanover, Hesse-Cassel 
and Nassau rejected Bismarck’s ultimatum. 

Only the military class in Prussia strongly supported 
Bismarck’s policy. The National Union protested, in 

Rhenish Prussia conscripts enrolled with great re¬ 
luctance, the clergy in Silesia preached against war. 
General ci^dlian dissatisfaction led to an attempt to 
assassinate Bismarck in Berlin on May 7th, 1866. 

Of the Confederate States Oldenburg, Mecklenburg 
and Luxemburg, which had not voted on June 14th, 
remained neutral. Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Saxony, 
Hanover, Hesse-Darmstadt, Hesse-Cassel, Nassau and 
Baden supported Austria; but they dreaded the 
victory of either Austria or Prussia which, they 
thought, would limit their independence, 

Prussia was fighting the rest of Gfermany single- 
handed. But Austria was at war with Italy and was 
compelled to keep in Italy considerable forces which 
might have made Koniggratz an Austrian victory; 

Hungary was disturbed. Austria’s armies were badly 
organised, armed with muzzle-loading rifles and 
widely scattered; her finances were hopeless; her 
armies were composed of men of diflterent nationalities. 
The purely German Prussian army was concentrated ; 

» Page 381. * Page 382. 
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it was well trained, well organised and equipped with 
the new needle-gun or breech-loader ; Prussia had a 

large war fund; her convenient railways and accurate 

maps facilitated transport. 

(2) The First Prussian Victories. 

The main Prussian forces were concentrated around 
Bohemia. They numbered 263,000 men and con¬ 
sisted of three armies under the Crown Prince in 
Silesia, Prince Frederick Charles in Lusatia, and Bitten- 

feld commanding the Army of the Elbe near Torgau. 

The Prussian Army of the Main of about 48,000 men 
under Falkenstein was to deal with the other Con¬ 

federate States. 

The Army of the Main, June-July 1866. 

a. Conquest of North-West Germany. 

Jime 18th, 1866. Falkenstein occupied 
Hesse-Cassel. 

June 29th, 1866. Falkenstein, reinforced by 
ManteuSel, defeated the Hanoverians at 

Langensalza. 

b. Conquest of Southern Germany. 

July 16th, 1866. Falkenstein, who had 
inarched against the Southern States, gained 

victories at Eissingen and AschaSenburg, and 
entered Frankfort. The Prussians exacted so 

heavy an indemnity from Frankfort that the 

burgomaster committed suicide. 
July 25th, 1866. ManteufEel, Falkenstein’s 

successor, defeated the Bavarians on the 

Tauber. 

(3) Eoniggr&tz or Sadowa, July 3rd, 1866. 

The Prussians occupied Dresden without resistance 
on June 18th, 1866. The Saxon army joined the 

Austrian main forces under Benedek in Bohemia. 

The united annies numbered 261,000 men. 
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а, Benedek falls back on Eoniggiatz. 

Moltke, who directed operations by telegraph 
from Berlin, ordered the three Prussian armies 
to concentrate at Gitschin in preparation for 
a general attack on Benedek. Benedek pro¬ 
posed to deliver his main attack on Frederick 
Charles’ army and to hold the Crown Prince 
in check in Silesia, and after defeating the 

former, to combine all his forces against the 
latter. 

The Crown Prince forced his way through 

the Silesian passes, gained victories at Nachod 
on June 27th and Burkersdorf on June 28th. 

Prince Frederick Charles was joined by the 

Army of the Elbe coming from Saxony at 
Reichenberg on June 25th, defeated the 
Austrians at Mlinchengratz on June 27th and 

Prodol on June 28th, and on June 30th took 
Gitschin, where the Crown Prince joined him. 

Benedek seeing that he could not continue 

his operations against the Crown Prince, and 
fearing that he would be caught between the 
armies of the Crown Prince and Frederick 
Charles, fell back on Koniggratz. 

б. The Battle. 

Frederick Charles attacked Benedek, who 

took troops from his right to strengthen his 
defence. The Austrians stubbornly defended 

the hill Chlum, the key of their position, and 
seemed likely to defeat Frederick Charles, but 
the arrival of the Crown Prince on Benedek’s 

denuded right was followed by the utter rout 

of the Austrians, who lost nearly 40,000 men. 
The Prussian victory was due to superior 

strategy, better infantry tactics and the deadly 

effect of the Prussian ne^e-guns on the nuvssed 
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columns of the Austrians. This single battle 
ended the campaign. 

D. The Peace of Prague, August 23rd, 1866. 

Bismarck feared that France might come to an agree¬ 
ment with Italy and that she might attack the Rhine 
frontier; he was not sure of Italy and knew that dis¬ 
sensions between Italian generals impaired the efficiency 
of the Italian army which had been defeated by the 

Austrians at Custozza on June 24th, 1866; he was not 
anxious to humiliate Austria because he knew that war 
between Prussia and France was probable, he therefore 
resisted the desire of King William to enter Vienna and 
to exact a cession of territory from Austria. His attempt 
to weaken Austria by stirring up disaffection in Hungary 
failed and Deak kept the coimtry neutral. 

(1) Napoleon’s suggestions. 

Bismarck wished to make Prussia supreme over all 
Germany from which Austria was to be excluded, but 
Napoleon, hoping in the interests of France to keep 

Germany divided, refused to agree. He insisted that 
the integrity of Austria should be maintained and 
that Saxony should remain independent, but agreed 
to the incorporation in Prussia of Hanover, Hesse- 
Cassel, Hesse-Darmstadt, Nassau and Frankfort and 

to the formation of a German Confederation of States 
north of the Main under the leadership of Prussia. 

Bismarck agreed to these terms and Austria, seeing 

that France had made an agreement with Prussia, 
agreed to Preliminaries of Peace at Nioolsburg on 

July 26th, 1866. 

(2) Some difficulties. 

a. Napoleon’s demand for compensation. 

Napoleon demanded the cession of the 
Bavarian Palatinate and part of Hesse-Darm- 
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Btadt. Bismarck absolutely refused to sur¬ 
render any German territory. 

[Later Napoleon demanded Belgium^ and 
Luxemburg.^ ] 

6. Russia. 

The Czar Alexander II protested against any 
fundamental alteration of the German Con¬ 
stitution and Great Britain joined in this pro¬ 

test ; he feared the impending increase of the 
power of Prussia ; as the champion of Legiti¬ 

macy he objected to the overthrow of the 
dynasties of the Smaller States ; he demanded 
that a European Congress should be held to 
settle all questions. Bismarck refused to agree 

to a Congress, partly through fear that 
Napoleon might seize the opportunity to 

secure more territory for France; he threatened 
to stir up another insurrection in Poland; 
he finally pacified the Czar by promising the 

help of Prussia in his Eastern policy. 

c Italy. 

Victor Emmanuel demanded the Tyrol as 

well as Venetia. 

(3) The terms of the Treaty. 

o. The German Confederation was destroyed and 

Austria withdrew from German affairs, paid 

an indemnity to Prussia but lost no territory 
except Venetia. 

1. Prussia received the Danish Duchies, Hesse- 
Cassel, Nassau, Hanover, part of Hesse-Darm- 
stadt and Frankfort, and was recognised as 
leader of the North German Confederation 

composed of all the German States that lay to 
the north of the Main. 

0. Italy received Venetia (but not the Tyrol), 

>Pagem 
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d. PruBsia recognised the independence of Saxony, 
who joined the North German Confederation. 

But Prussia retained control of the military 
organisation and diplomacy of Saxony. 

[August 13th~-October 21st. Prussia made 
treaties with Wiirtemberg, Bavaria, Baden, 
Hesse-Darmstadt and Saxony from whom she 
exacted indemnities.] 

B. Results of the War. 

(1) Germany. 

Although Napoleon thought that he had broken 
Germany into halves the Peace of Prague promoted 
the imity of non-Austrian Germany. 

(2) Prussia. 

Prussia became the leading State in Germany, and 
made her territory more compact by additions which 
increased its population by four millions. But 
Prussia had shown herself as “ a power cynically 
regardless of any considerations but those of might 

and self-interest,” ^ an impression which was confirmed 
in 1914. 

(3) Austria. 

Austria, relieved of her connection with Germany 
and Italy, reorganised her Empire, concluded with 

Hungary the Ausgleich of 1867 and adopted a more 
vigorous Eastern policy. 

(4) France. 

Bismarck had long realised the danger to Germany 
of the policy of Napoleon III. The danger of war 

with Austria led him to come to an understanding 

with Napoleon; when Austria had been conquered 
and an alliance concluded with Italy he was able to 

prepare for war with France. Edniggratz led to Sedan. 

1 Terry. 
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IV. The Formation of the North German Confederation. 

Bismarck’s position in Prussia was strengthened by 
the defeat of Austria and by his tact in asking for a Bill 

of Indemnity for taking taxes which had not been voted 
by Parliament. The Liberal party now divided; the 
Radicals continued to oppose Bismarck, but the National 

Liberal party supported him and combined with the 
Conservatives to give him a majority in military and 
diplomatic questions. 

The Liberal party had always been German rather 
than Prussian, and as “North Germany was now 
Prussian, the time had come when Bismarck could begin 

to think and act as a German, for the power of Prussia 
was founded on a rock of bronze.” ^ 

July 16th, 1886, When Prussia withdrew from the 

German Confederation Bismarck invited some of the 
North German States to form a Confederation. 

February 24th, 1867. Meeting in Berlin of a "i^on- 
itituent Assembly of the North German States elected 
by universal suffrage ; on April 16th, 1867, the Assembly 

adopted the new Constitution. 
July 1st, 1867. The new Constitution, which had 

been approved by the separate States, came into force. 

A. The Constitution. 

The North German Confederation was not a Con¬ 
federation of States but a Federal State with twenty- 
seven members including the kingdoms of Prussia and 
Saxony, five Grand Duchies, five Duchies, seven Princi¬ 

palities and three Free Cities: Hamburg, Bremen and 

Liibeck. 

(1) The Presidency {PfdMium). 

The King of Prussia was President and was the 

Executive. He “ held all the powers,” was head of 

the Federal government and Federal army, sovereign 

* Headlam-Morley. 
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for home affairs ; convoked and dissolved the Reichs¬ 

tag, appointed the Chancellor {Bundeshanzler), who 
presided over the Bundesrath, 

There was no suggestion of parliamentary control. 
There was no Federal Ministry. The “ Chancellor 
alone represented the Federal Government before the 

Reichstag, the other ministers of the Confederation 

were only his clerks.” 

(2) The Federal Council (Bundesrath), 

The Federal Council, an aristocratic body, con¬ 
sisted of deputies from the various States. Prussia 
had seventeen deputies; no other State had more than 

four. 

(3) The Reichstag. 

The Reichstag, of two hundred and ninety-seven 
members, was elected by universal suffrage. It could 

vote only on proposed changes in the law and on the 

budget. 

B. Powers of the Federal and Local Governments. 

Bismarck said that his object was “ to find the mini¬ 
mum of concession which the several States must make 

to the whole in order that it may live,” and “ to demand 

of the State governments only those sacrifices which 
are indispensable for the success of a national 
community.” 

The Federal Government controlled the army and 
navy, international relations, commerce, transport 

and customs; established common systems of money, 

weights and measures and banking; exercised legal 
jurisdiction in economic and judicial matters. 

Considerable powers were left to the Confederate 

States, which kept their own systems of legislation, 

administration, finance, public works, public worship 

and educatioau 
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C. General. 

The Constitution was a compromise between Particu¬ 
larism and Constitutionalism. 

The Constitution met with opposition from Ultra- 

montanes; from Radicals, who feared that the new 
Constitution would limit the power of the Prussian par¬ 
liament and objected to the great power conferred on the 
President; from the States incorporated in Prussia, 

which resented the loss of their independence; from 
Conservatives, who objected to universal suffrage. 

But Bismarck carried his plan in spite of all opposition, 
including that of Hanover which strongly resented its 
inclusion in Prussia. The deposed King George refused 
the indemnity Prussia offered and Bismarck used the 

money to check the reactionary Guelf party in Hanover 
and later to bribe the press. 

The Constitution was a compromise between national 

unity and traditional State independence; it gave to 
Northern Germany for the first time a definite military 
system organised on Prussian lines and a united foreign 

policy. It made the King of Prussia not merely the 
instrument of a military monarchy but the representa¬ 

tive of a great nation. 

Bismarck felt that the success of the Constitution 
would depend upon the mutual confidence of the allies 

and appealed for their co-operation speedily to establish 
a national system. “ Let us work quickly, gentlemen ; 

let us place Germany in the saddle ; she will know how 
to ride.” 

V. Prussia and the Southern States. 

Although the Peace of Prague contemplated the 

foundation of a South German Confederacy, mutual 

jealousy between the Southern States prevented such 

a Confederacy from being established and disappointed 

the hope of Napoleon III that Germany would be divided 

into two nations. 
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But the Southern States did not wish to join the 
North German Confederation. Bavaria and Wiirtem- 
berg were determined to maintain their independence ; 
the severity and harshness of the Prussian character 
made Prussia intensely unpopular; the old tradition of 
union with Austria still persisted in some quarters and 
particularly among the Ultramontanes of Bavaria; 
Liberals objected to the absolutist traditions of Berlin; 
Austria thought that the Peace of Prague precluded the 
union of Northern and Southern Germany, and the 
danger of an Austro-French alliance against Prussia 
made Bismarck abstain from giving ofience to Austria. 

A. The August Conventions, 1866. 

The Southern States had long regarded Prance as 
their friend and were unfriendly towards Prussia; all, 
except Baden, had asked for the help of Napoleon in 
their negotiations with Prussia. 

Bismarck now published in Le Sikcle the demands 
Napoleon had made for the cession of Maintz and the 
left bank of the Rhine. The Southern States, in fear of 
France, reversed their policy and ofiensive and defensive 
Treaties of Alliance with Prussia were made by Wiirtem- 
berg on August 3rd, 1866, Baden on August 17th and 
Bavaria on August 22nd. By these treaties the King 
of Prussia was given command of the Southern armies 
in time of national war and Prussian military discipline 
was introduced. 

B. The Extension of the ZoUverein, 1867. 

Every measure of the ZoUverein required the unani¬ 
mous support of aU the members and changes in 
poUcy were difficult to make. The Main was a political 
and not an economic boundary, and the interests of 
South German trade were bound up with those of the 
North ^rman Confederation. 

June 4th, 1867. A Customs Parliament ^ was estab- 
* ZollparlametU, 
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lished in Berlin in which members elected by universal 
suffrage from Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Baden and Hesse 
Darmstadt united with the representatives of the North 
German Confederation to manage the economic business 
of Germany. Political considerations led the repre 
sentatives of Bavaria and Wiirtemberg to adopt a 
hostile attitude to Prussia, but the obvious commercial 
advantages they derived from the new arrangement 
tended in time to lead the Southern States to regard 

with less apprehension the prospect of political union 
with the North* 

C. General. 

Bismarck had, by skilful diplomacy, induced the 
Southern States to make alliances with Prussia and to 
unite Germany by the bond of commerce. But there 
seemed no opportunity in Germany of inducing the 
Southern States voluntarily to form a political union 
with Prussia. “ At the beginning of 1870 German unity 

seemed farther off than in 1866.’* 

VI. The German Empire. 

Napoleon’s desire to break the partial union of 
Germany effected by Prussia in 1866 was one of the 

reasons for the Franco-German War ^ which proved the 
final cause of the establishment of the German Empire. 
“ The victory of Sedan was the foundation of German 

unity.” 

A. The Foundation of the Empire. 

The German Empire was founded by separate treaties 
by which Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Baden and Hesse- 
Darmstadt joined the North German Confederation. 

The two latter readily agreed. Bavaria, in whidi there 
was a strong Catholic section which was adverse to 

Prussia, was reluctant to take a step which would limit 

» Page 291. 
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its independence and Wiirtemberg sided with Bavaria, 
King William I was unwilling to take a title which would 
obscure his old title of King of Prussia and involve 
elaborate ceremonial and a magnificent court, and 

refused to accept the Imperial title unless it was offered 
by the Princes of Germany. 

Bismarck won over Bavaria by conceding that the 

title should be “ German Emperor,” which implied no 
authority over German soil, and not “ Emperor of 
Germany ” ; he agreed that in the new Empire Bavaria 

should be exempt from the Prussian military code, retain 
her own posts and telegraphs, and her own laws regarding 
marriage and citizenship. King Louis realised that the 

defined authority of the German Emperor was better than 

the indefinite claims of the King of Prussia based on 
superior military force, and proposed to William in the 

name of the Princes that he should take the new title. 

January 18th, 1871. King William I of Prussia was 

proclaimed German Emperor at Versailles, although 
Bavaria had not yet formally approved. 

E. General. 

(1) Germany a Federation. 

The Empire was “ the supreme symbol of the unity 
of Germany.” But Germany remained a confed^ r- 
ation of more or less independent States and their 

sovereigns continued to exercise great influence in 
the Empire. 

(2) A military Empire, 

The ultimate basis of the Empire was the military 

power of Prussia and the new Empire was “ old 

Prussia writ large ”; the establishment of such an 
Empire in Central Europe alarmed the neighbouring 

countries, which developed their military resources to 

resist possible aggression from Germany ; the burden¬ 

some Armed Peace which lasted from 1871 to 1914 

was due to the establishment of the Geyman Empire, 
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The bitterness caused in France by the loss of Alsace- 
Lorraine made another war between France and 
Germany inevitable. 

The Treaty of Frankfort ^ became one of the causes 
of the Great War. 

(3) Not a democratic Empire. 
No attempt was made to guarantee any funda¬ 

mental rights for individual Germans. The Emperor 
kept in the Empire the power he exercised in Prussia 
as King. The sovereignty of the Empire' liclongcd 
not to the German people, but to the Emperor and 

the Federal Council. 

(4) Not purely National. 
The German Empire did not include the Austrinn 

Germans; it included non-German elements, the 

French of Alsace-Lorraine, the Danes of Schleswig 

and the Poles of Posen. 

(6) The work of Bismarck. 

Bismarck was the architect of the Empire ; he had 
used and stimulated the national feeling of Germany 
and made Prussia the undisputed leader of United 
Germany. Without him the German Empire would 
not have come into being, but he owed much to the 

staunch support of the Emperor, whose personal 
popularity facilitated Bismarck’s work, and to the 

work of Boon and Moltke in reorganising and directing 

the Prussian army. 
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THE MAKING OF THE KINGDOM 
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THE RIS0R(;iMENT0‘ 

THE HOUSE OF SAVOY 

Charles Emmanuel I the Great 
(Duke of Savoy), 

1680-1 cno. 

1 

Victor Amadeus III, 
King of Sardinia, 

1773-1796. 

1 

Princes of Carignano. 

1 

Charles jmmanuel. 
d. 1800. 

Charles Albert, 

1 1 1 King, 1831-1849. 
Charles Victor Emmanuel I, Charles 1 

Emmanuel IV, King, 1802-1821. Felix, Victor 
King, o.s.p. King, Emmanuel 11, 

1796-1802. 1821-1831. King of 
0.9.p. o.i.p. Sardinia, 1849, 

King of Italy, 
1861. 

d. 1878. 

1 
Humbert, 

King, 1878-1900. 

Victor 
Emmanuel, 
1900- 

The suppression of the Risings of 1831 and 1832® left Austria 
supreme in Italy. She ruled Lombardy and Venetia with 
severity ; she supported the absolute rule of Pope Gregory XVI 
(1831-18M) in Rome and of Ferdinand II (1830-1859) in Naples 
and Sicily; the Duke of Tuscany ruled in accordance with her 
wishes; the Dukes of Modena, Parma and Lucca were her 
vassals. The Carbonari had lost their influence in politics; 
“ Young Italy ” plotted without success. 

But from 1843 Italy was in a state of more or less veiled 
insurrection.” 

I The Resurrection of Italy. 
IV--.2 C 

Page 59. 
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I. The Influence of literature. 

Literature now gave a strong impulse to political 
thought. 

A. Gioberti. 

1843. Publication of Gioberti’s Moral and Political 
Headship of Italy ^ in which he advocated the union of 

Italy under the leadership of the Pope. 

B. Azeglio. 

1846. In his Recent Events in Romagna^ Azeglio 
exposed the niisgovernment of the Pope and advocated 
national union. 

C. Settembrini. 

1847. In his Protests of the People of the Two Sicilies 
Settembrini attacked the atrocious government of 
Ferdinand II and urged the need of the union of Italy. 

D. The Scientific Congresses. 

The Scientific Congresses which met from 1839 to 1847 
became centres of Liberalism. 

E. The Press. 

The movement was strongly supported by the press, 
especially by Cavour’s paper II Risorgimento. 

II. The Nature of the Risorgimento. 

The Risorgimento was rather a common sentiment 

than a party; it had no organisation. It was Liberal in 
its advocacy of reform and national in its support of 
Italian unity and hatred of Austrian rule, but differences 

arose as to the methods by which these ends might be 

attained. 

^ Primatt morale e civile degli Italiani * Ultimi Cast di Romagna^ 
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A. Mazzini. 

Mazzini represented the cosmopolitan spirit of the 
Revolution ; nationality was to be the lever which would 
raise the world to a level of cosmopolitanism, and his 
devotion to Italy led him to make the establishment of 
an Italian national government in the form of a Republic 
his first object; he advocated the use of revolutionary 
methods when necessary. A lack of practical ability and 
an unwillingness to recede from his extreme position 
prevented Mazzini from efiecting the reforms he desired, 
but he played a great part in the Risorgimento by his 

inspiring teaching which prepared Italy for independ¬ 
ence. 

B. The Piedmontese Party. 

This party regarded ELing Charles Albert, in spite of 
his vacillation in 1821,^ and his Kingdom of Sardinia 
as the leaders of Italy in her struggle for national unity 
and independence of foreign rule. His people were 
devoted to their royal house ; his army was national in 
sentiment; by favouring agriculture and supporting 

railway extension he had developed the material 

resources of his country. But Charles Albert’s hatred 
of revolutionary principles and the influence of the 
supporters of Austria prevented him from taking active 
measures and earned for him the nickname of “ The 
Hesitating King.” * 

C. The Papal Party. 

The Papal Party hoped that the unity of Italy would 

be accomplished “ by the moral force of a reformed and 
reforming Papacy,” and that a Pope who made full use 

of his spiritual power would become the head of a 
federation of independent Italian States. 

* Page 58, • Re Tenienna, 
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III. Liberal Movements in 1862. 

A. Pius IX, 1846-1848. 

June 17th, 1846. Following the death of the re¬ 
actionary Gregory XVI, Cardinal Giovanni Mastai 
Ferretti, Bishop of Imola, was elected Pope in preference 
to the Austrian candidate, and took the title of Pius IX. 

He had adopted the principles of Moderate Reform 
and his early measures delighted the Liberals and 
strengthened the growing feeling against Austrian rule. 

(1) The Armistice. 

July 16th, 1846. Pius IX issued his Amnesty for 
political offenders. The Amnesty aroused such 
enthusiasm that its author became “ the father of the 
political resurrection of Italy ^ ; it was in substance 

the rcliabilitation of x>atriotism; it really involved, 

although Pius did not see this, war with Austria and 
the independence of Italy. 

(2) Other Reforms. 

March, 1847. The rigorous censorship of the 
Roman Press was mitigated. 

April, 1847. The Pope appointed a Council of 
State formed of laymen, and the hitherto unquestioned 
authority of the College of Cardinals was challenged. 

July, 1847. The Pope allowed the citizens to form 
a Civic Guard. 

March 14th, 1848. The Pope granted a Liberal 

Constitution: “ The Fundamental Statute for the 
temporal government of the States of the Church.’’ 

(3) Ferrara. 

July 17th, 1847. Austria, resenting the develop¬ 
ment of Liberalism, occupied Ferrara. The Poikj 

protested ; Great Britain and France sent their fleets 

' QamMdgt Modern Vol. XI, page 74, 
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to Naples; Charles Albert declared he would fight 
against Austria if war resulted. 

The Austrians therefore evacuated Ferrara, and the 
Pope was regarded as the champion of Italian inde¬ 
pendence. 

B. Sardinia. 

Charles Albert, who hitherto had been checked by 
his absolutist ministers and the Jesuits, who favoured 
Austria, now definitely turned against Austria, and 
introduced Liberal measures of reform. 

(11 Anti-Austrian policy. 

He started against Austria a tariff war which made 

him the champion of the material interests of Italy; 
allowed Genoa, in 1846, publicly to celebrate the 

fiftieth anniversary of the expulsion of the Austrians ; 
in 1847 he declared “ if God should permit me some 

day to see a war of Independence, I shall take my 
place at the head of the army.’^ 

(2) Liberal measures. 

He abolished privileged courts, limited the censor¬ 

ship of the press and the authority of the police over 
government servants; he gave greater authority to 

town councils. 
March 5th, 1848. Charles Albert, who realised that 

the co-oj)eration of the Liberals was essential in the 
impending war with Austria, gave a Liberal Constitu¬ 

tion to Sardinia. 

C. Tuscany. 

A Liberal Agitation in Leghorn, where the movement 
was revolutionary, Pisa and Florence, compelled the 
Grand Duke to introduce reforms similar to^ those which 

Pius IX had introduced at Rome, 

February 17th, 1848. The Duke granted a Libend 
Ppiostitutiog. 
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D. Naples and Sicily. 

January 12th, 1848. A successful rising at Palermo 
was followed by the expulsion of Neapolitan troops from 
Sicily and a rising in Naples. 

February, 1848. Ferdinand II proclaimed a Con¬ 
stitution and formed a Liberal Ministry. 

E. Austrian Italy. 

In Lombardy and Venetia the hostility of the middle 
class towards Austria grew stronger and the nobles and 

clergy began to adopt the same attitude. In these 
countries the movement was one of Nationality as well 
as Reform. 

1847. Imprisonment of Manin and Tommaseo for 
extremist speeches at the Scientific Congress in Venice. 

January, 1848. “ The Smoking Riotsin Milan, 

where the people, enraged by the heavy tariff, had boy¬ 
cotted Austrian tobacco and stoned Austrian officers 
who smoked cigars in the street. 

F. General. 

Liberalism seemed triumphant except in Lombardy 

and Venetia, and even here the danger of revolution 
seemed so serious that Metternich established military 
rule under Radetsky in place of the police system which 

was unable to control the rising agitation. 

References : See end of next section. 

THE REVOLUTION OF 1848 

I. Tta Oatbreak o! the Revolution. 

The spicad of liberaliam had been eveiTwhere accom> 
panied by intensor hatred of the Austrian rule. The 
Austrian Govenunent, disorganised and threatened with 
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a national rising in Hungary, could send little help to 
Radetsky, who, realising the imminence of the danger, 

made a strong strategic base in the Quadrilateral, which 
was bounded on one side by the Adige with its fortresses 

of Verona and Legnano, and on the other by the Mincio 
with its fortresses of Mantua and Peschiera. The news 
of the February Revolution ^ in Paris encouraged the 
Italians ; the rising of March 13th in Vienna * and the 

flight of Mctternich the next day caused an immediate 
outbreak. “ In the face of immediate ruin the govern¬ 

ment of Lombardo-Venetia went practically to pieces.’* 

A. Milan. 

March 18th~22nd, 1848. “ The Five Glorious Days.** 
The Viceroy fled, his deputy was compelled to hand 

over the government to the Municipal Council. Radet- 

sky attacked the barricades which were erected but the 

reinforcements he exjiectcd failed to reach him because 
the Italians broke down the bridges ; he lost many men 

in intense street fighting and on March 22nd retreated 

to the Quadrilateral. 

B. Venice. 

The Government seem paralysed; Manin was released; 
the Governor was compelled to allow the formation of 
a National Guard which, led by Manin, seized the Arsenal. 

March 22nd, 1848. Manin proclaimed the Republic 

of Venice. 

C. Modena and Parma. 

The Austrians evacuated Modena. The Duke of 

X arma was expelled and a Constitution proclaimed. 

D. Sardinia. 

Sardinia was eager for war, and Cavour declared, in 

U BisorgimentOt The hour of fate has struck for the 

» Page 219 • Page 343 
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Sardinian monarchy. One road only is open, that of 
immediate war.” But Charles Albert wavered, partly 
because Great Britain and France advised him not to 
make war on Austria; he did not declare war on Austria 
until March 23rd, and he did not accept the invitation 
of Milan and cross the Ticino into Lombardy until 
March 25th ; by his most unfortunate delay he lost the 
opportunity of cutting off Radetsky’s army on its retreat 
from Milan. 

E. The National Movement. 

At first all the Italian States seemed anxious to unite 
with Sardinia against Austria. 

(1) The Pope. 

The Pope, who opposed war with Austria, thought 
the concessions he had made were ample and refused 
to expel the Jesuits, was forced to allow Papal troops 
under Durando to join Charles Albert. 

(2) Naples. 

Ferdinand II ordered an army of 40,000 Neapolitan 
troops under General Pepe to march into Lombardy. 

(3) Tuscany. 

April 5th, 1848. The Grand Duke Leopold II 
declared war on Austria and sent a force of 6000 men. 

(4) Parma and Modena. 

Parma and Modena joined Sardinia. 

(5) Milan. 

March 26th, 1848. Charles Albert entered Milan. 

F. Weakness of the National Movement. 

(1) Differences of policy. 

Differences of opinion and policy gravely weakened 
the National movement. The Al^olutists, who were 
strongest in Naples, desired the restoration of their 
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former sovereigns. Mazzini’s followers, who gained 
considerable support from the cities of Genoa, Milan, 
Rome and Leghorn, and were strongest in Central 
Italy, advocated a Republic. The Constitutionalists, 
who were strongest in the North, wished to establish 
a constitutional monarchy and to make Italy into a 
Federal State. The Sardinians looked to the ex¬ 

pansion of the Kingdom of Sardinia into a Kingdom 
of Italy. 

Owing to Charles Albert’s delay, the Austrians had 

been expelled without the help of Sardinia, and 
although the higher and wealthier classes favoured 
the idea of uniting with Sardinia, a strong and noisy 

element advocated a Republic. Manin proclaimed a 
Republic in Venice on March 22nd. 

(2) Military difficulties. 

The Sardinian army of 63,000 men was the only 
Italian army available for immediate service and two- 
thirds of the army were in reserve. The King was 
reluctant to oppose Austria alone, at great risk to his 
dynasty, in order to establish Republics in Milan and 

Venice, 

(3) Jealousy of Sardinia. 

Some of the princes were jealous of Sardinia and 

feared that her policy was inconsistent with their 
independence. 

n. The War to the Armiatioe of Vigevano or Salasoo, 
August, 1848. 

A. Defections. 

(1) The Pope. 

The Pope, although anxious to see the foreigners 
retire from Italy, wished to avoid a quarrel with 
Austria, a strong Catholic State, partly because such 

a quarrel would increase the danger of a schism in 
Germany. 
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April 29th, 1848. In an Allocution to the Cardinals 
he declared that the idea of a war with Austria was 
“ wholly abhorrent ” to him. The idea of the Pope 
as a popular, national leader was shattered, and the 
knowledge of his attitude weakened the energy of 
Durando’s troops. 

(2) Naples. 

An attempt ol the Radicals to stir up a new revolu¬ 
tion was crushed and the new Chambers which met 

on May 15th were prorogued the same day and soon 
dissolved. Ferdinand made no attempt to enforce 
the Constitution and ordered Pepe and his troops to 
return to Naples. Most returned but Pepe and 
2000 Neapolitan troops disobeyed the order and 
joined Charles Albert. 

Although Lombardy declared for union with 

Sardinia on May 29th, 1848, and Venice on July 4th, 
1848, neither gave material help to Charles Albert, 
who was hampered by the slow advance of the armies 

of Durando and Pepe. The Sicilian Parliament, in 
July, 1848, offered the crown to Charles Albertis son, 
the Duke of Genoa. If Charles Albert had seized the 
occasion to assume the crown of Italy he might “ have 
anticipated the work of 1860 by rallying behind 

him all the nationalist sentiment throughout the 

»'/eninsuIa.’^ ^ 

B. Early Successes of Charles Albert* 

Charles Albert now attacked the Quadrilateral. 
April 8th, 1848. He forced the passage of the Mincio 

at Gioto and meant to strike at Verona, but was checked 

and marched against Feschiera. 
May 22nd, 1848. Strong reimorcements, which the 

Lombard allies of Sardinia failed to check, reached 

Radetsky from Austria, which thought it more important 

^ Alison Phillips. 
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to reassert its authority in Italy than to concentrate on 
opposition to Liberalism at home.^ 

May 30th, 1848. Charles Albert took Peschiera and 
the Sardinians defeated liadetsky at Gioto. 

C. The Armistice of Vigevano or Salasco.* 

Charles Albert failed to follow up his success, and 
Radetsky, in spite of his defeat, overran Venetia (but did 
not take Venice) and captured Vicenza on June 10th, 
1848, and Padua on June 15th. 

July 25th, 1848. Radetsky routed Charles Albert at 
Custozza. The latter fell back upon Milan, but evacu¬ 
ated Milan on August 6th and retired into Piedmont. 

August 6th, 1848. Radetsky entered Milan and soon 
regained Lombardy. 

August 9th, 1848. The Salasco Armistice restored 
the status quo ante helium^ but Venice kept its Republic. 

D. General. 

The campaign had ended the career of the Moderate 
Monarchist Party and put out of the question any idea 
of establishing a Federal State. “ Henceforward the 

idea of a United Democratic Italy everywhere held the 
field.” The Democrats now directed their efforts to 
secure popular government in the States of Italy in the 

hope that an Italian Republic would be formed which 
would be strong enough to drive the Austrians out of 

Italy. 

III. Democracy and Reaction. 

The revolutionary party, encouraged by the failure of 

the Moderates, now tried to secure supremacy, but the 
Liberal extremists failed to attain their object and 

proved the best allies of the Austrians. 

^ Page 345. 
* Often called the Salasco Armistice from the name of the soldier who 

signed it. 
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A. Democracy. 

(1) Tuscany. 

October 27th, 1848. The Grand Duke was coni* 
pelled to appoint a Democratic Ministry, including 
Guerrazzi the novelist. 

February 8th, 1849. A provisional government 

Was established under Guerrazzi and the feeling in 
favour of a Republic was stimulated by the presence 
of Mazzini, although a Republic was not actually 
proclaimed. 

February 11th, 1849. The Grand Duke fled and, 
having decided to rely upon the help of Austria, 
joined the Pope at Gaeta. 

(2) Rome. 

Great dissatisfaction had been caused by the failure 

of the Pope to carry out reform and by his refusal to 
break with Austria. 

a. Rossi. 

September 16th, 1848. Appointment of 
Pellegrino Rossi as chief minister of the Pope. 
He aimed at maintaining cordial relations 

between the Romans and the Pope and at 
enlisting the support of the Papacy for the 
cause of Italian liberty. He offended the 

extremists by checking disorder, the reaction¬ 
ary party by supporting reform, the patriots 

by opposing immediate war with Austria. 

November 15th, 1848. Assassination of 
Rossi. 

November 16th, 1848. The Pope was forced 
to appoint a Democratic Ministry. 

b- Flight of the Pope. 

November 26th, 1848. Flight of the Pope 

to Gaeta. The Pope’s flight showed that he 
had definitely abandoned the national cause* 
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February 9tli, 1849. A Roman Republic 

was proclaimed and the temporal power of the 
Pope abolished. 

(3) Venice. 

August 13th, 1848. The union between Venice and 
Sardinia did not become effective and a provisional 
government under the Presidency of Manin was 
established. 

B, Sardinia.^ 

Their defeat at Custozza had broken the Sardinian 
army, the exchequer was empty, discontent was general. 

(1) The war renewed. 

December, 1848. Gioberti, the new minister, tried 
to avert foreign intervention in favour of the Pojie 

and the Grand Duke of Tuscany by inducing Sardinia 

to restore them to their territories and to form a 
Federal Union. But the Democrats refused to agree 

to the proposed restoration; the mediation of Great 
Britain and France proved ineffective. Feeling 
against Austria was increased by the brutality of 
Radetsky and the flight of many refugees from Lom¬ 
bardy to Piedmont; Sardinia, and particularly Charles 
Albert, demanded a renewal of the war, especially 

as Austria had now to deal with revolution in 

Hungary.^ 

(2) Novara. 

March 12th, 1849. Sardinia terminated the Salasco 
Armistice and renewed the war. Charles Albert gave 

the command of his army to the Polish General 
Chranowsky and Sardinia faced Austria alone. 

^ The kingdom of Sardinia oonsisted of Sardinia, the ooast of Genoa, 
Savoy and Piedmont, of which the last was by far the most important 
and active. To a large extent the history of the kingdom of Sardinia 
is the history of Piedmont 

^ Page 349. 
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Radetsky invaded Piedmont knowing that if he 

defeated the Sardinians he would easily suppress 
insurrections in Lombardy and Venetia. 

March 23rd, 1849. Radetsky utterly routed Charles 

Albert at Novara. 

(3) Resignation of Charles Albert. 

Charles Albert resigned in favour of his son, Victor 

Emmanuel II, and went into exile at Oporto, where 
he died on July 28th, 1849. His noble self-sacrifice 

atoned for his failure in war; he was regarded as a 
martyr to the cause of Italian independence and soon 

the sentiment of Italy was to attach itself again to 
the House of Savoy. 

March 26th, 1849. Victor Emmanuel agreed to 
evacuate Lombardy and the Duchies and to pay an 

indemnity of £9,840,000 to Austria, but he was to be 

excused payment if he cancelled the Constitution of 
1848; Austria and Sardinia were to garrison Ales¬ 

sandria jointly. 

[March 28th, 1849. Radetsky entered Milan. 

March 30th, 1849. Brescia stormed by Haynau, 
who justly earned the nickname of “ The Hyaena 
of Brescia ” for his brutality. 

August 27th, 1849. Venice submitted to Austria.] 

C. Reaction. 

Austria regained her supremacy in the North, the 
Italian Princes were restored and on all sides reaction 

triumphed. 

(1) Naples. 

a. The Parliament dissolved. 

The Austrian victories confirmed Ferdinand II 
in his policy of reaction; he finally dissolved 

the Neapolitan Parliament on May 13th, 
1849. 
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6. The reconquest of Sicily. 

The defeat of Sardinia encouraged him to 
reconquer Sicily, which had rebelled, estab* 
lished a provisional government at Palermo 

and offered to receive Charles Albert’s second 
son as Eang. 

September, 1848. Messina was captured by 

Neapolitan troops after a terrible bombardment 
which gained for Ferdinand II the nickname 
of “ Bomba.” The admirals of the British and 
French fleets, desiring to check the cruelty of 

the successful troops, proposed an armistice 
which encouraged the Sicilians to continue 

their opposition. 

April 7th, 1849. The Neapolitans captured 
Catania and, 

May, 16th, 1849. Palermo. 

e. Ferdinand’s revenge. 

Ferdinand now took a brutal revenge on 

those who had supported the Constitution. 
About 20,000, of whom Settembrini and Poerio 
were the best known, were imprisoned and 

treated with the greatest brutality. Gladstone 
asserted that Ferdinand’s government was 

“ the negation of God erected into a system of 

Government.” 

(2) Rome. 

a. Foreign intervention. 

The Pope invited the Catholic powers to 
restore him to Borne. The Roman Assembly 

handed over the government to a Triumvirate 

of which Mazzini was the head. 

(i) Austria. 

Austria invaded the Papal States, took 

Bologna on May 16th and Ancona on July 19th, 

1849. 
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fii) Naples. 

Ferdinand II tried to help the Pope but his 
troops were routed by Garibaldi at Palestrina 
on May 9th and Velletri on May 19th, 1849. 

(hi) Prance. 

Napoleon, urged by the Catholic Party in 

France to restore the Pope, and wishing to 

weaken the growing power of Austria in Italy, 
sent a French force under Oudinot. 

April 30th, 1849. Garibaldi repulsed 
Oudinot’s first attack on Rome. Ferdinand 

de Lesseps failed to reconcile the Romans and 
the Pope. 

June 3rd-June 3Qth, 1849. Mazzini, who 

fought in person, and Garibaldi heroically 
defended Rome. 

July 3rd, 1849. The French entered Rome 

and restored the authority of the Pope. End 
of the Roman Republic. Garibaldi escaped to 

Piedmont and soon went to America. Mazzini 
fled to Switzerland. 

h. The Pope’s Government restored. 

The three Cardinals who acted for the Pope 

restored the Inquisition and showed such 
cruelty to the Liberals that Napoleon inter¬ 
vened. The Pope, by the Edict Motu Proprio, 

established a State Council for Finance and 
Provincial and Communal Councils ; he granted 

an anmesty, but excepted 7256 former oppo¬ 
nents from its benefits; he refused to restore 
the Constitution. 

April 12th, 1850. The Pope returned to 

Rome. 
Antonelli practically governed Rome and 

the Papal States and “ the pall of priestly 

absolutism and misrule fell once more over the 
Roman States.” 
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(3) Tuscany. 

April, 1849. The Moderates, hoping to avert 
Austrian intervention, restored the Grand Duke 
Leopold II. But the Austrians having taken Leg¬ 
horn, entered Florence on May 25th, 1849. 

May 6th, 1852. The Grand Duke abolished the 
Constitution of 1848 and Guerrazzi was banished from 
Tuscany, 

(4) Modena. 

Duke Francis V was restored by the Austrians and 
re-established autocratic government. 

(5) Parma. 

Duke Charles III was restored by the Austrians and 
governed with such brutality that he was assassinated 
on March 26th, 1854. 

(6) Lombardy and Venetia. 

Radetsky acted as military dictator. His brutal 
rule was marked by mihtary executions, floggings, 
which particularly exasperated the Italians, and 
imprisonments; it led to several unsuccessful Re¬ 
publican conspiracies in which the influence of 
Mazzini appeared, at Mantua, in 1852—^the infamous 
Mantuan Trials aroused tlie indignation of Europe— 
at Milan and Venice in 1853. 

(7) General. 

The forces of reaction seemed to have triumphed 
and Austrian power appeared to be established in 
Lombardy, Venetia and the Duchies. 

But the National Society continued to exist and to 
diffuse the national idealism which had been strength¬ 
ened by Charles Albert’s devotion in 1848. 

IV—2d 
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The failure of the Republican conspiracies in Lom¬ 
bardy discredited the party of Mazzini and the 

Moderates in all States looked to Sardinia for 
help. 

Victor Emmanuel II refused to annul the Con¬ 
stitution which his father had given to Sardinia, 
and “ in the fidelity of Victor Emmanuel to the 
Sardinian Constitution lay the pledge that wlien 
Italy’s next opportunity ‘ should arrive the chief 

would be there who would meet the nation’s 
need.” ^ 
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ITALY FROM THE REACTION OF 1849 
TO THE TREATY OF ZURICH 

I. The Development of Sardinia. 

A. Victor Emmanuel II. 

Victor Emmanuel II was a soldier rather than a 

statesman, but he saw that Sardinia might become 
supreme in Italy by adopting the policy of the Moderate 
Liberals, who were now the chief advocates of the union 

of Italy; he showed courage and great resolution in 
pursuing his main object in spite of the opposition of the 

Republican followers of Mazzini and the reactionary 

party. 

^ Fyfife, 
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(1) The Constitution. 

He refused to annul the Constitution of 1848 
although he would have secured the cancellation of 
the war indemnity; on March 29th, 1848, he swore 

fidelity to the Constitution but was received very 
coldly by the Chambers, which disapproved of the 
recent armistice.^ He kept the tricolour fiagj the 

symbol of united Italy, maintained the liberty of the 
press and gave an asylum to Liberal refugees. A revolt 
of ]\Tazzinist Republicans at Grenoa added to the King’s 

difficulties but it was suppressed by La Marmora. 

(2) The Treaty of Peace. 

August 6th, 1849. The treaty of peace was signed 
between Austria and Sardinia ; the intervention of 

France and Great Britain led to the reduction of the 
indemnity by two-thirds and the Austrians evacuated 
Alessandria. 

Tlie Sardinian Chambers refused to ratify the treaty 
and were dissolved. 

January 9th, 1850. The King appealed directly 

to the electors and the new Chambers ratified the 
treaty. 

B. Cavour becomes Chief Minister. 

(1) The Siccardi Laws. 

The privileges of the ecclesiastical courts in Pied¬ 
mont were inconsistent with the equality of all 

citizens before the law which was involved in the 
Constitution. 

a. The laws, 

February, 1860. Giuseppe Siccardi, who 
had failed to induce the Pope to make an 
amicable settlement, introduced, with Cavour’s 

strong approval, the Siccardi laws which— 

^ Page 414. 
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(i) abolished ecclesiastical courts (which hitherto 
had decided cases of heresy, tithe and 

marriage); 

(ii) abolished the right of sanctuary which be¬ 

longed to churches; 

(iii) forbade any corporation, ecclesiastical or lay, 
to acquire property without the consent of 
the Government, 

h. The laws and political parties. 

Cavour strongly supported the laws. His 
opposition to republicanism had led him hither¬ 
to to act with the Conservative Extreme Right, 
but as this party strongly opposed the laws he 

now joined the more moderate Right Centre. 
He bade his followers advance far along the 
path of reforms, and fear not that they may 

be declared inopportune.” 

c. Clerical opposition. 

The King, in spite of the strong remon¬ 
strances of the Clerical Party, assented to the 
laws; the Archbishops of Turin and Cagliari 

were exiled for advising their clergy to disobey 
the laws ; the clergy refused to administer the 
last sacraments to Santarosa, Minister of 
Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, who died 

on August 5th, 1850. 

d. Cavour becomes Minister of Agriculture, 

October 11th, 1850. Victor Emmanuel, 
with considerable hesitation, appointed Cavour 
Minister of Agriculture, Industry and (Com¬ 
merce, but warned the other ministers that 

this man will kick you all out.” 

(2) Cavour becomes Chief Minister. 

November, 1851. Cavour was appointed Minister 
of Finance as well as of Agriculture and became the 
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Chief Minister although D’Azeglio was nominal head 
of the Ministry. 

The Siccardi laws and Cavour’s economic policy 
further estranged him from the Right which had 
considerable sympathy with Austria; in its resent¬ 

ment against Cavour’s Liberal policy, and encouraged 
by Napoleon’s coup d'etat of December, 1851,^ the 
Right favoured a reactionary policy. Cavour saw 
that reaction would ruin his policy and that the 
triumph of the Left, which viewed the monarchy with 
suspicion, would prove equally fatal. He therefore, 

about February, 1852, arranged for the wedding, 
connuhioy of his moderate Right Centre with Rattazzi’s 
moderate Left Centre. The connubio proved too 

strong for D’Azeglio. 
November 4th, 1852. Cavour became Chief 

Minister and the steady support of the connubio 

enabled him to carry out his policy. 

(3) Cavour’s Internal Policy, 1851-1859. 

a. Economic. 

He now adopted a commercial and economic 

policy which greatly increased the wealth of 
Piedmont. 

Cavour, realising that he could not establish 

Free Trade as he would have liked, concluded 
commercial treaties based on low tariffs with 
separate Powers and thus cheapened neces¬ 

saries of life and the raw material of industry; 

extended the railways — the railway from 
Turin to Genoa was opened in 1854; im¬ 
proved the banking system; established Co¬ 

operative Societies and, partly by Agri¬ 
cultural Credits, promoted the development 
of agriculture. 

^ Page239. 
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b. Cavour and the Clergy. 

The cost of his new reforms, the Austrian 
indemnity and a succession of bad harvests, 
particularly the failure of the corn, silk and 
vine harvests in 1853, compelled Cavour to 
find new methods of raising revenue. 

1855. He imposed a tax on the estates of 
the Church, secularised the lands of decayed 
orders and suppressed many religious corpora¬ 
tions. These measures aroused strong protests 
from the Pope, who tried to persuade Victor 

Emmanuel II that the deaths of his mother, 

brother and wife within a month were a divine 
punishment for his support of the measure 

April 26th, 1855. Cavour resigned when the 
King seemed willing to allow the bills to be 

withdrawn. 

May 3rd, 1855. Cavour resumed office and 
the bills were passed. 

c. The Army. 

La Marmora thoroughly reorganised the 
army ; Alessandria and Casale were fortified. 

(4) Sardinia and Italy. 

The Ejngdom of Sardinia, and particularly Pied¬ 
mont, prospered greatly under Cavour's regime and 

identified herself with the cause of Italian nationality. 

Refugees from Lombardy had settled in Piedmont 
and acquired citizenship of Sardinia. The Emperor 
had decreed on February I3th, 1856, that the property 

of refugees from Lombardy and Venetia was to be 
sequestrated. Cavour recalled the Sardinian am¬ 

bassador from Vienna and sent a protest to the 

Powers against the tyranny of Austria. Austria 
treated with contempt both ^vour*8 protest and the 
friendly representations with which Great Britain 

and France supported it. The Sardinian Parliament 
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voted a subsidy in aid of the victims. Thus Sardinia 
“openly assumed the defence of Italians crushed 

under the unwarrantable outrages of Austria.’’ 
Some former Republicans now looked to Sardinia 

to champion the national cause, and Manin, formerly 

dictator of Venice, on September 15th, 1855, urged 
Victor Emmanuel to “ make Italy ” and promised 
him support. 

The feeling against Austria grew stronger; Pied¬ 
montese newspapers openly attacked Austria ; public 

subscriptions were raised to buy cannon for Ales¬ 

sandria. 

II. The Compact of PIombi^res» 1858. 

A. The need of foreign help. 

But Cavour, unlike the patriots of 1848, felt that 

Sardinia was not strong enough to attack Austria alone 

and sought to strengthen Sardinia and isolate Austria 
by foreign alliances. “ He made it his object to obtain 

for Sardinia the respect and the friendship of the 
European Powers and he sternly repressed the revolu¬ 
tionary projects of Mazzini and his associates, which 

alienated all upholders of orderly government.” ^ 

(1) Great Britain. 

Public feeling in Great Britain supported the 

Italian cause; Cavour was a great admirer of the 
British Constitution. But Great Britain wished to 
maintain the treaties of 1815 and Sardinia needed an 

ally with a stronger army. 

(2) France. 

Napoleon had actually fought for the Italian cause 

and was of Italian descent. But the Clerical Party 
was so strong in France that Napoleon dared not 

support a policy which endangered the temporal 

^ Lodge. 
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power of the Pope; he favoured a Federation of 
Italian States under the presidency of the Pope rather 

than a united kingdom in which the King of Sardinia 
was supreme. 

Thus although Great Britain and France had 
recently been aSronted by Austria there seemed little 
probability, in 1853, that they would join Sardinia 
in opposing her. 

B. The Crimean War, 1855. 

The “ equivocal neutrality ” of Austria annoyed 

Great Britain and France, who badly needed military 
reinforcement. 

January 26th, 1855. Sardinia joined Great Britain 

and France against Russia. 

Oavour’s action was criticised by the Liberals who 
objected to the assistance given to the reactionary 

Turkish Government, by some nationalists who objected 
to the use against Russia of forces that might be required 
to fight Austria in Italy, and by others who objected to 

the heavy financial outlay involved. But the King 

supported Cavour who, after a fierce struggle, secured 
the approval of the Sardinian I^arliament for his action. 

The Western Powers, who hoped that the action of 
Sardinia would force Austria to join them against 
Russia, refused Cavour’s demands that the condition 

of Italy should be considered after the Crimean War was 

over and that they would induce Austria to restore to 
the refugees their sequestrated property. Sardinia had 

to pay the whole cost of her share in the war and joined 
Great Britain and France without conditions. 

But Cavour was right. He asserted that the alliance 
with Great Britain and France was “ the only way that 
is afforded to us to help Italy in the present conditions 
of Europe.” 

If Austria Jiad joined Great Britain and France the 

Western Powers could not, without gross ingratitude. 
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have opposed her in Italy and Sardinia might have been 

crushed. Austria’s vacillation and Cavour’s wise and 
prompt action averted this grave danger. 

August 16th, 1855. La Marmora’s victory on the 
Tchernaya restored the reputation the Sardinians had lost 

at Novara ; it secured the approval of all classes for the 
alliance; it helped Cavour, in spite of the protest of 
Austria, to take his place at the Conference of Paris in 

1856 by the side of the representatives of the Great 
Powers. 

C. The Conference of Paris. 

(1) Cavour’s success at Paris. 

Although Sardinia received no additional territory, 

Cavour made an excellent use of the opportunities 
afforded at the Congress of Paris. 

Differences had arisen between Great Britain and 

France, particularly about the Danubian Principalities, 

and Cavour supported France, knowing that Austria 
was the enemy and that Great Britain might talk but 
would never act. 

April 8th, 1856. Cavour denounced Austria as the 
cause of all Italy’s woes. He secured from the Great 
Powers an admission of the justice of his accusation : 

“ those same Powers have declared that it is necessary 

in the interests not only of Italy, but of Europe, to 
apply some remedy to Italy’s ills.” He made Sardinia 

appear as the champion of Italian nationalism. 

(2) Results. 

a. Austria. 
Austria now adopted a more conciliatory 

policy in Lombardy and Venetia, gave an 
amnesty to political prisoners and in December, 

1856, cancelled the sequestration of refugees’ 
property ; the Emperor Francis Joseph visited 
Venice and Milan; his good-natured brother 

Maximilian was made Governor of Lombardy 

and Venetia. 
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But Manin declared: “ We do not want 
Austria to mend her ways in Italy ; we want 

her to go ; Milan gave to Turin a monument 
in honour of the Sardinian army ; tlie Pied¬ 
montese newspapers attacked Austria with 

such violence that all diplomatic relations 

between the two countries were severed. 

h. Mazzini. 

Mazzini saw that the policy of Cavour 
rendered it impossible for his plan of an Italian 

Republic to be put into operation. 

June, 1867. Failure of a Mazzinist plot at 
Genoa. 

August, 1857. The Anti-Revolutionary 
National Society was founded to promote the 
unity of Italy through Sardinia and the House 

of Savoy. 

D. The Compact of Plombi^res, 1858. 

The unsuccessful plot at Genoa practically marked 
the end of the attempt of the secret societies to settle 

the question of Italian unity by revolutionar}^ methods. 

“ From this time public opinion tends towards the idea 

of the political union of Italy—^the one invaluable out¬ 
come of Mazzini’s persistent preachings—but through, 
and by means of, Sardinia and the Savoy dynasty.” ^ 

Napoleon felt that if he was to accomplish his desire 
of destroying the treaties of 1815 he might begin by 

helping Sardinia to expel the Austrians from Northern 

Italy. He hoped that he might be rewarded by the 
cession of Savoy, which was more French than Italian 

and the cession of which would not lead to active 
opposition from the Powers, who would strongly resist 
any attempt to incorporate either Belgium or the Rhino 

Province in France. 

^ Cambridge Modem History^ Vol. XI, page 375. 
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(1) The Orsini bombs. 

January 14th, 1858. Orsini, a Roman exile, tried 
to kill Napoleon by bombs. The Emperor escaped 
although about a hundred and fifty people were killed 

or wounded. Orsini sent a letter to Napoleon from 
prison urging the Emperor to support the cause of Italy. 

Orsini’s attempt aroused strong feeling and France 
and Napoleon urged Cavour to repress all revolu¬ 

tionaries. Cavour replied that popular feeling in 
Italy so strongly resented the French occupation of 
Rome, for which the Emperor was blamed, that there 

was a grave danger of further attempts against him. 
Napoleon, partly from genuine sympathy with 

Italy, partly from fear of personal injury and partly 

because he resented the growing friendship between 

Great Britain and Austria, made with Cavour the 

Compact of Plombieres. 

(2) The Compact. 

July 20th, 1858. Cavour and Napoleon held a secret 
meeting at Plombieres and made the famous Compact. 

a. Terms. 

(i) That France should supply 200,000 men and 
Sardinia 100,000 for war against Austria. 
Austria was to be expelled from Italy. 

(ii) That Lombardy, Venetia, the Duchies, the Ro¬ 
magna, and perhaps Ancona, should be added 

to Sardinia ; that France should receive Savoy, 

and possibly Nice, as payment for her assistance. 

(iii) That Umbria and Tuscany should be erected 

into a Kingdom of Central Italy ; that Naples 
should be left alone; that the Pope should 
retain Rome; that Naples, Central Italy, 

Rome and Sardinia should form an Italian 

federation imder the supremacy of Sardinia. 
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(iv) That Victor Emmanuers daughter Clothilde 
should marry the Emperor’s cousin Prince 
Jerome Napoleon. 

6. Criticism. 

(i) Napoleon felt that the Powers would not 
intervene : Russia strongly resented the in¬ 
gratitude Austria had shown in the Crimean 
War; Prussia was smarting under the “ humili¬ 
ation ” of Olmiitz ^ ; Great Britain, although 
the new Tory Gk)vernment was less sjnnpathetic 
to Italy than its predecessor, would not fight 
for Austria. 

(ii) Cavour did not like to give Italian territory 
to France and feared that the terms of the 
Compact would render it more difficult for 
Sardinia to unite Central Southern Italy in a 
united kingdom. But he felt that “for the 
moment the vital need is to get Austria out of 
Italy,” and was willing to pay the price. 

(iii) Cavour had great difficulty in persuading 
Victor Emmanuel to allow Princess Clothilde 
to marry the infamous “ Prince Plon Plon,” 
and in persuading Italian Liberals, who 
thoroughly hated Napoleon, to make an 
alliance with France. 

III. The War of Italian liberation. 

A. The Outbreak of War. 

(1) Cavour’s difficulties, 

a. Napoleon. 

Cavour knew that Napoleon was unreliable 
and feared that he might break his promise tq 
fight against Austria. 

^ Page 339, 
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On January 1st, 1859, Napoleon had said to 
ihe Austrian ambassador in Paris : “ J regret 
that our relations with your government are 
not as good as they were ” ; on January 19th, 

1859, the Treaty of Turin formally confirmed 
the Compact of Plombieres ; on January 30th, 
1859, Princess Clothilde married Prince Jerome. 

But general opinion in France, and particu¬ 

larly the Imperial Court, disapproved of war 
with Austria ; Great Britain, whom Napoleon 
was most anxious to conciliate, now worked 
earnestly for peace ; Napoleon tried to win 
the support of France by including in his plans 
a war on the Rhine, although this plan would 

ensure the vigorous opposition of the German 

Diet. 

b. Proposals of the Powers. 

(i) Great Britain. 

February, 1859. Great Britain, fearing that 
the friendly relations which were being estab¬ 

lished between France and Russia might lead 
to a Fran CO-Russian alliance and to the inter¬ 
vention of Russia on behalf of France if wai 

broke out between France and Austria, pro¬ 
posed, in February, 1859, through Lord Cowley 
at Vienna, that the Austrians and French 
should evacuate the Papal States, that Austria 
should give up her controlling influence in 
Modena and Parma, that necessary reforms 
should be effected in all the Italian States, that 
steps should be taken to maintain peace between 
Austria and Sardinia and that a Confederation 

of Italian States should be established. 

(ii) Russia. 

March, 1859. Russia proposed that a Con¬ 

gress of the Powers should be summoned to 

settle all Italian (juestions^ although such a 
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Congress would probably reaffirm the treaties 
of 1815, which were inconsistent with the 
development of Italian unity under the leader¬ 
ship of Sardinia. Great Britain accepted the 
proposal and shelved Lord Cowley’s sugges¬ 
tions ; Austria agreed with reluctance because 
Russia, Prussia and France were unfriendly 
towards her, but insisted that Sardinia should 

not be represented at the Congress and that 
she should disarm. Sardinia refused these 
conditions and the Congress never met. 

(iii) Disarmament. 

April, 1859. Great Britain and France pro¬ 
posed that France, Italy and Sardinia should 
disarm and Napoleon sent a peremptory tele¬ 

gram to Cavour ordering him to disband his 
troops. Sardinia agreed to disband her armies 

although Cavour knew that disarmament would 
“have the most calamitous consequences for 

the tranquillity of Italy.” He was so distressed 

that he contemplated suicide. 

c. Italian national feeling. 

Cavour had done his utmost to rouse all the 
Italians against Austria. He favoured the 
secret propaganda carried on by the National 
Society in Central and Southern Italy; he 

welcomed the volunteers who poured into 
Piedmont from all parts; he formed many of 
these into a new corps, the Chasseurs of the 
Alps, and gave the command to Giuseppe 

Garibaldi who had commanded the Republican 
army in Rome. Great enthusiasm for the 
national cause was aroused by the declaration 

made at Turin by Victor Emmanuel on 
January 10th, 1859: “ While we respect the 
treaties, we are not insensible to the cry of woe 

that comes to ns from so many parts of Italy,” 
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(2) Austria declares war. 

Cavour was in great difficulties owing to the im¬ 

possibility of reconciling the wishes of the Powers 

with the growing national feeling which insisted on 
war with Austria. He had done his utmost to provoke 

Austria in the hope that she would declare war 
and thus alienate any sympathy the other Powers 

might feel for her, and Austria played into his 
hands. 

Austria, misled by the information sent by her 

ambassador at Paris that France would abandon 

Sardinia, adopted a more arrogant tone. She refused 
to disarm ; an order of the day informed the Austrian 

army that “ His Majesty the Emperor summons you 

to the standards in order to abase, for the third time, 
the conceit of Piedmont, and to hunt from their lair 

the fanatical subverters of the general tranquillity of 

Europe.” 
April 23rd, 1859. Austria, hoping to crush Sardinia 

before France intervened, and then to induce Germany 

to combine with her against France, issued an ulti¬ 

matum demanding that Sardinia should disarm within 

three days. 
April 29th, 1859. Austrian troops crossed the 

Ticino and Napoleon declared war on Austria. 

B. The War. 

Austria ought to have struck at once at Turin and 

then to have used her troops to fight the French when 
they reached Italy. General Giulay wasted his time in 

profitless manoeuvres; the French poured into Italy 

through Genoa and over the Mont Cenis Pass and 

united with the Sardinians who had made their head¬ 
quarters at Alessandria. Milan was their object, and 

they struck at the line of the Po between Pavia and 

Piacenza. 
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j^l) Early operations. 

a. Montebello. 

May 20th, 1869. Giulay, trpng to check 
the advance on the Po, was routed at Monte¬ 

bello. 

b. Palaestro. 

May 30th, 1859. The Sardinians routed 
Giulay at Palaestro and this enabled Napoleon 
to carry out a flank movement from the Po to 

the Ticino. 

c. Como. 

Garibaldi took Como and advanced towards 

Bergamo and Brescia to cut off the retreating 
Austrians. 

(2) Magenta. 

June 4th, 1869. Giulay, who had been compelled 
by Napoleon’s flanking movement to fall back over 
the Ticino to defend Milan, was routed by the Allies 

at Magenta. The battle had important results. 

а. Northern Italy. 

The Austrians crossed the Mincio and 
evacuated Lombardy. 

June 7th, 1869. Victor Emmanuel II and 
Napoleon III entered Milan. 

б. Central Italy. 

The Grand Duke of Tuscany had left his 

duchy on April 27th, 1859; Victor Emmanuel 
refused the offer of the Dictatorship of Tuscany, 
but the interests of Sardinia were well served 

by Boncompagni, the representative of Victor 
Emmanuel, and Baron Ricasoli, a strong 
supporter of Italian unity. 

After Magenta Austria withdrew her 

garrisons from the Duchies and the Romagna 
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for the defence of Venetia. The Duchess 
Regent of Parma and the Duke of Modena 
fled and in each duchy a provisional govern¬ 
ment re-enacted the act of union with Sardinia 
which had been voted in 1848. Romagna 
expelled the Cardinal - Legate, offered the 
dictatorship to Victor Emmanuel and main¬ 
tained its independence. But Papal troops 
cruelly suppressed similar movements in the 
Marches and Umbria. Sardinian Commis¬ 
sioners were appointed: Pallieri to Parma, 
Farini to Modena, D’Azeglio to Bologna. 

(3) Solferino, June, 1859. 

June 24th, 1859. The Emperor Francis Joseph 
superseded Giulay and was advancing to recover 
Lombardy when he was utterly routed at Solferino, 
where each side lost about 14,000 killed and wounded. 
He fell back on the Quadrilateral. 

C. The Armistice of Villafranca, July, 1859. 

(1) Napoleon was anxious for peace. 

Napoleon prevented the Italians from following up 
their victories. He knew that the victories of the 
Allies had been won with much difficulty and that a 
defeat would weaken his position in France ; he was 
appalled at the slaughter of Solferino and knew that 
an attack on the Quadrilateral would entail enormous 
loss of life ; he saw that Italy was likely to become, 
not a Federation under the patronage of France, but 
a United Kingdom whose interests might not coincide 
with those of France ; Prussia, suspicious of Napoleon’s 
designs on the Rhine, viewed with alarm his successes 
in Italy and mobilised troops on her western frontier; 
sympathy with the misfortunes of Austria^ was 
spreading in Grermany; Napoleon feared that a war 
on the Rhine might be added to the war before the 

IV—2 B 
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I. The Battasszi-La Marmora Ministry, June, 1859, to January, 
1860. 

It was essential in the interests of Italy that the 
Duchies, Tuscany and the Romagna should be added to 
Sardinia. The new ministry was not strong enough to 

maintain the cause of Italian unity against Napoleon, 

but the spirited resistance of the Central States and the 
skill of Farini and Ricasoh materially helped the 

national cause. 

A. Napoleon's Views. 

Napoleon was willing that Parma, Piacenza and 
perhaps Modena should be added to Sardinia ; he hoped 
to solve the question of the Romagna but he strongly 

objected to the annexation of Tuscany. “ If annexation 

passed the Apennines," he said, “ the unity of Italy 
would be achieved. And I do not desire her unity, but 

only her independence, because unity would involve me 
in internal perils by reason of Rome, and France would 
not be pleased to see the rise, on her flank, of a great 

nation that might be able to diminish her influence." 

B. The Central States. 

(1) The Chambers. 

August-September, 1859. The Chambers of the 
Duchies and Central States resolved unanimously 

that they would not receive back their former rulers 
and that they would unite with Sardinia. 

(2) The Commissioners. 

The Sardinian Commissioners^ were ordered to 

withdraw, but Farini was elected Dictator of Parma, 

Modena and the Romagna, and stayed on in this 
capacity. Ricasoli became practically Dictator in 

Tuscany after the withdrawal of Boncompagni, 

1 Pa|re 433, 
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(3) Proposed union. 

August 10th, 1859. Farini, realising the danger 
that Austria might restore the dispossessed Princes 
by force, formed a military league of Parma, Modena, 

Bologna and Florence, and it seemed likely that the 
four States would be united into one under the 
Regency of the Prince of Carignano as a preliminary 
to union with Sardinia. But the opposition of 

Ricasoli and the refusal of Sardinia to agree frustrated 
the scheme. 

C. Napoleon’s New Plans. 

A visit of Prince Jerome to Florence had led to strong 
declarations in favour of union with Sardinia. Napoleon 
was unwilling to allow Austria to strengthen her position 
in Italy by restoring the dispossessed Princes and came 
to the conclusion that the union of Central Italy and 
Sardinia was inevitable. A pamphlet, The Pope and 
the Congress, published with the Emperor’s sanction, 
asserted that Rome and the Patrimony of St. Peter were 

all the temporal possessions necessary to ensure the 

independence of the Pope. Napoleon now dismissed 
Walewski, the opponent of Italy. 

D. Nice and Savoy. 

(I) Napoleon’s demands. 

Savoy had been promised to Napoleon at Plom- 
bi^res, but his failure to establish a kingdom of 
Northern Italy had cancelled the promise. 

In order to win the approval of France for his new 
policy, and especially to silence the protests of the 
Clerical Party against the diminution of Papal 

territory, Napoleon now demanded that Savoy and 
Nice should be ceded to him. He resisted the proposal 
that a new European Congress should be held to settle 
the Italian question because he knew that the other 

Powers would refuse to agree to the cession of Nioo 
l»d Savoys. 
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(2) Cavour resumes office. 

Rattazzi was not strong enough to deal with the 
difficult problems of the time. 

January 20th, 1860. Cavour resumed office and, 

knowing that Napoleon's troops at Milan might be 
used to hinder the union of Sardinia and the Central 
States, agreed that Nice and Savoy should be handed 

over to France provided that a plebiscite of the 
inhabitants ratified the cession. A large majority 
of the population of Nice and Savoy ratified the union 

with France, and on March 24th, 1860, they were 

handed over by the Treaty of Turin. 

Garibaldi, a native of Nice, strongly protested. 
But Savoy was connected with France by language 
and geographical position ; Nice was rather Provencal 
than Piedmontese ; the removal of the Savoyard 

deputies, who supported the Papal cause, diminished 
the opposition in the Sardinian Parliament to the 

conquest of Papal territory. 

E. The Central States. 

Napoleon demanded that Tuscany should become 
an independent State. Cavour proposed that the 

Central States should decide their own destiny by a 

plebiscite. 

March ll-12th, 1860. The population of Tuscany 
and Emilia voted for imion with Sardinia by 760,000 

votes to 16,000. 

March 18th, 1860. Emilia, including Bologna, Modena, 

Parma and Piacenza, was declared by Victor Emmanuel 
to be part of the Elingdom of Sardinia. 

March 22nd, 1860. The union of Tuscany with 
Sardinia declared* 
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F. General. 

Cavour saw that the union of the Central States with 
Sardinia was an essential step towards the union of 
Italy. For this the assent of Napoleon was necessary, 
and although the cession of Nice and Savoy aroused 
strong feeling in Italy and was resented by the Powers, 

it made the French “ accomplices ” of Sardinia and 
enabled Cavour to add the Central States to Sardinia in 
spite of the strong protests of the dispossessed Princes 

and of Pope Pius IX, who excommunicated all concerned. 

April 2nd, 1860. Opening of the National Parliament 

at Turin. 

References: 

Cambridge Modem History, Vol. XI, chap. xiv. 
Cavour, ** Heroes of the Nations,” Putnam’s, chap. xvt. 

A History of Italian Unity (Bolton King), Vol. II, chap. xxix. 

THE CONQUEST OF NAPLES 

L General Conditions. 

Cavour aimed at uniting Italy into one kingdom and 
his aim ultimately involved the addition of Venetia, 

Naples and Rome to Sardinia. But the powerful Clerical 
Party in France would compel Napoleon to resist any 

attempt to abolish the Temporal Power of the Pope. 

A. Francis II and Sardinia. 

The Bang of Naples, Francis II, “Bombino,” was 

jealous of Sardinia. On his accession, in 1859, the 
diplomatic relations between Sardinia and Naples, which 

had been broken off in 1856, were renewed, but Francis 
refused to make with Sardinia an alliance which Cavour 

wished to conclude as a counterpoise to Napoleon’s 
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influence ; Francis wished to unite with Austria and 
Spain against Sardinia but his attempt failed ; he pro¬ 

posed in 1860 to seize Umbria and the Marches and to 
check the progress of the revolutionists in the Papal 
States, but gave up his design owing to Cavour’s protests. 

Naples and Sardinia were at peace and the disapproval 
of the Powers, which had been aroused by the recent 
annexation of the Central States, would be intensified if 

Sardinia tried to conquer Naples. 

B». The Problem of Rome and the Papal Forces. 

The Mazzinists and Garibaldi, who commanded the 
Emilian army, were anxious to capture Rome, although 
any attempt to capture Rome, which was garrisoned by 

French troops, would probably involve war with France. 

The harsh rule of Antonelli, the cruelty with which the 
Papal forces had crushed a revolt in Perugia in 1859, 

had embittered the feeling against Rome. 
There was a danger that the Papal troops, relieved by 

the presence of the French garrison from the task of 
defending Rome, might be used in an attempt to weaken 

the power of Sardinia in Central Italy ; any such attempt 

would be strongly supported by Naples. A successful 
war against Naples would assure the possession of what 
Sardinia had already gained and greatly diminish the 

danger of Papal aggression. 
But Cavour thought that the time was inopportune 

for the acquisition of new territory and feared that the 
establishment of a revolutionary Mazzinist government 

in Naples would prevent the union of Naples with the 
Kingdom of Sardinia. 

n. GaiibaldL 

A. Francis II of Naples, 

The Liberals of Naples and Sicily had been aroused to 

new efforts by the recent success of Sardinia. Francis II 
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had made a few reforms but the reactionaries compelled 
him to dismiss his minister Falingieri early in 1860, and 

it was clear that reform could be secured only by 
successful rebellion. Francis disregarded the warning 
he received from Great Britain that his throne could 
be maintained only by reform, and again refused Cavour’s 
demand that he should make an alliance with Sardinia, 
establish constitutional government and support the 
national Italian policy. 

April 15th, 18M. Victor Emmanuel warned Francis 
that unless he changed his policy war between Sardinia 
and Naples was probable. 

B. Garibaldi and “ The Thousand.’^ 

(1) Garibaldi sails from Genoa. 

Garibaldi, by order of Victor Emmanuel, had ab¬ 

stained from a direct attack on Rome, but in November, 
1859, he resigned his command of the Eniilian army 

in order to be free to intervene in Sicily where the 
revolutionary party was ])lotting a revolt. He asked 

for help from Sardinia. In the existing conditions 
Cavour, although unwilling to veto an undertaking 
which if successful would promote the national cause, 
could not give him open support; but he allowed him 

to obtain arms, ordered the Genoese not to hinder his 
departure and told Pisano, the Sardinian admiral, 

“ to keep between Garibaldi’s ships and the Neapolitan 

fleet.” 

Aprfl 4th, 1860. A rising at Palermo was crushed 
by Neapolitan troops. 

May 5th, 1860. Garibaldi seized the Lombardo and 

Piemonte in Genoa harbour and sailed for Sicily with 
“ The Thousand ” ^ volunteers, composed largely of 

professional men from the North of Italy and wearing 

their famous zed shirts. 

^ Really about eleven hundred. 
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(2) The conquest of Sicily. 

May 11th, 1860. Garibaldi landed his men at 
Marsala, where Neapolitan cruisers captured the 
empty Piemonte and sank the Lombardo, 

May 15th, 1860. Garibaldi routed the Neapolitans 
at Calatafimi. He told his men: “ Here we make 
Italy or die.*’ 

May 27th, 1860. Garibaldi entered Palermo. 
July 20th, 1860. Another defeat at Milazzo forced 

the Neapolitans to evacuate the town of Messina. 

Garibaldi was loyal to Victor Emmanuel and his 
watchword was “ Italy and Victor Emmanuel ” ; but 
he opposed the immediate annexation of Sicily by 

Sardinia for fear that the Sardinian Government might 

forbid him to invade Naples ; he became Dictator of 

Sicily and deported Farina, whom Cavour had sent 
to urge annexation. Garibaldi failed to administer 

Sicily and the supreme authority was secured by 
Crispi and the Mazzinists. After some weeks of 
utter confusion Garibaldi recognised Dupretis, a 

nominee of Cavour, as Pro-Dictator of Sicily. 

C, Naples. 

Cavour saw that Garibaldi was sure to invade Naples 
and feared that if he were successful it might be difficult 

to establish the authority of Sardinia. Cavour sent 

Fersano to win over the Neapolitan fleet and to stir up 
an insurrection which might lead to the flight of the 
King before (Jaribaldi arrived. 

August 19th, 1860. Garibaldi crossed the Straits of 
Messina. 

August 21st, 1860. Garibaldi occupied Reggio. The 
people rose in his favour; revolutionary committees 

sprang up everywhere; the Neapolitan troops refused to 

fight Garibaldi. 
September 6th, 1860. Francis II, who had in vain 

offered to establish constitutional govemment, fled from 
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Naples to Gaeta. His fleet could not follow him because 

the Neapolitan sailors, instigated by Fersano, had 
emptied the boilers and dismantled the engines. 

September 7th, 1860. Garibaldi entered Naples. He 
proclaimed himself Dictator and handed over the Nea¬ 
politan fleet to Fersano. 

Garibaldi was now determined to attack Rome and, 
if successful, Venetia. The hostility he felt towards 

Cavour, due originally to the cession of Nice to France, 
had been aggravated by Cavour’s attempt to win over 
Naples before Garibaldi arrived; on September 17th, 

1860, he declared that he would no longer co-operate 

with Cavour. 

III. The Sardinians invade the Papal States. 

A. Immediate Causes. 

(1) Danger from Garibaldi. 

Cavour knew that if Garibaldi attacked Rome war 
with France would follow, and that if he invaded 

Venetia Austria would again take up arms ; war with 
France or Austria might rob Sardinia of some of her 
new territory. Although Garibaldi continued to 

assert his loyalty to Victor Emmanuel he was de¬ 
termined to follow his own policy, and his bitter 
hostility to Cavour increased the difficulties of the 

situation. 

(2) The policy of the Fope. 

Fius IX, hoping to render himself independent of 

Napoleon’s support, had gathered a Fapal army of 

about 20,000 men composed largely of French 
Legitimists, Irish, Belgians and Austrians, com¬ 

manded by General Lamorici^re, a personal enemy 
of Napoleon III. 

Cardinal M6rode wished to make Rome the centre 

of a great legitimist crusade against France. 

The Fapal army had cruelly suppressed a recent 
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rising in the Marches and Umbria ; it would be sure 
to resist Garibaldi and, if successful, would help 
Francis II to regain Naples and would imperil the 
position Sardinia had secured in Central Italy. 

(3) Cavour’s skilful diplomacy. 

Cavour felt that he must anticipate Garibaldi and 
save Italy “ from foreigners, evil principles, and 

madmen.” He determined “ to occupy Umbria and 
the Marches and so place Italy between the redshirts 
and Rome.” ^ 

Cavour sent a strong protest against the cruelty 
shown by the Papal army in Umbria and the 
Marches, and demanded that that army should be 
disbanded. 

September 11th, 1860. Without waiting for the 
Pope’s reply, the troops of Victor Emmanuel invaded 

the Papal States. 
Napoleon withdrew his ambassador from Turin but, 

although jealous of the recent extension of Sardinia, 

was not ill pleased at the opposition of Cavour to 
Lamoriciere’s army which was hostile to himself, 
especially as Cavour promised that Rome should be 

“ inviolable.” Napoleon is said to have urged Victor 
Emmanuel to “ Act, but act quickly*” 

B. The Defeat of the Papal Troops. 

September 18th, 1860. Lamorici^re was routed at 
Castelfidardo. 

September 29th, 1860. Lamorici^re surrendered 
Ancona. 

Victor Emmanuel was master of the Marches and 

Ancona ; the union of Sardinia and the Central States 
was assured and the monarchy gained the prestige 
necessary for it to secure control of the revolution in 

Naples. 

^ Alison Phillips. 
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C. Garibaldi defeated the Neapolitans. 

October 1st, 1860. Garibaldi defeated the Neapolitan 
army at Volturno but the victory was not decisive ; the 

Garibaldians alone could not expel the Bourbons from 
Naples. 

The final defeat of the Neapolitans was the work of 

Victor EmmanueFs troops, who gained victories at 
Capua, the Garigliano and Mola and drove Francis II 
and his remaining forces into Gaeta. 

February 13th, 1861. The capture of Gaeta, “ the 

last bulwark of the Bourbons.*’ Francis II escaped on 

a French vessel to the Papal States. 

IV. Naples, Sicily, and the Italian Kingdom. 

A. The Plebiscite. 

The attempts of some of Garibaldi’s friends to post¬ 

pone the union between the Kingdoms of Naples and 

Sardinia had failed both in Naples and Sicily. 
October 4th, 1860. The Italian Parliament, while 

recognising the great services of Garibaldi, asserted its 

confidence in Cavour and authorised the annexation of 

any Southern States, provided it was sanctioned by a 
plebiscite. 

October 21st, 1860. In Naples 1,302,064 voted for 

union with Sardinia and 10,312 against. 

October 22nd, 1860. In Sicily 432,063 voted for 

union and 667 against. 
November 4th-5th, 1860. In the Marches and Umbria 

230,847 voted for and 1692 against. 

B. Victor Emmanuel and Garibaldi. 

Victor Emmanuel had assumed command of the 
Italian army and entered Neapolitan territory, where 

Garibaldi was hard pressed by the Neapolitan troops. 
October 26th, 1860. Victor Emmanuel and Gari¬ 

baldi met near Teano and the latter said: I salute the 

King of Italy ; their combined forces took Capua on 
November 2nd. 
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November 7th, 1860. Victor Emmanuel and Gari¬ 
baldi entered Naples in the same ('arriage. 

November 9th, 1860. Garibaldi refused a dukedom 
and went home to Caprera, taking with him only a bag 
of seed for his farm. 

Garibaldi had declared that he had no confidence in 
the Italian Parliament in which Cavour was supreme; 
at a grave crisis in Italian history the personal influence 
of Victor Emmanuel proved the deciding factor, and 
Italy was fortunate in possessing “ a sovereign and 
a statesman strong enough even to withstand its 
hero when his heroism endangered the national 
cause.” Garibaldi, in resigning his Dictatorship, urged 
all men to join in consummating the great work 
of Italian unity under the re galantuomo, who is the 
symbol of our regeneration and of the prosperity of 

our country.” 
February, 1861. An Italian Parliament representing 

the whole country except Borne and Venetia met at 
Turin. The number of the subjects of Sardinia was 
increased from 11,000,000 to 22,000,000. 

March 14th, 1861. Parliament passed a bill declaring 
Victor Emmanuel II King of Itsdy “ by the grace of 
God and the will of the nation.” 

March 27th, 1861. The Parliament approved of 
Cavour’s assertion: Borne must be the capital of 
Italy. Without Rome for her dapital Italy cannot be 
definitely constituted.” 

Beterences: 
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CAMILLO DI CAVOUR, 1810-1861 

I. Life. 
August 10th, 1810. Born in Turin ; the son of the 

Marquis di Cavour. 

1831. Was compelled to resign his commission in 
the army owing to his Liberal vh‘ws. 

1881-1843. Showed great ability in the management 
of his estates ; travelled in Switzerland, France and 
England ; wrote articles for French newspapers on “ The 
English Corn Laws ; organised agricultural societies; 

took an interest in railway development and became a 
eal man of affairs. 

1847. Founded and edited II Risorgimento, a Liberal 
iirnal which favoured the union of Italy. 

June 1848. Elected a member of the Sardinian 

Parliament. 
March 23rd, 1849. Battle of Novara. Resignation of 

Charles Albert. Accession of Victor Emmanuel II. 
October 11th, 1850. Succeeded Santarosa as Minister 

of Agriculture and Commerce. 

18M-1851. Concluded Commerical Treaties with 

European Powers. 
April 1851. Became Minister of Finance in succes¬ 

sion to Nigra, whom he forced to leave office. 
1852. Formation of the Connubio between the Right 

and Left Centres. 
November 4th, 1852. Became head of the Ministrj, 
January 26th, 1855. Made an alliance with Great 

Britain and France against Russia. 
April 26th, 1855. Resigned office because Victor 

Emmanuel wished to come to terms with the Clerical 

Party. Soon resumed office. 

August 16th, 1855. La Marmora won the battle of 

the Tchemaya. 
April 8th, 1856. Attacked Austria at the Congress 

of Paris. 
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July 20th, 1858. Meeting of Cavour and Napoleon 111 
at Plombieres. 

January 30th, 1859. Marriage of Princess Clothilde 
and Prince Jerome Napoleon. 

June 4th, 1859. The Austrians were defeated at 
Magenta. 

June 24th, 1859. The Austrians were defeated at 
Solferino. 

July 11th, 1859. Napoleon III and Francis Joseph 

make the Armistice of Villafranca. Resignation of 
Cavour. 

January 20th, 1860. Cavour returned to office. 
March 24th, 1860. The Treaty of Turin gave Nice 

and Savoy to France. 
April 2nd, 1860. Deputies from Lombardy and 

Central Italy sat in the Parliament at Turin. 
May 5th, 1860. Garibaldi and “ The Thousand “ 

sailed from Genoa. 

September 11th, 1860. The Italian troops invaded 
the Papal States. 

February 18th, 1861. The first Italian Parliament 
met at Turin. 

March 14th, 1861. Victor Emmanuel II proclaimed 

King of Italy. 
April 18th, 1861. Garibaldi, still resenting the cession 

of Nice and annoyed because he thought the Gnribaldian 
officers had not received due consideration from the 

Italian Government, violently attacked Cavour in 
Parliament and accused him of stirring up civil war. 

June 6th, 1861. Cavour died at Turin. 

II. A Great Statesman. 

A. The Champion of Liberalism. 

(1) General principles. 

Partly owing to personal conviction, partly owing 
to his great admiration for English institutions, Cavour 
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strongly supported Liberal principles. He bade his 
followers— 

“ Advance far along the path of reforms, and fear 
not that they may be declared inoj)portune.’' 

On March 27th, 1861, when advocating ‘‘ A free 
Church in a free State,” he declared— 

“We desire economic liberty ; we desire adminis- 
trative liberty ; we desire full and absolute liberty 
of conscience ; we desire all the political liberties 
that are compatible with the maintenance of 
public order.” 

(2) The Risorgimento, 
“ He put at the base of the Italian Risorgimento the 

idea of liberty, widely interpreted and realised under 
every form.” ^ He foimd in the will of the people of 
Central Italy, Naples and Sicily, as expressed in 
plebiscites, a full justification for their union to 
Sardinia. 

(3) Free Trade. 
He favoured Free Trade and, although he was 

compelled to retain very low tariffs, his commercial 
policy was based on Free Trade principles. 

(4) Cavour opposed Republicanism. 
But he strongly opposed Republicanism and 

revolutionary methods. He therefore resisted Maz- 
ziiii and saw the need of checking the extreme 

followers of Garibaldi, whom he called the “ dema> 
gogues of Naples.” 

(5) Cavour and Reaction. 
He tried to check reaction. He protested, in 1847, 

against the reactionary policy adopted by Ferdinand II 
in Na])les and against the cruelties practised by the 
Papal troops in the Marches and Umbria in 1860. He 
strongly approved of Victor EmmanuePs refusal to 
cancel tbe Constitution of 1848 in Piedmont at the 
bidding of Austria. 

» Owl 
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B. The Architect of Italy. 

“ Italy as a nation is the legacy, the life work of 
Cavour.” As a Liberal and a nationalist Cavour 

desired to expel the Austrians from Italy and to unite 

the country into one kingdom. 

(1) Sardinia. 

Cavour showed constructive statesmanship in the 
internal reforms which strengthened and enriched the 
Kingdom of Sardinia. He promoted internal trade 

by the establishment of industrial organisations and 

the development of railways ; foreign trade prospered 
owing to the Commercial Treaties he made. He im¬ 

proved education and increased the military strength 
of Piedmont by fortifying Alessandria, Casale and 

Yalenza and establishing a strong naval base at 

Spezzia. 

But his policy was Italian and not Sardinian. He 
wished to strengthen Sardinia so that it might 

become the foundation of a Kingdom of Italy. 

(2) Rome and the Church. 

Cavour saw that Rome was the essential capital of 
the Kingdom of Italy and that the establishment of 

the Kingdom of Italy involved the extinction of the 
territorial power of the Pope. But he regarded the 

Church on its spiritual side as a humanising and 

elevating power. He suppressed useless monasteries 

but retained those which served a useful purpose ; he 
formed the proceeds of suppression into a Church fund 
and did not try to make the clergy into paid servants 

of the State. He wished to establish “ a Free Church 

in a Free State.” While he “ claimed for Italy the 
whole of its national inheritance he determine to 

inflict no needless wound upon the conscience of 
Rome,” 
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(3) JPoreign help. 

Cavour saw that Sardinia alone was not strong 
enough to unite Italy and that foreign help was 
essential. He secured active help from France and 

found the strong sympathy of Great Britain of great 

assistance in 1860. 

(4) General. 

Although Rome and Venetia had not become part 
of the Kingdom of Italy when Cavour died, the success 

of liis great object was practically assured. Central 
Italy and the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily had been 

secured and the rest would follow. His last words 
were : “ Italy is made, all is safe.** 

III. A Great Diplomatist. 

By most skilful diplomacy Cavour overcame the 
great difficulties caused by the hostility of Austria, the 

opposition of reactionary princes, and the aims of the 
“ party of action ** whose violent methods disturbed 
the public peace and tended to alienate the sympathy 
of Europe. He made use of Napoleon III although 
Napoleon did not favour the establishment of a strong 
Italian kingdom ; the sympathy of Great Britain helped 

him to secure Naples and Sicily and to invade the Papal 
States in spite of the protests of France and Austria. 

He evaded the terms of the Armistice of Villafranca 
which aimed at preventing the union of Italy. 

His treatment of the crisis caused by the expedition 

of “ The Thousand ” was a conspicuous diplomatic 
success. “The invasion of the Papal States in Sep¬ 
tember, 1860, was the crowning act of CavoUr*s life, and 

the greatest example of his political genius. He was 
. hemmed in on all sides, and he laid all Ms enemies at his 

feet by this one stroke. It destroyed the league of 
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reactionary Italian Powers that threatened the newly*' 

formed Kingdom in the North ; it liberated the popula¬ 
tions of the Centre ; it garnered Garibaldi’s harvest in 
the South ; it decided the rivalry between him and the 
Dictator before it could grow into a fatal quarrel; it 
restored the prestige of the Monarchy as at once leading 
and controlling the revolution ; and it made a United 
Italy stretching without a break from the Alps to 

Palermo.” ^ 

IV. General. 

A. A Man of Vision and a Man of Action. 

Cavour combined statesmanlike vision with the power 
of rapid action at the necessary moment. lie saw the pos¬ 
sibility of a Union of Italy which must include Northern, 

Central and Southern Italy ; he saw the need of making 
Rome the capital; he foresaw the rise of Prussia and 
the possibility of securing the support of Prussia in com¬ 
pleting his great task. 

His power of action was illustrated by the internal 
reforms he efEected in Sardinia, and by his intervention 

in the Papal States when prompt action was necessary 
to secure control of the movement started by Garibaldi, 
which if uncontrolled would have prejudiced the cause 

of Italy. 

He acted with caution, waited for a suitable oppor¬ 
tunity and then showed great vigour and courage, and 
at times not a little lack of scruple. 

The cause of Italian Nationality owed its inspiration 
largely to Mazzini, the apostle of nationality; it was 

greatly helped by the “sovereign and magnetic in¬ 

fluence ” of Victor Emmanuel and by the action of 

Gteribaldi in rousing the people ; without the practical 
ability of Cavour it could never have succeeded* 

‘ Trevelyan. 
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B. Intellectual Power. 

Cavour regarded politics not, like Mazzini, as a mission 
but as a science'. His outlook was mainly intellectual 
although he was inspired by ardent patriotism. He 

was a lucid, precise reasoner; he exercised a national 
Dictatorship by the power of persuasion. 

Cavour, “ Heroes of the Nations,’' Putnam’s. 
A History of Italian Unity (Bolton King), Vol. I, chap. xxii. 

THE COMPLETION OF ITALIAN UNITY 
1861-1870 

I. Italy at the Death o! Cavour. 

The death of Cavour was a great blow to Italy, for his 
successors lacked the ability to deal succeshfully with 

the serious difficulties that the new Kingdom had to 
face. The finances were disorganised and the expendi¬ 
ture was double the revenue ; large sums were required 
to maintain an army and fleet strong enough to assert 
the national cause, to improve communications and 
provide for education. The internal administration had 

to be adapted to the needs of the recent additions, which 
difiered from Piedmont in race and in the standard of 
their civilisation. Many of the Southern Italians 

favoured Garibaldi or Mazzini. 
Brigandage had become a serious problem in Naples ; 

it was originally due to superstition, class-hatred and the 

miserable conditions of the peasantry. It was facilitated 
by the lack of roads and habitations in the country 

districts. It now tended to become a political move¬ 
ment aiming at the restoration of the Bourbons, and on 

this account was unofficially recognised by the Papal 
Court and connived at by the French garrison in Borne* 
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The success of the new Kingdom of Italy could not be 
assured unless brigandage was suppressed. 

The banished Princes were anxious to regain their 
lost States; the Italians were determined to take Rome 

from the Pope and Venetia from Austria, which still held 
the Quadrilateral. 

Most of the Powers looked with suspicion on the new 
Kingdom: Great Britain was wholly sympathetic; 

Austria protested against the assumption of the title 
“ King of Italy ” by Victor Emmanuel; Russia strongly 
resented the expulsion from Naples of her old allies the 
Bourbons. But Napoleon III recognised the Kingdom 

of Italy, although he declared that France would con¬ 

tinue to hold Rome and, in 1862, he influenced Russia 

and Prussia to take the same step. 

II. The Roman Question to 1864. 

A. The Pope. 

Pius IX held that the maintenance of the Temporal 
Power was essential for the due exercise of the 

Spiritual, and that he was bound by the oath taken at 
his accession to hand over the Papal States un¬ 
diminished to his successor. He declared that “the 

enemies of the Temporal Power have for their object 
the entire overthrow of our holy religion,” and 

absolutely refused to recognise the Kingdom of Italy, 
which he denounced as “ a creation of revolution.” 

He excommunicated Victor Emmanuel, his govern¬ 

ment and the Papal subjects who had voted for union 
with Sardinia. 

B. Mazzini and Garibaldi. 

Mazzini and Garibaldi demanded open war to recover 

Venetia and save Rome from the “ tyranny of priests ”; 
Mazzini declared: “ we shall never get Rome until 

we have got Venice—^until we have broken tixe power 
of Austria.” 
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C. Napoleon. 

Napoleon was unwilling that the Kingdom of Italy 
should be further increased ; in deferencje to the Clerical 
Party in France he retained the French garrison in 

Borne to preserve the Temporal Power of the Pope. 

D. The Italian Government. 

The Italian Government accepted the views of 

Cavour, who declared, in March, 1861, that “ without 
Borne for her capital Italy cannot be constituted,’’ and 
laid down the principle of a Free Church in a Free 
State. But the Government, and particularly the 

King, who was a strong Catholic, was most anxious 
to avoid a breach with the Pope if possible; it was 
unwilling to support Garibaldi’s schemes for fear of 

European interference and knew that an attack on 

Rome would involve war with France. 

III. Garibaldi 

A. Bicasoli. 

Ricasoli, Cavour’s successor, was determined to 
secure Rome. Finding that nothing could be gained 

from Pius IX by negotiation he tried to stir up a vast 
national agitation and he seemed to favour Garibaldi’s 
plans. Victor Emmanuel, influenced by Mazzini, hoped 
by stirring up an insurrection in Hungary to force 

Austria to abandon Venetia. 
February, 1862. Largely owing to French influence 

Ricasoli was compelled to resign and was succeeded by 

Rattazzi. 

B. Rattazzi. 

March, 1862. Garibaldi formed at Genoa a "" Society 

for the Emancipation of ItalyRattazzi secretly 
promised him arms and money but feared to compromise 

Victor Emmanuel by giving Garibaldi official support. 

Garibaldi’s proposed attack on the Tyrol was stopped 

and his followers arrested by the Govermnent. 
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June 29th, 1862. Garibaldi appeared suddenly at 
Palermo ; raised the cry of “ Rome or death.’’ Under 

pressure from Napoleon Ill, who declared that he would 
regard the entrance of Garibaldi into the Papal States 
as a declaration of war by the Kingdom of Italy, Rat* 

tazzi disavowed Garibaldi’s action and ordered the Italian 
troops to stop his advance. 

August 29th, 1862. Garibaldi was checked by the 
Italians under Cialdini at Aspromonte, where he was 
wounded in the ankle “ by an Italian bullet,” Garibaldi 

was imprisoned but soon released under an amnesty. 

IV. Napoleon m. 

A. Napoleon, Pius IX and Rattazzi. 

Napoleon, in May, 1862, had urged Pius IX to agree 
to the restriction of Papal territory to the Patrimony of 
St. Peter which should be guaranteed by the Powers, to 

open negotiations with Turin and reform the Papal 
Constitution. The absolute refusal of the Pope annoyed 

Napoleon, although he protested against Garibaldi’s 
expedition and refused to agree to a new Note which 
Rattazzi issued to the Powers again demanding that 
Rome should be the capital of Italy. Rattazzi therefore 
resigned in December, 1862. 

B. The September Convention, 1864. 

But Napoleon feared that the Schleswig-Holstein 
question^ might lead either to agreement between 
Austria and Prussia or to a quarrel between them which 

might result in a European war. He was annoyed 

because Great Britain had refused his suggestion for a 
European Congress in November, 1863. He felt that 

in the circumstances a good understanding with Italy 

> Page 876. 
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was essential. But the Clerical Party compelled him 
to protect the interests of the Pope. Minghetti, the 

new' Sardinian minister, was anxious to secure the 
withdrawal of the French troo})s from Rome. 

(1) The Convention. 

September 15th, 1864. Napoleon agreed to with¬ 
draw the French troops from Rome within two years, 

and earlier if the Pope’s army was strong enough to 
protect his territory. Victor Emmanuel agreed to 

take over part of the Papal debt, to allow the Pope 
to form a volunteer army, to respect and to make 
others respect the territory the Pope still held, and 

to change the cajhtal of Sardinia from Turin to 
Florence. 

(2) Criticism. 

Italy thus recognised the Temporal Power. Pied- 
• mont strongly resented the transference of the capital 

to Florence ; riots broke out and Minghetti resigned 
in September, 1864. The Italians thought that by 

moving the capital to Florence they had got one step 
nearer Rome ; the French regarded the transference 

as a renunciation of the demand for Rome. 

V. Internal Reforms. 

A. Financial. 

Considerable improvements were effected by Quintino 

Sc'lla, Rattazzi’s Minister of Finance, and Minghetti. 

The land tax was increased; taxes were levied on 

personal property and on food. New Commercial 
Treaties were made with France, Holland, Great 
Britain, Russia and Denmark. Companies were started 

for the development of railways, mines, canals and 
banks. 
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B. Brigandage. 

Minghetti introduced the Pica Law which provided 
for the construction of roads, tlie provision of schools, 
and the increase of penalties against brigandage. In 
December, 1864, it was stated that 346 brigands had 
been killed in action and 453 captured ; 132 had sur¬ 
rendered. It was estimated that 300 remained. Bui 
brigandage continued owing to the connivance of the 

Pope and the Bourbons. 

C. Administration. 

A policy of centralisation was adopted as a means 
of strengthening national unity. The kingdom was 
divided into provinces each under a prefect representing 

the central government. 

VI. The Acquisition o! Venetia. 

A. Treaty with Prussia, April, 1866. 

Bismarck wished to make an alliance with Italy in 
order to secure help against the common enemy Austria 

in the impending war,^ and as a safeguard against 
Napoleon’s designs on the Rhine. 

April 8th, 1866. Italy made a defensive and ofEensive 
alliance with Prussia.* 

B. Napoleon’s Diplomacy.* 

C. The Third War of Independence, 1866. 

June 20th, 1866. Italy declared war on Austria. 
La Marmora and Cialdini both demanded the supreme 

command. The Italians made the grave mistake of 

dividing their army into two parts, and the two generals 
failed to agree on any common plan. 

June 24th, 1866. The Archduke Albrecht routed La 
Marmora at Custozza. 

* Page 379. * Page 382. " * Page 269. 
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July 3id, 1866. The Austrians were routed by the 
Prussians at Koniggratz. The Austrians now offered 
to cede Venetia to Napoleon, who was to hand it over 
to Italy if the Italians would make an armistice. 

July 8th, 1866. The Italians renewed the war and 
gained all Venetia except the Quadrilateral. Garibaldi 
secured the Trentino. 

July 20th, 1866. The Italian fleet under Persano was 
defeated at Lissa. 

Prussia made the armistice of Nicolsburg^ without 
consulting Italy, who, rather than fight Austria alone, 

made an armistice at Cormoy on August 12th, 1866. 
Garibaldi was ordered to retire from Trent and tele¬ 
graphed, “ I obey.” 

October 3rd, 1866. By the Treaty of Vienna Italy 
received from Napoleon, to whom it had been ceded by 

Austria, Venetia (but not the Trentino, w'liich was 
therefore called “ Italia irridenta ” 2). The cession was 

confirmed by a plebiscite in which 647,246 voted for 
and 69 against annexation to Italy. 

November 7th, 1866. Victor Emmanuel entered Venice. 
[1919. By the Treaty of Versailles, which concluded 

the Great War, Italy received the Trentino, Trieste 

and Pola.] 

VII. Borne the Capital ol Italy. 
A. Pius IX. 

Pius IX remained steadfast in his opposition to the 
Kingdom of Italy. On December 8th, 1864, he pub¬ 
lished the Syllabus^^ which was a negation of Liberalism. 
Although the Italian Government renounced its authority 

over bishops in Church matters and recognised the right 
of the Pope to nominate bishops, Pius absolutely refu^ 
to acknowledge the Kingdom and the question of the 
appointment of bishops remained unsettled. Battazzi, 

in 1867, confiscated Church property of the value of 

about £80,000,000. 

* Fags 388* ' Unrsdesmsd. * Page 467* 
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The French ixarrison was withdrawn from Rome at 
the end of 1SS6» but a French volunteer force, the 
Antibes Lci^ioii, had gone to Rome to protect the Pope, 
and mu(‘h indignation was aroused by this breach of 
the Convention of September, 1864. 

B. Garibaldi. 

Garibaldi, secretly encouraged by Rattazzi, again 
determined to secure Rome by force. He encouraged 
insurrectionary plots in Rome, but the best known, that 
of the brothers Carioli, failed in October,1867. Napoleon 

warned the Italian Government that he would send 
French troops to protect the Pope if necessary. In 
spite of a proclamation by Victor Emmanuel forbidding 

“fratricidal war,” Garibaldi entered the Papal States. 
Napoleon sent 20,000French troops under Failly to Rome. 

November 3rd, 1867. Failly defeated Garibaldi at 
Mentana. The French withdrew from Rome to Civita 

Vecchia. 

C. Napoleon III. 

(1) Italian hatred of France. 

An alliance between France and Italy had seemed 
possible in 1866; mutual recriminations weakened 
the alliance between Italy and Prussia; the with¬ 
drawal of the French garrison from Rome promoted 
good feeling between Victor Emmanuel II and 
Napoleon III. But the Italians were enraged by the 
French occupation of Civita Vecchia, by the defeat 
of Garibaldi and Failly’s statement that “ the chasse- 
fots have done wonders,” by Rouher’s declaration in 
the French Chamber that “ The French Government 
cannot permit Italy to seize Rome. Never, never 

will France tolerate such an act of violence against 
her honour and that of Catholic Christendom.” 

Mentana “gave a mortal blow to the French 

alliance, up to this time the sheet anchor of Italian 
foreign policy,” 
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(2) Napoleon seeks a Triple Alliance. 

In view of the growing danger from Prussia 
Napoleon negotiated with Victor Emmanuel and 
Francis Jose])h for a Triple Alii . But tlie pro¬ 
posal failed largely because he refused to allow Victor 

Emmanuel to take Rome, but partly because Italy was 
determined to a])stani from Eiiroy)ean u ar in order to 
concentrate on tlM‘ acquisition of Home. The Franco* 
German War gave her the opportuiiitv desired. 

July 24th, 1870. Italy declared heiscll neutral as 
between France and Prussia. 

August I9th, 1870. The French troops were with¬ 
drawn from Civitfi Vecchia for service against Prussia. 

D. The Capture of Rome. 

“ The disasters to the French arms, the defeat of Sedan, 
and the fall of the Empire solved the whole problem 
and for ever.” The Italians sent an army of 60,000 
men under Raffaele Cadorna against Rome ; the Powers 
were olTended by the declaration of the Infallibility of 
the Pope on July 18th, 1870, which seemed to challenge 
the rights of lay sovereignty, and neither Great Britain, 
France nor Prussia objected to the action of Italy. 

September 20th, 1870. Cadorna, after a slight 
resistance, entered Rome. 

October 2nd, 1870. By 133,681 votes to 1507 the 
Romans voted for incorporation with the Kingdom of 

Italy and the Temporal Power of the Pope came to 

an end. 
Rome became the capital of Italy in July, 1871. The 

Quirinal became the Royal Palace, the Montecitorio 
Palace the meeting place of the Chamber of Deputies. 

Belerences: 
Canibridge Modern History^ Vol. XI, chap. xix. 
Cavour, “ Heroes of the Nations,” Putnam’s, chap. xx. 
A History of Italian Unity (Bolton King), Vol. II, Part v. 

Lectures on the Histovy of the Nineteenth Century y X, “The 
Struggle for Italian Unity,” Cambridge University 
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POPE PIUS IX 

June 17th, 1846. Giovanni Mastai Ferretti, Bishop of Imola, 

was proclaimed Pope Pius IX. 

I. How lar a Liberal Pope. 

At the accession of Pius IX the government of the 
Papal States was appalling. There were no manu* 
factures, the finances were in a hopeless condition, the 
clergy alone were eligible for the higher posts in the 

administration, the police were used largely for political 
purposes; brigandage and smuggling were general. 

The attempt of Gregory XVI (1831-1846) to put down 
abuses by repressive measures had failed. Pius IX 
gained great popularity by his Liberal policy^ and 

blessed Italy from the balcony of the Quirinal. 
But his Liberalism was rather a matter of sentiment 

than principle; he feared to put his theories into action; 
he was won over by the supporters of reaction, and after 

his flight to Gaeta on November 26th, 1848,^ he definitely 
supported the reactionary cause. 

n. Reaction in PolitioiK. 

Guided by Cardinal Antonelli and relying upon the 

protection of Austria, Pius IX henceforward opposed 
reform. He was steadily supported by the Clerical 

Party in France, which was strongly Ultramontane, and 

continually urged Napoleon III io protect the Pope 
from the growing power of Sardinia, The French 

clergy, who had been made more dependent on Borne 

> Page404, 'Page412. 
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by the Concordat of 1802»^ looked to the Pope as their 
protector. From his return to Rome on April 12th. 

1850, he relied upon the French garrison to maintain 
his position in Borne. 

A. Rome. 

After the Pope’s return from Gaeta Rome suffered 
from reaction, and the attempts of Napoleon to induce 
Pius to grant reform proved completely unsuccessful. 
The Constitution was cancelled, high offices were held 
only by clergy, and the Pope’s opponents were ruthlessly 
suppressed; the Inquisition was restored; in 1851 
there were 8800 political prisoners in Rome. 

B. The Italian Princes. 

The Pope compelled Leopold of Tuscany to withdraw 

the Constitution he had granted in 1848 and to prohibit 
the reading of the Bible. 

The Pope received Francis II on his flight from 

Naples; Rome became a centre of Bourbon intrigue 
against Victor Emmanuel and encouragement was given 

to brigands who took up the Bourbon cause. 

C. Austria. 

Pius IX denounced as “ abominable ” and “ unspeak¬ 
able ” the Ausgldch ^ of 1867 because it granted 

religious toleration. 

III. The Maintenanoe ol Ecclesiastical Bights. 

“ The socialist movement of 1848 had alarmed the 
middle classes and decided them to appeal to the 
Conservative power of the Clergy.” ® Pius IX took full 

advantage of the opportunity. 

* Notes on European History, Vol. Ill, page 465, 
• Page 368. • Seignobos, page 697. 
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A. Prussia. 

1850. The Prussian Constitution gave to the Catholic 
Church the right of electing bisliops and priests, of 
supervising the publication of ecclesiastical acts and the 

external relations of the churches. 

B. Prance. 

1850. The Catholic clergy secured the control of 
secondary and of Catholic primary schools. 

C. Austria. 

1850. Austria abandoned the policy of Joseph II 
who held “ that the Church miglit be in fact only one 
of the numerous departments of the State,’' ^ and by 

the Concordat of 1855^ strengthened the authority of 
the Church over schools and marriages and acknowledged 

that the rights of the Church existed “ by divine institu¬ 
tion and canon law.’’ 

D* Spain. 

1851. A Concordat greatly strengthened the power 
of the Church. 

E. Protestant Countries. 

The Pope received the right to establish Catholic 
bishoprics in England in 1850 and Holland in 1853. 

P. Sardinia. 

Sardinia was conspicuous for its opposition to Papal 

claims. The Siccardi Laws, 1850,^ the demand of 
Cavour for a “ Free Church in a Free State,” the con¬ 

fiscation of Church property by Rattazzi, in 1867, aroused 
the indignation of the Pope. 

* Notes on European Hietwy, Vol. Ill, page 266. 
• Page 366. * Page 419. 
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IV. The Temporal Power. 

A. General. 

Pins IX held that the Church could not properly 
exercise her spiritual functions if she was subjected to 
any lay power. “ The divine wisdom has willed that 
in such a crowd of temporal princes the Sovereign 
Pontiff shall enjoy that political authority which is 
necessary to the exercise of his spiritual power, authority 
and jurisdiction.” Pius considered that he was bound 
by oath to keep the Temporal Power unimpaired and 
hoped that it would prove a check on the spread of 
revolutionary doctrine. But the formation of a 
Kingdom of Italy involved the overthrow of the 
Temporal Power and Pius IX therefore steadily opposed 
the extension of Sardinia. In this policy he received 
support from Napoleon III, who was anxious to conciliate 

the Clerical Party in France, which was strongly Ultra¬ 
montane, and in the interests of France objected to the 
formation of a united Kingdom of Italy. “ Two strong 
neighbours, Germany and England, were enough ” for 
France. 

B. The Papacy and the Kingdom of Italy. 

1859. Pius IX refused to join in the Second War of 
Italian Independence against Austria. He refused the 
suggestion made in The Pope mid the Congress ^ that the 
Patrimony of St. Peter vras sufficient to maintain tht 
independence of the Papacy. 

1860. After the union of the Central States to 
Sardinia he declared that Victor Emmanuel was guilty 
of “ sacrilegious usurpation ” and that the opponents of 
the Temporal Power were bent on destroying Roman 
Catholicism. Pius now did all he could to preserve the 

Patrimony of St. Peter and Rome—all that wa? of 

^ Page 437. 

IV—2 o 
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the Papal States. His resolute attitude arouseu oppo¬ 
sition even among the Catholic clergy and led, in 1862, 
to the ‘‘ Petition of Nine Thousand Priests which 
urged Pius to come to terms with the Kingdom of Italy. 

French reverses in the Franco-German War deprived 
the Pope of the valuable aid he had received from France 

since 1849 and the battle of Sedan was soon followed by 
the downfall of the Temporal Power. 

C. The Law of the Guarantees. 

In accordance with the theories of Cavour the Italian 
Government passed on 

May 13th, 1871. The Law of the Guarantees which 

recognised the Pope as a reigning sovereign ; gave him 
the Vatican and Lateran Palaces and a grant of £129,000 
per annum. The Government renounced the royal 

assent to important acts of ecclesiastical authority, such 
as the issue of Bulls and the appointment of bishops. 

But Pius IX, partly owing to the pressure of the 

French Clerical Party, refused to accept these terms or 
to recognise the Italian Government. He withdrew to 

the Vatican and declared himself “ morally a prisoner.” 

V. Dogmatic Pronouncements. 

Pius IX tried to efiect a general restoration of Catholic 
Society and received valuable help from the CiviUd 
Cattolica, founded in 1860, and from the Jesuit Order. 

A. The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin. 

December 8th, 1854. The Pope, on his sole and 
personal authority and without calling a Council, 
promulgated the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception 

of the Virgin, which taught that the Virgin was born ” free 

from the stain not only of actual but of original sin.*’ 
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B. The Encyclical “ Quanta Cura ” and the Syllabus, 1884. 

(1) The Encyclical. 

December 8th, 1864. In the Encyclical the Pope 
condemned the “ principal errors of our most unha];)py 

epoch ’’ which threatened the Catholic Church. Of 
these errors “ naturalism ” taught that a government 

might be founded on natural motives without reference 
to religion; that every man therefore had a right to 
liberty of conscience and creed, and that the will of 
the people is the supreme law. Another error is the 
assertion “ that the supreme authority entrusted by 
Christ to the Church and the Holy See is subject to 
civil authority.” 

The Encyclical asserted the independence of the 
Church and the compulsory acceptance of the 

Catholic Faith, as against the religious liberty and the 

supreme authority of the civil government which 
were involved in the idea of a lay state. 

(2) The Syllabus. 

The Syllabus was a catalogue of eighty principal 
errors. These included naturalism, rationalism, 
socialism, Bible societies, lay education, civil marriage 
and divorce, opposition to the temporal power of the 
Pope, the right of the State to interfere in ecclesiastical 
matters, religious toleration, the denial of the right 

of the Church to inflict civil and criminal punishment. 

(3) Criticism. 

These two documents were a declaration of war 
against modern society, ideas, liberties and institu¬ 
tions ” ; they were an assertion of unyielding Hilde- 

biandism as against European civilisation ; they were 
essentially mediaeval in ontl<;K)k, 
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They utterly opposed Cavour’s ideal of a Free Church 
in a Free State; they challenged the supremacy 

of lay authority and asserted the absolutism of 
the Church; in particular they repudiated the 
political ideas on which the Kingdom of Italy was 

established. 
They were welcomed by Ditramontanes; they 

seriously embarrassed Liberal Catholics, and were 

strongly resented by the governments of Europe. 

C. Papal Infallibility. 

The growth of Gallicanism and the work of scientific 
historians in Germany, of whom Dollinger was the most 
famous, seemed likely to weaken the Church by their 

opposition to Ultramontanism. To meet the danger a 

Council was called at Rome for December 6th, 18W, to 
define the Syllabus, reassert the Temporal Power and 

proclaim the Infallibility of the Pope as a sufficient 

answer to scientific criticism. 

(1) Opposing Catholic views. 

Dollinger and his friends asserted that the doctrine 
of Papal Infallibility was unknown to antiquity, in 

contradiction with history, and based on forgeries 
such as the forged Decretals of Isidore. 

The Ultramontanes said that the ideas of 

Supremacy and Infallibility were contained in that 
of Primacy ”; that the forgeries, which they ad¬ 
mitted, “ had but stereotyped existing usage,” and 
that the Popes had taken a leading part in reforming 

the faults of the Church. 

(2) The Vatican Council. 

a. The members. 

December 8th, 1860. The Council met. It 

consisted of 780 derioal members; lay sove* 

ireigns were not invited to send representatives; 
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Bavaria wished to intervene but Prussia, 

Austria and France refused. The Pope was 
sure of the support of a majority, which in¬ 
cluded 224 Italians. The minority, originally 
numbering from 150 to 200 votes, were weak¬ 

ened by lack of union. 

6. Procedure. 

The Pope made all regulations for procedure, 
chose committees, authorised the agenda and 
possessed the sole right of initiative. “ The 

freedom of the Bishops was practically con¬ 

fined to their vote : the publication of pro¬ 
ceedings was censored. 

c. The doctrine affirmed. 

The opposition was twofold: the Anti- 

infallxbUiats declared that Papal Infallibility 

was contrary to the doctrines of the CShurch; 
the Inopportunists accepted the theory but 

thought that, as it would arouse the opposition 
of lay governments, already irritated by the 

Syllabus, the time was inopportune for its 

publication. 

July 18th, 1870. Five hundred and thirty- 

five bishops declared that it was “ a dogma 

divinely revealed that the Roman Pontifi, 

when he speaks ex cathedra, that is . . . when 
he defines by virtue of his supreme apostolic 

authority doctrine concerning faith or morals 
to be held by the Universal Church, is . . . 

possessed of that Infallibility wherewith the 

Divine Redeemer willed that His Church 

should be endowed in defining doctrine con¬ 

cerning faith or morals; and that therefore 
such definitions of the Roman Pontiff are un¬ 

alterable of themselves and not by reason of 

the consent of the Church.” 
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d. Results. 

All the dissenting bishops submitted before 

long. Grerman theologians defied their bishops 

and formed, in 1871, the Old Catholic Schism 

which was confined to Germany and Switzer¬ 

land, in which it secured few adherents. 

Austria forbade the publication of the decree, 

but most governments, although disapproving, 

refused officially to interfere in a matter of 

faith. 

The Vatican Council succeeded in strengthen¬ 

ing and centralising the Church, but “ so far, 

no further definitions have been made and no 

indisputably infallible pronouncements put 

forth by the Holy See. It has taught, rather, 

as if it were infallible, than infallibly.” ^ 
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SECTION VI 

EASTERN EUROPE 
AFTER THE CRIMEAN WAR 





RUSSIA, 1855-1870 

Discontent in Eussia was aggravated by the failure of the 
Crimean War, which had exhausted the n sourees of the country, 
shown “ the bankruptcy of Autocracy,” and led the serfs to 
demand an immediate improvement in their condition as a reward 
of their military services. 

Alexander II (1855-1881) realised that unconditional opposi¬ 
tion to Western ideas was no longer possible and that reform was 
inevitable. He adopted a Liberal policy and hoped to introduce 
reform from above and not from below. But his limited educa¬ 
tion and experience and his lack of initiative made him dependent 
on the advice of others and, as he was led at one time by the party 
of reform at another by the party of reaction, his policy lacked 
continuity. A period of reform was followed, after 1865, by a 
period of reaction. 

The inteUigenzia, or intellectual class, demanded reform but 
were divided into two parties. The Westerners, following the 
example of Western Europe, advocated representative assemblies, 
a constitution and guarantees of liberty; they formed the 
majority of the intelligenzia and were very strong in St. Peters¬ 
burg. The NationaJists wished to restore the patriarchal aristo¬ 
cracy of the seventeenth century and opposed Western ideas. 
But both parties demanded the emancipation of the serfs, freedom 
of the press and education, and the limitation of the power of 
officials. 

The cause of reform was strongly supported by such writers 
as Gogol (1807-1852), Turgeniefi (181^1883), and Dostoievski 
(1822-1881). 

I. Internal Beform. 

A« The Emancipation of the Serb. 

Alexander II appointed Cominitf>ees to consider the 
problem; Miliutin worked 8trenuou.sly for emancipation 
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and the Grand Duke Constantine was president of the 
Principal Conaiiiittee which sat during 1859 and 1860. 
The Emperor pressed the Committee to formulate a 
scheme as soon as possible. 

February 19th, 1861. An Imperial decree abolished 
serfdom and turned 25,000,000 serfs into free proprietors. 

(1) Terms. 

a. The ownership of the land. 

If the serfe were enfranchised and the nobles 
kept the land, the former would become 
labourers or tenants-at-will and an agricultural 
proletariate would be created; this had actually 
happened in Warsaw (1807) and the Baltic 
Provinces (1816-1820). The landlords were 
allowed to retain some of their lands but in¬ 
dividual peasants received the right of pur¬ 
chasing their house and garden. The rest of 
the land was assigned, generally, to the Village 
Commune or Mir^ but in Little Russia, Poland 
and the West, where individual ownership 
was general, to individuals; the Communal 
Assembly assigned the land to its members 
as private property for a definite period. The 
State advanced to the peasants four-fifths of 
the price of the land they received and they 
were required to repay the loan within forty- 
nine years ; Arbiters of the Peace were elected, 
in 1861, to settle disputes as to the settlement. 
Private serfs received on an average about 
eight and a half acres each; State ser&, seven¬ 
teen and a half; Crown serfs, twelve. 

h. The rights of the Nobles. 

The police jurisdiction, formerly exercised 
by the nobles over the serfs, was transferred 
to the Mir. 
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(2) Results of Emancipation. 
а. General. 

The serfs thus became a body of independent 
landed proprietors ; emancipation transformed 
Russia by making it a modern State in which 
all the citizens received equal liberty and a 
measure of local self-government; it thus 
paved the way for constitutional reform. 

б. The position of the Nobles and Peasants. 
The nobles probably received inadequate 

pecuniary compensation, and one of them 
declared “ before the emancipation we drank 
champagne and kept no accounts ; since the 
emancipation we keep accounts and drink 
beer.’* The peasants found the new taxes a 
heavy burden and did not secure all the 
advantages they expected from emancipation. 
Lazy and dissolute peasants lost the land they 
received and sank to a misery unknown before. 
But industrious peasants prospered and 
emancipation led to an increase in the area of 
cultivation, the value of land, the proceeds of 
taxation and export trade. 

C. Effects on industry. 
Many industrial labourers returned to the 

land, and the iron trade, mining and doth 
manufacture sufiered considerably owing to 
the loss of labour. Wages rose, and increased 
cost of production led to higher prices. 

But the development of railways, about six 
hundred miles of which were constructed 
between 1856 and 1878, the introduction of 
machinery, the reduction of tari& in 1859 and 
1861 and the foundation of the Bank of Russia 
in 1860 gradually counteracted the immediate 
bad elEect produced on industry by the Emanci- 
{>ation of the Seifs^ 
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B. The Development of Local Government. 

(1) Country districts. 

1864. The Provincial Assemblies of the nobles, the 
Mirs or Village Communes and the Volosts or Cantonal 
Assemblies were united in the elected Zemstvo, 
District Zemstm were elected directly by nobles and 
townsmen and indirectly by peasants. The Distriet 
Zemstva elected those of the Province. 

The Zemstva were responsible for the repair of 
roads and bridges, primary education, public health 
and the election of Justices of the Peace. Owing to 
the jealousy of the bureaucracy Provincial Governors 
received the power of vetoing decisions of the Zemstva 

and financial difficulties hampered progress. But on 
the whole the new assemblies did good work and 
proved of great benefit to their localities. 

(2) Towns. 

1870. A measure of self-government, based on the 
representation of property, was given to St. Peters- 
burg, Moscow and Odessa. 

C. Judicial Reforms. 

November, 1864. Courts of Justices of the Peace 
were established to try petty cases; courts, whose 
members were nominated by the Crown, were set up to 
try more serious cases. Each had its own Court of 
Appeal from which appeal lay to the Senate which 
exercised final jurisdiction. 

The judicial authority was separated from the ad* 
ministrative ; magistrates and courts were'independent; 
all Russians were regarded as equal before the law; 
proceedings were public and trial by jury was estab* 
lished. The principles of Western legal systems were 
adopted and the people took an active share in the 
administration of justice* 
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The value of these judicial reforms was impaired by 
the continuance or establishment of special courts for 
peasants, business men and ecclesiastics, and by courts- 
martial. Political offenders were not tried by juries. 
Inadequate salaries|partly accounted for the poor quality 
of the judges, some of whom had had no legal education; 
barristers were often incompetent. The authority of 
the Third Section^ continued unimpaired. But in 
spite of serious faults the new system proved a blessing 
to Russia. 

D. Military Reforms. 

The period of service was reduced from twenty-five to 
fifteen years and military colonies ^ were abolished. 
The education of ofiBicers was improved ; fourteen 
military districts were formed. 

1874. All men were declared liable to military service 
of six years in the Regular Army and nine in the Militia, 
and, for their remaining years up to the age of forty, 
in the Reserve. 

E. Education. 

Restraints on education were removed and oppor* 
tunities for education extended. 

(1) Universities. 

1863. The Coundls of Universities received a 
considerable measure of self-government in matters 
of discipline and finance, and the control hitherto 
exercised by the police was relaxed. The number of 
chairs was increased and the salaries of professors 
augmented. 

1865. Foundation of the University of Odessa. 

^ Page 158. * Page 150. 
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(2) Schools. 

1864. A new code effected considerable improve¬ 
ments in elementary education. 

1864. Secondary schools were divided into Redir 

schulen, or modern schools which did not teach Latin 
or Greek, and Gymnasia, or classical schools. 

F. The Press. 

A number of new newspapers appeared even after 
the accession of Alexander II, but they were strictly 
censored and practically none commented on the 
emancipation of the serfe. The only outspoken Russian 
paper, the Kolohol} was published in London and 
smuggled into Russia. 

1865. A new Press Law relaxed the censorship which 
had been exercised by the Ministers of the Interior and 
Public Instruction. The preventive censorship of books 
was abolished. 

But the press received no fimdamental guarantees. 
Newspapers which offended were to be punished by the 
Minister of the Interior and not by the law courts; 
of[ences were not legally defined and the accused had 
no right to be heard. 

n. The Polish Insurrection, 1863. 

The establishment of Italian independence the 
belief that Alexander II was favourable to reform led 
to a revival of the demand for national independence in 
Poland. The movement was the work mainly of the 
Whites—^nobles, supported by the clergy and towns¬ 
people—^and the Reds, a democratic party consisting 
largely of students and ofhcers acting imder a secret 
committee which met at Warsaw; the peasants, who 
were merely the chatteb of the nobles, took no part in it* 

“The Bell" 
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The Poles demanded that Poland should have the 
boundaries of 1772^ and thus aroused the resent¬ 
ment of Austria and Prussia. In Lithuania and 
Podolia most of the population, who belonged to 
the Greek Church and were largely Russians in 
race and language, disapproved of the attempt 
of their nobles to sever the connection with 
Russia. 

A, Alexander II’s Policy. 

The Agricultural Society, founded in 1855 to improve 
the condition of the peasants, became the centre of the 
movement, which found expression in public meetings 
in 1860 and 1861. 

(1) Alexander’s concessions. 

Alexander II refused to grant independence to 
Poland and urged the Poles to “ embrace the union 
with Russia, and abandon all thoughts of independ¬ 
ence, now and for ever impossible.” He tried to 
conciliate the Poles by concessions. 

March, 1861. A separate Ministry of Instruction 
and Public Worship was established for Poland under 
a Polish minister, Marquis Wiepoloski, who thought 
it desirable in the interests of Poland to support 
Alexander’s conciliatory policy. Local Elective 
Boards were set up in Provinces and Districts with 
power of reporting to a Council of State sitting at 
Warsaw. 

(2) Continued dissatisfaction. 

The dissatisfaction in Poland was increased by the 
action of Cossack soldiers, who fired on peaceful 
demonstrations, and by the suppression of the Agri¬ 
cultural Society in April, 1861. 

Not$» on Eunpean HuUnryt YoL IH, page 195. 
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(3) Further concessions. 

1862. The appointment of the Liberal Grand Duke 
Constantine as Viceroy and of Wiepolosld as Director 
of Civil Government, the reopening of the University 
of Warsaw, which had been closed in 1882,^ the 
adoption of Polish as the official language and the 
replacement of Russian Provincial Grovernors by 
Poles showed that Alexander was sincerely anxious 
to conciliate Poland. 

B. The Insurrection. 

But discontent grew in spite of concessions which did 
not meet the demand for complete national independ¬ 
ence ; the Reds regarded Wiepoloski as a traitor; 
attempts were made to assassinate Constantine and 
Wiepoloski; the secret committee extended its opera¬ 
tions to Lithuania and Volhyma. 

January, 1863. An attempt to seize the malcontents 
in Warsaw for military service failed ; they escaped to 
the woods and started a guerilla warfare under the 
direction of the secret committee which, in spite of the 
Government, printed and published its decrees and 
secured the execution of some of its leading opponents. 

The insurrection of 1863 was a secret revolt and an 
act of national des]}air; the peasants, who were exempted 
from the recent military levy, took no part; the attempt 
to separate Lithuania and Volhynia from Russia rous^ 
strong feeling in these provinces and in Russia, and 
gained for the Czar the strong support of the Russians; 
the efiorts of Great Britain, France and Austria to 
secure for Poland national representation and adminis¬ 
tration and religious liberty were rejected by Gortchakofi 
three times in 1863. Bismarck made an agreement 
with the Czar and closed the Prussian frontier to Polish 
fugitives.* 

The Warsaw Committee called itself the ^‘national 

» Page 171. • Page 374* 
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government ” in Poland, the Wilna Committee did the 
same in Lithuania. But the insurrection was doomed 
from the start. 

C. Suppression of the Insurrection. 

(1) Lithuania, 

1863. MouraviefE armed the peasants against the 
nobles and suppressed the revolt in Lithuania. He 
made Russian the only official language, suppressed 
national institutions, and by executions, imprisonment, 
fines and confiscations broke the power of the nobles. 
His action was warmly approved by the large Russian 
element but the Poles called him “ the butcher of 
Wilna.” 

(2) Poland. 

March 19th, 1863. General Langiewicz utterly 
routed the Poles at GrokowLska. 

February, 1864. The Polish rising was crushed 
and a determined efiort was made to make Poland 
Russian and Orthodox. Poland was united to Russia 
in 1867 and divided into governments and districts 
like the rest of the Empire under a Governor-General 
of the “ Ten Governments on the Vistula ”; the 
Central Government was transferred to St. Peters¬ 
burg ; the use of the Polish language was forbidden in 
the administration, schools and, later, in law courts 
and churches; many monasteries were suppressed, the 
Catholic clergy became subject to strict State super¬ 
vision and the Concordat with Rome was annulled in 
1866. 

March, 1864. The peasants were made absolute 
and independent owners of their houses and cattle 
and half the land they had formerly held under the 
nobles; they were set free from all seigniorial dues 
and services but retained thdr rights of common in 
the woods and pastures of the nobles; the compensa- 

IV—2 H 
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tion paid to the nobles was raised by a general land 
tax, to which the nobles themselves had to contribute. 
Village communes were established which were ad¬ 
ministered by elected assemblies of peasants from 
which priests and nobles were excluded. The fear of 
losing their newly acquired rights made the peasants 
the strong supporters of the Government against 
the nobles. The remarkable development of Polish 
industry, and the increase of trade with Russia 
which followed, united Poland and Russia by common 
interests. 

III. Reaction in Russia. 

Gradually Alexander adopted a reactionary policy in 
Russia. 

A. Failure of Reform. 

The strong opposition of officials and the death of 
competent administrators greatly hindered reform. 
The interference of the secret police and the special 
tribunals hampered the development of the new 
judicial system; the Zemstvo came under the influence 
of officials and their powers of self-government were 
curtailed ; many newspapers were suppressed and only 
the official newspapers and the Moscow Gazette^ the organ 
of the autocratic party, received any measure of real 
freedom; Coimt Tolstoi ^ abolished the teaching of 
natural science in secondary schools because he regarded 
it as revolutionary, he suppressed students’ dubs in 
the universities and appointed special inspectors of 
students. 

Poland. 

The rising in Poland greatly strengthened reaction in 
Russia. 

Not Count Leo Tolstoi the novelistn 
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C. The Character of Alexander II. 
Alexander, “ cautious to the point of vacillation and 

always inclined to look back as well as forward,” failed 
to carry out the reforms he had inaugurated; he dis¬ 
missed Miliutin as soon as the Edict of Emancipation 
was passed, and to conciliate opponents handed over 
the execution of reforms to bureaucrats who objected to 
reform. 

Growing Discontent. 
(1) Nihilism. 

The failure of reform caused general despair; 
disappointed reformers regarded the Government as 
its foe ; the universities became the centre of plots ; 
the attempt of Karakosof to murder Alexander II in 
1866 was significant as the first attempt by a Ruaskin. 

Revolutionary ideas spread in spite of the patriotic 
enthusiasm aroused by the Polish Revolt and the de¬ 
velopment of Pan-Slavism. Nihilism, so named by 
Turgeniefi in his Fathers and Children, 1862, which 
rejected all ideas, including Divine revelation, which 
could not be proved by physical evidence, spread 
among the InteUigenzia; it owed much to Bakunin 
who returned from Siberia in 1864; Nihilism became 
militant and advocated the destruction of all govern¬ 
ment, and a recreation of society. A Nihilist Congress 
was held at Basle in 1869 and the action of the Paris 
Commune in 1871 greatly stimulated the movement. 

(2) Socialism. 
Militant socialism spread; young members of the 

Iniiiligenzia worked among the peasants ; the people 
were taught that violence was necessary to prepare 
the way for revolution which would establish the 
sovereignty of the people. 

The Government adopted strong measures of 
repression; from 1868 to 1874 146,380 people were 
e:^ed to Siberia. But repression failed to arrest 
revolutionary ideas and in the end of Alexander's 
reign the movement became Terrorist, 
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IV. The Eiqwision of Russia. 

Alexander II took little part in the affairs of Europe. 
The alliance he made with Bismarck in February, 1863/ 
averted all chance of intervention by Great Britain and 
France in Poland, and enabled Alexander to secure the 
abolition of the clauses of the Treaty of Paris * which 
limited the action of Russia in the Black Sea. lie 
declared against British and French interference in 
Naples in 1856; thought that the German Confederation 
should be altered only by a European Congress; ob¬ 
jected to the blow dealt to “ legitimacy ** by the Peace 
of Prague, 1866; but did not take up arms to support 
his opinions. 

But he continued the expansion of Russia in the East 
and South-East. 

A. Central Asia. 

(1) Turkestan. 

1865. Turkestan was conquered. 

(2) The Khanates. 

June, 1868. Submission of the Khan of Bokhara 
after the Russians had defeated him at Irgai in 1866 
and captured Samarkand in 1868. 

1873. Submission of the Khan u* Khiva, who 
ceded territory on the Oxus. 

1876. Conquest of the EJianate of Khokand. 

B. The Caucasus. 

1859. Conquest of the Eastern Caucasus. 

1864. Conquest of the Western Caucasus. 

^ Page 874 • Page 287. 
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C. Turkey and the Balkans/ 

Alexander II wished to protect the Slav Christians 
and to secure control of the Black Sea. 

1861. Alexander supported the union of Moldavia 
and Wallachia into Roumania. 

1888. He joined Great Britain in recognising George, 
King of the Hellenes. 

1867. He persuaded Turkey to evacuate Belgrade 
and to recognise Milan as Prince of Serbia in 1868. 

March 13th, 1871. Abrogation of the clauses of the 
Tr( aty of Paris to which the Russians objected. 

D. (fcneral. 

Alexander took no part in the great European 
Wars of his reign, but his foreign relations and policy 
of extension had important results. 

(1) The Triple Alliance. 

1872. The Dreikaiserbund, the alliance of the 
Russian, Austrian and German Emperors, profoundly 
affected European politics. 

(2) Great Britain. 

Alexander II usually worked harmoniously with 
Great Britain, but the extension of Russian influence 
in Central Asia was regarded in England as a danger 
to India. Although an agreement was made in 1872 
which fixed the Afghan frontier and excluded Russia 
from Pendjeh, the fear of further Russian aggres¬ 
sion long disturbed British statesmen. 

Belerenoes: 

Cambridge Modem History, Vol. XI, chap. xxir. 
A Political History of Contemforary Europe (Seignobos), 

chap. XIX. 

The Story of the Nations: Poland, chap. xn. 
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TURKEY, 1856-1870 

By the Treaty of Paris, 1856,^ the Powers had guaranteed the 
integrity of Turkey ; Abdul Mejid (1880-1861) had promised to 
carry out reforms which would remedy the grievances of his 
Christian subjects ; the Powers had disclaimed all right to inter¬ 
fere in the internal affairs of Turkey. Within a few years 
Turkey had lost part of her Empire, reform had failed and France 
intervened in Syria. 

Alexander II was determined to recover Bessarabia and to 
annul the Black Sea clauses of the Treaty of Paris ; he had failed 
to maintain his claim to act as the champion of Christians in 
Turkey but his support of Pan-Slavism gave him a new relation 
to the Slavs under Turkish rule. 

Great Britain steadily supported Turkey in the hope that 
Russia would be prevented from ever securing Constantinople 
and becoming a still greater danger to British interests in the 
Far East and particularly in India. 

1. Beform. 

A. The Hatti-huniayun, 1856. 

February, 1856. By the hatti-humayun, embodied in 
the Treaty of Paris, Abdul Mejid promised that— 

(1) All his subjects, Christian and Mahommedan, should 
have personal liberty and equality before the law, and 
equal liability to military service and taxation. 

(2) Christians should be admitted to office and should be 
represented on the Council of State, 

(3) Mixed tribunals, on which Christians should serve, 
were to be established. 

(4) The laws were to be revised and the police Sj^tem and 
prisons reformed. 

(5) The government of the provinces was to be reorganised, 
finances to be placed on a sound footing and roads to 
be improved. 

^ Page m. 
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B. Failure of Reform. 
Botli Mabommedans and Christians objected. 

(1) The Mabommedans. 

The Mabommedans strongly objected to the intro¬ 
duction of religious liberty which was opposed to all 
the traditions of Islam and would deprive the Empire 
of its religious character; to the admission of Chris¬ 
tians to every rank in the army and to civil posts, to 
the legal equality bestowed upon the Christians who 
had so long been subordinate. 

(2) The Christians. 
The Christians feared that under the new system 

the Greek Patriarch and Bishops would lose the powers 
they had exercised ; they preferred to pay the old 
poll tax instead of serving in the army. 

The Sultan saw that if he enforced reform he would 
stir up grave dissension at home, if he did not he 
would incur the displeasure of the Powers, But 
rivalry between the Powers, and especially between 
Great Britain and France and Great Britain and 
Russia, weakened the force of their representations. 
Although an attempt was made in 1864 to separate 
justice from the civil administration and to set up 
provincial councils on which Christians could serve, 
no real reform was effected by Abdul Mejid. Abdul 
Aziz (1861-1878) promised reform but did nothing 
but appoint new officials and establish Ministries of 
Justice and Public Instruction. 

1867. The Powers, which, in 1859, had regretted 
that Turkey was not proceeding to a gradual and 
sustained application of reforms/* found that the 
haUi-humayun had not been carried out. 

C. France and Russia. 
(1) France. 

France now advocated the fusion of all the raoee 
under Turkish rule so as to form a sin^^ Ottoman 
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nation. An attempt was made by Fuad and Ali, two 
reforming ministers, to carry out this plan, but the 
death of the ministers and the defeat of France by 
Prussia in 1870 broke French influence at Constanti¬ 
nople and the plan failed. 

(2) Russia. 

Russia advocated the separation of Christian and 
Mahommedan interests and the formation of autono¬ 
mous states out of the various Christian nations. 
Russian influence was strengthened by the abrogation 
of the Black Sea clauses of the Treaty of Paris and 
the integrity of the Turkish Empire was impaired by 
the formation of Christian states in the Balkans. 

11. The Turkish Provinces. 

A. Syria. 

1860. The massacre of the Christian Maronites by 
the Mahommedan Druses, with the connivance of the 
Turkish authorities, led to strong protests from France, 
who at one time seemed likely to occupy Syria. 

June, 1861. Lebanon was separated from Syria and 
placed under the authority of a Christian governor 
nominated by the Great Powers and the Porte. 

B. Montenegro. 

May 13th, 1858. The Montenegrins routed the Turks 
at Grahovo. 

August 31st, 1862. A subsequent rising of the 
Montenegrins was crushed and the Convention of 
Skutari forbade them to build frontier forts or to import 
arms. 

C. Herzegovina. 

December, 1861. Failure of a rising in Herzegovina, 
supported by Montenegro. 
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D. Serbia. 

March, 1861. Rising in Serbia against Turkish rule. 
June, 1862. Disputes between the Serbians and the 

Turkish garrison of Belgrade led to the bombardment 
of the city by the Turks. 

March, 1867. The Turkish garrison was withdrawn 
from Belgrade. 

E. Crete. 

1866. The Cretans, exasperated by Turkish misrule, 
and especially by a massacre of CSiristians in 1859, 
demanded redress of grievances, established a “ sacred 
battalion,” proclaimed the abolition of Turkish authority 
and union with “ Mother ” Greece, who actively 
helped the insurgents. 

January, 1869. The grant of a measure of local self- 
government ended the unrest, which had lasted about 
four years. 

F. Greece. 

December 11th, 1868. The Turks, exasperated by 
the help given by the Greeks to the Cretan insurgents, 
presented an ultimatum demanding that Greece should 
cease from helping Cretan rebels. The Powers com¬ 
pelled Greece to comply with the Turkish demands. 

February 6th, 1869. Diplomatic relations were re¬ 
sumed between Turkey and Greece. 

G. Moldavia and Wallachia. 

December 23rd, 1861. Moldavia and Wallachia 
united to form the Principality of Boumania. 

H. Egypt. 

(1) The Khedive. 

June 8th, 1867. The Sultan made the powerful 
Pasha Ismail, Khedive of Egypt; the title was made 
hereditary and the iOiedive received the power of 
making agreements with foreign powers with regard 
to the postal service, customs and police. 
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(2) The Suez Canal. 

1859. Ferdinand de Lesscps with the approval of 
the Turkish, Egyptian, Russian, French and Austrian 
governments and in spite of the strong opposition of 
Great Britain, which was due mainly to Palmerston 
and Stratford de Redcliffe, commenced the Suez 
Canal. 

November 17th, 1889. The Canal was opened. 

III. General 

During the period following the Treaty of Paris 
Turkey failed to justify her admission to the comity of 
European Powers by carrying out internal reform. 

Russia had been compelled to give up her claim to 
protect the Christian subjects of Turkey, but the grow¬ 
ing demand for autonomy, caused by the opposition of 
Christians to Mahommedan rule, and the oppression of 
Turkish governors weakened the power of Turkey in 
her provinces and tended to promote growing sympathy 
between her Slav subjects and Russia. 

References: 

Cambridge Modern History, Vol. XI, pp. 635 et seq, 
A Political History of Contem'porary Europe (Seignobos), 

Heinemann, pp. 625 et seq. 

GREECE, 1882-1864 
I. Otto. 

February, 1888. Otto of Bavaria, at the age of 
seventeen, became King of Greece under the guarantee 
of the Povers.^ 

‘FhgelOOi 
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A. The Constitution of 1844. 

(1) Unpopularity of Bavarian Regents. 

The appointment of a Regency consisting of tiuee 
Bavarians and the failure of the Government to grant 
a Constitution, which the Powers had made a conation 
of Otto’s accession, caused great discontent. 

The Government was centralised and bureaucratic. 
It secured the independence of the Hellenic Church; 
it established the capital at Athens instead of Nauplia ; 
it formed a gendarmerie in 1833; established a 
Council of State and reformed local administration; 
the University of Athens was established in 1837. 

Great Britain, France and Russia guaranteed a 
loan, but the proceeds were squandered instead of 
being used for the construction of roads and the 
development of the country ; to meet the interest on 
ilie loan salt was made a government monopoly, and 
this increased the unpopularity of the Bavarian 
regime ; brigandage was rife and disorder general. 

(2) A limitary revolt. 

The guaranteeing Powers strongly resented the 
misgovernment of Greece, demanded payment of the 
interest on the loan and compelled Otto to reduce his 
expenses by dismissing the Bavarian soldiers who 
were his main support. 

September 14th, 1843. Greek soldiers attacked 
the Palace and compelled Otto to promise a Constitu* 
tion which was favoured by Great Britain and France. 

(3) The Constitution. 

March 16th, 1844. Otto accepted a liberal Con¬ 
stitution which established a Chamber of Deputies 
elected by universal sufirage and a Senate selected by 
the King, and made ministers responsible to the 
Parliament, 
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B. Constitutional Government. 

< (1) Otto’s difficult position. 

Although Otto tried to rule in accordance with the 
Constitution he failed to solve the difficulties that 
arose. 

Greece was a small and poor country; political 
passion was intense, elections were corrupt and the 
proceedings of Parliament violent. The memory of 
former glories persisted and the Greeks failed to 
understand that the limitation of their own resources 
made them dependent upon the good will of the 
Powers. The Greeks were bitterly hostile to Turkey 
and were anxious to weaken her as far as possible ; 
this hostility aroused the resentment of Great Britain, 
who was resolved to maintain the integrity of the 
Turkish Empire. Differences between the guarantee¬ 
ing Powers added to Otto’s difficulties. 

(2) The Powers. 

The establishment of the Constitution had been a 
victory for Great Britain and France over Russia. 

1844. The French secured control of the Ministry. 

a. The British blockade the Piraeus, 1850.^ 

The British claimed possession of the islands 
of Sapienza and Cervi, which formed part of 
the Ionian Isles and had been seized by the 
Greeks; they claimed compensation for 
George Finlay, the historian, whose property 
had been seized and added to the King’s park 
at Athens, and for Don Padfico, a British 
subject, whose house at the Piraeus had been 
plundered in April, 1847. 

January, 1860. To enforce the British 
claims a fleet under Admiral Parker blockaded 
the Piraeus. 

* Bee m BrUi$h History^ Part IV, page 806, 
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Russia and France strongly objected to the 
blockade; the failure of French mediation 
followed by a second blockade of the Piraeus 
in April, 1850, and resentment at Don Pacifico’s 
ridiculous claim for £26,000,^ temporarily 
weakened the good understanding between the 
Powers. 

b. The French and British occupy the Piraeus, 1854- 
1857. 

The Greeks had seized the opportunity 
afforded by the Crimean War to invade Epirus 
and Thessaly. Great Britain and France 
strongly objected. 

May, 1854-February, 1857. French and 
British troops occupied the Piraeus, and these 
two Powers compelled Otto, who strongly 
favoured war with Turkey, to remain strictly 
neutral during the Crimean War. 

e. The Paris Conference, 1859. 
The continuance of brigandage and the 

failure of the Greeks to pay the interest they 
owed the Powers led Russia, France and Great 
Britain to compel Greece to promise to pay 
the interest she owed. 

C. Deposition of King Otto, 1862. 

Otto, a Bavarian and a Roman Catholic, had never 
been popular with the Greeks, and his continued nais- 
government gave just cause of offence. 

The action of the Powers added to the unpopularity 
of Otto, who was thought to have sacrificed the interests 
of Greece in yielding to the Powers, and led to serious 
differences between the court party and the democrats. 
The sympathy of the Bang and Queen, Amalia of Olden¬ 
burg, with the Austrians in the Austro-Italian War of 
1859^ increased the resentment of the Greeks, who 
strongly favoured the Italians. 

» Settled in 1851 for £m, Page 4^ 
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October 23rd, 1862. A military rising led to the 
establishment of a democratic Provisional Government 
and the deposition of Otto. 

n. King George 

Russia, France and Great Britain now agreed that 
no member of their royal houses should become a 
candidate for the throne of Greece. The Greeks by 
230,000 votes out of 241,000 elected Prince Alfred,* a 
son of Queen Victoria, but Great Britain was compelled 

to decline the ofEer owing to the recent agreement. In 
acknowledgment of the compliment she promised to 

cede the Ionian Isles to Greece if a suitable king was 
chosen and constitutional government maintained. 

March 30th, 1868. Election of William, son of 
Christian IX of Denmark, as King George I. The 

guaranteeing Powers gave him £12,000 a year out of the 
interest due to them from Greece. 

October 30th, 1863. King George arrived in Greece. 

A. The New Constitution, 1864. 

A more democratic Constitution was established with 
a smgle Legislative Chamber elected by universal 
suffrage; the Senate was replaced by a Council of 

State nominated by the King, but the latter was 
abolished in November, 1865. 

The lack of a second Chamber removed a necessary 
check on the Legislature, which proved too susceptible 
to passionate popular opinion. 

B« The Ionian Isles. 

May 28th, 1864. The Ionian Isles were ceded to Greece. 

C. Crete. 

The support given by Greece to insurgents in Crete 
nearly led to war with Turkey.® 

» See genealoiiioal tree, page 506. ® p«he Qf Edinburgh, » Page 4S9« 
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D. General. 

The Government of George I restored discipline in 
the army and navy; suppressed brigandage in 1870; 
maintained precarious relations with Turkey. It was 
an improvement upon the Government of Otto, but 
the extreme factiousness of Greek politics and lack of 
internal resources prevented a satisfactory settlement 
of the country. 

References: 
Catribridge Modem History, Vol. XI, pp. 277-281 and 639- 

643. 
A Political History of Contemporary Europe (Seignobos), 

pp. 652-656. 

THE BALKAN LANDS 

The history of the emancipation of the Balkan Lands from 
Turkish rule forms an important part of the Eastern Question 
which proved a most diflScult problem in the nineteenth century. 
The problem concerned not only Turkey but also Russia, who 
wished to extend her territory towards the South, and as the 
leading Slav State and the champion of the Orthodox Greek 
Church had much sympathy with the people of the Balkan 
States, most of whom were Greek Christians speaking Slavonic 
languages. Austria, which was anxious to prevent any inter¬ 
ference with the navigation of the Danube, Great Britain and 
France wished to prevent the extension of Russian influence, and 
Great Britain laid great stress on the maintenance of the integrity 
of the Turkish Empire as a barrier against a Russian advance. 

L General. 

The people of the Balkan lands had been conquered 
by the Turks in the fifteenth century but, in spite of 
their common subjection to the Sultan, they had 
remained sharply divided by language, dress and national 
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A. Serbians and Bulgarians. 

The Serbians and Bulgarians were Slavs and, exc#"pt 
in Bosnia where there was a Roman Catholic element, 

Orthodox Greek Christians. 

B. Albanians. 

The Albanians, a race of warlike mountaineers, were 

Mahommedans. 

C. Roumanians. 

The Roumanians (Moldavians and Wallachians) were 
Grec'k Christians who had been affected by Turkish rule 
loss than their neighbours and retained their old 

Christian aristocracy of landowners who, up to the end 
of the seventeenth century, elected the Hospodar or 
prince. But during the eighteenth century the Rou¬ 
manian Hospodars were replaced by Turkish nominees, 

who were often Phanariots,^ and held office for seven 
years. 

The population consisted almost entirely of peasants 
working under miserable conditions on the estates of 
absentee landlords who spent most of their time in 

Jassy, the capital of Moldavia, or Bucharest, the capital 
of Wallachia, which were the only important towns. 

D. Montenegrins. 

The Montenegrins were a democracy of warriors, 
allied to the Serbians, and professing the Orthodox 
Greek Faith. 

Difficulties arose owing to confficting frontier interests 

and the presence of Balkan people in neighbouring 
States; e.g. Roumanians were found in Transylvania, 

Hungary and Bessarabia; Serbians in Hungary. 

Page 65. 
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II. Boumania (MoMavia and Wallachia). 

A. The Congress of Paris, 1856. 

In order to cheek Russian influence Moldavia and 
Wallachia were placed under the guarantee of tl'c 
Powers; the Sultan, to whom they paid an annual 
tribute, gave them autonomy in internal affairs but re¬ 
served the right of controlling foreign policy. Bessarabia 
was restored to Moldavia by Russia and a European 
Commission, assisted by a “ Divan ** in each Princi¬ 
pality, was established to settle the organisation 
of the provinces. 

B. Union. 

^1) The Powers and Union. 

France, at first supported by Great Britain, 
favoured the union of Moldavia and Wallachia into 
a Principality of Roumania. Austria and Turkey 
strongly opposed the union and manipulated the 
elections to prevent it. Great Britain, fearing that 
the union might favour Russian interests, changed her 
attitude and also opposed it, while some Moldavians 
feared that union would make Bucharest and the 
Wallachian interest supreme. 

Napoleon III compelled the Sultan to annul the 
elections. 

October, 1857. The new Divans demanded the 
union of the two Principalities under a foreign prince. 

August 19th, 1858. The Powers at Paris arranged 
that “the United Principalities of Moldavia and 
Wallachia should have separate Hospodars and 
elective assemblies but that a joint commission of six¬ 
teen members should deal with afiairs common to both. 

(2) Alexander 1,1861-1866. 

January, 1859. Couza was elected Hospodar of 
both Moldavia and Wallachia and thus a personal 

union of the Principalities was effected. 

TV—21 
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1861. Couza was recognised by the Sultan as 
Alexander I, “ Prince of Roumania.” 

December 23rd, 1861. The union of Moldavia and 
Wallachia was proclaimed at Bucharest and Jassy; 
a single Ministry and a single National Assembly were 

established and Couza declared The Roumanian 
nation is founded.” 

Alexander I ruled despotically and his refusal to 
put the constitution in force led to strife between him 
and the Assembly; his attempt to enfranchise the 
peasants infuriated the nobles; a proposal to con¬ 
fiscate ecclesiastical property alienated the Church ; 
by making tobacco a government monopoly he 
aroused general indignation. 

February 26th, 1866. A plot formed by the nobles 
led to the deposition of Alexander I. 

C. Charles I. 

April 20th, 1866. Election of Prince Charles of 
HohenzoUern - Sigmaringen. The support of Great 
Britain, France and Prussia ensured his accession in 
spite of the opposition of Russia; the Sultan, who 
had resented his election, fornaally recognised him on 
October 23rd, 1866. 

(1) The new Constitution, 1866. 

Prince Charles accepted the new Constitution which 
established a Senate, elected for the most part by 
holders of property, and a Chamber of Deputies, 
elected by practically universal suffrage; the TCing 

was to choose his ministers, who were responsible to 

Parliament; trial by jury, liberty of the press and of 
public meeting were assort; local government was 
organised according to departments and districts. 

The Constitution was strongly Liberal and the 

op^sition it received from the ConservativeB rntde 
pohtical differences ex^remdy bitter. 
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(2) Political parties. 

Two main parties were formed. The Conservative 
Whites consisted of the chief landowners, objected to 
reform and favoured an understanding with Russia. 
The Liberal Beds, led by John Bratiano, wished to 
establish friendly relations with Austria and Germany. 
Charles favoured the Liberals. 

(3) The work of Charles. 

Charles ruled as a constitutional monarch; he 
reorganised the army; refused in 1869 ^ to support 

Greece against Turkey or, in 1866, Hungary against 
Austria. 

But his position was difiSicult. National finances 

were in disorder; Roumania sympathised with 
France in her struggle with Germany and resented 
the candidature of Charles' brother Leopold * for the 

Spanish Crown; in 1870 the Chamber ofBcially 
expressed its sympathy with France. The Conserva¬ 

tives repudiated the just claims of German share¬ 
holders in the Roumanian railways. Discontent in 

1870 led to an anti-dynastic outbreak. 
December, 1870. Charles resolved to abdicate, but 

a tour through the country assured him of the loyalty 

of the mass of the people and he gave up the idea oi 

abdication* 

m. Serbia* 

In the early history of Serbia the rivalry of the 
families of ^rageorgevitch and Obrenovitch is an 
important factor. Eai» George ’ was a pig-dealer who 

was assassinated in 1818. 

A. The beginning of the Principality of Serbia. 

1880. The Saltan recognised Milosh Obrenovitch, 

formerly a pig-dealer, as hereditary prince of Serbia* 

» Page 489, • Page ?96, ^ i,e. B}aok Qewger 
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B. The House of Obrenovitch. 

(1) Milosh Obrenovitch. 

December 23rd, 1858. Prince Alexander ^^.ara- 
george\itch, son of Kara George, was deposed owing 
to his subserviency to Austria and Turkey. Milosh 
Obrenovitch was restored and secured the recognition 
of the hereditary right of his family to the throne. 

September 26th, 1860. Death of Milosh. Acces¬ 
sion of his son Michael. 

(2) Michael Obrenovitch. 

Michael adopted a vigorous policy towards Austria 
and Turkey. He wished to unite Herzegovina, 
Bosnia and Montenegro to Serbia, and partly with 
this object, partly to resist Turkey, reorganised the 
army. 

1862. Michael secured the withdrawal of Turkish 
garrisons from all but four towns of Serbia, including 
Belgrade, 

1867. Austria was weakened by the recent war 
with Prussia; the Christians of Turkey seemed likely 
to rise. Michael seized the opportunity and secured 
from the Sultan the withdrawal of the Turkish 
garrison from Belgrade. 

June 10th, 1868. Michael was assassinated by 
supporters of the Karageorgevitch family with the 
connivance of Austria. The National Assembly 
refused to elect Peter Karageorgevitch and chose 
MichaePs cousin Milan, a boy of fourteen. 

(3) The Regency, 1863-1872. 

Ristitch, the leader of the Liberals, was President of 
the Council of Regency which ruled Serbia during 
Milan’s minority. Two distinct tendencies appeared 
in Serbian politics. 

The Liberals, who did not favour Western civili- 
^tion, worked through the Skouptchina, or repre- 
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Bentative assembly, wished to maintain communal 
autonomy and resisted new taxation. They supported 
alliance with Russia and the formation of Greater 

Serbia. 
The Conservatives favoured the introduction of the 

institutions of Western monarchies; supported the 
Central Government as against the Slouptchina and 
local communes; advocated the imposition of new 
taxes to meet the cost of increasing the army and 
developing the resources of the country. They wished 
to secure an alliance with Austria. 

IV. Montenegro. 

Montenegro, although nominally subject to Turkey, 

had gained practical independence early in the eigh¬ 
teenth century. It was a Christian, democratic 

wuirior state governed by Vladikas or prince-bishops. 

A, Danilo, 1851-1860. 

1851. Danilo, who, in accordance with the usual 
custom, had succeeded his unch* as Vladikas became 

Prince of Montenegro. The Czar (‘om})elled the Sultan 

to withdraw troops sent against Danilo in 1852, and a 
subsidy was paid to Danilo by Russia for assistance 
given during the Crimean War. 

1858. The Turks, who had invaded Montenegro 

because Danilo repudiated Turkish suzerainty, were 
routed at Grahovo. 

1860. Assassination of Danilo. 

B. Nicholas, 1861. 

Continuation of the struggle against Turkey. 
1862. Nicholas, to assist the revolt in Herzegovina, 

took up arms against Turkey but was compelled by the 

Powers to accept the Convention of Skutari.^ 

* Page 488. { 
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V. Bulgaria. 

Bulgaria was a land of Christian peasants subject to 
Mahommedan landlords; the Greek bishops had main¬ 
tained their authority ; no Bulgarian Church had been 
founded and Bulgaria at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century “ had ceased to form a nationality.” 

After the Russian occupation in 1828 the Bulgarians, 
with the support of Russia, tried to secure a national 
Church independent of the Greek Patriarch. 

1870. The Sultan Abdul Aziz established the Bul¬ 
garian Exarchate as an independent religious com¬ 
munity. This grant stimulated the loyalty of the 
Bulgarians towards the Sultan for a time, but the 
growing feeling of nationality and the desire for political 
independence were soon to lead to hostilities between 
Turkey and Bulgaria. 

Relerenoes: 

Cambridge Modern History, Vol. XI, chap, xxn (2). 
A Political History of Contemporary Europe (Seignobos), 

Heinemann, chap. xxi. 
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THE LESSER STATES 





SWITZERLAND 

1. France and the Unity of Switzerland. 

During the nineteenth century Switzerland becanae a Federal 
State the independence and neutrality of which were guaranteed 
by the Great Powers. 

A. The Swiss Confederation up to 1798. 

(1) The Confederation. 
The Confederation was a loosely connected league 

of petty sovereign States, which were united only by 
the need of common defence. 

Some of the smaller Cantons formed within the 
Federation the Leagues of the Orisons and Valais. 

The Diet of the Confederation was only a meeting 
of ambassadors who w’cre hampered by the obligation 
of following instructions received from their Cantons ; 
it pos^cssed very little political power. 

(2) Local differences. 
The States were separated by differences of race, 

religion and political organisation. 

a. Race. 
There were four distinct races speaking 

different languages : French, German, Italian, 
Bomansch. 

&. Religion. 

The Protestants, who were divided into 
Calvinists and Zwinglians, were strong in Zurich, 
Basle, Vaud and Geneva. Lucerne, Freiburg, 
the Valais were Roman Catholic. The Pro¬ 
testant Cantons were largely industrial, the 
Catholic mainly agricultural. 

606 
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(3j Political difEerences. 

а. The States, 

The States were divided into thirteen c5on- 
federate Cantons/ which were full members of 
the Confederation, Associates and Allies. 

б. Local Government. 

Mediaeval Lardagemeindeny assemblies at< 
tended by every citizen, continued to meet in 
some smaller Cantons such as Uri and Unter* 
walden. 

The “ Patricians,” or civic aristocracy of the 
towns, monopolised the government in Berne, 
Lucerne, Zurich, Freiburg and Solothum; the 
poorer citizens of the towns were excluded from 
office; the rural districts were treated as 
subjects. 

!I^e King of Prussia owned Neuch&tel, the 
Bishop of Basle and the Abbot of St. Gall 
exercised great authority in their own districts 

B. The Helvetic Republic. 

1796. The French established the Helvetic Republic 
under which Switzerland became a united State with a 
central government in which the Executive, Legislature 
and Judiciary were separated. All citizens were equal 
before the law and were eligible for office; a common 
suffrage was instituted; a uniform system of postal 
service, law and coinage was introduced; the old 
differences between Cantons, Associates and Allies and 
between ruling citizens and subject peasants were 
abolished. 

^ Uri, Sohwytz, Unterwalden, Laoeme, Ziirioh, Berne, Zng, Glaras, 
Solothum, Basle, Freiburg, Sohaffhausen and Appens^ ~ on 
Muitopean ffutvryy VoL I, page 339. 
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A single national government replaced the old 
cantonal sovereignty. The change led to the formation 
of two distinct parties:—^the Federalists sought to restore 
the old order and were supported by the “ Patricians ** 
and the Roman Catholic Forest Cantons; the Unitary 
Party, which was strongest in the French Canton of Vaud, 
aimed at maintaining the unity of the country and the 
equality of its citizens. 

C. The Act of Mediation, 1803. 

Napoleon tried to reconcile the opposing parties by 
the Act of Mediation which, while maintaining the 
equality of all citizens before the law and granting 
freedom of residence and freedom of trade, reconstituted 
the old loose Confederacy to which six additional Cantons 
were added from the Allies and subject districts. But 
the re-establishment of the old iMndagemeinden in some 
Cantons and the institution of popular government in 
others made the Cantons into representative democ¬ 
racies. The Diet received the sole right of making war 
and concluding treaties, and resolutions passed by the 
Diet were, in certain cases, to be binding on the Cantons. 

II. Switzerland from 1815 to 1830. 

The Act of Mediation nearly led to civil war in 1813. 
The majority of the Cantons, and especially the new 
ones, supported the Act, but the Patricians of Berne and 
Solothurn and five Roman Catholic Cantons demanded 
the restoration of the old Constitution and withdrew 
from the Diet. Metternich supported their demands 
but Alexander I persuaded the Powers to recognise the 
Cantons, the number of which was raised to twenty-two 
in 1814 by the addition of the Valais, Neuchatel and 
Geneva. The Congress of Wenna adjudicated on the 
claims to ** subject lands, ^’and gave Berne compensation 
for those she had lost. 

Civil war was averted and a new settiement was made 
by the Federal Pact. 
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A. The Federal Pact, 1815. 

(1) Terms. 

The Federal Pact allowed the Cantons to make 
alliances among themselves; did not ensure the 
right of residence and equality before the law, or 
religious liberty ; vested the Directory in the Cantonal 
Executives of Zurich, Berne and Lucerne alternately. 
The Diet, although weakened by concessions to the 
Cantons, received authority to organise and direct a 
Federal army. 

(2) Criticism. 

French influence had been broken by the defeat 
of Napoleon and the Federal Pact was the work of 
Switzerland itself. The Powers could not claim any 
right to vary it or to interfere in the internal afiairs 
of Switzerland. 

Switzerland still remained a Confederation of States 
rather than a Federal State. 

The increased power given to the Cantons was used 
to check the development of democratic government. 
In the older Cantons the chief town remained supreme; 
in the newer, elections were indirect, the right of 
election depended upon property qualifications, and 
representatives were elected for long periods to avoid 
frequent elections. 

The Roman Catholic Cantons allowed the Jesuits 
to return. 

B. The Act of Neutralisation, 

November 20th, 1816. By the Act of Neutralisation, 
a part of the Treaty of Paris, the Allies recognised the 
neutrality, inviolability and independence of Switaer* 
land. 
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C. Economic Progress from 1815 to 1830. 

From 1815 to 1830 Switzerland prospered. Com- 
nicrco and manufactures greatly increased ; traffic was 
facilitated by a new road over the St. Gothard Pass ; 
steamers began to ply on the lakes. The more ad¬ 
vanced Cantons remedied some of the faults of the 
Federal Pact and permitted freedom of residence and 
marriages between inhabitants of different Cantons» 
The Federal army was reorganised by Dufour. 

III. The Democratic Movement. The Period of Begenera^ 
tion,’’ 1830-1847. 

The Greek War of Independence and the July 
Revolution in France gave a great impulse to the demo¬ 
cratic movement which aimed at amending the Cantonal 
Constitutions, strengthening the Federal Executive, 
establishing the sovereignty of the people and making 
representative democracy the prevailing government. 
Great meetings were held, particularly at Uster in the 
Canton of Zurich, on November 22nd, 1830, to support 
the movement. 

A. The Amendment of Cantonal Constitutions. 

(1) Peaceable amendment. 

Eleven Cantons peaceably amended their constitu¬ 
tions and established universal suffrage; equality 
before the law; liberty of the press, belief, trade and 
residence ; the separation of the executive, legislative 
and judicial powers; protection from arbitrary 
arrest. 

(2) Disturbances in Basle, Schwyts and Neuchatel. 

Disturbances arose in Basle and Schwytz, where the 
country districts resented the continued supremacy 
of the towns; Federal intervention against the mal* 
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contents of Basle proved unsuccessful; ultimately 
the two Cantons were divided into Urban and Rural 
Basle and Inner and Outer Schwytz respectively, and 
each division received half a vote in the Diet. In 
Neuchatel a rising to secure greater concessions than 
the King of Prussia was willing to make was sternly 
repressed. 

(3) The formation of Opposing Leagues# 

March 17th, 1882. The Liberal Cantons of Zurich, 
Berne, Lucerne, Solothurn, St. Gall, Aargau and 
Thurgau resented the refusal of the Federal Diet to 
guarantee their new constitutions and formed the 
League of Seven to protect their interests. 

November 14th, 1832. Urban Basle, Neuchatel, 
Uri, Schwytz and Unterwalden maintained that the 
recent division of Basle and Schwytz was a violation 
of the Federal Fact and formed the League of Sarnen. 

B. The Amendment of the Federal Pact. 

(1) The need of amendment. 

The Liberals wished to amend the Federal Pact in 
order to strengthen the Executive. The Diet had 
proved feeble, it had failed to maintain the interests 
of Switzerland against separatist Cantons and foreign 
powers; it was limited by instructions from the 
Cantons; it required the agreement of twelve 
Cantonal Legislatures before passing resolutions; it 
had failed properly to regulate the postal service or 
coinage; the alternation of the Diet between Berne, 
Lucerne and Zurich led to inconsistent policy and these 
Cantonal Executives resented the heavy addition to 
their labours which the Federal business entailed. 

The Pact was threatened from two quarters. The 

liberals wished to amend it in order to strengthen 

theBxwutive. On July 17th, 1882^ the Diet accepted 
the principle of amendment on the suggestion ol 
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Thurgau. In March, 1833, the Federal Diet was 
summoned to Ziirich to consider the amendment of 
the Pact; the League of Sarnen set up a rival Diet 
at Schwytz and denied the supreme authority of the 
Federal Diet. There seemed a real danger that the 
unity of Switzerland would be broken. 

(2) Failure of the proposed amendment, 1838. 

A proposal was made in the Diet at Ziirich that a 
Federal Directory of five members should be estab¬ 
lished which should control the army, postal service, 
customs and coinage; that members of the Diet 
should not be bound by instructions from their 
Cantons except in questions of peace and war and 
alterations in the Constitution. 

July 7th, 1888. Rejection of the proposals owing 
to the unexpected opposition of Lucerne, the people 
of which were persuaded by the priests to vote against 
the amendment although it would have made Lucerne 
the seat of the Executive* 

(3) Dissolution of the League of Sarnen* 

Opposition to amendment was strengthened by the 
sympathy of Austria, although the opposition of Great 
Britain and France prevented Mettemich from active 
interference. The League of Sarnen, encouraged by 
the attitude of Metternich and the rejection of the 
proposed amendment, tried to bring the revolted 
half-Cantons of Rural Berne and Outer Schwytz 
under the authority of the other halves. The League 
was broken up by the Federal army; Berne remained 
divided but Schwytz was united into one Canton. 

The League of Sarnen was dissolved and its members 
were compelled to attend the Federal Diet. A move¬ 
ment to separate Neuch^tel from Switzerland also 
failed. 

The Amendment of the Pact had not b( en secured 
but the unity of Switzerland had been maintained. 
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IV. The Sonderbund. 

A. Changed Conditions. 

(1) Political. 

After the failure to secure the Amendment of the 
Pact Moderate Liberals, representing the middle 
class, abstained from political agitation. Extreme 
Liberals, or Radicals, supported by the mass of the 
people and directed by the National Verein, deter¬ 
mined to secure a revision of the Constitution. 

(2) Religion. 

In the Catholic Cantons an attempt, supported by 
the peasants, was made to strengthen the position of 
Catholicism. 

(3) Refugees. 

After the revolutions of 1830 many political 
refugees fled to Switzerland where they often plotted 
against their own governments, and in February, 1834, 
Mazzini arranged in Smtzerland for the invasion of 
Savoy by the Poles. The Great Powers strongly 
resented the asylum afforded to rebels, and in 1838 the 
presence of Louis Napoleon, who had become a citizen 
of Thurgau, nearly led to war with France. The 
Radicals held that democratic principles and the 
independence of Switzerland compelled them to 
protect the refugees; the Moderate Liberals united 
with the Conservatives to strengthen the authority 
of the police over the refugees. 

B. Religious Strife, 

Religious disputes aggravated party feelings. 

(1) The Articles of Baden. 

January, 1834. Rural Basle, St. Gall, Aargau, 
Berne, Lucerne, Solothurn and Thurgau agreed, by 
the Articles of Baden, to assert the rights of the State 
against the Roman Catholic Church. 
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The Pope condemned the Articles ; strong opposi¬ 
tion prevented the assenting Cantons from enforcing 
them, but they caused great indignation among the 
Roman Catholics. 

(2) Zurich. 

1839. The appointment of the freethinker Strauss 
to a theological chair at Zurich infuriated the orthodox 
Protestants and led to the substitution of a Conser¬ 
vative for a Liberal Government. 

(3) The Aargau Monasteries. 

1841. The failure of the Roman Catholics, insti¬ 
gated by the monasteries, to overthrow the Libi ral 
Government led the Canton to decree the suppression 
of the monasteries although they were guaranteed 
by the Federal Pact. 

1843. Owing to the resentment of Roman Catholics 
at the suppression Aargau restored four nunneries. 
The majority of the Federal Diet accepted this as a 
final solution of the question. 

C. The Sonderbund. 

The Roman Catholics were exasperated by the sup¬ 
pression of the monasteries in Aargau and resented the 
action of the Federal Diet in condoning a breach of the 
Federal Pact. 

(1) Formation. 

September, 1848. Luoeme, Uri, Schwytz, Unter- 
walden, Zug and Freiburg (joined later by the Valais) 
formed the Sonderbund,^ to secure, if necessary with 
foreign help, the restomtion of the Aargau monasteries, 
and to resist, by armed force if necessary, the expul¬ 
sion of the Jesuits, which the Liberals demanded, and 
the amendment of the Federal Pact. 

The Sonderbund, which was finally established on 

^ ie. Separate League. 

nr—2n 
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December 11th, 1845, and represented about one-filth 
of the Swiss people, aimed at securing supremacy 
in the Diet rather than separating from the Swiss 
Confederation. The Federal Diet was bound to 
oppose a movement “ which substituted force for law, 
and threatened treason against the State.” The 
“ Sonderbund war was a war of principles between a 
centralising lay policy and a cantonal sectarian 
policy.” 

(2) The struggle between the Sonderbund and the Pro¬ 
testant Cantons. 

1844. The Sonderbund demanded in the Diet the 
restoration of the monasteries. Aargau demanded 
the expulsion of the Jesuits from Switzerland. The 
Diet refused both demands. 

1845. The action of Lucerne, which gave the 
Jesuits control of its higher education, led to armed 
risings of the Liberals which were suppressed with 
much bloodshed. 

Growing opposition to the Jesuits enabled the 
Liberals to obtain control in Vaud, Berne, Geneva and 
St. Gall and thus to secure a majority in the Federal 
Diet. 

July-September, 1847. The Federal Diet resolved 
to dissolve the Sonderbund^ amend the Federal Pact 
and expel the Jesuits. The Sonderbund determined 
on armed resistance and sought foreign aid. 

(3) The Powers and the Sonderbund, 

Metternich, who viewed with alarm the spread of 
Liberalism in Switzerland, claimed that, as the 
Congress of Vienna had accepted the Federal Pact, 
the Powers had the right to criticise any proposals for 
its amendment, and advocated armed intervention by 
the Powers. Frederick William IV was eager for 
intervention, which was supported by Russia. Louis 
Philippe and Guizot, who wished to replace tiie 
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al&ance with Great Britain, which had been broken 
owing to the Spanish Marriages,^ by an alliance with 
Austria, favoured intervention, but knew that inter¬ 
vention would meet with strong opposition in France* 
Guizot suggested that a European Conference should 
meet to decide the question, and Austria would not 
intervene without France. 

Palmerston was anxious to take revenge on Guizot 
for his conduct with regard to the Spanish Marriages ; 
the letters written by Grote to the S'pectator gained 
much sympathy for the Swiss Liberals in England. 
Palmerston, unwilling definitely to break with 
Austria, contrived to delay the meeting of the pro¬ 
posed Conference and privately urged the Federal 
Diet to deal promptly with the Sonderbund. 

(4) The defeat of the Sonderbund. 

The Sonderbund received 400,000 florins from 
Austria and 3000 guns from Louis Philippe; an 
Austrian army appeared on the frontier. 

The Diet, which by the resolutions of July-Sep- 
tember, 1847, had defied the Powers, made Dufour 
commander-in-chief of the Federal forces, which 
numbered 100,000 men, about 20,000 more than those 
of the Sonderbund^ and were quickly mobilised. 

November 4th, 1847. The Diet ordered Dufour 
to suppress the Sonderbund. The forces of the Sonder- 
bund formed three isolated divisions, Freiburg, the 
Valais and the Forest Cantons (with Lucerne and 
Zug). Dufour, moving very rapidly, attacked each 
division with overwhelming forces; he displayed 
skilful generalship, ended the war in twenty-five 
days and lost only seventy-eight killed. 

November 14th, 1847. Fidburg capitulated. 
November 24th, 1847. Lucerne capitulated. 
November 25th-29th, 1847. Capitalation of the 

Forest Cantons and the Valais. 
^ Psgegil. 
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November 30th, 1847. Presentation of a Note from 
the Great Powers (excluding Great Britain) offering 
mediation. The offer came too late, as the work of 
the Conference had been anticipated by the victory 
of Liberalism. 

The Sonderhund was formally dissolved and ordered 
to bear the cost of the war. 

December 7th, 1847. The Diet denied the right of 
any powers to intervene in Switzerland as its inde¬ 
pendence had been formally recognised in 1815. The 
European Revolutions of 1848 rendered any inter¬ 
vention impossible and Switzerland settled her own 
Constitution without foreign interference. 

V. The Constitation of 1848. 

September, 1848. The Federal Diet, by fifteen and 
a half votes against six and a half, approved of the 
reformed Constitution. 

A. A Federal State. 

Switzerland was declared a Federal State instead of 
a Confederation of States. 

(1) Machinery of the Federation, 

a. Legislature. 

The Legislature consisted of the Senate of 
forty-four members, two from each Canton, 
and the National Council directly representing 
the people and elected in proportion to the 
population. 

5. Executive. 

The Executive consisted of seven members 
elected for three years by the Senate and 
National CouncU jointly, who also chose one 
member of the Executive as President of the 
Federation for one year. 

0. Judicature. 

A Federal Court of Justice was established. 
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(2) Power of the Federation. 
The Federation received the sole power of 

directing foreign policy and of making war and 
concluding peace. It controlled the army. 

The Federation alone made arrangements for the 
settlement of the customs, weights and measures, and 
the postal service. 

It guaranteed to all Swiss citizens equality before 
the law and freedom of religion, of residence, of public 
meeting and of the press. But it banished the Je<^uits 
and withdrew the guarantees which the Federal Pact 
had given to the monasteries. 

B. The Cantons. 

The Federation guaranteed the Constitutions of the 
Cantons provided that they were consistent with the 
Federal Constitution, Republican (i.e. representative and 
democratic) in character, approved by the people and 
liable to alteration on demand of a majority of the 
electors. 

The Cantons were forbidden to make political 
alliances with one another. 

Each Canton retained the right of legislation in civil 
and penal matters and the supervision of police, educa¬ 
tion, roads and military service. It appointed its own 
officials and levied its own taxation. 

C. Criticism. 
The New Constitution, which was approved by the 

votes of a majority of the people and of a majority of 
the Cantons, made Switzerland a united nation, and 
made Radical doctrine public law in Switzerland. 

It was a compromise. The Radicals secured the 
recognition of the supremacy of the Central Government 
and of Republican principles but they were compelled 
to accept a Legislature of two Chambers instead of one 
as they desired^ and to allow a considerable measure of 
freedom to the Cantons. “ The cantonal spirit is still 
deeply engrained in Switaserland/’ 
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VL Later History ol Switzer^^ 

A. Territory. 

(1) Neuch&tel. 

May 26th, 1857. Neuchatel became completely 
independent of Prussia. 

(2) Savoy. 

1860. The Swiss were greatly disappointed that 
when Savoy was ceded to France they did not obtain 
Northern &voy, the acquisition of which would have 
made the position of Geneva more secure. 

B. Constitutional Developments. 

With the exception of a royalist rising in Neuch&tel in 
1856, and some less dangerous risings in Ticino, Swit¬ 
zerland has been free from civil war since 1848. The 
introduction soon after 1848 of uniform systems of 
coinage, weights and measures, and postal arrangements, 
and the abolition of internal customs duties promoted 
the growth of national unity. The country of the Swiss 
was no longer their own Canton but the whole of Switzer¬ 
land. The changes in the Constitution, the result of 
democratic evolution, have made Switzerland one of 
the most democratic countries in Europe. 

(1) The Cantons. 

1867. The Radicals gained a victory over the Old 
Liberal Party in Ztirich and seized the opportunity to 
give to the people of the Canton— 

a. The Referendum. 

The right of voting on laws and important 
financial measures proposed by the cantonal 
Legislatuie. 

b. The Initiative. 

The right of a fixed number of the dtizens 
to propose bills for the Canton* 
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(2) The Federal Government. 

The Austro-Prussian War of 1866 and, still more, 
the Franco-German War of 1870-1871, showed the 
Swiss that the old system whereby the Federal Army 
was composed of contingents from separate Cantons 
was no longer adequate. The development of rail¬ 
ways and the consequent increase in travelling 
emphasised the need of one Federal legal system 
instead of the separate cantonal systems, and Radicals 
demanded “ One Code and one Army ” under the 
authority of the Federal Government. 

а. Rejection of Amendment. 

May 12th, 1872. A proposal to amend the 
Constitution was rejected by the Liberals of 
the French-speaking Cantons, who united with 
Roman Catholics and Conservatives to defend 
the authority of the Cantons. 

б. Amendment carried. 

The Vatican decrees ^ of Pope Pius IX were 
strongly resented in Switzerland ; an attempt 
to establish a Roman Catholic bishopric in 
Geneva in 1873 made the Swiss still more 
anxious to assert the supremacy of the State 
over the Church. 

April 19th, 1874. An amendment of the 
Constitution provided that no new Sees should 
be established without the authority of the 
Federal Government, and that civil marriages 
were to be compulsory. 

e. Referendum and Initiative. 
But, to check the undue power of the 

Federal Government, the amendment also 
provided that all proceedings of the Federal 
Legislature most be submitted for confirmation 

^ Page 469. 
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by the votes of the whole people on the demand 
of 30,000 Swiss citizens or eight Cantons, and 
that if 50,000 asked for a legislative measure 
they should have the power to propose it. 

Thus the people obtained the power of 
Referendum and Initiative with regard to 
Federal as well as Cantonal measures, and 
direct government of the people by themselves, 
as distinct from representative government, 
was established. 

C. Other Developments. 

The union of the country and the adoption of internal 
Free Trade led to great prosperity. 

(1) Agriculture. 

The peasants, who owned the land, adopted modern 
methods of agriculture and have devoted special 
attention to cattle and milk. 

(2) Manufactures. 

In spite of her lack of coal Switzerland became a 
manufacturing country. Watchmaking, embroidery, 
silk-weaving, straw-plaiting and the manufacture of 
machinery have developed enormously since 1848. 

Laws were passed to protect workmen and particu¬ 
larly by Glams which, on August 10th, 1864, estab 
lished a twelve-hour working day. 

Socialism has made comparatively little progress 
among the Swiss working-class and strong difierences 
between classes have been prevented by democratic in¬ 
stitutions and the keen sense of benevolence felt by 
the Swiss. Socialist risings have been generally due 
to foreign agitators, and although the chief artisan 
society, the GrUntU Union, made social democracy its 
programme, it utterly failed in 1894 to cany a bill 
guaranteeing to every Swiss citizen the right to an 
employment sufficiently remunerative/* 
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(3) Communication. 

1847. The first Swiss railway from Ziirich to 
Baden was opened. 

1872. The St. Gothard Tunnel commenced. It 
was completed in 1880. Switzerland thus gained “ a 
commercial international route of the highest im¬ 
portance.” 

[All the Swiss railways were nationalised in 1898.] 

(4) Education. 

Partly owing to the stimulus of Pestalozzi education 
has made great progress. Elementary education 

became universal and compulsory. Secondary educa¬ 
tion, varied in kind, steadily developed. Cantonal 

Universities, particularly those of Zurich and Berne 
which were founded in 1833-1834, did good work, but 
no Federal University has becm established. 

1855. Opening of the Federal Polytechnic School 

in Ziirich. 

References: 

Cambridge Modern History, Vol. XI, chap. viii. 
A Political History of Contemporary Europe (Seignobos), 

chap. IX. 

SPAIN, 1843-1873 

I. Narvaes; 1844-185L 
The Coalition of Moderados, Progreasistas and Re¬ 

publicans which had driven out Christina in 1840,^ was 
succeeded by the establishment of a Moderate ministry 

under Narvaez in May, 1844; and Narvaez, with short 
interruptions, remained in power until 1851. 

Christina returned from France and married Munoz, 
who was created Duke of Bianzares. 

» Pago 75. 
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A. Dictatorship. 

Narvaez set aside the Progressist Constitution of 
1837 ^ and established a centralised system in which the 
Crown exercised all power. Ifis position was strength¬ 
ened by the action of the Progreasistas, who refused to 
record their votes as a protest against official interference 

in the elections. 

(1) The Cortes. 

Royal decrees took the place of law, suspended 
personal liberty and rigorously censored the press. 
From 1844 to 1850 taxes were levied by royal au¬ 
thority without the full legal sanction of the Cortes. 

The Ckown alone nominated Senators and appointed 
municipal and provincial authorities, the franchise 

was limited by the introduction of a property quali¬ 

fication. 

1844. The Cortes contained only one Liberal 

member. 

(2) Improvement in the administration. 

Narvaez, “ a brigand of considerable intelligence/* 
tried to make the administration more efficient. 

The adoption of a general system of direct taxation 

in place of the old arbitrary and vexatious arrange¬ 
ment and the simplification of customs dues enabled 

the budget of IBiS almost to balance revenue and 
expenditure, although usually there had been a heavy 
annual deficit. The National Debt was consolidated 

and national bonds were successfully issued at three 
per cent. Brigandage was suppressed and a Carlist 

rising in Catalonia was put down in 1848. 

(3) Roman Catholicism. 

Roman Catholicism was recognised as the estab¬ 
lished religion. 

^ Page 72. 
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(4) The Spanish Marriages.^ 

Queen Isabella married Francis of Assiz on 
October 10th, 1846. The difEerences between Isabella 
and her husband and her relations with General 
Serrano caused grave scandal. 

B. Dismissal of Narvaez, 1851. 

Gradually Narvaez lost control of the Moderado$; 
the Clerical Party thought that he ought to have done 
more for the Church and received support from Francis 
of Assiz, who disliked Narvaez, the budget of 1850 led 
to a financial crisis. 

January, 1851. Queen Isabella dismissed Narvaez. 

C. General. 

Narvaez* despotic government was strongly con¬ 
demned by the Liberals; but it gave the country 
discipline, some measure of prosperity and a stable 
government which, however despotic, was far better 
than the political anarchy from which Spain had 
recently sufEered. 

IL Bravo MuiiUo» 1851-1858. | 

A. The Concordat, 1851. 

Murillo, who was supported by the derioals, made a 
Concordat with Borne which provided that Church 
properties which had not been sold should be restored, 
that the State should pay the stipends of clergy, allow 
the payment of money for indulgences, arrange for 
Roman Catholic teaching in schools under the super¬ 
vision of the clergy, and crush heresy. The clergy were 
made censors of books. The Concordat dedared that 

» Page *13, 
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“ Catholicism is the national religion, all others are 
forbidden.** 

The Pope agreed that Cliurch jurisdiction should be 
limited and that those who had bought Church pro])erty 
should keep it. 

Liberals strongly protested against the Concordat, 
which they regarded as a surrender to the Church. 

B. The Constitution. 

December Ist, 1852. Murillo proposed to alter the 
Constitution by making the Senate a hereditary 
Chamber, limiting the franchise, reducing the number 
of deputies, prohibiting publication of the proceedings 
of the Cortes which were to pass Government bills as 
presented. The Budget was to be passed not by vote 
of the Cortes but by royal decree. The Goveniiaent 
might suppress “any publication showing tendencies 
dangerous to the fundamental principles of society.** 

Murillo’s proposals practically meant the abolition of 
the parliamentary system. 

December 14th, 1852. A combination of political 
soldiers, whose views were expressed by Narvaez, 
Liberals and moderate Conservatives, led to the fall of 
Murillo. 

HI. Bevolation and Counter-Revolution and Reaction, 
1854-1858. 

A. The Revolution of 1854. 

The resources of coercion were exhausted; the 
scandalous life of Queen Isabella and the peculations of 
Christina and Bianzares, who had secured commissions 
on railroad concessions, aroused great discontent to 
which El Murcidago gave strong expression in spite of 
the censorship. 

Jtme 28th, 1864. The Moderados^ led by O’Donnell, 
who had been recently exiled, rose unsuccessfully in 
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Madrid. Canovas, realising that the Moderadoe were 
not strong enough to carry out a revolution alone, 
secured the active help of the Progressislas by issuing, 
on July 7th, 1854, the “ Programme of the Manzanares,” 
which advocated financial and administrative reforms 
and the re-establishment of the National Guard. 

July 17th, 1854. Successful Progressist risings in 

Madrid and provincial cities. 
August 3rd, 1854. Espartero, the leader of the 

Progressislasi became Prime Minister with O’Donnell as 

Minister of War. 

B. The Constituent Cortes. 

In the Cortes, which were summoned to draw up a 

new Constitution, the Progressislas had a majority. 

(1) The Progressislas. 

August 28th, 1854. Queen Christina was compelled 

to leave Spain. 

a. Liberal measures. 

The Progressislas reinstated officials who 
had been dismissed in 1843; suppressed the 
Coimcil of State ; in 1855 voted a more Lil)eTal 

Constitution which abolished life senators, 
restored parliamentary forms, gave the Cortes 

control of finances and re-established freedom 

of the press. This new Constitution was never 

put into force. 

h. The Church lands. 

A proposal was made to offer for sale unsold 

Church lands as part of a plan for .establishing 
peasant proprietors; the clergy were to be 

compensated by receiving State bonds. This 

proposal violated the Concordat of 1851; it 

led to riots in Madrid; Queen Isabella strongly 

protested; the Cabinet expelled her clerical 

advisers from the palace* 
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0. The Counter-Revolution. 

July, 1856. Escosura, Minister of the In¬ 
terior, made his report on riots caused by 
famine in Old Castile a means of attacking the 

Moderados. Isabella supported O'Donnell, who 
resented the report. 

The National Guard of Madrid rose in 
support of Espartero but were crushed by 
Moderado forces in the Counter-Revolution. 

July 14th, 1856. Espartero resigned. 

C. O’Donnell. 

O'Donnell succeeded Espartero, dismissed the Con¬ 
stituent Cortes, abolished the National Militia, revived 

the Constitution of 1845 but, by the Additional Act, 
gave the Cortes the control of national finance, 

October 12th, 1856. O’Donnell, knowing that his 

dismissal was impending, resigned. 

D. Reaction, 1856-1857. 

October, 1856. “ For the third time Narvaez stood 
like a grim sentinel beside the throne ” and reaction was 
carried further. All recent Liberal measures were 

annulled, the central authority was strengthened and 
the liberty of the press was curtailed. 

October 15th, 1857. Narvaez was dismissed for 

refusdng to give undeserved promotion to the Queen’s 
latest favourite, Lieutenant Molto. 

IV. The Liberal Union, 

June SOth, 1858. O’Donnell, the only possible 
candidate, became Chief Minister. He knew that the 

Queen was untrustworthy as well as immoral, and deter¬ 

mined to secure the support of the less es:treme Pro* 
greisistaa and to conciliate the Clerical Party. He 
therefore formed the Liberal Union, a comprehensive 

ministry^ and this Happy Family,” in spite of internal 

difieieaoes, retained nntil February, 1889, 
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A. Domestic Policy. 

O’Donnell adopted a conciliatory policy, gave im¬ 
portant posts to Progressistaa and made (^nerai Prim 
a senator. He reintroduced the law for the sale of 

Church property but conciliated the Pope by recognising 
the right of the Church to acquire properly; he promised 
to remove the restrictions on the press. 

B. Foreign Policy. 

In order to divert the people and particularly the 
army from political intrigue, O’Donnell adopted a 

vigorous foreign policy. Serious differences existed in 
the ministry with regard to Italy : all liberals welcomed 
the emancipation of Italy but many feared that 
Napoleon, if successful against Austria, mi^t attack 

Spain; the Clerical Party sympathised with Italy and 
the Pope; Queen Isabella and her friends wished to 

maintain the authority of the Bourbons in Italy. But 
all united to support O’Donnell’s foreign policy which 

prevented these serious differences from breaking up 

the Liberal Union* 

(1) Morocco. 

October 22nd, 1859. Owing to Arab raids near 
Ceuta war was declared against the Sultan of Morocco. 

January 1st, 1800. Victory of Qeneral Prim at 

Los Castillejos. 

January 31st, 1860. Capture of Tetuan. 

February 23rd, 1800. Victory of Wadi Bas. 

April 26th, 1860. Peace was made. 

General Prim, created Marquis of Los Castillejos, 

gained great popularity as the result of the war, 

^though it had pco ved very costly and involved great 

loss of life. 
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f(2) Carlist Rising, 1860. 

April, 1860. Ortega, the governor of the Balearic 
Isles, taking advantage of the absence of the Spanish 
army, stirred up a Carlist rising and proclaimed 

Montemolin, King of Spain. The rising was sup¬ 
pressed, Montemolin renounced his claims, and the 
return of the army strengthened the Government.^ 

(3) San Domingo. 

March, 1861. Annexation of San Domingo. A 
Spanish force put down an insurrection which was 

provoked by the annexation. 
[May, 18^. Spain gave up San Domingo.] 

(4) Mexico. 

1861. President Juarez expelled the Spanish 
envoy and suspended payment of the interest due to 

foreign powers. 

October 31st, 1861. The Convention of London. 

Great Britain, France and Spain, who had agreed to 
take common action, disclaimed any intention of 

interfering in the government of the country. 
January 8th, 1862. Prim, a rival of O’Donnell at 

home, landed at Vera Cruz with a Spanish army. 
April 22nd, 1862. Prim, finding that Napoleon III 

wished to make Maximilian of Austria, Emperor of 

Mexico, in spite of the Convention of London, with¬ 
drew from Mexico. 

Prim’s action caused great resentment in Spain but 
ne successfully defended himself in the Cortes. 

C. End of the Liberal Union. 

The National Debt had been greatly increased by the 
cost of O’DonneH’s military expeditions, which had 

proved of little advantage to Spain; a rising of peasants 

in Andalusia had been suppressed with great cruelty, and 

this actbn, together with the deliberate neglect* of 
interna! reform, incensed the Progressistas, 
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February 27tb, 1868. O’Donnell resigned because 
the Queen refused his demand that the new Kingdom 
of Italy should be recognised. 

V. Unstable Government. 
The Progresaiatas now boycotted the elections and 

began to plot against the Queen, and some demanded 
universal suffrage and a republic. Miraflores and Mon 
failed to establish strong governments. 

A. Narvaez, September, 1864-June, 1865. 

September 16th, 1864. Narvaez took office for the 
fourth time and again adopted a policy of coercion. 
The Rector of Madrid University was suspended for 
refusing to remove from his post Professor Castelar who 
had criticised the policy of the Queen; a meeting of 
protest held by students was dispersed by the soldiers 
with a hundred and fourteen casualties. 

The financial position was made worse by the cost of 
expeditions against Peru and Chili. 

June, 1865. The indignation caused by the dispersion 
of the students’ meeting led the Queen to dismiss 
Narvaez, 

B. O’Donnell, June-July, 1866. 

June 29th, 1865. O’Donnell hgain took office and 
vainly attempted to win over the Progreasiataa by 
extending the franchise, dismissing the Queen’s personal 
advisers and effecting a reconciliation with Prim. 

Prim continued to plot against the Queen. Two 
military risings in Madrid were suppressed in January 
and June, 1866. 

July 10th, 1866. O’Donnell resigned because the 
Queen had refused to accept the Senators he nominated. 

. C. Narvaez, July, 1866-April, 1888. 

Narvaez again became Chief Minister but, though 

iv~2l 
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nominally a Liberal, he established a military dictator¬ 
ship. He dissolved the Cortes which opposed his policy; 
in July, 1867, a new Cortes, packed by the Government, 
renounced all parliamentary privileges and sanctioned 
the imprisonment of any citizens who were suspected of 
ill-feeling towards the Government. 

April 23rd, 1868. Death of Narvaez, 

VI. The Revolution ol 1868. 

A. The Queen. 

(1) Immorality. 

The Queen, whose immorality had long caused 

grave scandal, now added to her unpopularity by 
conferring a marquisate on her latest lover, the actor 
Marfori. Radical newspapers, in defiance of the 

censorship, gave full accounts of her love affairs. The 
action of Pius IX in giving her a Golden Rose in 
acknowledgment of her virtue caused amusement and 

indignation. 

(2) Unreliability. 

All politicians felt the truth of O’Donnell’s state¬ 
ment that “ it was impossible to govern ” with her. 
She utterly lacked political instinct, and cared nothing 
for the welfare of her people. 

(3) Loss of supporters of the Dynasty. 

O’Donnell, who,though hostile to Isabella, supported 
the Bourbon family, died on November 5th, 1867. 

Narvaez, who had steadily opposed revolution and 
faithfully and ruthlessly maintained the authority of 

the Government, died on April 23rd, 1868. 

(4) The Progresiiitas. 

The Queen’s attempt to make the monarchy 

absolute had provoked the Progremda^^ who became 
reipublican. 
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(5) General. 
The financial disorder, the failure to deal with 

domestic problems and the general inefficiency of 
the Government had aroused widespread discontent. 

B. The Army, 
Recent events in Madrid had shown that the army 

was disafiected. 

(1) Prim, 
Prim was opposed to the dynasty and embittered 

by the personal insults of Isabella. He had fled from 
Spain to Brussels, where he continued to plot against 
the Queen. 

August, 1867. He failed to stir up a military rising 
at Valencia because his promise to abolish conscription 
had ofiended the officers. 

(2) Gonzalez Bravo. 

July 7th, 1868. Gonzalez Bravo, who had succeeded 
Narvaez, arrested Serrano and other Liberal Union 
leaders and eidled them to the Canaries. 

C. The Flight of the Queen. 

(1) Topete and Prim. 

Admiral Topete, who sympathised with the exiled 
generals, and Prim, who landed at Gibraltar on 
September 17th, were joined by Serrano and issued at 
Cadiz a military proclamation demanding the de¬ 
position of the Bourbons, the establishment of a 
provisional government and the introduction of 
universal suffrage as the foundation of political and 
social regeneration.” 

(2) Success of the Revolution. 
Gonzalez Bravo resigned. Serrano advanced on 

Madrid and defeated the royalists at Alcolea on 
September 29th, 1B88. Madrid joined the rebels. 

September 30&,1868. Queen Isabella fled to France 
^ leaving a few ahillings in the national exchequer.” 
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Vll. The Constitation of 1869. 

A. The Provisional Government. 

The Provisional Government led by Prim and Serrano 
proclaimed the sovereignty of the people and freedom 
of the press, religion and education. They left to the 
Cortes the decision as to the form of government. 

B. The Cortes decided in favour of Monarchy. 

January, 1869. Meeting of the Cortes, which were 
elected by universal sufirage. 

(1) Religion. 

The Cortes legalised civil marriage and authorised 
freedom of worship. These laws led to strong opposi¬ 
tion from the clergy. 

(2) The Government. 

The moderate Progfessistasy the Liberal Union and 
Madrid wished to establish a monarchy “ surrounded 
by democratic institutions.” Catalonia, Aragon and 
Valencia favoured a federal republic. Sixty deputies 
were Republicans. 

After a bitter struggle the Cortes determined, by 
214 votes to 71, to adopt a monarchical form of 
government, with a democratic constitution. The 
Republicans formed the “ Compact of Tortosa ” and 
tried to establish a republic. 

(3) The search for a King. 

a. The Carlists. 

The Carlists proclaimed Don Carlos, brother 
of Montemolin, and secured a large lueasurt* of 
clerical support by declaring for “ unity of 
faith ” as against religious toleration. 

Don Carlos entered Navarre; a Garlist rising 
on his behalf was suppressed by Serrano ; Don 
Carlos was compelled to withdraw his claims. 
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h. The Liberal Union. 
The Liberal Union proposed Montpensier and 

left the Ministry because Prim and the Cortes 
refused to receive him. 

0. Espartero. 
Many Spaniards would have made Espartero 

king but he refused to become a candidate. 

d. Prim. 
The task of securing a king devolved upon 

Prim. The King of Portugal, the Duke of 
Genoa, the eldest son of Victor Emmanuel, 
refused Prim’s offer. The ofier Prim made to 
Leopold of Hohenzollern'Sigmaringen caused 
the Franco-German War.^ 

1870. Amadeus, Duke of Aosta, second eon 
of Victor Emmanuel, accepted the crown with 
reluctance. 

VIII. King Amadeus, 1870-1878. 

Amadeus found his position intolerable. He was 
opposed by Republicans, Carlists and the Liberal Union; 
the assassination of Prim on December 30th, 1870, 
robbed him of his main support; the Cortes became 
hostile; in June, 1872, the Moderados and Liberal 
Union declared in favour of Isabella’s son, Alfonso. 

February, 1873. Resignation of Amadeus, who ** laid 
down the crown which had been thrust upon him, and 
left Spain to the dreary round of anarchy, civil war, 
clerical intrigues, republican excesses, notary con¬ 
spiracies and reaction.” ^ 

Belemioes: 
Cambridge Modem History^ Vol. XI, chap. xx. 
A PoUtical History of CorOemforofy Europe (Seignobos), 

chap. X. 
Story of the Nations: Modem Spain (Hume), chaps, vni-x. 

^ Page 896. * Oamhridgt Modem History^ Vol. XI, page 572. 
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HOLLAND, 1839-1870 

WILLIAM I 
1813-1840. 

I 
William II 
1840-1849. 

I 
William III 
1849-1890. 

I 
Wilhelmina 
1890- 

I 
Juliana. 

I. The Confititation of 1848. 

The settlement in 1839 of the quarrel with Belgium 
was welcomed by the Dutch. From 1839 to 1848 they 
were largely concerned with the revision of the Constitu¬ 
tion, which was closely connected with the urgent 
problem of finance. 

A. William 1,1813-1840, 

The maintenance of a large army from 1880 to 1839 
was the main cause of the growth of the National Debt 
which increased by 375,000,000 florins in ten years. 
The States-General possessed little control over the 
finances and King William I, who had exercised prac¬ 
tically autocratic power, became very unpopular. His 
intention of marrying a Belgian Catholic, Countess 
Henriette d’Oultremont, who had been a maid of honour 
to the late queen, increased his unpopularity. 

The Liberals now aimed at securing a revision of the 
Fundamental Law,^ ministerial responsibility and the 
control of the finances by the States-General. 

October, 1840. Abdication of William 1« 

^ Page 134. 
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B. WilUam n, 1840-1849. 

(1) Finances. 

(1) The Minister of Finance, van Hall, raised a 
Voluntary Loan of 127 million florins in 1844, capital¬ 
ised annual payments due from Belgium and, assisted 
by profits from the East Indian Colonies, re-established 
the financial position. 

(2) The growing demand for revision. 

The opposition of William II to constitutional 
reform, growing resistance to autocratic government, 
and hardship caused by the potato famine from 1845 
to 1847 led to serious outbreaks in 1847. 

March 17th, 1848. William II, alarmed by the 
February Revolution in Paris, appointed a Commis¬ 
sion, consisting mainly of Liberals, of whom Professor 
Thorbecke of Leyden was the best known, to formulate 
a scheme of reform. 

C. The Constitution of 1848. 

November 3rd, 1848. The new Constitution, which 
had been passed by the States-General, was published* 

(1) The Crown. 

The Monarchy was to be hereditary in the House 
of Orange. The King was to exercise executive 
power. 

(2) The States-General. 

The States-General consisted of the First Chamber, 
which was to be elected by the Provincial States and 
not nominated by the King; and the Second Chamber 
elected directly by people paying a certain amount 
of direct taxation. The States-General exerdsed 
legislative power and the Second Chamber received 
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the right of proposing laws and amending government 
bills. Ministers were to be responsible to the States- 
General, which was to approve annual budgets and 
obtained greater authority over the colonies. 

(3) Local Assemblies. 

Provincial Estates were to deal mainly with roads 
and canals ; communal councils, whose burgomasters 
were appointed by the Government, were responsible 
for the police. In each case the members were 
elected by a direct popular vote. 

(4) Education. 

Private education was allowed; the State was to 
control public elementary education. 

(5) Religion. 

Freedom of worship and equality before the law 
were guaranteed to all. 

D. The First Ministry of Thorbecke, 1849-1852. 

March 17th, 1849. William II, who was prepared 
to put the Constitution into force, died. But Thorbecke 
rendered great service to Holland by enforcing it, 

(1) The Constitution. 

By 1850-1851 he had passed all the necessary laws 
and made the Constitution efiective. 

(2) Finance. 

Thorbecke greatly assisted trade by removing many 
indirect taxes and by abolishing tolls on vessels 
trading in the Rhine and Yssel. 

1852. The abolition of the excise on pork and 
mutton was a great boon to the poor. 

(3) 1882. Haarlem Lake was drained and converted into 
pasture land. 
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E. General. 

The new Constitution averted any danger of revolu¬ 
tion. It greatly strengthened the Liberals. But the 
King retained much personal power and sometimes 
selected his ministers from the minority of the States- 
General if the majority was not united. 

II. Religious Questions. 

After 1848 religious questions, and especially the 
question of doctrinal instruction in schools, received 
much attention. “ In the Netherlands parties are 
chiefly religious, formed on the question of public 
schools.” ^ The Liberals were in favour of non-sectarian 
schools ; the Anti-revolutionary party, with which the 
weak Conservative party was merged, and which after 
1848 received the support of many government officials, 
were strong Calvinists; the Catholics tended to unite 
with the Liberals, who strongly advocated religious 
freedom. 

A. New Catholic Bishoprics. 

1852. Pope Pius IX, without consulting the Dutch 
Government, resolved to create an Archbishopric of 
Utrecht with Bishoprics of Breda, Haarlem, Hertogen- 
bosch and Roermond. The Anti-revolutionary party 
strongly objected; the Liberals refused to restrict the 
freedom of the Catholics to organise their own religion 
but gave the Government a right of supervising parishes. 

As a result Thorbecke resigned and the Anti-revolu- 
tionary party secured a majority in the States-General. 
“ The April Movement.” 

B. Primary Education. 

A dispute arose as to whether the public primary 
schools should be ^^nuxed,” teaching only ^ener4 
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religious instruction, or ‘‘ denominational,” giving in¬ 
struction in accordance with the religion professed by 
the scholars. 

1857. The Law of Primary Instruction. A union of 
Catholics and Liberals established “ mixed ” schools in 
every parish. Schools were to educate its scholars “ in 
all the virtues, Christian and social.” The Commune 
paid most of the expenses and appointed the master. 

Both the Catholics and the Anti~revolutiomry party 
established private primary schools in which denomi¬ 
national instruction was provided. From 1868 the 
Catholics made unsuccessful attempts to repeal the law 
of 1857 which the Liberals steadily supported. 

III. Thorbecke^s Second Ministry, 1868-1866. 

On the weakening of “ The April Movement ” Thor- 
becke resumed oflSce and promoted the material interests 
of Holland by further substituting direct for indirect 
taxation and lowering communal dues. 

1863. A law was passed to promote secondary and 
technical education. 

Communications were improved by the construction 
of the Canal of Holland and of a water passage through 
the Hook. 

Much land was reclaimed around the River Y and the 
port of Ymuiden was built. 

IV. The Effects ot the European Wars of 1866-1871, 

A. Luxemburg and Limburg. 

1887. The Conference of London made Limburg 
a Dutch Province, separated Luxemburg from the 
German Confederation and made it a sovereign, inde¬ 
pendent and neutral state belonging to the Orange 
Dynasty. Thus Napoleon lIPs desire to purchase 
Luxemburg was frustrated; Prussian garrisons were 
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required to evacuate the capital which they had 
garrisoned ; William III became Grand Duke of Luxem¬ 
burg and succeeded, with difficulty, in maintaining the 
neutrality of Luxemburg during the Franco-German 
War and resisting the demand of Prussia that the 
treaty of 1867 should be annulled. 

[1890. On the death of William III the Duchy, 
which was hereditary only in the male line, passed to 
his nearest male relative, the Duke of Nassau.] 

B. The Army. 

1870. The fear of German invasion led to a demand 
that the existing system of drafting and substitution 
should be replaced by universal conscription and that 
a Reserve Army should be established instead of the 
civic National Guards. 

After a long struggle the clergy and middle classes 
succeeded in 1893 in preventing the adoption of con¬ 
scription. 

V. Dutch Ciolonies. 

A. Holland and Great Britain in the Far East. 

1816. Great Britain, which had conquered the Dutch 
Colonies, restored them all except the Cape and British 
Guiana. 

1824. Great Britain obtained Singapore; Holland 
retained Java and Sumatra and maintained her position 
in spite of serious native risings in Java in 1825-1830 and 
Sumatra in 1833. 

fi. The CuUuwstdsel} 

1830-1833. The Governor-General, Johannes van den 
Bosch, compelled the natives to use one-fifth of their 
land or labour to grow coffee, sugar, tea, pepper and 
tobacco for the home market. The large profit made 

^ Cultivation System. 
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by Holland by the sale of these commodities was used 
from 1830 to 1839 to meet part of the cost of the army, 
in 1844 to reorganise national finances and, later, to 
meet the cost of constructing railways and canals and 
reclaiming land. 

1848. The States-General gained control of the 
Colonies. Largely owing to the efforts of the Liberals 
the position of the native cultivators was gradually 
improved and the obligation to grow commodities for 
the home market was modified. 

1860. Slavery was abolished in the Dutch East 
Indies. 
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BELGIUM, 1880-1870 

Fbedebick, Duke of Saxe-Coburg-SaaUeld 
d. 1806. 

Ernest, Duke ol Victoria 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. w. the Duke of Kent. 

I I 
Albert-m.-Queen Victoria. 

L Liberals and Catholics. 

Leopold I 
1831-1865. 

Leopold II Philip 
1865-1909. I 

Albert I 
1909- 

A. Separation of the Parties. 

In 1880 Liberals and Catholics had united in suocest 
ful opposition to Holland. King Leopold I desired to 
maintain the alliance and avoided forming party 
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ministries. His coalition ministries dealt successfully 
with such non-political questions as the restoration of 
Belgian finances, which had become embarrassed owing 
to the heavy debt incurred by the settlement of 1839,^ 
the weakening of commercial relations with Holland 
and the failure of the National Bank. 

Gradually the two parties separated. In 1842 
Nothomb’s Coalition Ministry passed an act providing 
that religious instruction should be given in every 
primary school subject to the right of the Government 
to supervise. The different classes of Liberals therefore 
formed a united party and from henceforth the two 
parties were sharply divided. But the contest between 
the two was “ not between two political parties, but 
between two societies brought up side by side in opposing 
principles.** * 

B. The Liberals. 

The Liberals, whose chief bond of union was hostility 
to the clergy, demanded the extension of the suffrage 
by the reduction of property qualifications and the 
exclusive control of all schools by the State. They 
fav(mred the “ independence of the civil power.** Their 
main strength lay in the Walloon manufacturing pro¬ 
vinces, especially in the towns of Brussels and li^ge. 

C. The Catholics, 
The Catholics, led by the bishops and clergy, aimed at 

maintaining the “ liberty of the Church/* and defended 
local and individual freedom against State interference; 
they gradually repudiate d the Liberal parts of the consti¬ 
tution and faithfully followed the o^ers of the Pope. 
They were closely united and far better organised than 
the Liberals. They were supported by the peasants 
of the Flemish provinces. 

In foreign politics the Catholics strongly supported 
the temporal power of the Pope, and the Belgian Bishops 
denounced the government of Italy and Germany. 

^ Page 146. ' Seignobos. 
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1846. Formation of a ministry composed solely of 
Catholics. 

D. Alternation of Parties. 

From 1847 to 1870 the Liberals were in office for 
twenty years, the Catholics for two. 

In 1870 the Liberal party was split. The DoctrinaireSt 
led by Rogier, supported the centralisation of power in 
the national government; wished to maintain the 
property qualification for the sufirage, and to keep the 
old military system. Rogier, who went further than 
most Doctrinaires, advocated universal military service 
and government control over railways and mines. The 
Young Liberals demanded an extension of the sufirage ; 
some Liberals formed the Anti*Militarist League in 1868 
and wished to replace the army with a militia. Flemish 
Liberals wanted Flemish to be made an official language 
as well as French ; the Liberals of Antwerp resented the 
construction of new fortifications. 

In 1876 the Liberal Party was reconstituted. The 
Doctrinaires and Young Liberals united to form the 
Liberal Federation, but the Catholics were in power for 
twenty years between 1870 and 1896. 

n. Political and Economic Problema. 
A. Education. 

The question of Education has been one of the main 
points of difierence between Liberals and Catholics. 

1848. Primary Education.^ 
1849. Extension of Higher Education. 
1850. Rogier’s Liberal Ministry resolved that de¬ 

nominational teaching should not be established in 
secondary schools. The Catholics strongly objected, and 
in 1858 a Moderate Ministry accepted the Regulation 
of Antwerp” which allowed religious teaching in 
secondary schools in accordance with the faith of the 
majority of the scholars. 

» Page 687. 
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B. The Year of Revolution, 1848. 

1847. Formation of Rogier’s Liberal Ministry which 
was pledged to electoral and parliamentary reform. 
Confidence in the Ministry and in the constitutional rule 
of Leopold I prevented a revolution in Belgium, where 
only a single insignificant rising took place in 1848. 

1848. Rogier’s Ministry lowered the property quali¬ 
fication for the franchise for parliamentary, provincial 
and communal elections to an annual payment of twenty 
florins in direct taxation. 

This change greatly strengthened the Liberals as it 
doubled the number of urban voters. 

C. Economic Development. 

(1) The crisis of 1848-1847. 

The export of Belgian linen was reduced by one- 
half in four years owing to the introduction from 
England of machinery with which hand-looms could 
not compete. The distress caused among working 
people by the ruin of the linen trade was increased by 
the failure of the potato crop in 1845 and the wheat 
crop in 1847. 

The situation was relieved by the development of 
other industries, particularly coal and iron; by the 
employment afio^ed by the extension of railways, 
the construction of roads and of the Turnhout canal; 
by the establishment of model workshops and technical 
schools. 

(2) Rogier’s Liberal Ministry, 1857-1870. 

a. Reforms. 

Rogier did much to promote the material 
interests of Belgium. He established a National 
Bank and a General Savings and Assurance 
Bank. Import duties on foodstufis were 
lawered; octroi duties we^re abolished in 18S0; 
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the abolition of tne Dutch tolls on the Scheldt 

in 1863 led to an increase in commerce and the 

rapid development of Antwerp. 
The penal and commercial codes were revised, 

freedom of association was granted to workmen, 

railway rates were reduced. 

b. The fall of the Ministry, 1870. 

Liberal divisions weakened Rogier’s position. 

Rogier and most of the Liberals resisted the 
movement to make the Flemish language 

officially equal to French. The Catholics, who 
supported the movement, therefore secured the 

support of the Flemish towns of Antwerp and 

Ghent and, as many discontented Liberals 

refused to vote, secured a majority in the 

elections of 1870. 

III. GeneraL 

From 1830to 1870 Belgium made steady constitutional 

progress, developed her system of education, surmounted 
economic crises and secured a high standard of com¬ 
mercial prosperity. 

King Leopold I (1881-1865), ‘ the father of his 
people,” by his great tact and political insight, helped 
to guide Belgium successfully through a period of great 

difficulty. His wife, Queen Marie Ix)uise, who died in 
1850, won the hearts of the Belgians and added to the 
popularity of the monarchy. 
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SWEDEN, 1814-1870 

I The Position ol Sweden in 1815. 

A. Political. 

The King was the centre of political life, but after 1809 
he could decide questions only in the Council of State 
which formed the ministry. Bernadotte, formerly one 
of Napoleon’s generals, became Bang Charles XIV in 1818. 

The Diet exercised legislative power; it consisted of 
four orders—nobles, clergy, citizens and peasants—^who 
voted separately. There were two political parties; 
the cities were aristocratic and conservative, tended 
to support the King’s ministers, and formed “ The 
Right ”; the country districts were democratic, they 
usually opposed the ministry, and were known as “ The 
Left.” 

B. Economic. 

Finances were in a precarious condition. A succession 
of bad harvests, the departure of the herrings from 
Swedish waters and the depreciation of paper money 
had helped to produce a crisis which led to the suspension 
of cash payments and gravely impaired national credit. 

II. Charles ZIV, 1818-1844. 
Charles XIV, although a Frenchman who could not 

speak Swedish, gained great influence in Sweden owing 
to his generosity, his reputation as a soldier, his splendid 
appearance and personal charm. His fear of criticism 
led him to adopt repressive measures against the press. 
The suspicion, probably unfounded, that he used his 
position to add to his vast private fortune impaired his 
popularity at the end of his life. But he gave Sweden 
peace, wUch enabled her to stabilise her finances, and 

took an active part in promoting the commercial develop* 
ment of the country, 

IT— 
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A. Foreign Policy. 

(1) Russia. 

Alexander I had cordially recognised Charles XIV 
as King of Sweden and had thus strengthened hi.^ 
somewhat precarious position. Russia put pressure 
on Charles on two occasions : in 1818 Alexander 
protested against his delay in enforcing payment of a 

debt due from Norway to Denmark ; Russia, Prussia 
and Austria compelled Charles to cancel his sale of 
warships to Columbia which was in revolt against 

Spain. 
But he generally maintained a good understanding 

with Russia. In 1826 the problem of the frontiers of 
Finmark, which seemed likely to lead to war, was 
amicably settled and thereafter common hatred of 
Liberalism promoted friendship between Nicholas I 

and Charles. 

(2) Norway.^ 

(3) Denmark. 

The friendship with Russia was important because 
Denmark, which strongly resented the cession of 
Norway, was hostile. 

R. Changes in the Council of State. 

Political and economic discontent at home, due to 

Charles’ autocratic management of the finances, his 
censorship of the press, the incapacity of some ministers, 

the cost of the army, and the progress of Liberalism 

in France led to the growth of opposition in the Diet. 
1840. The opposition became so strong that it com 

pelled the King to change some of his ministers and to 

divide the ministry into seven departments, each under 
the direction of one Councillor without whose signature 

(except in military matters) no measure could l^^eoom^ 
^fective. 

* Pag© 55?, 
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C. Economic and Commercial Development. 

Largely owing to the personal interest of King Charles 

and to the peace he maintained Sweden prospered. 

(1) National credit. 

National credit was restored by reducing the cash 
value of paper money; the Bank was compelled to 

keep an adequate reserve of coin. 

(2) Agriculture and manufactures. 

Agriculture improved owing to the introduction of 
new methods of tillage and the foundation of agri¬ 
cultural schools and societies. The annual output of 

wheat doubled in ten years. 

The manufacture of iron and of machinery made 

great progress. 

(3) Communications. 

Communications were improved by the construction 
of new roads and of the Gota Canal, due largely to 

Thomas Telford. 
The introduction of gas for lighting purposes and 

the greater use of steam power promoted the develop¬ 
ment of industry. 

(4) English influence. 

Sweden owed much of her prosperity to the in¬ 

fluence of England. “ English cattle, English sects— 
particularly the Baptists, the English system of smelt¬ 

ing and English notions of unfettered industry and 
commerce entered Sweden together.” 

m. Oscar I»1844-18S9. 

A. Foreign Policy. 

(1) Deiunark. 

Oscar established friendly relations with Denmark 

and thought that the Eider should be the Danish 
boundary. 
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1857. Sweden benefited by the action of Denmark 

in abolishing the Sound dues, 

(2) Russia. 

Oscar reversed his father’s policy towards Russia. 
1851. The unsuccessful attempt of Nicholas I to 

secure rights over the coast of the Varanger Fiord, and 
his refusal to allow Norwegian Lapps to enter Finland 
caused much indignation in Sweden. 

November, 1855. Oscar made a treaty against 
Russia with. France and Great Britain which guar¬ 

anteed him protection against Russia* 

B. Domestic Policy. 

(1) Government. 

The government became less harsh. The power to 

confiscate newspapers and to compel attendance at 
Lutheran churches was relinquished; the abolition 
of flogging and the provision of private cells for 
prisoners mitigated the punishment of criminals. 

No important constitutional changes were made, 
but from 

1844. The Diet met every three years instead of 
five. 

1854. The State secured control of the manu¬ 

facture of brandy, hitherto a domestic industry, and 
thus took the first step to check the national vice of 
drunkenness. 

(2) Commercial and economic development. 

The electric telegraph and the decimal and metric 
systems were introduced; the coinage and postal 

system were reformed; the abolition of the guilds in 
11346 gave freedom to workmen; the customs were 

reduced and in 1857 Free Trade was established. 

The total value of manufactures, of imports and 
exports trebled between 1840 and 1860. 
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IV. Charles XV, 1869-1872. 

A, Foreign Affairs. 

The defeat of Russia in the Crimean War led Charles 
XV to hope that Sweden might again become the leading 

northern power. 
A new political factor appeared in the Pan-Scandi- 

navian Movement which aimed at uniting Norway, 
Sweden and Denmark for military and foreign affairs, 
reserving iudependent internal administration. 

1864. Formation of a National Scandinavian Society 

at Stockholm. 
Strong sympathy was felt by Sw^eden with the Poles 

and Italians in their struggle for liberty. 
His own Pan-Scandinavian views and the prompting 

of Napoleon III led Charles to promise to help Denmark 
against the German Confederation. The very small 

amount of help that was given and the defeat of Den¬ 

mark in 1864 ^ humiliated Sweden. 

B. Constitutional Changes, 1865. 

Only about two-thirds of the people were enfranchised; 
the great development of trade and industry had 

weakened class divisions; the Liberals demanded an 
extension of the franchise and the abolition of the old 
Diet with its four orders. 

1860. The King accepted a petition for reform 
presented by the citizens and peasants in spite of the 

opposition of the nobles and clergy, 

(1) Local assemblies. 

1862. Local assemblies, elected by property 

holders without reference to the order to which they 
belonged, gave self-government to the Communes. 

(2) Reform of the Diet, 1865. 

December, 1865. The Diet was to consist of two 
Chambers. The First Chamber consisted of unpaid 

members possessing incomes of 4000 crowns, elected 

Page 877. 
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by communal councils for nine years. The Second 

Chamber consisted of members of lower property 

qualification, who were elected for three years by the 

country districts and towns and received a salary. 

The arrangement of the franchise gave the cities an 

advantage in elections for the “ Second Chamber.” 

The two Chambers were to make laws and pass the 

budget. In case of disagreement the point at issue 

was to be settled by the majority vote of a joint session 

of the two Chambers. 

The old system of government by orders was 

abolished; the Diet became more powerful and the 

agricultural interest gradually became the strongest 

element in the Diet. 

C. Louis de Geer. 

De Geer led the reforming party; he extended 

religious freedom by wise enactments and by the 

extension of railways he assisted the continued develop* 

ment of trade and industry. A great development of 

industry took place after the Franco-German War, and 

this tended to stop the emigration to America which 

had followed the triumph of the Young Norse party 

in Norway and the victories of Prussia, who was un« 

friendly towards Sweden. 
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NORWAY 

I. The Union of Norway and Sweden. 
A. The Peace of Kiel. 

January, 1814. Denmark had supported Napoleon I 

and was compelled by the Allies to make the Peace of 
Kiel by which she ceded Norway to Sweden, who had 
lost Finland and Swedish Pomerania. 

B. Prince Christian Frederick of Denmark. 

Norway had been united with Denmark in 1389; its 
language and literature were Danish and national 

sentiment resented the union with Sweden. 
May 17th, 1814. The Norwegians declared their 

independence and elected the Danish Viceroy, Prince 
Christian Frederick, as their King. 

They established a Constitution on the model of the 

French Constitution of 1791. It asserted the sove¬ 
reignty of the people represented by the Storthing, an 
elected assembly of two Chambers. The Council of 

State, nominated by the King, exercised executive 

powers, but no Coimcillor could be a member of the 
Storthing, 

Swedish troops invaded Norway and diristian 

Frederick abdicated on October 10th, 1814. 

G. King Charles XIII of Sweden. 

November 4th, 1814. The Storthing elected Charles 

XIII of Sweden as King of Norway and he accepted the 

Constitution. 

D. The Settlement of 1816. 

August, 1815. The Swedish Riksdag settled the 

constitutional relations between Norway and Sweden* 
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Norway was to be a free, independent, indivisible and 
inalienable kingdom united with Sweden under one 
King who was to observe the Norwegian Constitution 
uf 1814. 

The Norwegian Prime Minister and two Councillors 
of State were to be in attendance on the King when he 
was in Sweden. 

The Swedish Foreign Minister and Consuls were to act 
for Norway. 

The cost of defence was to be borne by Norway and 
Sweden in proportion to their population. 

The Vir(‘roy of Norway was always to be the Crown 
Prince of Sweden, or his son. 

The removal of Danish officials, the diminution of the 
Norv7egian nobility, the small number of Swedish 
officials who centred at Christiania, made Norway a 
thoroughly democratic country. 

II. Charles XIV of Sweden. 

Charles XIV tried to consolidate the union between 
Sweden and Norway by acting in accordance with the 
Settlement of 1815, spending much time in the country 
and promoting Norwegian trade, manufactures and 
military interests. Norway developed rapidly and in 
1837 a highly democratic system of local government 
was established. 

But Charles XIV failed to conciliate the strong 
national sentiment of Norway and was continually at 
issue with the Storthing which, in spite of the King’s 
opposition, abolished nobility in 18^, refused to give 
the King the right of dissolving it or vetoing its pro¬ 
ceedings and, in 1829, impeached a ministry for advising 
the King to violate the Constitution. 

The Norwegians celebrated May 17th, the anniversary 
of Christian Frederick’s acceptance of the throne, as a 
national holiday, and serious riots broke out in 1829 
owing to the efforts of the Governmeiit to prevent the 
celebratioi^t 
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m. Oscar 1,1844^1859. 

Oscar I, who had been a most popular Viceroy, lived 
on friendly terms with the Storthing, He recognised 
the national flag of Norway and resigned the right of 
appointing a Viceroy. During his reign Dissenters, in 
1845, and Jews, in 1851, received religious freedom 
although ofl&ce-holders still had to be Lutherans. 

IV. Charles XV. 
Charles XV was anxious to ensure the close upion of 

the two countries, but his refusal in 1860 to confirm the 
action of the Storthingy which had abolished the Lord 
Lieutenancy, strengthened the opposition of Norway. 
The arrangement, made in 1865, that the Storthing was 
to meet annually increased the power of an assembly 
which viewed with alarm any proposal to strengthen 
the King’s airthority. 

The failure to establish a close union was very serious 
because tlie defeat of the Danes in 1864 and the growing 
power of Prussia, the enemy of Scandinavia, made union 
desirable for the defence of common interests. 

V. Prosperity of Norway. 
In spite of political differences Norway prospered 

under its Swe^sh Kings. The population increased 
from 1,200,000 in 1835 to 1,800,000 in 1875 ; the national 
debt was paid off in 1850 and the expenses of the State 
were covered by the customs. Norwegian merchant 
shipping formed a fourth of the total for Europe. 
Property was widely distributed ; the peasants owned 
much of the land and there were practically no large 
property holders. 
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DENMARK 

I. Frederidc VI, 1808-^1839. 
A. Denmark after 1815« 

Denmark had lost Norway; its fleet had been sur¬ 
rendered to Great Britain in 1807 ^; one-fourth of 
Copenhagen had been burnt in 1795, the city had been 
bombarded in 1801 and 1807; the country was bank¬ 
rupt, largely owing to the wars during the French 
Empire, and in 1813 paper money was worth only a 
quarter of its nominal value. 

Denmark consisted of the Kingdom of Denmark, 
Iceland and the Duchies of Schleswig, Holstein and 
Lauenburg, the last of which was but a poor compensa¬ 
tion for the loss of Norway. 

The rule of Frederick VI was a benevolent despotism ; 
the ojQQlcials were drawn from the nobles ; the peasants, 
who had been emancipated in 1788, possessed few, if 
any, political rights. 

B. The Work of Frederick VI. 

(1) Constitutional progress. 

Little constitutional progress was made under 
Frederick VI. 

1831-1834. Frederick VI created provincial diets 
for the Islands, Jutland, Schleswig and Holstein, to 
whichburgesses,landowneis and peasants were elected. 
But the duties of these diets were purely deliberative 
and advisory. 

(2) Demand for constitutional reform. 

A few Liberal aristocrats in Copenhagen started a 
movement for constitutional reform; the movement 
was hel^ by the July Revolution in Paris,* but it 
accomplished little. 

(3) Schleswig-Holstein. 
18SL. Beginning of the German national movement 

* JStote$ on Sttropean Miatory^ Vol. Ill, page 477. • Page 51. 
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in Schleswig-Holstein. Lornsen, a Swedish offidal, 
was imprisoned for voicing the demand of the German 
inhabitants of the Duchies that their union with Den¬ 
mark should be purely dynastic? Soon the ‘Germans 
were to demand incorporation in the German Con¬ 
federation and complete separation from Denmark. 

(4) The debt. 
Attempts were made to lessen the crushing national 

debt, but these met with little success until 1841. 

(5) Some progress made. 
Frederick VI maintained peace, and the improve¬ 

ment of prisons, the extension of education and the 
establishment of savings banks improved the condi¬ 
tion of the people, who were inspired by a great 
religious revival. 

II. The Schleswig-Holstein Question.^ 

The problem as to the relations of Denmark with the 
Duchies practically hindered internal developments 
during the reigns of Christian VIII (1839-1848) and 
Frederick VII (1848-1863). 

But the Liberals continued their efiorts and gained 
some success. 

1848. The press was made free. 
1848. An annual Diet consisting of two Chambersand 

elected by property owners was established and freedom 
of religion and of public meeting was guaranteed. 

m. Christian IZ» 1863-1906. 

August, 1864. The cession of Schleswig and Holstmn 
to Austria and Prussia ended the attempts that had 
been made to retain the Duchies by making Denmark 
practically a federal state. The Liberals, who had 
fought for the retention of the Duchies and espemally 
Schleswig, now became Conservative, and the Agri¬ 
cultural party, The Friends of the Peasants,’’ took up 
the cause of constitutional reform* 

1 Pages 324, 375. 
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July, 1866. The Constitution was revised. The 
FoIJcthing, the lower Chamber of the Diet, remained a 
representative body elected on a wide sufirage; the 
Landthing, the upper Chamber, included twelve 
members nominated by the King and fifty-four elected 
by voters possessing an income of 2000 crowns. 

The Agricultural party objected to the arrangement 
as anti-democratic; it was carried owing to strong 
pressure by Ihe Government, and the attempts of the 
ministry, supported by the Landthing, to govern in 
defiance of popular opinion, as expressed in the Folk- 
thing, led to serious political strife in subsequent years. 
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